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ANALOG ICs DIVIDE ACCURATELY TO CONQUER

COMPUTATION PROBLEMS
Housed in dual-in-line packages, the hybrids can multiply, divide, or take the square root
Although analog dividers are basic building blocks in a
wide variety of applications, until recently they remained
bulky, very limited in operating range, and prohibitively
expensive. Within the past two years, though, they have
profited from the kinds of technological and design
advances thaJ have characterized the progress of integrated circuits in other areas ..
Now, dedicated analog dividers are available in dual-inline packages, and their low price-typically less than
S30-has gone hand-in-hand with performance that bas
improved by orders of magnitudeu Burr-Brown
Corporation, for instance, makes a hybrid precision divider, the
DIVIOO,with a guaranteed maximum error of less than
0.25% over a 40/1 denominator voltage. With optional
external trims,the error may be significantly better over
its _40/1 denominator range.

WHAT IS AN ANALOG DIVIDER?
Analog dividers are widely used in such applications as
ratiometric measurements, percentage computations, transducer and bridge linearization, automatic level-and gaincontrol systems, voltage-controlled amplifiers, and analog
simulations. They may be thought of as black boxes
having two inputs and one output and the transfer
function given by the equation:
Vo= K(N/D)
where:
Vo output voltage
K a scale factor constant
N = numerator input
D denominator input
For most commercial packaged dividers, K is ioternally
set at I 0. Since the divisor can never pass through zero, D
is always unipolar. Because N can be bipolar, the divider
will operate in two of the four quadrants, as shown in
Figure I; it is therefore called a two-quadrant divider.
Dividers that are designed for operation with N of one
polarity are called one-quadrant di.viders. At this point,
no commercial four-quadrant divider exists, because it is
impractical, though not impossible, to design one that
would accept bipolar denominator voltages with a dead
zone around zero.
There are two limiting conditions for every divider. First,
the absolute value of N must be smaller than that of D to
prevent the output from saturating be)>ond 10 volts.
Second, a lower limit, D~1nis always specified for the

=
=
=

denominator below which the divider will exhibit unacceptably large errors. These two conditions define the
operating region of a divider (the shaded area in Figure .
1). For one-quadrant dividers, the operating region is
either the top or the bottom half of the operating region
of a two-quadrant divider.
N

+IOV

•IDV

•IDV
FlOURE I. Divider Operating Region. The ahcded area rcpraenta the
opcratina region or a two-quadrant divider. A one-quadrant divider will
performin either w top or bottom half or the ahcded area. BelowDmlu,
the denominatorexhibitaunacceptablylarge erron.

PERFORMINGDIVISION WITH MULTIPLIERS
The oldest and perhaps still the ~ost common method of
performing analog division is to connect a multiplier in a
feedback loop of an operational amplifier(Figure 2a). An
extra op amp is not needed with commercial packaged
multipliers, since their output op amps can be employed
through external pin connections.
.
Figure 2b shows a 4214 transconductance multiplier
connected as a differential divider. One limitation of the
multiplier-inverted divider (MID) is its limited divisor
range. The divider error that limits the ranges can be
estimated by:
Ed= 10(Em/ D)
where Em is the multiplier error specified by the manufacturer and D is the denominator voltage. With a 0.5%
transconductance multiplier, the divider error will go as
high as 5% when D goes down from IOVto IV. Hence, for
practical purposes, these dividers are accurate only over a
10/ I denominator range.
The divider error can be reduced by shifting the level and
preamplif ying the divisor input.and then shifting· back at
the output stage. In Figure 3, with K defined by the ratio
R2/R1, the divider error given by Ed IOEm/
D will be
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FIGURE 2. EconomizinaSpace.An analog dividercan be c:onstnldCdby
connccdnaao analog muldplicrin the fccdbaclcloop of ao op amp (a).
Paclcagcdmultiplicn (b) do not require an external op amp to be pinprogrammedfor pcrformiq division.

FIGURE 3. More Accurate. The multiplier-inverteddivider exhibits
improvedaccuracy when conDCCtcd
in the manner shown. The error
equationiagivenapproximatelyby ett==IOem(KD),where K is the ratio of
Rato R1and can be usedto optimizethe diviaon'arllJl&C,

reduced by a factor of K. However. the divisor input is
thus limited to -20/ K volts. When K = 2. the divisor will
swing within the same range of 0 to-lOV. In other words.
the divider error can be cut in half without sacrificing the
divisor•s dynamic range. With K greater than 2, say,
K = 10, the divisor is limited to the range of Oto -2V.

0.25%. At low input-signal levels, the offset voltages and
bias currents of the Y and Z op amps contribute most of
the errors. By trimming them out with potentiometers Ri
and RJ, the maximum error can be reduced less than
0.25% over a 40/ I dynamic range. R1is used to trim out
gain errors.
The DIVIOOanalog divider has been optimized as a logantilog divider. It is specified to be the most accurate
two-quadrant, self-contained divider available in IC
form. It operates in principle very similarly to a multifunction converter, but has several additional features.
For one. it contains an internal levcl-:shifting circuit for
two-quadrant operation. For another, it is laser-trimmed
to hold total error to less than 0.25%over a 40/ I dynamic
range. In addition, both linearity compensation and an
on-board temperature-compensated
reference are
provided.

ONE-QUADRANTDIVIDER
The well:known multifunction converter(M FC). through
different external connections. can be used as a precision
divider whose accuracy and dynamic range greatly
exceed that of a multiplier-inverted divider. It is, however. good for one-quadrant operation only, whereas the
MID is a two-quadrant divider.
The functional diagram ·or this converter is shown in
Figure 4. Its transfer function is given by:
Vo= X(Y/Z)m

PRECISEFOR TWO QUADRANTS

where m is determined by two external resistors and can
range from 0.2 to S. The circuit can be analyzed by
applying, to each of the four transistors used to achieve
the logarithmic relationship Q, - Q.., the Ebers-Moll
equation:

The divider's functional circuit diagram is shown in Figure Sa.Q, - Q.. are the four logging transistors, which arc
always laid out on a monolithic chip along a thermal
equilibrium line. Their geometries are specially designed
for maximum conformity to a logarithmic output. In
fact, log-conformity error is less than 0.05% over four
decades of collector current from IOOµAto I0nA. Thus,
the divider can maintain its accuracy over many decades
of denominator voltages.
The error sources at low input levels arc mainly due to the
offset voltages and bias currents of the numerator and
denominator input op amps. and not to the logging transistors. Optional trims are usually provided by manufacturers in order to eliminate the off sets and bias currents
that are inherent in all op amps.
As with the multifunction converter and the multiplierinverted divider. the bandwidth ofthc log-antilogdivider
decreases almost linearly with divisor voltage level; for
example, a 400kHz divider at a I0V divisor voltage will
become a 4kHz divider at a 100mV divisor voltage. It is
interesting to note that if it were possible to rearrange the

=

vbc (KT/ q)ln(L/ I,)
where:
V11c
= base-to-emitter voltage
K = Boltzmann's constant (8.62 x 10·5 electronvolt/ K)
T absolute temperature
q charge ofan electron (leV)
L collector current
I, = emitter saturation current
Solving the equation for each of. the four transistors
simultaneously yields the converter's simple transfer
function. Th.is procedure assumes that the four transistors are matched. so that I, ~nd Tare the same for all four
equations.
The multifunction converter is capable of operating over
a 40/ I denominator range with an error of less than

=
=
=

2

113tlln

+15V--'IJV\r---

+IIW
FIOUllE 4. Converted Coavcrtcr. The multifunctionconvertermay be used II a precisionone-quadrant divider with a muimwn error of 0.259&over a40/I
denominator range. Tho maximumerror can be reduced by ml.q po1CDtiomctcr
Ri and Ri.

+1

IIDn

=K(II/D)
K=IR&/2

(al DMID
FIGURE 5, DividerIC. The four op ampa and lhe four logginglraJllislon shownin lhe fwictlonaldiagram(a) lll'C rcarrangeciand lhe voliagc referenceii replacedby a
current rd'crcncclO form a los-antllos divider that ~tains a conslaDt-1cvcl
bandwidthwith dccrcasins
divisor voltages(b).

four logging transistors and the four op amps and
replace the voltage reference by a current reference, a
log-antilog divider whose bandwid\h remains constant at
high level even with decreasing divisor voltages could be

As mentioned before. the off set voltages and bias currents of the op amps should be nulled out for low-signal
operations. Unfortunately. with a reference current in
place of a reference voltage. this divider circuit cannot be
readily used as a •three-input multiplier-divider to perform Vo= XY/Z.
SQUARE-ROOTERS
One application of a precision divider is computing the
square root of an input signal, often required in process-·
control systems. If the divisor's input is connected to its
output terminal, the divider's transfer function. that is.
V.,= ION/ D, becomes:

realized(Figure Sb).
Notice that the current through the output stage (QJ, Q...
and Ac) is determined by the reference current. I. and
remains constant. If I is set high. the divider's bandwidth
will stay fairly flat from a lOV divisor voltage down to
100mV and then start to drop gradually. at a much slower
rate than the circuit in Figure Sa. Using 741-type op amps
and setting I equal to 200µA. typical component values
are:

R1=SOkO

R2= IOkO
RJ =33k0

Vo= 10(N/Vo)

R..= lOkO
R,= JOOkO
C= 33pF

=(ION)n
1

The output is now proportional to the square root of the
input, N.
Square-rooters employing a log-antilog divider and a

3

multiplier-inverteddivider are shown in Figures 6a and
6b. respectively, Since Vo is always unipolar, adding a
diode at the output of the divider will help prevent the
square-rooter from saturing to the opposite supply
voltage, which is occasionally caused by power-supply
transients. In Figure 6b. a I MO output load may be
necessary to turn on the diode, because the input
impedancesof the mid divider are so high (about IOMO)
that, without the load, practically no current will flow
through the diode.

seen, if small-sign;d accuracy _is critical, a prec1s1on
divider like the log-antilog type should be used.
With an external voltage reference,a multi-function converter may also be used to build a square-rooter. There
are two ways to implement this function. The straightforward method is to set m = 1/2 with two matched
resistorsand connect X and Z to a IOVreference(Figure
7a). Then the output voltage becomes.
Vo= IO(Y/ l0) 112= (IOY)112
Alternatively.m can be set to I as in Figure 7b and the X
input connectedto a+ IOVreference.Byshorting Z to the
output, Vo,the transfer function becomes:
Vo= IO(Y/Vo)=(IOY)"2
The accuracy of this square-rooter is about equal to that
of a log-antilogdivider.

The square-rooter's accuracy is strictly dependent upon
the accuracy of the divider employed. With a multiplierinverted divtaer, the accuracy is poor at low input voltages. The error-versus-signal voltage can be estimated
from:
·
112
Vo= (IOVm+ 10em)
whereVoand Vinare the square-rooter's output and input
voltages, respectively,and Em is the multiplier error specified by the manufacturer. For example, for a 0.5% multiplier, Em=SOmVmaximum, and therefore the squarerooter's error would be 25mV maximum at Vin=IOV,but
would be 109mV maximum at Vm= 500mV.
Figure 6c compares the typical error curves of squarerooters built with a multiplier-inverteddivider and those
made with a log-antilog divider. Typical errors would
normally be much lower than in the graph. As can be

LINEARIZING THE BRIDGE

The familiar Wheatstone bridge is widelyused in measuring the resistance of sensors like strain gauges, pressure
transducers, thermistors, and servo motors. Unfortunately, the output of the bridge isa nonHnearfunction of
the input variable, the change in the resistance being
measured.As illustrated in Figure Sa, the output voltage,
Vo,is related to the input variable, 8, by:
V.,= V,8/(I +8)
where 2V. is the bridge supply voltage.
y

Vin

•

I

z

Vo=flDJfJl/2
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FIGURE7. AnotherAppro11Ch.
the multifunctionconverter(here, the
4302) may Dllo be used u a square-rooter. To implement the tramf'er
function,Vo= X(YZ}'D,
M canbe equalto 1/2 (a) or to I (b), withtheother
conncctlona
appropriately
made.
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Becausedirect measurementand manipulation of nonlinear data is often undesirable, a circuit is needed to first
linearize the bridge function. The simplest method of
linearization uses an op amp. Connecting the variableresistancearm in the feedback loop (Figure Sb) causes the
output of the op amp, Vo,to vary linearly with·the variable, 13.Thus, V., = -V,13.However. some inexpensive

FIGURE 6. TaJdna
the Square RooL Implementingeither the multiplierinverteddivider (a) or the los-antilos divider(b) for findingthe square root
ii a matter of the degne or nccuracywanted. Typicalerror curveafor the
two types are shown in the graph (c).
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FIGURE 8. LinearizingBriclgca.
the Wheatstonebridge1181
a nonlinearoutputdependenton the Inputvariable(a). It maybe linearizedby Ulina
an op amp in
a feedbackloop ((b), a multiplier-inverted
divider(c), or an MID with an imtrumcntationamplifier(d).

bridges arc packaged in four-tcrmi_nal boxes and thereforc will not work with this method, which requires five
terminals.
A low-cost multiplier-inverted divider with differential z
inputs can, however, implement the inverse of the bridge
function and linearize it. In Figure 8c, the output voltage
of the bridge, Vb, is given by:
vb= 106/(1 + 6)

signal, nothing less than a well-designed automatic-,gaincontrol circuit will do. A good AOC circuit is one that can
keep the output constant over a wide dynamic range of
input signal levels (tracking range). Analog dividers arc
excellent candidates for such applications.
The tracking range of an AOC is directly related to the
denominator's operating range of the divider employed.
For example, if a divider has a divisor operating range
from J0V down to IO0mV, the AOC circuit associated
with it will track AC signals over a 40d8 range.

and the multiplier-inverted divider provides the transfer
function, Vo= IOVb/(10 - Vb), The series connection of
these two nonlinear circuits results in a linear function,
that is, Vo= 106.
If the bridge supply voltage is single-ended, rather than
floating as in Figure Sc, an instrumentation amplifier is
needed to convert the two output terminals of the bridge
to a single output. The amplifier can also be used effectively to compensate for bridge voltage variations. By
inverting the signal such that Vd=-Va6/( I +6)and using
four resistors to sum the bridge voltage with, and divide it
by, Vd(Figure 8d), the divider's denominator and numerator voltage become:

Cz
Rt ~

Ri

..

C1 .

D1

Vo

111

D =[2R10/(JR10+ 2R1)](Va+ Yd)
N = (2R1N/(3R1N
+ 2R1)]Vd
respectively, where R11>is the input impedance of the
divider's denominator input and R1Nis that of the
numerator input.
The cleverness of this circuit becomes clear when D and N
arc substituted into the divider's simple transfer function,
V0 = ION/ D. The bridge voltage, 2V~. and the input
impedance, Ri (= R1N= RiD), cancel out, resulting in
Vo= -106. Therefore, the output is independent of the
bridge supply voltage. When R1is much smaller than R1,
the circuit is insensitive to the value of R;.
CONTROLLINGTHE GAIN AUTOMATICALLY
To compensate for amplitude fluctuations of any given

--~
Vtn

-~

~)

FIGURE 9. ControlllnaGDin.The bandwidthof 0a'40dBautomatie>pincontrol circuit usinathe DIVIOO(a),
will be iacrcuina by n timca,or ita
trackins ranse by n tlmca,by c:uoadinsn dlvldm in the feedbACkloop
shownIn(b). The400kHzbandwidth,
however,cannot be ucccdcd.

Figure 9a shows an AOC circuit using a two-quadrant
log-antilog divider. The divider serves. as a voltagecontrolled amplifier whose output increases with a
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decrease in divisor voltage. Diode D1 rectifies the output
·voltage, Vo, Low-pass filter R1 - C1 produces a negative
voltage, Vn, proportional to the negative peak of Vo,The
integrator, comparing Vn with a positive reference voltage, VR,determines the divisor voltage of the divider.
Automatic gain control· is achieved thus: as the input
signal, Vin, increases. Vo tends to increase, pushing VN
further negative. This increases the integrator's output
voltage, which is connected to supply the divisor's input.
As the divisor voltage goes up, it will pull Voback down
until it reaches an equilibrium.
Typical values for audio applications are:
R1 = R2/IO= RJ/10= lkfi
C1 = IOC2= IOµF
VR=0.3V
These values will provide a. 2V peak-to-peak output
amplitude, which can be reset by adjusting either RJ or
VR.For subaudio frequencies, an increase in the values of
both C1 and C2 is necessary.
The upper frequency limit is determined by the bandwidth of the divider, and the bandwidth of most dividers
decreases with decreases in divisor voltage. This means
that the bandwidth of the AGC will decrease with input
sianal voltages.
As an example, with a divider's 3d8 bandwidth specified
for 400kHz at a IOV divisor voltage, the bandwidth will
be, as a rule of thumb, 40k Hz at a IV divisor voltage and
4kHz at a IOOmVdivisor voltage. With these specifications, a 40d8 AGC circuit will operate over a 40d B signal
range only up to 4kHz and over a 20d8 range up to
40kHz. Although it can function up to 400kHz, the circuit will have no practical tracking range at those frequencies.
The bandwidth of the AGC circuit can be expanded by
cascading two or more dividers in the feedback loop
(Figure 9b). For the 40d8 example, each of the dividers
operates actually over40/ n dB. where n is the number of
dividers cascaded. The bandwidth of the AGC circuit will
thus be increased by n times, but will, of course, never
exceed the divider's maximum bandwidth of 400kHz.
The cascading technique will also increase the tracking
range of the AGC circuit by n times; that is, two 40d8
dividers will yield an 80d8 AGC circuit. AC coupling at
the output of each divider is recommended to eliminate
unwanted divider offset voltages.

adjustable gain (from the nominal 10 to IOO).With lowcost JC dividers, it is practical to provide direct readout in
percentages of such parameters as efficiency. distortion,
gain/ loss, error. and so on.
Figure l Oshows a percentage measurement circuit employing a differential multiplier-inverted divider. The circuit.
which provides l V = l %, is capable of measuring± i'O%
deviations. Wider deviations can be measured by decreasing the ratio of R2/R1, and narrower variations by
increasing the ratio. If the dynamic range of VI is too wide
for a multiplier-inverted divider to handle, a log-antilog
divider may be employed, buf an extra operational
amplifier will be needed to take the difference V2 - V1.
The percentage circuit can also be used to sort components by first converting the component's parameter into
a voltage and comparing it with a reference. A comparator at the output of the percentage circuit may then be set
to separate units beyond a specified limit.

FIGURE 10. A Natural Application.Direct readouts in pcrccntqc or such
paramctm DI cffic:ieoc:y,
diatonion. gain/IOU.and errorarccuily obtained
by coancctinaa 4214in a configurationthat providesan output of IV= 19&
with deviationsmeasuredup to ±109f,.

RefeNncla:
I. Y,J, Wong and W.E. Ou. •function Circuits: Design and Applicutions.•
McGraw-Hill,NewYork. 1976,
2. J.G. Graeme,•DcsigninawithOperationAmplifiers:ApplicationsAlternatives.•
McGraw-Hill.NewYork, 1977.

TAKING RATIOS
For ratiometric applications, a divider naturally comes to
mind. Percentage measurement:

Vo= IOO(V2- V1)/V1
isjust another version of ra tiometric measurement, but it
requires a divider with differential numerator inputs and
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CREATE COMPLEX NONLINEAR TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
WITH A MULTIFUNCTION CONVERTER

CIRCUITOPERATION

A multifunction circuit is an uncommitt~d analog circuit
that will perform a variety of functions as programmed by
external pin connections. Its basic transfer function is:

The multifunction circuit works on a logging circuit principle.
Figure I shows the block diagram of a multifunction circuit.

The multifunction circuit has three independent inputs that
may be any value between 0 and +I 0V. The exponent m can
vary between 0.2 and 5.

I

I

As you can see, the multifunction circuit is an extremely
versatile analog circuit. The operations that it will perform
~elude:
(Vy)'(Vz),~z.

Vz2,rv;_, Vzm, VyJVz/Vx,

Los Ratio

e,,f_v
x )-

\v

z

nlvz

I
I
I
I

+

Log

X

I .,___

,_ -

and many others. With a few external components, the
possibilities are almost endless: sine, cosine, arctangent,
vector magnitude, true RMS,log.

I

__. e,,vY

- -

-

- -

--

- - -

_J

FIGURE 1. Multifunction Circuit Block Diagram.

In the multiply mode (with Vx = constant and m = I), the
multifunction circuit is very accurate, with typical errors of
· 0.25%of full scale.

V

Multifunction circuits are designed to be used in analog
signal conditioning circuitry. It is of course used in many
of the myriad applications for multipliers where one quadrant
operation is satisfactory. In fact, if a high accuracy, onequadrant multiplier is needed, a multifunction is probably
the most cost effective solution. If one or more of the inputs
must be bipolar, a conventional 'four-quadrant multiplier
may be called for. Other applications inc,ude ~og processing of data as an input to data acquisition systems or
just data compression in purely analog systems. This includes functions such as RMS to DC conversion and logging
circuits. The multifunction circuit is truly a universal computational element.

The log ratio circuit perforrns the function log (~) which is
Vz
equal to log Vx - log Vz· This output at pin mb is transferred

me,

to the negative summing input,
with some gain m. Thus
the output of the summer is -m (log Vx - log V .J+ log Vy =
log Vy + m (log Vz - log Vx>· When this signal is processed
by the antilog circuit, Eout = antilog (log Vy+ m log~)
=Vy(~:)

m,the amount of the log ratio output (at pin~)

that is applied as feedback to pin ma determines the
exponent.
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ROOTS

(0,2

< m < I)

Thereforee q Vbe - 1 ~ e q Vbe
KT
KT
I = Is e q Vbe
C
KT

POWERS

m

(I<

< 5)

(m= I)

2171c
= 211Is+ q~~

Thus, you can see that the base to emitter voltage of a
junction transistor Is proportional to the log of the collector current. It is also proportional to the absolute
temperature of the junction. This Is the reason for the
temperature drift of uncompensatedlog amps mentioned
previously. Fortunately in the multifunction circuit the
antilogcircuitry has an equal and opposite drift to provide
cancellationand respectabletemperature stability. The log
and antilogcircuitswill compensateeach other to the extent
that the various logging transistors are matched to each
other. Adjacentlayout of these transistorsin a monolithic
circuit as Is done with some multifunctioncircuitsprovides·
the best and most repeatableresults.

FIGURE2. Exponent Selectionfor MultifunctionCircuit.
ResistorsR1_andR2 from a voltagedivider. Form lessthan
one, the logratio output Is simplyattenuated by R 1 and R2,
Form greaterthan one, R 1 and R2 determinethe gain of the
log ratio amp.
A typical log amp uses a transistor in the feedbackloop of
an op amp to create the log response. These log amps require a relatively complex circuit to compensate for the
temperature drift of the loggingtransistor. In the multi•
function converter, the outputs of the log ratio and log
amplifiersare not temperaturecompensatedbut the antilog
circuit being the inverseof the log function providesa first
· order temperaturecompensationof the log amplifiers.The
circuit of Figure 3 ~ows the basic design of the multifunction.

DIVISION
One of the most usefulconfigurationsof the multifunction
circuit is in the DIVIDEmode. When m = 1 the log ratio
amplifier and the antilog converter perform as a divider.
Divisionby loggingtechniquesproduces errors that are virtually constant with input voltages. This contrasts dramati•
callywith conventionaldividersimplementedby a multiplier
in the feedbackloop of an op amp. Conventionaldividers
have a very limited denominator range because at low
· denominatorvoltagesthe op amp approachesthe open loop
state with the attendant drifts and errors.of open loop op
amps. On the other hand, division by the multifunction
circuit can accept denominator ranges of 100:1 with errors
of less than 0.5%. A disadvantageof divisionby multifunction circuit is that the operation is only in one quadrant
whereas conventional techniques yield division in two
quadrants.
TRUERMSTO DCCONVERSION
The true RMS valueof an AC signalis defined as the square
root of the averageof the squareof the input (see Figure4).
Manycircuitsto obtain quasi-RMSvaluesare linear averaging
circuits that are only accurate when measuringpure sinewaves. A true RMS converter on the other hand will
measure accurately square waves, pulse trains, distorted
sinewaves,noise, any electricalsignal. A conventionaltechnique of computingRMSvalues,shown in Figure 4, explicitly performsthe functionscalledfor.

FIGURE3. MultifunctionSimplifiedCircuit.
The logarithmicresponseof these amplifiersis basedon the
Ebers-Mollequatioh for junction transistors:
lei:: Is (e q Vbe -1)

KT
where, Is :; constant term characteristicof each transistor
Vbe = base to emitter voltage
le a collectorcurrent
q = electroncharge= 1.602x 1o-19c
·K = Boltzmann'sconstant= 1.380 x 10-23J/K°K
T = absolute temperature (2s0 c ~ 300°K)

E~n

~Avoniainr low pm rutor

SQUARE

KT@ 300°K = 26 mV, Vbe correspondingto a diode drop
q
is approximately600 mV.
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Thereforee q~e = e ;~~~V = e23 1 at room temperature.
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FIGURE4. ConventionalComputingRMSConverter.
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A multifunctioncircuit can be used to implicitlyperform
the true RMScomputation.The circuitis shownin FigureS.

The transfer characteristicfor(J ·)mis shownin Figure6a.
X

I.

...-------..

Avaraslnalow pus mtcr

MULTl FUNCTION
CIRCUIT
Burr-Brown4302

FIGURES. RMSto DCConverterUsingMultifunctionCircuit.
The implicitsolutionyieldsan output of

Etn2.

Erma=-- solvingfor Erms=
Erma

The averagingtime constant is determinedby the choiceof
R & C in the lowpassftlter~ This time constantdetermines
the lowestfrequencyof Butthat the unit willconvertto DC.
Of course, the unit will respond correctly to a DC input
voltage.
·

EXPONENTIATION
As mentionedearlier,the exponentm may be continuously
varied from 0.2 to S. This parameter allowsuse of the
multifunctionin linearizationcircuitsthat requirecorrection
1
factors such as Vzmor <v;>m. Figure6 showsthe transfer

.1
FIGURE6a. ExponentiatorTransferCharacteristicsfor(~m.

This too can be a useful circuit if linearizationswith negative slope are required. These two examplesillustratejust'
some'of the multitude of transfer functions that can be
obtainedwith the multifunctioncircuit. If more thanone
of the three inputs are used asvariablesthe possibilitiesare
endless.
The abilityof the exponent, m, to assumenonintegralvalues
contributes to the versatility of the multifunctioncircuit.
A nonintegralexponent can be very helpful in linearizing
transducer transfer functions. The multifunction circuit
providesa much smootherlinearizationthana diode breakpoint generator(piecewiselinearmethod)becauseit has no
discontinuities.

TRIGONOMETRIC
FUNCTIONS
The nonintegral-exponentls also very usefulin approximating trigonometricfunctions suchas sine, cosine and arc
tangent. A Taylor's seriesexpansionof an arbitrary function is
f{x)= f{o)+ xf'(o)+f f (o)+"' + (: : \ ! f n-1(0).
1
For sine,cosineand arc tangent this is:

characteristicswhen using the multifunction in the Vzrrl:
mode.
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xs x7
+ - -- +
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tan-1 x 1:1.!L!.+l
2

x Jx3

+ ...

- .!. r •

••

for x> 1

sxS

If thesepowerseriesexpansionsare alteredusing nonintegral
exponentsandmodifiedcoefficients,more accurateapproximationscan be achievedfor a givennumber'of terms. This
mathematicalapproach to a true power seriescan be computer generated to produce a minimum error from true
conformanceto the ideal function. Figure 7 contrasts the
error of a typical Taylor Seriesapproximationto. theerror
of a generalizedpower series expansion using nonintegral
exponents.

FIGURE 6. ExponentiatorTransfer Characteristics.
This mode will obviously allow the use of

21

squaringand

squareroot linearizationfactors.
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X

+15

Nonlntogrel
cooffldont
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X

FIGURE7. TruncatedSeriesExpansionComparison.
A nonintegralexpansiondistributesthe error more or
lessevenlyoverthe applicablerangeof x values.Taylor
Seriesexpansionproducessmallerrors for smallvalues
of x but increasesthe error for largervalues. It is for
this reasonthat a nonintegraltwo term expansioncan
have theoreticalaccuraciesS times better than a two
termTaylorSeriesexpansion.The trigonometricequations (for x in radians)are
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---------Multifunction
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x2.S27
E0 =Sinx -x-72a
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-------,
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x2J?,27
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.
xl.504
cosx= I +0.232S x-1.445 ±0.7S%·0< x <!!.
2
1.2125
tan-1 X = X
(90°) ±0.75%0 < X <!
I+ xl.2125
2
The connectionsto producethese functionsare shown
in Figure 8. It shows amongothers, the connections
for the arc tangent of a ratio. This is particularlywell
suited for conversionfrom rectangularto polar coordinateswhere
£e= tan-I -

I
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I
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I
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VECTOR
COMPUTATION
The multifunc;tioncircuit will perform the square root of
the sum of squares. This function is the companionto the
arc tangent of a ratio for the converlsonof rectangularto
polar coordinates. This function can be obtainedimplicitly
as the followingmathematicalmanipulationshows.
4302

DesiredFunction:
Vo2 =V12 + V22
va2-v 22=v 12
(V0 -V:z)(V 0 + V:z)=V 12
V12
Vo+V21:1V-V

FIGURE10. BipolarOperation for MultifunctionCircuit.
In that figure,

o- 2

V•=v.~1~2
-V2(=/v1l+v22)
Thisfinalequationis in a form suitablefor the multifunction
circuitto process.This circuit can be implementedas shown
in the simplifieddiagramof Figure9.

~--~z
V1

=-¼<-Ez
+10), Vx =½
(-Bx +10). Vy= ½<-By
+10).

Eo = V f'!/:)m
cl( -By+ lO)[t ( -Ez +10)] m .
y~ x/ 2
-k-Bx+IO)
Eoa(I0-By) [10-Ez ]m
.
10-Bx
Ey, Ex, Ez can no~ be any valuebetween +10 V and -10 V.
As an example,a four,quadranl multiplier such that VO =

v.1

V

Yx

Vz

MULTIFUNCTION Vo-V1
CIRCUIT

Ez Eycan be implemented. (Ezand By anywherebetween
10
+10 V and -l0V.)
Eo=O0-Ey)(

10-~m
10-Ex
With Bx groundedand m = 1, we have
.
Eo(I0-Ey)( ~=
100- lOBy- lOEz+ EyEz
10
10
E0 = EzBy+10-Ey-Ez
10

FIGURE9. Vector MagnitudeFunction.

V0 = EzEy= E0 -10+ By+ Ez
10
This can be implementedby adding an additional op amp
at the output of the circuits shown in Figure 10. This op
amp circuit would simply implement the above equation
(see Figure 11).

LOGAMP
The multifunctionwill perform as a log amp with these typical specifications:
Input Range:

Voltage(4 decades)+ 1 mV to +10 mV
Current(S decades)+l0nA to+0.l mA

Accuracy: ± 1% offull scale
AccuracyDrift:
±0.4%/oC

(from
muJtlfwlction)

Eon---,.,.,,--__.

As mentioned previously,the temperature stability is not
compensatedin this mode of operation. If operated in a
±looC band, the accuracy will typically be ±5%. The Vz
input and.ffib output shouldbe used.
·

-10 V o---W,--

.....

EyD---'lllllr--

.....

BIPOLAR
OPERATION
The multifunctioncircuitcanbe adapted as shownin Figure
10to bipolarinput operation rather than its normalunipolar
operation.

FIGURE11. AdditionalCircuitry of Obtain Four-Quadrant
Multiplier.
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MOLD CIRCUIT RESPONSE
WITH A MULTIFUNCTION CONVERTER
For generating nonlinear responses the multifunction
converter excels through its noninteger exponent capability. When combined with operational amplifiers in a
number of ways,this analog signalprocessorcan develop
an expanded variety of nonlinear transfer functions.
Several of these functions permit correction of the frequently encountered bow and "S" shaped nonlinearities.
Selection of circuit parameters for this application can
be done with a BASICprogram.
Historically, nonlinear transfer responses were created
using piecewise-linearapproximation.• Circuits creating
such responses approximated a nonlinear function with
a series of linear segments.lypically, a great number of
such segments were required to make the generated
response accuratelyfit the desired function.
Later the analog multiplier made possible nonlinear
responses through power ~es approximation.2 Given
the moderately comprehensible number of exponents
that integer values set for such series, mathematicians
paved the way for this approach. Complexity in electronic realization remained relatively high, however, as
this approach requires one multiplier per power term in
the series. Intuitively, we can imagine a power series
approximation requiring far fewer terms if noninteger
exponents were used, as access to the infinite set of
numbers betweeninteger valuesmagnifiesour degreesof
freedom. This is preciselythe power offered by the multifunction converter-noninteger exponents.While fmding such exponents can be intimidating to the mathematician, computers and curve fitting can do the selecting.
Specifically,the multifunction converter is a specialized
multiplier/divider,like the Buri'-BrownMode14302,and
produces a response of

logarithmic signals, as represented by gain block m.
Antilog reconversion of the resulting combined and
scaled signal completes the multifunction operation to
give product, quotient, and exponent. For various sample exponents the converter circuit alone produces the
nonlinear curves of Figure 2. Betweenthose shown there
are, of course, innumerable other possibilitiesachievable
with noninteger exponents.
In addition to stand alone operation a multifunctionconverter can be combined with op amp circuitry to expand

FIGURE I. lalroductionof pin m to loprithmlc algnabIn a loaf antlloamulti- ·
plier/dividerraulta in theexponentof themultifunctionconverterrespomc.

10

where x, y, and z are input signals. Exponent m can
be set to any number, integer or noninteger, within
a practical range of 0.2 to S. To generate its transfer
function the multifunction converter relies on the
uniquely predictable exponential current/voltage relationship of the semiconductorjunction. With this relationship, log and antilog operations are performed as in
Figure 1. By reducing the x, y, and z signals to their
logarithms, multiplication and division are simplifiedto
addition and subtraction. Also, power and root functions then result from amplification or attenuation of

10
FIGURE 2. 'lnm!cr rapomc cunu of the multifuact1onCOll'ffl'tCr pnmdo
coatlnllllly lacrasiq slopca for m > I (powr fundlom) and coatinaally
dc:crcuiaaslopcaform < I (root fum:dom).
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the variety of nonlinear responses available. The resp_onseof the basic circuit can be restructured through
use of summation, feedback, or signal control of exponent. With the circuit of Figure la the input signal is
summed with the converter output providing two terms
of a power series approximation. For the element values
shown, response curves lilce those of Figure lb are
created. Such downard bowing curves are useful in nonlinearity correction of responses that have an upward
bow. When processed through this circuit, upward and
downward bows tend to cancel, givinga more ~ear end
result.

..
FIGURE 4a. Adclitloaofadiffaenceamplificrprovidaaneptmueco11dterm
to tbo rcspome aprcaio11.
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line response. To derive appropriate. correction curves,
op amp feedback will be used with the multifunction
converter. When a summing amplifier is connected from
the output to one of the converter inputs as in Figure Sa,
the transfer response has both numerator and denominator terms that are functions of ei. Because of the feedback loop, the phase shifts of the converter and op amp
combine to degrade frequency stability. Correcting for
this is added phase compensation in the form of bypass
of the op amp feedback, as this will create a single dominant pole in the loop.
This feedback connection results in response curves like
those of Figure Sb. They exhibit the desired "S" shape
for exponents greater than one and a companding type
response for lower values. These responses provide linearity correction as a signal is processed through the
circuit and encounters the nonlinear gain reflected by the
response curve.
Another approach involves summatiol[ of a correction
signal with the signal to be compensated. For that purpose a zero-based response, lilce the dashed line of Figure Sb, is required so that· only the correction signal is
generated. This is accomplished. by rotating the curve

1,,allllt+(a/41"'

10
J.IGURE lb. RefiDedcontrol of noDlioearrcspomercsulUwithtbo dlcuit or
flgurcJL

To compensate a downward bow, the complement to
Figure 3b is needed. Making the second term of the
approximation series negative is one way to achi~ve this,
so subtraction rather than summation is used. Figure 4a
provides this by combining a difference amplifier with
the converter. With the specific circuit scaling shown,
curves can be derived like those of Figure 4b. Note that
the bow becomes so great that some curves represent
double-valued functions.
Another common nonlinearity is "S" shaped; alternately
deviating t9 one side and then _tothe other of a straight
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down to the Ci axis through subtraction of an ei term. as
the dashed curve illustrates for the m S case. A difference amplifier added to the circuitry will do this.
When the nonlinear response desired is the mirror image
of the above, the "S" shape can be reversed by subtracting the response of Figure Sb from twice the input signal.
The subtraction removes an "S"shape from an otherwise
linear response to create the reverse nonlinearity. In Figure 6a this is done by combining a subtracting amplifier
with the circuitry of Figure Sa. Sample response curves
arc shown in Figure 6b.
In the previous two circuits, an amplifier was connected
in feedback around a multifunction converter. Reversing
these functions, the converter becomes a feedback element in Figure 7a. As before, the feedback loop is phasecompensated with a capacitor across the op amp feedback. Now only the denominator ot the response is a
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FJGURE 7L Acceptlaathe clanalinput, and in the fccdbadc loop or.a op amp.
11 respomc fuacdoa with only clcllomlaator alpa1

the converter gmera1e1
depeadcnce.

function of ei and the results arc the curves of Figure 7b.
Some functions approximated by similar responses arc
the cosine function> and the Gaussian response. 4 Although offset from the origin, these responses arc otherwise again
the mirror images of those of Figure Sb and
provide the opposite "S" shape for m > 1. It is necessary
to include the offset in generating these curves because
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the multifunction converter has only one response quadrant of operation (Ci 2!:0, eo2!:0). However, with a difference amplifier that offset can be removed, and if appropriate the response can be rotated, as described before.
For the m
5 case the result of these operations is
plotted with a dashed line.
So far, the applications considered have all used fixed
values for exponen~. Even greater versatility is possible
through signal control of the exponent, which can be
seen from Figure 1. This only requires voltage control
over the gain level m. Such gain control is another function performed by an analog multiplier, which the multifunction converter becomes with an exponent of one.
Exploring this possibility, the input signal is made to
control the exponent in Figure 7a. Gain control results
from intercepting the logarithmic signal at the exponent
set points and multiplying it with the input signal.
Depending on whether the set points controlled are
those for power or root functions, the exponent will be
proportional to Cior its reciprocal resulting in
like
those of Figure 8b. Numerous other options for voltage
control of exponent exist if alternate signal connections,
summation, and feedback are considered.
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FIGURE Sb. 1wo poaibWtleadcriwd witb aJanakontrolled uponcnts.

Whichever of the precedingnonlinear response circuits is
used, the response must be tailored to the application.
For a specific case, an exponent and the scale factors for
each term of the response equation must be chosen. This
is a manageable task for a computer using iterative techniques to analyze the data. A BASIC program which
performs this task is listed in Figure 9. It will select
parameters for most of the circuits previously discussed
in a manner that minimizes the residual nonlinearity as a
percentage off ull scale. Any one of four response equations can be designated and they are identified below
with their corresponding circuit.
LD.I

curves

FIGURE la. By Yirtveol lts lopril!umc opcratlon. the cxpcniem of tbo mahlfullclion C01Ml1Cr b CODUOllcd
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To use the program, first the type of compensation
response must be chosen. This can generally be done by
reviewing the example response curves presented earlier
and finding a type whose nonlinearity is opposite that to
be corrected. Each of the four equation types handled by
the program passes through the origin. ff the response to
be linearized does not, it should first be mathematically
offset so that the data to be analyzed bas an output of
zero for zero input. Following program executk>n, the
offset can be restored by.addition of a constant. Such an
offset is achieved in the actual circuit by summing
appropriate DC voltages with the input and output signals.
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18 I *** NONLIN.BAS ***
BCT AFTER JGG 3-28-84
28 INPUT •EQUATION NUMBER
••• (1,2 1 3 OR 4)•;BQN
39 IP EQN < 1 OR BON> 4 THEN GOTO 28
49
YIN(l) a .772
I INPUT DATA PORT TYPE
59
YIN(2) • 1.689
I THERMOCOUPLE
EXAMPLE
69
YIN(3) a 2.584
79
YIN(4) a 3.453
89
YIN(5) • 4.45
98
YIN(6) • 5.49
188
YIN(7) • 6.568
119
YIN(8) • 7.681
128
YIN(9) • 8.827
139
YIN(l9) • 19
END INPU.T DATA
149 INPUT •STARTING VALUEFOR B •1BSTART
158 INPUT "ENDING VALUE FOR B •;BEND
168 INPUT •sTEP SIZE FOR B •;sTP
179 INPUT "VALUE FOR C ";C
188 INPUT •GUESS FORM •;HGUESS
198 FOR J • BSTART TO BBNDSTEP STP
LOOP TO FIND BBST START FOR B
2H
B • J
219
H • HGUESS
228
PRINT •stARTING ITERATION AT B• ";BJ
238
PAC• 1.2
INITIALIZE ITERATION FACTOR
249
GOSUB598
258
OLDBRR• LSTBRR
268
LSTERR • NBWBRR
278
IF ABS(ABS(SHLBRR)-ABS(NBWBRR))< .9881 THEN GOTO·358
288
IP ABS(OLDBRR) > ABS(NBWBRR)THEN GOTO 328
298SHLBRR • OLDBRR
388
PAC• 1/FAC
REVERSEDIRECTION OF ITERATION
319
GOTO 338
328 SHLBRR• NBWBRR
338
IP ITBRB • 1 THBN B • FAC * B ELSE H •PAC*
H
348 GOTO 248
358 CNT • CNT + 1
368
ITERB a 8
SET TO ITERATE H
378
IP CNT > 3 THEN ITERB • 1
SET TO ITERATE B
388
IP CNT < 6 THEN GOTO 288
398
IP PAC> .9997 AND PAC< 1.8883 THEN GOTO 458
THEN EXIT
488
PRINT •••1
418
PAC• SQR(FAC)
REDUCEITERATION SIZE
428
CNT • 1
438
ITERB • 8
SET TO ITERATE M
448 GOTO 248
458
GOSUB 798
468
IF J • BSTART THEN GOTO 488
FIRST TIME THRU?
478
IF ABS(NEWBRR)>• ABS(MINBRR) THEN GOTO 528
488
MINERR • NBWBRR
I KEEP RESULTS OF BEST STARTING B VALUE
498
BMINST • J
588
MMIN• M
519
BMIN.• B
528
PRINT •BEST ERR•"JMINERRJ" WITH B STARTING AT•JBMINST
538 NEXT J
549
M • MMIN
558
B • BMIN
569
GOSUB 598
578
GOSUB ?98
588 GOTO 949
598 NEWBRR• 8
MAIN CALC. ROUTINE
688
PS• B*(YIN(l8)/C)•M
618
ON BON GOSUB 918,988,929,928
628
FOR I•
1 TO 18
638
ON BQN GOSUB718,739,758,778
648
YOUT(I) • Y
658
DIFF(I) • YOUT(I)-I
669
IP ABS(NEWBRR)> ABS(DIFF(I)) THEN GOTO 698
678
NEWBRR• DIFF(I)
688
ERRLOC• I
699
NEXT I
788 RETURN
718 Y • B*(YIN(I)/C)•M
BQN. TYPE 1
728 RETURN
738 ·Y • A*YIN(I)+B*(YIN(I)/c)•H
EQN. TYPE 2
748 RETURN
7511 Y • (A*(YIN(I)/C).M)/(l+B*(YIN(I)/C).H)
EQN. TYPE 3
768 RETURN
778 Y • 2*YIN(I)-(A*(YIN(I)/C).H/(l+B*(YIN(I)/C).H))
EQN. TYPE 4
788 RETURN
798 PRINT
OUTPUT ROUTINE
888
PRINT ·A••1A,•e-~;B,•c-•,c,•H••,H
818
PRINT
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82S
838
849
SSS
869
879
889
899
999

919
929
. 939
949

-~

·-·

-~~~~~,~-

'

PRINT" t","INPUT","CALC.
OUT","ERROR"
FOR I al TO 18
.
PRINT I,YIN(I),YOUT(I),DIFF(I);
IF I a ERRLOCTHEN PRINT" (aa MAXERROR";
PRINT
NEXT I
PRINT
RETURN
A a 1-(FS/YIN(lB))
"A" POR EON. TYPE 2
RETURN
NO "A" REQUIREDPOR EON. TYPE 1
AaB•(((PS+l)•YIN(l9))/FS)
"A" FOR EON. TYPES 3, 4
RETURN
END

FIGURE 9, ThiaBASICpro~

compuieathe rcqu1rccl
comtantl to llnearlzca

pvcnset or datapointl in linca40 throuah 130.Thodata1bowaconaponda to
the exampleIDFigure 10.

sation circuit is of the Figure 4a type, and the parameter
finding program is set for a type 2 equation. Running the
program finds the compensating transfer response to be

The program seeks a solution by iterating both m and b
using an iteration factor which is gradually reduced as a
·minima in error is approached. Since the program may
converge on more than one minima, the starting value
for b can be stepped through a range of values. The
starting b value producing the best solution is saved and
repeated in the final pass, and execution halts with the
results. The error indicated in the final display is the
deviation from the desired straight line response.
The program prompts for all required inputs. A starting,
ending, and step value for b is chosen. Parameter c is
chosen by the user in order to ensure accuracy-preserving
larger values in the multifunction converter denominator. Full scale inputs of l0V lead to greatest accuracy,
makin-_c 10an appropriate choice. An initial guess is
supplied for the constant m.
The input voltage data is written into lines 40 through
130of the program to facilitate easy rerunning. The data
in the listing is for the example given in Figure 10.These
lines should be changed to your input data points after
trying the sample data. Depending on the nature of the
data analyzed, convergencemay be smooth and fast, or
perhaps somewhat difficult to achieve. In any event,
some human intervention may be required to select the
best range and step size for b and initial guess for m. A
few runs from different starting points will help verify
that a good solution has been achieved.
As an example, ·consider the task of linearizing the
response for a type T thermocouple. Shown in Figure 10
is the thermocouple output voltage er for ten equally
spaced temperature increments away from zero. It is
assumed that a preamp would be used to boost this output to eA and that its gain is set for a I0V full scale
output. Examination of the data points reveals a downward bow so linearization can be achievedby processing
the signal through a response having an upward bow,
like that found in Figure 4b. So the appropriate compen-

CA)l.2

7

Co= J.621CA - 6.214( JO

Residual nonlinearity calculated by the program would
be 12mVor 0.12%of the l0V full scale, as compared to
the initial S.S% nonlinearity. This reduced level of error·
is compatible with the accuracy attainable in practice
with the multifunction converter.
T("C)

=

er(mY)

eA(V)•

eo(V)"

1.811
3.357
5.227
7.207
9.288

.772
1.809

1.011
1.998
2.989
3.988

.co
80
120
180
200
2.CO
280

320

380

.coo
•e" c 479.2 er

11.456
13.707
18.030
18.420
20.869

2.1504
3;463
4.450
5.490

4.991
5.998

8.568
7.881

7.003
8.008

8.827

9.005
9.998

10.000
"Oo

a

Enor(mY)

11

-2
-11
-12
. -9

-2
3
8
5

...,

1,8218" - 8.214(eJ10)

1
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FIGURE 10. For a type T thermocouple the program or Fiawo 9 sclccb a
linearity comctlon equationthat would providea 46:1impro\lCIIICDL
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10MHz ANALOG MULTIPLIER' CARRIES OUTPUT AMP,
BREAKS BA.NDWIDTH BARRIER
A transconductancemultiplierchip, the firstone fitted with an output
amplifier,alleviat~ designworriesin high-bandwidthcommunicationcircuits.
No monolithic solution has ever existed for wideband
analog multiplication. Beyond a IM Hz bandwidth, multiplier chips usually need external amplifiers and biasing,
and many cannot deliver their promised accuracy and
performance without external trimming components.
Those burdens have largely kept single-chip multipliers
out of communication applications. Mixer circuits, for
example, have instead relied on signal-diode rings, even
though those rings bring their own performance drawbacks. including poor low-frequency response and narrow
frequency and power ranges.
With the arrival of the M PY634 multipliers, wideband
analog multiplication nec;d no longer be a multichip
affair or imply performance compromises. Along with
its I0M Hz small-signal bandwidth, fhe four-quadrant
chip has a laser-trimmed DC accuracy of 0.25%, an
adjustable scale factor, and the ability to drive loads
down to 2k!l.
In addition, because it has three instead of two differential
input pairs. the cmp can divide, square, and find square
roots. Those functions make it, in effect, a multifunction
converter. As a result, adding just a few components
creates any number of analog processors, including a
voltage-controlled filter or a mixer.
The chip unites three voltage-to-current input converters,
a transconductance core, a highly stable voltage reference,
and a high-gain output amplifier (Figure I). The three
converters can be viewed as differential amplifiers with
an extremely low transconductance, the benefits of
which are a I0MO input impedance and a 20V/ µs slew
rate. Moreover, the converters" input voltages can be
differential or single-ended: in the latter case, the second
input can be used to nullify offsets .•

good as its linearity, accuracy, and stability. Here linearity and accuracy depend on the transconductance
core, and more specifically, on how precisely the base-toemitter voltages of its six transistors match. To maximize
linearity, the transistors are diagonally coupled (crosscoupled) on the die and then laser-trimmed.
Maintaining a constant scale factor ove~ temperature
requires stable bias current in the core. A built-in
bandgap reference keeps"the scale factor's temperature
coefficient within 30ppm/°C over a temperature range of
-55°C to +125°C. Nevertheless, the scale factor can be
adjusted over the range of I0V to 3V by connecting a
resistor from the negative supply to the Scale Factor
Adjust pin.
As with an op amp, the multiplier's open-loop equation
offers insight into the chip's operation, as well as into its
constraints. The open-loop equation is:
(X, - X2)(Y1- Y2)
VouT=A[----- (Z1 - Z2)]
SF
where VouT is the output voltage; A is the output
amplifier's open-loop gain and is assumed to be infinite;
Xs, VN, and Zs are input voltages; and SF is the scale
factor, which is nominally I0V.
For stability, feedback is•applied to one or more inputs.
(However, when feedback involves more than one input,
designers must take care that the overall feedback does
not become positive.) Since the gain is always positive,
inputs that receive feedback become dependent on the
output voltage. Thus, the behavior of the circuit can be
predicted by substituting Vour (or its function) for the
appropriate input voltage.
For example, in a basic multiplier with single-ended
inputs and no offset, X2, Y2, and Z2 all equal zero.
Feedback enters directly through the Z, input. Because
converter Z drives the output amplifier's inverting input,
the feedback is negative and the output voltage is given
by:
VouT= A (X1Y1/SF- Vour)
When A approaches infinity the equation gives:

HAVING THE DRIVE
The differential outputs of the converters drive. the
transconductance core, which actually performs the multiplication. The output of the core, a differential current,
produces a voltage across a resistive load that feeds a
high-gain, high-bandwidth amplifier. For multiplication,
the output of the amplifier is fed back to converter Z:
other mathematical operations are set up by different
feedback connections.
·
Like any mathematical circuit, the multiplier is only as

Vour= X1Y1/SF
Applying the feedback through a voltage divider increases
the overall gain. For example, if a 10:1attenuator makes
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FIGURE I. The MPY634 multiplier chip is the first to break the 1MHz barrier without the external wideband amplifier, making it a
suitable alternative to diode mixers. It combines three voltage-to-current converters, a transconductance core, a voltage reference, and·an
output amplifier.

Applying the feedback through a voltage divider increases
the overall gain. For example, if a 10:1attenuator makes
Z1 equal 0.IVouT, as gain becomes infinite the open-loop
equation beeomes:

falls to zero or goes negative, the feedback around the
filter chip is lost and the circuit becomes unstable.
With 0.1% resistors, the filter holds its full-scale frequency
to 2% over a 10:l range of control. Moreover, no
external trimming adjustments are required, unless
accuracy must be raised even further (in which case the
input offsets can be nulled by trimming). The bandpass
and cutoff frequencies drift no more than ±S0ppm/°C
over -SS°C to + 12S°C. At a full-scale frequency of
25kHz, the wideband noise is typically less than 160µV.
The output swing can go as high as 20V p-p, yielding a
dynamic range of 96d8.
Limits on the slew rate of the amplifiers inside the
universal active filter restrict the•input amplitude and Q.
First, since the filter's internal amplifiers handle a maximum slew rate of 6V/ µs, the full power bandwidth
(I0Vpk) is I00kHz compared with the small-signal bandwidth of 200kHz. As a result, the input voltage should be
limited to 20V p-p below S0kHz and 2V p-p between SO
and I00kHz. Above that, the maximum input voltage is
determined by the formula fc/ 50,000, where fc is the
filter's cutoff frequency. Second, a high Q can make
internal voltages larger than the input swing. Thus the
maximum Q is below 4kHz and fc/20,000 above 4kHz.
The high performance of this voltage-controlled oscillator
justifies the use of the multiplier and the universal active
filter. Though a switched-capacitor filter and a voltagecontrolled oscillator represent an easier and less costly
alternative, the arrangement's 7Sd8 dynamic range and
30kHz upper frequency fall far short of the multiplierbased configuration. Moreover, the switched-capacitor
approach suffers from clock feedthrough and aliasing,
which dictate additional filtering.

Votrr= l~X1Yi/SF
To make a divider circuit, single-ended inputs X2, Y1,
and Z2 are grounded. The feedback is applied to Y2 so
that it is negative for positive values of X1. However, if
X1 is negative, then Y2 is grounded and the feedback is
applied to Y1. In either case, the open-loop equation is:
VoUT= A [ (X1) (-VouT) - Z1]
SF
As gain approaches infinity, Vour becomes Zi/X1SF.
The scope of the multiplier chip becomes apparent in a
highly accurate voltage-controlled filter. Two multiplier
chips, a universal active filter chip, four resistors, and six
bypass capacitors team up t'o form a second-order filter
with high-pass, low-pass, and bandpass outputs (Figure
2). The multipliers act like linear voltage-controlled
resistors that set the filter's center frequency and thus the
cutoff frequency of the high- and low-pass outputs.
Although the active filter chip allows a compact implementation for bandwidths up to 200kHz and a Q of up
to S00, the bandwidth can be extended to 1MHz by
implementing the filter with discrete op amps instead.
Precision 1% resistors ensure accurate values for the fullscale center frequency and for Q. Two such resistors,
between each multiplier's output and the filter chip,
determine the full-scale frequency, which is the center
frequency of the bandpass for a l0V control voltage. In
operation, a control voltage drives both multipliers at
once and must always be greater than 0V. If the voltage
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FIGURE 2. A voltage-controlledsecond-order filter revolves around two multiplier chips and a UAF21 universal active filter. The
multipliersact as linear voltage-controlledresistorsthat vary the center and cutoff frequenciesof the active filter chip. Bandwidthsup to
200kHzand Q valuesup to 500 can be attained withjust a handful of components.

Sincethis transconductancemultiplierneedsno external
circuitryto attain its wide bandwidth, it is a particularly
good choice for building low-cost mixer circuits (see
"Strike up the Bandwidth''). Mixers form the heart of
heterodyning,whichis used for modulatingand demodulating signal amplitude.
A ring-diodecircuit, one of the most common types of
mixers, .performs well at high frequencies but suffers
numerous limitations. For instance, since the diodes in
the ring must be biased,transformersmust be coupledat
the mixer's input and sometimesat the output. Unfortunately, transformer coupling precludes low-frequency
operation. The low-endfrequencyof most diode mixers
is limited to severalhundred kilohertz, preventingthem
from modulatingrf signalsdirectlywith audio signals.
On the other hand, the transconductancemixeris directly
coupled and thus can modulate audio signals directly
onto an rf carrier. For example, the amplitude of a
10MHzcarrier can be modulated simplyby applyingan
audio signal to the X input of the multiplier chip and
feeding the output of a 10MHzlocal oscillator to the Y
input.
A ring-diode mixer also requires a resistiveimpedance,
usually son, at its input and output ports. A reactive
impedancecan severelydegrade performance.The transconductance mixer, in contrast, is relativelyinsensitive
to 1/0 impedances.At low frequencies,its input impedance is I0Mn and, at about 1MHz, that starts to drop
off, fallins to a low of 2Skn at 10MHz.If required, a

son resistor can be shunted across the input to match
impedances.The output is insensitiveto load impedances
greater than 2kn and less than IOOOpF.
Transconductancemixers exhibit better linearity than
typical double-balanced diode mixers (see the table).
The input voltage to diode mixers is applied directly to
the diodejunction, so that the region of linear operation
is small. Any nonlinearity causes harmonic distortion
and feedthrough,whichadverselyaffect almost all specifications. In addition, it generates spurious carriers,
intermodulationdistortion, and increased feedthrough.
Within the transconductancemixer, the input voltage is
convertedinto a current before being appliedto the c9re,
affordinga much wider range of linear operation.
One mixing application combinesa lkHz low..pass filter
with a SMHz local oscillator to create a bandpass filter
with an extremelyhigh Q of SOO0-normallyan impractical if not impossibleachievement.In a passivenetwork,
reachingthat Q would necessitatemany poles, whichare
difficult and costly to tune. In addition, a typical active
circuit version would require expensive op amps with
high gain-bandwidthproducts.
The input signal is first multipliedby the local oscillator
and then sent through the low-pass filter (Figure 3).
Since the filter has a lkHz bandwidth, it passes all
incoming components between the local oscillator frequency and lkHz above.it. The filter's output is then
reconvertedinto the original frequencyby multiplyingit
by the local oscillator output. An image frequency is
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The mixercircuitcan also be adopted for phase detectors;
the designer need orily connect a low-pass filter to the
multiplier chip's output (Figure 4). The configuration
followsthe principle_thatthe product of two signals of
equal frequ_encycontains a DC component, and that
component is proportional to· the cosine of the angle
betweenthe signals.

Sin wt

o------x

Oscillator
(Frequency= fc)

o----.v

Sin (wt+ 4)) ____

FIGURE 3. In a frequency-mixingcircuit. one inultiplier chip
con\'erts the input signal into DC, and another translatesthe DC
signal back into the original frequency. With thi~ technique, a
lkH, low-pusslilterand a SMH1.local oscillatorcreatea bandpass
filter with an effective Q value of 5000 and a SMH1.center
frequency.

Low-Pass
Filter t--~CJ
1/2 coa(4))

(we~ 2w)
.,

-1/2 cos (2wl)
+1/2cos,t,

created when the signal is reconverted. The circuit can
also tr{lnslatethe center frequencyof a bandpass filter, a
usefulfeature when the required filter falls outside of the
commonlyavailablecommunicationsfrequencies.

FIGURE 4. The multiplierchip works in a phase detector. When
two signals of equal frequency arc multiplied. the operation
producesa DC component proportional to the cosineof the angle
betweenthem.

COMPARING DOUBLE-BALANCEDMIXERS
Multlpller Chip

Typical Double-Balanced
Diode Mixer

DCtoO.SMHz

Carrier Feedthrough

25dB

60dB

40dB

Isolation: RF Input to Local Oscillatot
Local Osclllator to Mixer .
RF Input to Mixer

40dB
30dB
25dB

60dB
60dB
60dB

40dB
40dB
35d8

Third-Order Intermodulation Intercept

1V rms

SOVtms

2Vrms

Several kHz to several GHz•

DC to 10MHz

DCto10MHz

Specification

Frequency Range

• The frequency range for any one mixer Is usually about three decades.
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0.5to10MHz

STRIKE UP THE BANDWIDTH
The limited bandwidth of transconductance multipliers
is customarily attributed to the output amplifier.
Though the bandwidth of the M PY634 multiplier chip
can be kept to SOMHz by the core transistors, the
output amplifier slashes that figure to IM Hz. The
drop is caused by interaction between the core's
output resistance and the large Miller capacitance at
the amplifier's input, creating a pole at about 1MHz.
Designers have usually compensated for that interaction by making the output amplifier's -3dB cutoff
frequency occur at or before the pole. However, the
new chip shifts out that pole in frequency, so that the
gain can be sustained far beyond l MHz. Keeping the
gain constant, however, mandates an unchanging ratio
of transconductances in the output and input amplifier
stages. To keep the ratio constant over a wide band,
the input stage's transconductance, Gm ..,, must decrease
at the same rate that the output transconductance,
GmouT, does for increasing frequency.
The gain of each input amplifier is the ratio of its load
impedance to the transconductance of the input amplifier stage (see the figure). Also, the overall transconductance of the output stage is the output resistance of
the core plus the input capacitance and transconductance of the output amplifier. This lumped value looks

like a direct load to voltage-to-current converter Z and
to the core. Since the core is transparent to converters
X and Y,they see Gmot:r as the direct load. Moreover,
because GmouT represents the load impedance for all
the converters, the wideband gain is GmouT/Gmn,.
For GmouT/Gm,,- to remain constant over a broad
frequency range, the RC time constants of both transconductances must be within 100% of each other.
Fortunately, with worst-case process and temperature
variations, the match between the RC time constants
can be held to within 20%.
In this multiplier chip, a reactive element of the input
stage keeps the transconductance ratio constant. The
element, a small nitride capacitor, parallels the normally high resistance Gm,r-..In fact, this purely resistive
transconductance causes GmouTto limit Chebandwidth
in the first place.
. The resistive portions comprise thin-film resistors that
can be matched to within 1%.The capacitive portion
of GmouT depends mainly on the quies·cent current of
the output amplifier's differential inputs. :rhat current
is laser-trimmed to a known value. Consequently, only
the absolute tolerance of the added nitride capacitor
determines the match between. the capacitive portions
of GmouTand Gm,,-.

z
Gm..,

The substance of this application note appearedin article
form in the January 9, 1986issue of ElectronicDesign.
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CURRENT TRANSMITTER IC
CATERS TO HIGH-LEVEL SIGNALS AND TIGHT BUDGETS
Whenprocesscontrolslgnalsmusttravelfar, a transmitterchipsteps
- In, supplyingthe drivewhlleallevlatlngcostand spaceworries.
In the past, designers of process-control systems have
had to opt for either bulky modules or "home-brewed"
circuits to transmit current to run remote actuators from
high-level control signals over long distances. Unfortunately, modules add expense, and in-house circuitry not
only sacrifices valuable board space but also gobbles up
costly resistors having low temperature coefficients.
Integrated circuits present a new option. For example, in
the industry-standard 4 to 20mA range, the XTRll0
current transmitter can convert 0-SV or 0-I0V inputs
into a current output with an end-point accuracy of 0.2%
and an overall nonlinearity of below 0.OOS%.
This 16-pin
DIP circuit operates with one inexpensive external transistor and incorporates an accurate IOVreference.
The characteristics of the transmitter chip suit it not only
to process-control systems but to other demanding applications as well. For instance, when teamed with the
transmitter chip, a test system can receive current signals
from remote equipment over a pair of wires while
maintaining an integrity of 12 bits. Indeed, the current
signals can travel to a series of test stations in daisychain fashion, picking up only minimal, easily filtered
noise along the way.
Other system designs may benefit from the fact that
current-mode signals, unlike their voltage counterparts,
need not return. to a single ground; instead, they can
terminate in a dirty ground (see "The Care and Feeding
of Current Transmitters~ page S). Finally, bridge networks, in which a transducer serves as one arm, behave
in a linear fashion if driven by current, but in a nonlinear
manner if driven by voltage.
The current transmitter contains three basic functional
blocks: a I0V band gap reference and two operational
amplifiers (Figure 1). The first op amp, A,, drives an
internal NPN transistor whose emitter is fed back into
the op amp's inverting input. That unity-gain configuration makes the emitter's voltage match the voltage
appearing at A1•s noninverting input-a value representing the summation of the three inputs Vas, In, V1N1,
and V1N2.
A resistor from the emitter to ground sets the collector
current of the NPN transistor, based on the e]!:pression:
le

= (VaEFIn/16 + V1N1/4+ V1N2/2)/ RsPAN

Herele is the collector current, and RsPANis a resistance
connected from the Span Adjust pin to ground. The
equation ignores base-current error, since the actual
circuit uses a compound Darlington arrangement instead
of the NPN transistor, thus nearly eliminating the effects
of base current.
The second op amp, A2, takes the collector current of the
NPN transistor and mirrors it with a gain of 10. Then a
soonresistor converts that current into a voltage at the
amplifier's noninverting input. The output of this op
amp drives the gate of an external P-channel power
MOSFET, whose source ·is connected to the inverting
input and to a sonresistor. That setup resembles the
unity-gain configuration of A,, except that it uses the
positive supply instead of ground as reference.
The MOSFET, which can be considered the output
device of A2, keeps the power dissipation away from the
chip, and thus preserves its linearity and endpoint performance. A2 maintains an equal voltage across the son
resistor. Moreover, the 10:1ratio of the resistors creates a
drain current through the MOSFET that is ten times the
collector current of the NPN transistor. With that drain
·current being the output variable, loUT, the system
transfer function is the desired lo UT 10 le.
The IOVreference within the current transmitter supplies
the internal bias for the chip. However, it can also be
used to offset the output current or to perform other
reference chores with its extensive drive capability.
To establish the reference, the Vau, Force pin must be
shorted to the VREFSense pin, thereby closing a feedback
loop for the internal voltage regulator. If a system·
demands more than the reference's rated IOmA output,·
an external current-boosting NPN transistor can be
used, with its collector connected to the positive supply,
its base to V REF Force, and its emitter (that is, its output)
to V RBF Sense.

a

=

THE HEAT IS ON
Although the 4 to 20mA output of the current transmitter
is not excessive, it can lead to a phenomenon known as
resistor self-heating under measurement conditions. Since
a resistor has a finite thermal resistance, the lo~d resistor
can be affected by its own heat. Its temperature coefficient
forces the resistor's value to change: the higher the TC,
the heavier the toll on transfer accuracy and linearity.
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FIGURE I. The XTRI 10current transmitter contains three main functional blocks: a IOVreference circuit and two operational amplifiers.
The extra transistor, which keeps power dissipation away from the chip, is the only external component needed for basic operation.

Take, for example, a typic;al 0.25W, 2500 load resistor that bas a thermal resistance of 320°C/W and a temperature coefficient of 50ppm/°C. As current varies from
4mA to 20mA, the resistor's-value deviates by 0.15%. (In
the calculation, the power difference between the two
current levels multiplied by the thermal resistance is the
change in the resistor's temperature. That change is
factored with the temperature coefficient to produce the
change in resistance.)
Even a change in resistance of just 0.15% could make a
significant dent in the error budget for the system. So
designers obviously should worry about more than the
end-point change. Since the calculation of change in
resistance depends on a current-squared term, the entire
circuit departs from linear performance. In fact, change
in resistance, considered as a function of current at
values intermediate to the end points, reveals a curved
transfer function that illustrates the nonlinearity error
contributed solely by the resistor (Figure 2).
Thermal resistance contributes most to the error. To
surmount that limitation, resistors with higher power
ratings can be used, or the power can be spread over
more resistors. Placing four lkO resistors in parallel, for
example, produces one-founh the thermal resistance of a
2500 resistor. Resistors with a temperature coefficient of
10ppm/°C or less-such as wire-wound and thin-film
types-also improve the measured current transmission
performance.
To accommodate some pressure transducers, an external
200 source resistor and a jumper wire can select a
second output range-lOmA to S0mA-for the current
- transmitter (point A in Figure 3). The circuit should be
carefully laid out with the Source Sense feedback connection made as close to the external resistor as practical,
thereby minimizing series. parasitic resistance from the
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FIGURE 2. Resistor self-heating introduces a current-squared
term into the error calculations for the current loop. As a result,
the current transmitter could exhibit nonlinear behavior. Improved
design practices, such as spreading the power across a parallel
combination of larger resistors, can reduce this effect.

metal pattern on the printed circuit board. Although the
metal traces exhibit little resistance, they can have a high
temperature coefficient and consequently can influence
span drift.
THE CLOSER YOU GET
Similarly, the supply side of the source resistor should be
connected as close as possible to the +Vee pin of the
current transmitter. The user can compensate for variations in the 200 resistor by trimming at the Span Adjust
pin. Any parasitic resistance from the Source Sense pin
to the MOSFET's source is outside the feedback loop
and thus can be ignored. As a result, the transistor can
be positioned in areas suitable for heat-sinking without
affecting system performance.

The beta of a transistor has a typical temperature
coefficient of 5000ppm/°C. By calculating the shift in
span, beta becomes 317 and the shift, 50µA, or 0.31%.
Note that the span shifts by almost 0.10% less than first
determined but still could trouble an unsuspecting
designer.
Here too, power does not vary linearly with current,
becausethe resistive portion contributes a current-squared
term. Although nonlinearity for this particular case
degrades only 0.01% across the entire transfer curve, the
design still must accommodate that additional deviation.
Different transistors, of course, will produce different
results.
Heat-sinking minimizes the effect of temperature on beta
and allows the current transmitter to reach optimum
performance. System designers also should remember
that thermal effects become evident over a period of
milliseconds rather than instantaneously.
Valve drivers and certain other actuators require that the
current must not only be accurate but bipolar as well.
The current transmitter-teamed with an external quad
op amp, two power MOSFETs, a small-signal transistor,
and a handful of resistors-can act as a current pump to
meet this requirement (Figure 5). Basically, the transmitter chip serves as a variable current source in parallel
with a fixed current sink, which is itself biased at half the
full-scale source current and thus provides a constant
offset.
In this pump circuit, a transconductance amplifier (A4,
Q3, R3, and Rs) translates the +IOV reference input into
a current. In turn, that current drives a current-mirror
multiplier (A3, Q2, R2, and R4) which works as the
current sink. In addition, As, R9, and R10can be used to
adjust offset by forcing the current transmitter t~ source

+Vee
Source

V,N

-

1mile

XTR110
Current
Transmitter

FIGURE 3. An external 200 resistor and a jumper (point A) can
select a second output range of 10 to 50mA for t~e current
transmitter ..

If system design requirements can stand a slight:drop in
end-point accuracy and linearity, a garden-variety bipolar
PNP transistor can replace the more expensive power
MOSFETs. For instance, a TN2905 in a TO-92 package
performs adequately, suffering only slight degradation in
supply rejection and linearity.
The shift in the offset current can be calculated by
dividing the nominal value (4mA) by the transistor's
beta. For a beta of 250, the offset changes by 16µA, or
0.10% of the desired 4 to 20mA span. Of course,
·variations in beta also shift the span itself. Just how
much can be found by dividing the nominal span (16mA)
by beta-yielding a change in span of 64µA, or 0.40% of
the nominal value.
An external resistor, RPAD,can augment th~ internal son
source-sensing resistor to correct the transistor's basecurrent loss (Figure 4). A 20kO trimming potentiometer
or a carbon resistor suffices. Drawing on the fractional
change in the current span (~Span/ Span) described
above, the correction could be calculated as:
RPAo 50 (Beta+ I)
These calculations assume that the transistor's current
gain is fixed. But in practice, the bet, varies as the
transistor dissipates power and its junction temperature
rises. The temperature change can be figured if the
transistor's thermal resistance is known.
The transmitter chip runs from a 24V supply, and the
current varies from 4 to 20mA. Because the transistor is
in series with the 500 source resistor and the 2500 load
resistor, minimum and maximum power can be established at 91.2mW and 360.0mW, respectively.The thermal
resistance, 200°C/W, elevates the junction temperature
by 53.8°C.

+10V
Reference

=

XTR110
Current
Transmitter

FIGURE 4. A fixed resistor or 20kfi trimming potentiometer,
RPAD, corrects for variations in beta when a less costly PNP
transistor is used instead of a MOSFET at the output of the
current transmitter. . ·
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FIGURE 5. Alterations to the support circuitry to the current transmitter allow it to accommodate actuators that require a bipolar current.
Resistors R1 and R2 feature low temperature coefficients and dissipate just 0.2W continuously; R, and Rio, two 10-turn potentiometers,
afford great sensitivity.

some constant current from Q,. Resistor Rs in the
transconductance amplifier should be selected to set the
current sink a bit high in anticipation of the adjusted
offset current sourced by·li. If required, high-impedance
buffer At.can be configured for gain.
The circuit includes both offset and span adjustment
circuitry to compensate for .the 1% tolerance of the
resistors and the inherent offsets of the op amps. Span
adjustment resistors R6, R1, and Ra keep the span
unchanged when the trim potentiometer is set at midscale.
The circuit can be modified if the desired transfer
function has bipolar inputs of-SV to +SV. In that case,
a divider circuit can be connected to the + IOVreference
to generate a +2.SV tap. A6 can serve as a buffer off the
tap, and its output can be connected to V1N2instead of
to V1N1,which now accepts the input.

those devices are connected to the amplifier's output.
The collector currents of the transistors follow the ratio
of their emitter areas and emitter resistors with respect to
the control transistor and its resistor.
To Output Current Switches
411N 21,N
V,aln

-Va

A POINT OF REFERENCE
The chip's +IOV reference can also be used to calibrate
data acquisition systems, sourcing IOmA over the specified temperature range. If more current is needed, VREF
Source and VREFSense allow a discrete NPN transistor
to be connected for boosting the current.
However, a voltage referenc~ need not be the only
standard value used for biasing data acquisition systems.
Frequently current can be applied just as easily for the
system reference.

Many data acquisition units are built around a currentsinking servo loop (Figure 6). A control amplifier converts the voltage across the input resistor into a current,
which is mirrored by the other transistors. The bases of

l&N

FIGURE 6. The current transmitter can supply a reference current
for D / A converters that work on the principle of current replication
and multiplication. The current flowing through the transistors
depends on a ratio of emitter areas and emitter resistors.

Following that setup, a digital-to-analog converter would
work on the principle of current replication and multiplication. In certain applications, as in driving CRT
yokes, the absolute value of the D / A converter's output
current is important. To drive a pair of 12-bit converters
(Figure 7), the current transmitter's output connects to
the slider of a balance trim potentiometer, ensuring that
each converter has the same full-scale output current. If
· more than two converters must be scaled, the same
principle can be extended by applying resistor current
dividers to the paralleled converter reference inputs.
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FIGURE 7. To drive a pair of 12-bit D/ A converters, the current transmitter feeds its output through a 2kfi potentiometer, which
equali1esthe two full-scaleoutput currents.

Small variations in the current transmitter's output
permit gain to be adjusted accurately, and large variations
can be used for digital multiplication. If a system calls
only for the converters' full-scale outputs to be set, a

single potentiometer can adjust the current transmitter's
output current. The potentiometer should be connected
between the + IOVreference and ground, with its slider
to the VREF In pin.

THE CARE AND FEEDING OF CURRENT
TRANSMITTERS
Getting the most out of the XTRII0 current transmitter: is as simple as foilowing a few basic rules.
First and foremost, designers should pay close attention to the way that output current affects system
ground, since the flow of current can modulate
individual circuit grounds.
'

transmitter chip could not draw current from the
MOSFET, and no·voltage would develop across the
load resistor. Although that cautionary measure·
may seem self-evident, designers sometimes inadvertently overlook the return path if the load resistor
already terminates in a local-ground. In any case, the
ground for the receiving circuitry should be connected-directly or indirectly-to the current transmitter's ground.
The voltage at the output of the current transmitter
(that is, the drain of the MOSFET) is not critical.
For example, the current could return to a negative
supply without affecting the circuit's linearity or
accuracy. The positive compliance voltage must be
2V lower than the current transmitter's positive
supply, plus the IR drop from the drain-to-source
on-resistance of the MOSFET. The breakdown
voltage of the MOSFET determines the negative
compliance voltage.

A floating ground may be of no consequence if all
the signals of interest are relative to local ground.
For example, if the signal from a resistance-temperature detector or a thermocouple is amplified at
'the same site as the current transmitter, no confusion
exists over the integrity of the ground. On the other
hand, if a host controller drives the current transmitter from many feet away, the designer must
consider errors induced by the drop in ground. Any
path that current takes from one point to another
should have a return pctth as ,well; otherwise the
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TWO-WIRETRANSMITTERPROMOTES
PAINLESSPROCESSCONTROL
Faced with low signal amplitudes and high electrical noise, control and
data acquisition system designers need all the help they can get.
Lending a hand is a small monolithic that resists noise an~ reduces cost.
from the minimum input signal of 4mA. Even currentinduced errors are suppressed by using the simple
twisted-wire pair.

Pity the process-control designer: he is charged with
delivering miniscule signals reliably through hostile environments over long distances, and as always, he is asked
to do it as simply and as cheaply as possible. Fortunately,
these demands, though not tdvial, can be met.

In operation, amplifiers A1 and A2 act together as an
instrumentation amplifier controlling a current source,
AJ and Qi (see Figure I). An internal feedback loop,
completed by an external resistor, sets the operating
point. Input voltage ea, applied to pin 3, appears at pin 5;
and e2,applied to pin4,appearsat pin 6. Thus the current
in the spanning resistor, Rs, is Is = (e2-e,)/ Rs = CiniRs,
where Cin is the input voltage differential. This current is
added to internal current h; and the sum, I,, controls h,
which is set to be 19.times greater.
In a 4mA to 20mA current loop, the output current's
lower limit of 4mA occurs when em e2 - e, OV.The
components of the 4mA current are a 2mA quiescent
current driving into pin 7 and 2mA drawn from both of
the current sources.
The upper limit of the output current, 20mA, is set by
properly selecting Rs, based on the upper limit of e,n. In
this case, Rs is chosen to give a 16mA output current
span, or [(0.016mA/mV) + (40/Rs)] ein(full scale)
16mA. Also, since the output current, lout is unipolar, e2
must always be larger than e1; and to keep lout at 20mA
00 0 and
or less, e,n must be less than IV when Rs
proportionately less as Rs is reduced.

A crucial link in the chain of components that forms the
solution is the signal transmitter. It influences the
number of transmission lines, the transmission type, and
ultimately, the system's overall noise immunity.
Among the better choices for this part is a current-mode
two-wire signal transmitter that, as its name implies,
connects the ends of a transmission system with a single
pair of twisted wires. Both signal and power travel
together, avoiding exotic, expensive transmission cable
(see "The Transmission System Choices").

=

What's more, a recent two-wire transmitter implemented
as a monolithic circuit represents a breakthrough in
performance. The XTRI0I gives designers a small,
inexpensive signal conditioner that converts low level
signals into a standard 4mA to 20mA output. Not only
does it amplify small signals, but it also provides excitation for strain-gauge bridges, RTDs (resistance temperature detectors), and thermistors. And it does so with
12-bit accuracy between -40°C and +85°C, with loop
voltages of ll.6VDC to 40VDC. The package is small
enough (0.7" by 0.3" by 0.JS") to fit inside many transducer packages.
Placing the XTRl0I near the sensor reduces errors in a
hostile electrical environment and also minimizes the
need for expensive shielded sensor wire.
Finally. because a current level instead of a voltage level
is used, the transmitted signal is unaffected by noise
voltages or contact potentials. Current-mode transmission also eliminates crosstalk even when wires are
bundled together, and high-signal-level transmission
means inexpensive unshielded copper wire can be used.
Also, by transmitting current instead of a voltage, the
voltage drops caused by line resistance do not cause
measurement errors. The 4mA minimum current, which
is necessary to supply power to the XTRI0I and power the
two excitation I mA current sources, has the added
benefit that a broken line (0mA) can be distinguished

=

=

=

The niajority of the 16mA current can be off-loaded to
an external transistor as shown in Figure I. In this way
the self-heating of the XTRI0l is dramatically reduced
for a factor of 25 less self-induced thermal drift.
One purpose of the XTRI0l's self-contained dual current
sources is to simplify temperature measurements. Consider one application in which a platinum RTD with a
resistance of IO0Oat 0°C and 2000 at 266°C is needed to
transmit 4mA at 25°C and 20mA at 150°C (Figure 2).
Here the R TD is excited with one of the 1mA current
sources, while the other source is used for zero suppression, an input biasing technique.
USING THE CURRENT SOURCES
To start, feedback resistor Rs is picked so that the
intended temperature span produces a full scale current
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FIOURE I. .A two-wiretransmitter in hybrid IC form, the XTRI0Imodulatesthe power supplycurrent with changes in the input vollage, e1• (at pins 3 and 4).
In addition, the circuit contains two lmA current sources for poweringtransducers.

The equation for Rs is obtained by differentiating the
transfer function to obtain the change in the load current,
IL, divided by the change in e,a; in other words ~IL/ 4Cm,
and then solving for Rs. That is:

swing. First, the sensitivity of the RTD • .:1/R~T. is
defined as 1000/266°C. Thus. when excited with a lmA
current source and exposed to·a.25°C to 150°C temperature range, the span of em,will be
lmAX(I000/266°C)X
125°C=47mV

R5 -

40
.
(41ou./4e;n) - (0.16mA/ m V)

CHOOSING THE RESISTOR VALUES

=

With .:\lout= 16mA and e;n 47mV, Rs is 123.30. This
value of Rssets the instrumentation amplifier's gain so
that an RTD full scale input voltage change of 47mV
produces a full scale output current change of 16mA.
Next, R. is chosen \o place the 1'6mA output span
between 4mA and 20mA. For this case, when e;n= O, IL=
4mA. Analysis of the loop voltage from pin 4 to pin 3
yields em= VT._V,.Thus, when e;n= 0, V, VT,and VTis
given by

+
'L

=

Rz

Vns = lmA

x[u,o
+(;:.~x
:zsoc)]

= 109.4mV

Since R. is excited by the sccohd I mA current source,
R. = 109.4mV/ lmA
= 109.40

FIGURE 2. In applying the XTRIOI in a temperature-measuringcircuit,
the operating point is fixed by the span resistance, Rs,a zero-suppression
voltage across R., an input biasing voltage across R2, and of course the
resistanceof the RTD.

In applying the XTRIOI, it is both convenient and helpful
to think of it is a single-supply instrumentation amplifier
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where pin 7 is ground and pin 8 is Vee. As with any
single-supply amplifier, the input voltages must be biased
with a common-mode voltage to keep the input transistors operating linearly. In the case of the XTRI0I, biasing
· requires that pins 3 and 4 be kept between 4V and 6V
above pin 7. That is done by having both current sources
flow through a resistor, R2, located between pin 7 and the
inputs. Making R2 = 2.SkO produces a SV drop. The
input voltages, with respect to pin 7, are then

Since IL should span 16mA (4mA to 20mA) when ei11
changes S8mV (for a 0°C to 1000°C temperature range),
Rs is calculated to be 123.30.

COLD JUNCTION COMPENSATION
Remamber, thermocouples produce a voltage proportjonal to the difference in temperature between two
junctions. In the example just discussed, one junction is
at the process itself and the other at the reference point,
where the thermocouple wire is connected to the signal
transmitter. To produce an input voltage to the XTRIOI
that is proportional to the process temperature, it is
necessary to create a voltage proportional to the temperature of the reference junction, whatever that may be.
This technique of establishing a reference is called cold
junction compensation.

e1 = SV + 0.1094V
e2 (min) = SV + 0. I094V (occurs at 2S°C)
e2 (max)= SV + 0.1564V (occurs at l50°C)
Thus the 4V to 6V requirement is met.

. If it is necessary to place the RTD a significant distance
from the transmitter, measurement errors due to the
resistance of the cable connecting the R TD to the
transmitter can result. In such a case, the dual current
sources of the XTRl0I and a three-wire RTD connection
correct the problem (see Figure 3). Here, if R1 = R2
(meaning identical wire lengths), and 11= h, equal and
opposite voltages (V1 and V2) are produced in series with
the RTD voltage, canceling the.line resistance error.

A practical way to compensate the thermocouple circuit
is to create a known voltage in the thermocouple loop
that tracks the temperature of the reference junction.
Two common methods are with semiconductor diodes
and with RTDs. When the former is chosen (see Figure
4), the loop that forms e111
runs from pin 3 to pin 4 and so
em= V-rc+V,-V,
where VTCis the temperature-compensating voltage; V,
is created from the diode voltage, Vo, which itself is a
function of the diode temperature; and V.- is in series
with VTC, A voltage divider consisting of Rs and ~
scales the diode voltage properly and places it in series
with the thermocouple voltage loop.
To accomplish that task, the voltage divider must meet
two criteria. First, it must make the gradient 11V,/ 6 T
the same as the gradient of the thermocouple voltage
(52µ.V/°C at 25°C-obtained
from standard thermocouple tables). Second, the impedance level of the
divider must be much larger than the diode impedance
to prevent loading of the diode voltage.
For the first criterion,

FIGURE 3. When a long line is needed 10 connccl lhe RTD lo lhe
lransminer, errors 1h11mighl be inlroduced by line length are reduced by
using lhis lhree-wireconncclion10lhe lransmiuer. Here, linedrops VI and
V2cancel oul, since lhey produce equal voltageson bolh sides of lhe RTD.

'1VTC/'1T= AV6/'1T
= AV0/AT[R6/(Rs + R6)]
S2µV/°C
2000µV/°C [~/(Rs+~)]
For the second criterion, Rs is chosen as 2kO and solving
the last equation yields a value of SI O for ~The purpose of V, is to set the process temperature
corresponding to 4mA of output current, that is, to
determine which VTc will produce an e;n of 0. For
convenience, V, = R, X lmA. Also, when the reference
junction is at 25°C and the process temperature is at 0°C,
e;nshould be 0.
Transposing the terms of the equation for e;ngives

=

THERMOCOUPLE SIGNAL CONDITIONING
The XTRI0I is well suited for thermocouples, the most
popular temperature sensors. Its temperature range of
-40°C to +8S°C means that it can be placed close to the
thermocouple, reducing the need for expensive thermocouple extension wire, as noted. With the dual current
references, the function of thermocouple compensation,
burnout indication, and zero suppression and elevation
all are easily accomplished.
A typical thermocouple application might involve a
process temperature range of 0°C to 1000°C. A type J
thermocouple produces a voltage span of 58m V for that
temperature range and the thermocouple's sensitivity is
S2µ V/°Cat 2S°C from standard thermocouple tables. To
find Rs, the span-setting, or gain-setting, resistor, recall
that

Rs=

=

v.. Cin-VTc + V,
so that with T2 = 2S°C, V, = 600mV X (51/20S1) =
l4.9mV. Also when TTc = 0°C, VTc= -1.28mV (from the
thermocouple tables). Then when e111
= 0, (4mA out), V,
= 16.18mVand with a lmA current R..is calculated to be
16.180. What's more, varying R, achieves zero suppression and elevation as needed, with no interaction between
zero and span adjustments.

40
('1IL/ '1e,n) - (0.016mA/mV)
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FIGURE 4. The thermocouple,a popular device for sensing temperature,needs cold-junctioncompensation to generate an absolute output A reference
diode,Vo. tracks the ambient temperatureto perform*c compensation.

burns out, it opens and its impedance becomes very large.
The input bias current flowing into the positive input (pin
4) causes IL to go to the value of its lower range limit,
about 3.8mA. If instead an up-scale indication is needed,
a circuit can be built so that when the thermocouple
opens, the transmitter's output goes to its upper range
limit, about 38mA (see Figure 5).

Thermocouples are frequently used in very hostile environments such as hot, corrosive atmospheres, where they
often bum out. A convenient way to determine when
burnout occurs is to force the two-wire transmitter
current beyond its normal range and detect an abnormal
condition using a limit or level detector.
DETECTING BURNOUT

BRIDGE TRANSDUCERS, TOO

With the XTRI0l, forcing the output above or below its
range is done with the input bias currents and hence
requires no extra components. When the thermocouple

One of the most popular uses of two-wire transmitters is
in bridge circuits. These circuits include transducers for
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measuring pressure, load cells for measuring force and
weight, and strain gauges for measuring vibration and
acceleration. However, 4mA to 20mA two-wire transmitters impose some special constraints on the selection
of a bridge. Because only 4mA is available to power .the
transmitter and the bridge sensor, the current available
for bridge excitation is often too low for some types of
bridges. For example, a 3500 thin-film strain-gauge
bridge, which, when excited with JOY, produces a full
scale signal of 30m V and draws 28.6mA, would produce
only 2.1 m V full scale if it were excited with a 2mA current
source.
Because of this limitation, diffused semiconductor strain
gauges are most often used with 4mA to 20mA transmitters. Such units typically produce a lOOmVfull scale
output when excited with only a I .SmA current source.

-------------
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THE TRANSMISSION SYSTEM CHOICES

What are a designer's signal conditioning options? First,
there is the brute force technique (see Figure 6A), which
has serious disadvantages. For instance, three wires are
needed to minimize the effect of line resistance. Also, the
signals are transmitted using a voltage mode and are
therefore susceptible to voltage noise pickup. Worse,
because the voltages are usually very small, good shielding
is needed, and even that may not prevent noise.
A second scheme places the amplification at the transducer (see Figure 68). The advantage here is that the
voltage levels are higher-typically I0V full scale. However, now four wires are needed-two for the signal and
two for power-and some shielding is still necessary.
Moreover, since the line resistance and the input resistance of the control instrument form a voltage divider,
the impedance of the control instrument must be high to
avoid signal attenuation and higher line impedance
results in greater noise pickup.
Finally, there is the two-wire transmitter (see Figure 6C).
·Only two wires are needed because the power and output
signal are carried on the same leads. Furthermore, by
using current-mode transmission, shielded wire is unnecessary. A simple twisted pair of copper wires is sufficient,
and since current is being measured instead of voltage,
the line resistance does not affect accuracy.

(CJ
FIGURE 6. Tnnsmillion System Choica.

With the two-wire transmitter, signal and power are
supplied on a single-wire pair by modulating the powersupply current with the input signal source. The transmitter is immune to voltage drops from long transmission
lines, as well as to noise from motors, relays, actuators,
and other industrial equipment.
The input stage of the XTRl0I is essentially a high
performance instrumentation amplifier. Its features
include:
High input impedance ...........................
400MO
Low offset voltage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30µ V maximum
Low offset voltage drift ...............
·.. . . . . . 0.15µ V/ °C
High common-mode rejection ..........
90d8 minimum
Low nonlinearity ......................
0.01% maximum

.A TWO-WIRE TRANSMITTER IN IC FORM
The XTR101 is a 4mA to 20mA two-wire transmitter
IC containing a highly accurate instrumentation amplifier, a voltage-controlled output current source, and
dual-matched precision current references. These features
suit it for remote signal conditioning of a wide variety of
transducers such as thermocouples, RTDs (resistance
temperature detectors), thermistors, and strain-gauge
bridges.

Reprinted with permission from Electronic Doslgn. September 16, 1982;
C Hayden Publishing Co., Inc., 1982.
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GETTING TRANSDUCERS TO "TALK"
·TO DIGITAL COMPUTERS
Digital computers can't interpret transducer signals without help
from data converters. Here's how these system components are interfaced.

Transducers and computers don't speak the same
language. So a data converter must translate the analog
signal from a transducer into a digital signal To apply
· data conversion, you must look at not only the type of
data converter and its specifications,but also the type of
transducer, the converter support circuitry and the
method of interfacing the converter to your computer.
TAKE A LOOKAT THE TRANSDUCER
Temperature, pressure, flow, level, position and other
physical parameters must be translated before they can
be handled digitally. The electrical signals produced can
range from small to large voltages or currents.
Fortunately, the electrical signals produced by most
transducers fall into three major categories: high level
voltage, low levelvoltageand current. High levelvoltages
generally range from zero to several volts, typically not
more than 10.Low levelvoltagesrange from zero to a few
tens of millivolts. Most current transducers use the
· followingranges: 0-20mA,4-20mA or 10-S0mA.
It's possible to design an analog interface to match all
these levelsin one system.but it's unnecessary-especially
for microcomputers.Typically,a microcomputersystem
is responsibleonly for a few similar types of transducers.
The microcomputer system may interface to a larger
central computer that monitors a number of
microcomputer loops, but the analog interface is needed
only at the microcomputer level.
.
The types and number of tranduce:rsinterfacing to the
microcomputer will dictate the analog interface needed.
Take, for example, a microcomputer system that
monitors and controls a combustion boiler (Figure 1).
Inputs come from flametemperature sensors,effluentgas
analyzersand fuel flowmeters.Computer outputs control
fuel and oxygen, and also drive a small strip chart
recorder to rec~rd the burner's operation.
·

The input transducer in this case produces low level
voltageoutputs. Before the signalscan be processed,they
must be converted by an analog-to-digital (A/D)
converter. Since there is more than one input, multiple
A/ Ds must be used or all inputs must go through a
multiplexer switch into one A/D converter. Presently,
the least expensive and most accepted method is to
multiplex several inputs into one A/ D converter. Since
converters require inputs of several volts, a differential
instrumentation amplifier must amplify the low level
signals.
Digital output signals from the computer are converted
by a D/ A (digital-to-analog) converter. The computer
output then becomes a control signal. Electrically
operated fuel and mixture valves are adjusted through
voltage setpoint inputs. And high level voltage inputs
drive the strip chart recorders as well.

FLA~
EMONITOR
SYSTEM
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Fl_GUREI. A microcomputer moailon andC011troba
combustioaboilcr.lnputl '
from flametcmpcralUR tramdua:n. dlluca1 pa aaalyzas aad fuel flowmet.ell

arc monitomt by the microcomputer. Ulinathe iupua to c:,ompatcthe coatrol
algorithm.it adjmu tbe vaJvtsccmtroilma
flld andoxygenandalsodrivesa small
strip chart recorder.
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INTERFACING A THERMOCOUPLE
TO A MICROCOMPUTER

CONVERTER SHOULD MATCH THE
TRANSDUCER

Interfacing a thermocouple to a microcomputer is not
just a matter of hardware; it also requiressoftware.In this
example, we interface a thermocouple using an ice point
referencejunction (32°F) to an Intel SBC80/ 10 singleboard microcomputer. The interface is a Burr-Brown
analog 1/0 systemwith 8 differential(or 16single-ended)
inputs. Because the thermocouple converts the
temperature to a low levelvoltage,we use one differential
input. The instrumentation amplifieron the I /0 board is
set for 1000.In this case, the Burr-Browninterfaceis the
type that forces the processor to wait during conversion.

Once you know the transducer outputs, you can look at
the interface components. To specify the appropriate
component for your application, you must understand
the basic characteristics of the components and what the
specificationsmean (see Figure 2).
First, let's look at the D / A converters,whichare typically
matched with high level voltage signals. With D/ A
converters, digital data is applied to a binary or BCD
(binary coded decimal)weightedresistor network so that
each resistor selectivelydraws current from a precision
voltage source. The currents are summed to produce a
total current flow proportional to the digital data. The
current itself can be considered the converter's output
and converted with several operational amplifiers to
produce either a 4-20mA output or a voltage output.
The key specificationsto look at for the D/ A converter
are: resolution, monotonicity, and linearity.
WHICH A/D CONVERTER?
I

Analog-to-digitalconversion is commonly performed in
one of two ways: successive approximation or
integration. The successive approximation method is
fast, accurate and inexpensive. But because the signal is
converted. at a given instant in time, a high noise
environment can cause error.
Integrating converters are more accurate, lessexpensive,
but much slower than successiveapproximation types.
An integrating converter, however, is not affected by
noise since the signal is built over a period of time.
As with the D/ A converters, key specificationsfor A/ D
converters are: resolution, monotonicity, and linearity.

The system software consists of two parts: those

instructions involvedwith the actual reading of data and
those responsible for the data's lineaiization. Since we
are using the processor halt method of interface. a single
assemblylanguage instruction (LHLD) is all that is
requiredto specifythe particular thermocouplechannel,
start the conversion and read the data when the
conversion is complete.

The data can belinearizedin a couple of ways:The basic
problem is to determine the temperaiure that
corresponds to a given voltage output from the
thermocouple's nonlinear transfer function. This can be
done by either evaluating a linearizingpolynomialor by
interpolating between, points on a piecewise linear
approximation. A piecewise linear approximation. in
this case, is a table of the values of the thermocouple
breakpoints stored in memory. The followingflowchart
1'dlectsthis method:

INFLUENCE OF SAMPLE AND HOLD

In many a.nalog interface applications, a very fast time
varying signal must be digitized. In fact, the rate of
change of these signals may be so fast that it will exceed
the basic inaccuracy of the converter. The sample and
hold amplifier overcomes this problem by "freezing"the
input signal at its output during the conversion process.
The amplifier's key specification is "dynamic
INTEJIPOLATIICB
nonlinearity." This is the total non-adjustable input to
SUBBOUTINE
output error. It includes errors due to throughput
nonlinearity, thermal transients and feedthrough.
Typically, it's measured as a percentage error consisting
of all errors that cannot be adjusted to zero for a IOvolt
input change after a 10 microsecondacquisition time and
a 1 millisecondhold time.
r
AMPLIFIER FOR LOW LEVEL SIGNALS
Low-levelvoltage(millivolt)signals must be amplifiedto
several volts before they can be input to the sample and

hold circuit or converter. The instrumentation amplifier
does this, plus it rejects much of the noise that can enter
the conversionsystem.This is because the amplifier does

THERMOCOUPLE
lfflBfACESOFTWARE
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not retu_mthe common of the system's transducer to
ground, but connects as another input, minimizingthe
effects of the common-mode signal - which is usually a
source of noise.
The primary specificationsfor an amplifer are: range of
gain, gain nonlinearity,common-moderejection(CMR),
and settling time.
MULTIPLEXERFOR MULTIPLEINPUTS
Multipleanalog inputs can be selectivelyconnectedto the
A/ D converter with a multiplexer constructed of relays
or switches.Althoughelectromechanicalrelays(reed) are
common, they are slow and eventually wear out. Solid
state switchesovercomeboth of these problems. But they
should not be used where high common-mode
interchannel voltages must be handled. These voltages
can either destroy the switch or cause a high amount of
crosstalk that will interfere with the readings on other
channels. Solid state switches are usually field effect
transistors (FETS) and are grouped in integratedcircuits
that contain the associated addressing logic as well.
Key specificationsfor a multiplexer are:
• Number of channels- The number of inputs that the
multiplexer can accept. They can be specifiedas either
single-endedor differential. Single-ended inputs can be
used for high levelsignals; differential inputs, consisting
of two lines, should be used for low level signals.
MUX

ground to which a channel can be raised.
• Crosstalk- The percentage of signal transferred from
an off channel to the output of the multiplexer.
ese11lingtime - The time required for the output of a
multiplexerto reach the value of the input within a given
accuracy.This must be considered when a channel is first
turned on or when a step change in the input occurs.
PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
For the control outputs, a digital-to-analog converter
may be all that's required. But for the data acquisition
portion of your system,you will need an A/D converter,
amplifier and probably a sample and hold circuit and a
multiplexer.Not only is this the area that requires more
complete specifications(since it is the most accurate and
speed-sensitivepart of the system), but also the trickiest
part of the system to interface to the computer.
When reading an analog input channel, the multiplexer
addresses must first be set to the desired input channel.
Enough time must be allowed for the multiplexer,
instrumentation amplifier and sample and hold
amplifiers to settle to their new readings. When the
components have settled to the desired accuracy, the
sample and hold amplifier is switched from sample to
hold and the conversion begins. When the conversion is
complete, the converter issues an end-of-conversion
signal so that digital data can be removed and another
channel processed.

Clam

MUX Amp Amp
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• Voltagerange-The maximum voltage above or below
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,AU-theseoperations are initiated by software although
the wait period of settling time can be controlled by an
external timing circuit. Because software is so important
in the data ,conversion process, it's important to look at
the way converters are connected to the computer. This
can affect the software program significantly.

A better method relies on the processor's interrupt system
to report the end of conversion. During the conversion
time, other segments of the program can be executed
until the end-of-conversion signal pulls the interrupt line.
Although this approach may appear efficient, caution
should be used when interfacing very fast A/D systems.
The overhead time associated with servicing the interrupt
may take the processor longer than the time required for
the conversion. The net effect would be slower
throughput than if the processor were to constantly poll
for an end-of-conversion signal.

COMPUTER INTERFACE AFFECTS THE
SOFTWARE
.

From a software standpoint, it is usually easier to treat
each analog channel as a separate address. Computers
can address a converter as either an 1/0 device or as part
of memory. In the case of the 1/0 address, the converter
is connected to the computer's 1/0 bus. The computer's
1/0 bus has a limited number of addresses, which a
system of any complexity can quickly use up. If the
converter is treated as memory, its address is mapped into
a memory address field. Besides the ability to handle
more input channels, memory mapped 1/0 provides
more flexible programming since there are many more
memory instructions than 1/0 type instructions with
a microcomputer.
In addition to deciding how to address a converter, users
must also consi<Jerhow to handle the timing of the analog
conversions. Using the simplest method, the program,
after starting the process, continually checks or polls for
an end-of-conversion signal to determine when the
conversion is finished. This method, although simple,
wastes processor time since the processor can't do
anything else· but poll for an end-of-conversion signal
(Figure 3).

Another approach that overcomes the interrupt method's
speed disadvantages is to connect the analog system so
the processor is placed in a wait state during the
conversion. With some processors, it's possible to halt the
processor mid-cycle to wait for the conversion. In this
way, the entire conversion process can be carried out
during a single memory read insti:uction with the timing
of the operation totally transparent to the programmer.
Halting the processor during · the conversion time
provides the highest throughput speed for programmed
data t.ransfers. It also reduces noise generated by the
digital system.
One drawback to this method is that the processor is
oblivious to any other outside event during the
conversion. If a processor must respond to external
events faster than the given conversion time, then this
method should not be used.

Still another method, if a block of channels must be
continually scanned, is direct memory access (OMA).
SOFTWARE
FOR
VARIOUS
INTERFACE
METHODSAlthough more complicated from a hardware
standpoint, this maximizes channel throughput with a
minimum of software.
OMA can take one of several forms, depending on the
processor. In one mode of operation, a segment of
memory can be continually updated by continuous
automatic operation of the analog system and the digital
data can be transferred between processor cycles. Only a
slight reduction in software execution speed will result
and the data can be fetched from memory without regard
to the operating details of the analog interface. With
another mode of operation, several channels are
processed and then an interrupt is generated to signal the
software that a block of data is available.

FIOURE 3. Software flowcharts for variomA/D intcrfacinaapproaches.With
the continUOUI mt111chcckingmethod,the proc:asorcontinuallypollsfor anendof-coavcrsionap from the conver1cr.la the interrupt method.the procc:uor
performs other compu1&UOm
unill the cnd-of-coavmioa signal pulls the
interrupl lineorthc processor. Another mdhod simplybahs the procmordmina
thecntireconYl:l'lioilproc:as.The DMA methodmed forcontinuoullyacannins11
block of channelsis not shown here siacc the app~OIICb
depends on the processor.
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PLAN THE ANALOG INTERFACE
Like all other aspects of microcomputer systems, the
analog interface requires attention and careful planning.
A number of prepackaged, fully interfaced systems are
available for both the board type microcomputer and the
individual processor components. Although such
systems reduce the amount of design time required in an
analog application, their operation and limitations must
still be understood to apply them to a particular system.

MAINTAINING ACCURACY
IN HIGH-RESOLUTION AID CONVERTERS
Designengineershave manytechniquesat their disposalthat preservethe.Integrityof an
analogslgnalIn hlgh-resolutlon
AID conversionand get optimumperformancefrom precision data converters.
possibleand make the ground pattern as wide as possible
to further reduce the impedance.A solution to the noise
problem is to use a ground plane, or shield, under the
converter. However, if there are changing ground currents in the ground plane, the shield can behave like an
antenna..:_increasing
noise rather than decreasingit. The
ground plane, therefore, should be connected only to the
analog ground pin of the converter. If it is not possibleto
separate the A/ D converter's grounds from the rest of
the circuit, the grounds can be bound together and tied
to a point close to the supply return.

Although 14-and 16-bit A/ D converters are providing
the high resolution needed in many demandingapplications, their circuits must·be built with specialcare if the
devicesare to achievemaximum accuracy.Circuit problemsthat might cause only second-or third-order errors
in 8-, 10-, and 12-bitconverters can induce first-order
errors in 14-and 16-bitdevices.
The Burr-Brownmodel ADC76KG 16-bitA/D converter (see Figure 1)bas a maximum specifiednonlinearity
error of ±o.003% (14-bit). In converters of this type,
most layout problems result from poor grounding techniques.
A good rule of thumb is to separate the grounds for the
converter's analog and digital circuits from the rest of
the circuit and connect them to a low-impedancepoint
near the power supply. The currents flowing into these
grounds can change during the normal conversionprocess, and if there is a high impedancein the ground line,
the changes in current can cause changes in voltage at
the analog ground pin of the converter. Such changes
can increasethe nonlinearityerrors of the converterand
increasenoise at critical transition points.
To avoid these problems, keep the ground traces· from
the converter to the power supply return as short as

BYPASSING IS IMPORTANT

Another important factor in maintainingconverter accuracy is power-supplybypass (see Figure 2). Most converters are not affected by small, low frequency variations
on the supply lines. However,as the frequencyincreases
-when a switchingpower supply is used, for examplemore noise couples into the critical reference circuitry
inside the converter and induces errors. Even if well filtered power supplies arc used, high frequency noise can
still couple into these lines from such sources as system
clocksand address switching.
Large tantalum capacitors (l0pF to lOOpF),paralleled
with smallerceramiccapacitors, are eff~ve in reducing
•Cepacttorlhovld bo connected
ovenHoxwmalgainadJuatla not ulOd.
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CONVERTCOMMANDFROM
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t--t--=:~--------+----------~+5VDC
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DIGITAL
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.,_ ___

•STATUSOUTPUT
CONTROLLOGIC

FIGURE 1. This connection diagram for the Burr-BrownADC76KO16-bitA/ D converter must be translated into an
optimum circuit board layout to ensure specifiedperformance.
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SEPARATEANALOG AND DIGITAL LINES
The converter's analog-input lines can also be sources of
errors. These lines should be separated and shielded
from the digital 1/0 lines. The coupling of high frequency digital signals into the analog lines by mutual, or
stray, capacitance can produce errors that are even more
significant than those caused by poor grounding.
A fraction of a picofarad of stray capacitance, for
instance, can cause JV to 4V TTL signals with rise times
of 20ns to 30ns to induce glitches of several LSBs in the
analog-input line (Skfi to I0kO impedance). A low
impedance shield between the TTL signal and the analog
input line should be used to ground· the noise signals.
The input impedance of a typical successive-approximation A/D converter is relatively low (SkO to I0kO), so a
buffer amplifier is often required to provide a very high
impedance to the source signal and a very-low impedance to the converter. The characteristics often considered in the selection of this amplifier are the open-loop
gain (to minimize non-linearity error in the closed-loop
configuration) and DC specifications such as offset voltage and drift.
However, the AC characteristics of the amplifier must
also be considered. The input current of the converter
changes rapidly during the normal successive-approximation A/ D process as each bit current is compared to the
analog input current. Since the output impedance of the
amplifier changes as a function of frequency, an error
voltage induced by these sudden current changes at the
converter input generates a corresponding error at the
output of the amplifier (see Figure 3).
Note the large glitch that _occurswhen the most-significant-bit current of lmA is compared to the analog-input
current. The glitch becomes successively smaller as the
current being compared is reduced by a factor of two.
One solution to this problem is to simply put a large
capacitor at the analog input to the converter. Tlie
capacitor presents a low impedance to high frequency
glitches. However, placing the capacitor at the analog
input also reduces the bandwidth of the input signal.
Another alternative is to add a simple two-transistor
buffer inside the feedback loop of the amplifier (see Figure 4). This reduces the output impedance at high frequencies yet preserves the maximum input signal bandwidth.
Even with proper grounding and shielding of analoginput lines, the adequate bypassing of power supplies,
and a suitable buffer configuration, there still may be too
much noise at the transition points from one digitaloutput code to t~e next. The A/ D converter inherently
generates its.own internal noise.
The graph in Figure S shows a portion of the transfer
function for a Burr-Brown model ADC7IKG converter
operated with 14-bit resolution. As the analog-input signal slowly increases, the converter operates continuously
at a SOpsupdate rate. Note the uncertainty, or transition
noise of about 0.2LSBs at a number of the tr~tions
from one code to the nexL
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FIGURE 2. Good grounding, shielding, and bypassing
techniques are essential when designing with
high-resolution A/ D converters.
such noise. These capacitors should be located as close
to the converter as possible and tied to a solid groundconnecting the capacitors to a noisy ground defeats the
purpose of the bypass.
Other sources of noise in an A/ D converter are high
impedance inputs. The most critical of these are the
comparator inputs-particularly in a successive-approxi
mation A/ D converter. Much of such noise can be
avoided by leaving the comparator reference input pin
open and surrounding it with an analog ground plane or
a low impedance power-supply plane. However, with the
pin open, offset adjustment, which normally is done at
the comparator input, must be done elsewhere in the
circuit-possibly at the amplifier in front of the converter. lithe offset adjustment must be made directly at the
converter input,.the series resistor and the potentiometer
should be connected as close to the converter as possible
to minimizenoise pickup.
If the converter is used in the bipolar mode, the comparator input is connected to the bipolar offset pin. In a
bipolar configuration, the bipolar offset pin is just as
critical as the comparator input and should be equally
well shielded.
The gain adjust pin is another input that represents a
relatively_high impedance to the outside world; it is,
therefore, susceptible to noise. Any noise on this.line will
feed directly to the in~ividual bit currents and compromise the accuracy of the transfer function.
As with the offset adjust, the gain adjust should not be
done at the gain adjust input but at some other point in
the circuit. The gain adjust pin should be surrounded by
a ground plane, and on the ADC76, it is bypassed with a
0.0lpF to 0.lpF capacitor even if the gain adjustment is
done elsewhere in the system.
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In Figure 6, the same portion of the transfer function is
shown with the A/ D conversion rate slowed down to
90µs. The noise is about the same as before because the
bandwidth of the internal comparator and D/ A converter has not been changed. And Figure 7 shows it with a
IOOpFcapacitor on the comparator input and a IOOµs
conversion rate. The capacitor reduces the bandwidth of
the comparator input.
Here, the transition noise or uncertainty is greatly
reduced-but at the expense of conversion time. This is a
good way to minimize uncertainty or maximize the
repeatability of the A/ D converter output if a slower
conversion time will not compromise the system design.
Another method of minimizing transition uncertainty is
to use digital-signal-processing techniques. Figure 8 illustrates a protion of the transfer function for an ADC76KG
FEEDBACKTO
AMPLIFIER

converter operating in the 14-bit mode. This devicehas a
maximum conversion time of lSµs-which is about
three-and-one-half times greater than that of the .
ADC71KG.
This increase in conversion speed results largely from the
use of a comparator with a wider bandwidth-though
such a comparator produces a transition noise of 0.3LSB
to 0.4LSB,compared to 0.2LSB for the ADC7IKG. The
noise is random for the most part, so it can be reduced
digitally by the simple averaging of two or more conversions. For every doubling of the number of conversion
cycles, there will be a 3d8 reduction in the random noise.
Figure 9a illustrates the effect of averaging five conversions to determine the digital-output code (total conversion time ==5 X ISµs==1Sµs).Figure 9b shows the effect
of averaging JOconversi~ns for a ISOµsconversion time.

1.,.la affected by Internal trial
current changes of ADC. Low
open-loop output Impedance
of feedback ampllfler results In
tranalent-inclucod errors.
AID CONVERTER

ANALOG COMMON

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 3. A successive approximation A/ D converter can be driven with an ext~rnal buffer amplifier (a). The
glitches at the output of the buffer (b) are caused by input-current modulation that occurs in the converter during the
conversion process.

FEEDBACKTO AMPLIFIER
CURRENTLIMITED V+

2N3906

LOW OUTPUT
IMPEDANCE

BUFFER

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 4. A simple twq-transistor buffer-amplifier circuit (a) inside the feedback loop of the amplifier reduces the
output impedance at high frequencies without disturbing the circuit's overall DC transfer characteristics. As a result,
the output (b) is relatively clean and nearly free of spikes and glitches.
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Using digital techniques to reduce the effects of random
noise enables an efficient system design. The post-'
converter logic can be commanded to perform only as
much averaging as is necessary. For example, in a
multiple-channel system, high accuracy may be required
on some channels, and high speed (with reduced accuracy) may be needed on others.
Furthermore, the effective resolution of the system can
be increased by one bit for every factor-of-four increase

FIGURE 5. A portion of the transfer
function for an ADC71KG converter
with 14-bit resolution-operating at
the specified maximum conversion
"time of.SOµs-shows inherent noise
at transition points.

FIGURE 8. This portion of the
transfer function for Burr-Brown's
ADC76KG shows noise at the transition points because of the faster
conversion speed-lSµs-and
associated wider bandwidth.

in the number of conversions averaged. For example,
four 14-bit conversions will result in IS-bit resolution,
and sixteen 14-bit conversions will result in 16 bits.
This technique, known as over-sampling, is effective for
increasing the resolution in A/ D converter systems
without sacrificing accuracy. It's most often used in
digital-audio applications but can be easily adapted to
many data acquisition tasks.

FIGURE 6. The ADC71KG with its
convenion time slowed down to 90µs
still displays some noise at transition
points in the transfer function.

-----ANALOG
INPUT---•
(a)

FIGURE 7. A IOOpF capacitor,
added between the comparator input
and analog ground, reduces the bandwidth of the comparator and, hence,
filters the signal at the critical decision point and eliminates the noise.

---ANALOG

INPUT----

(b)

FIGURE 9. Averaging
five consecutive conversions.of the ADC76KG cleans
up some Jbe transition noise (a). The effect of averaging 10 conversion (b) is
and even cleaner transfer function, but only at the expense of a longer
effective conversion time (ISOµs).
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PCM, A DAC FOR ALL SYSTEMS
BACKGROUND
Compact disc players were first introduced in 1982and
in 1982Burr-Brownintroduced its first monolithic 16-bit
DAC manufactured specifically for CD applications.
This was the PCM52, which was closely followed by
PCM53 and, in mid-1985, PCM54 and its SOIC equivalent, PCM55. Due to a significant advantage in performance and a very competitive price, PCM54/55
became the market leader. Assembly was carried out in
Japan which considerably enhanced our image. To
maintain our position in the marketplace a new product,
PCM56, is being introduced. This, in addition to ultralow distortion and Jow noise, offers the facilitiesof serial
input and high speed operation. Serial input greatly simplifies CD player construction and improves reliability.
High speed operation allows the part to be used in oversampling schemes which are gaining in popularity.
· When the new part was first proposed to our major customers, the response was quite positive. One very large
manufacturer undertook a redesign of its LSI circuit to
take advantage of the proposed PCM product. This
offered the prospect of a large sales order, but the product had to be ready for introduction in a very short time.
We had to commit to a delivery of samples within six
, months. The challengewas accepted, our reputation was
placed on the line, and an extremely intensedesign cycle
was begun.
In the relatively short period from 1982,when the first
CD players were introduced, competition has become
very fierce. Manufacturers are looking for every advantage in cost and performance. Listeners are hearing high
fidelity sound quality unattainable with analog techniques and the market is growing rapidly.

value. With many DACs this change is also accompanied by a large voltage spike known as a glitch. To remove
these uncertainties, and possibly erroneous outputs associated with the DAC's change of state, an·output sample
and hold circuit, known also as a deglitcher, is employed.
This is timed so that it only s~ples the DAC output
when it has finally settled to the new value. During the
time of the DAC output glitch, the deglitcher is operating in the hold mode and the disturbance is not coupled
to the output. After de-glitching the audio signal, which
now corresponds to a pulse-amplitude-modulatedwave, ·
is passed through a smoothing or reconstruction filter
which removes all traces of the sampling frequency and
its associated mixing and harmonic products, and provides at its output a faithful reproduction of the original
audio waveform.
The function of the DAC is to reconstruct from the digital information an exact copy of the analog information
used to record that particular sample. Thus, assuming
that the recording process was ·accurate and that any
corruption of the digital word.during storage and retrieval has been corrected, the fidelity of the entire process is
dependent on the pcrformance of the DAC. Traditionally DAC specifications refer to gain error, offset error,
integral and differential linearity. For industrial applications these specifications are adequate to describe the
performance expected. For audio applications, some of
the previouslyrigorous specifications-such as gain error
and offset error-are no longer necessary. Gain error
merely acts as a small change in sound volume, which is
always under the control of the listener. Offset error
merelygivesrise to a DC offset voltage which is removed
by capacitivecoupling.
Although these specificationsare not so important there
arc new specifications to consider. Total harmonic distortion is very closelyrelated to the linearity of the DAC:

FUNDAMENTALSOF DIGITALAUDIO
REPRODUCTION
Linear PCM is employed for compact disc recording.
This entails sampling of the audio signal at a rate of
44.lkHz and storing the amplitude as a 16-bitword. It
'rms
1 n
THD =-E -=
- :i: [EL (i) + E Q(i)]2 X 100%
has been shown that 16-bit resolution is equivalent to a
rms
n i=l
98dBsignal-to-noiseratio. During reproduction the digErrn,
ital words representing the audio co.ntcntarc retrieved
from the disc. The words are checked and errors cor- ·
Emu = the rms signal level
rectcd before being assembled into a serial data stream
n
= the number of samples in one cycle
representing alternate left and right channel samples. In
fa (i)
the linearityerror at a particular samplingpoint
many systemsthe information is de-multiplexedinto 16EQ
=
the quantization error at that sampling point
bit parallel outputs corresponding to a particular left or
but since the error at any particular digital code is due to
right channel sample.The 16-bitsrepresentingthe analog
a unique summation of bit errors, it docs not give a
amplitude of the sample are fed simultaneously into a
· complete picture. For this reason PCM DACs usually
DAC. Here, the digital word is transformed back into an
specifyTHD as measured with differing amplitude, digoutput voltage level. This circuit is thus at the heart of
itally coded sine waves.This gives a much clearer indicathe reproduction process and is the key clement in
tion of final performance.
·
determining sound quality. All the care taken in the original recording and the ingenuity of error _correctionwill
At Burr-Brown our monolithic DACs are fabricated
be wasted if the DAC docs not reconstruct a true repreusing highly stable thin film resistors and the final accusentation of the original sound signal. The output of a
racy is adjusted by wafer level laser trimming, which is
DAC when changing from one output sample value to
achieved economically.Experience with a large number
another takes a finite time to reach and settle to the new
of PCM parts over a number of years has taught us the
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bit linearity pattern required to achieve a particular
THD specification.
In addition to accuracy. for present CD applications, the
part must require a minimum of external components,
operate over a wide supply voltage and temperature
range, consume minimal power and be economically
priced.

simple third-order low-pass filter is sufficient. In addition to reduced siz~ and cost. the benefits of digital filtering include much reduced phase distortion and improved
transient response. One disadvantage of the process is
the increased speed requirement placed on the DAC,
which must now operate at a much increased sample
rate.

The digital information stream. as extracted from the
disc. combines alternate left and right channel samples.
In many high end CD players, two separate DACs are
employed, one for each channel, and the digital input is
steered to the appropriate DAC.
This arrangement provides the maximum degree of
channel separation but is not the most cost effective.
Thus for lower-end users the DAC is more often multiplexed between channels. For this application the DAC
must respond fast enough to give two clean outputs in
one sampling period. The output of the DAC is then
multiplexed using a deglitching circuit between the left
and right channel filters.

1:VOLUTION OF SPECIFICATION

In order to meet the needs of present and future systems,
the DAC must meet some very demanding specifications.
First linearity: the industry has grown accustomed to the
extremely low levels of total harmonic distortion achieved
by PCMS4/SS. This level of performance has to be
retained and demands 14-bit accuracy and IS-bit monotonicity. The serial input function must be achieved with
no deterioration of linearity or noise performance. To
cover the case of four times oversampling. while simultaneously multiplexing between both left and right channels. requires clock speeds in excess of 8.5MHz and fast
settling of the DAC and output amplifier. Coping with
the shorter-time-constant deglitcher that may be required
demands improved ouiput drive current capability. All
of the above features must be included for a minimal
increase in power consumption and chip size.
The specification thus calls for high speed, low power.
high density logic functions which must be implemented
in a way that minimizes digital feedthrougb and clock
noise. The most suitable of the available processes has
been developed for high performance analog functions
requiring high breakdown voltage and not high density
logic. This process is ideal.for the high performance linearity specifications which are of prime importance in
the manufacture of PCM parts, but dictates novel circuit
design techniques to achieve the logic performance.

As stated previously, many DACs give rise to a large
voltage spike at the instant the DAC changes output
levels. This is often due to elements in the circuit, namely
the reference, fluctuating as the bit currents are switched.
If this voltage spike is not fixed but varies with the digital code. as is usually true. the output of the filter will
contain extraneous information. Being code-dependent,
this will be correlated with the audio signal and hence
give rise to distortion. To prevent this, it is usual to
employ a sample-and-hold circuit, which may also function as the demultiplexer in the case when only one DAC
is employed. In the case where separate right and left
channei DACs are used, it is necessary to follow each
with a separate deglitching circuit.
In any sampled data system it is nec~ssary to band-limit
.the input signal in order to prevent aliasing. The sampled
·output waveform must be similarly filtered to remove
those frequencies inserted by the sampling operation.
Since the desired dynamic range of the system is greater
than 90dB, these extraneous frequencies must be attenuated by at least this amount. To achieve this degree of
attenuation in a single octave (22kHz - 44kHz) requires
a multi-pole analog filter. Such a filter is expensive and
difficult to build and invariably introduces some amplitude and phase distortion. To overcome this problem
many CD player manufacturers are turning to digital
filtering. Although this requires very complex digital circuitry, it can be economically realized in a LSI circuit. ·
The result of digital filtering is an increase in sampling
frequency of two or four times. This effectively removes
the frequency bands centered around the original sample
frequency and harmonically related components up to
the new oversampled frequency. Digital filtering is applied to the digital word and takes place prior to D-to-A
conversion. After conversion and deglitching, only a
modest amount of analog filtering is required to remove
.the remaining oversampling frequency components. For
example, when four times overs~mpling is employed, a

DESIGN SOLUTION
Examination of user requirements both present and
future determines the circuit functions. A block diagram
is shown in Figure I. The input shift register is followed
by a latch, which allows maximum flexibility of loading.
Separate analog and digital supplies reduce the probability of digitalfeedthrough.Voltagereferenceand output amplifier are includedto minimizethe use of external components.
In view of the very limited design time available for this
project, previously designed circuit elements are employed wherever possible. In order to employ the well
proven PCM DAC arrangement. the DAC current
switches must be placed between ground and the negative supply rail. Since in this case. the DAC is driven
from latches, it makes sense to place the latch and shift
register functions below ground. because level shifting is
then only required between the three logic inputs and the
shift register and latch circuits.
To design the required logic functions. heavy reliance
was placed on SPICE simulations rather than laborious
breadboarding with its limited_performance distorted oy
unreal parasitics. To further minimize risk. total engi-
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FIGURE I.

neering resource was focused on the design during probing design reviews. With this combined experience, some
areas of marginal performance were uncovered and corrected before committing the design to layout.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
VoltageRegulator
An on board voltage reference reduces the need for
external components and enhances system performance
by tracking the temperature changes of the DAC. It is
the most critical element of a digital-to-analog converter,
since the basic accuracy is directly dependent on it. A
buried zener is at the heart of the reference and provides
a highly stable low noise voltage source. The zener sets
up its own bias, producing a constant current which
doubly ensures a stable reference voltage. This type of
feedback biasing demands the use of a "startup" circuit,
which in this case is provided by means of an N-channel
epi FET. When the zener turns on, the gate voltage
rises-pinching the FET off and removing it from the
circuit. The circuit is fully temperature compensated and
corrects for both VeE and Beta drifts.
Shift Registerand Latch
The input shift register employs differential current
mode logic (DCML) which gives an optimum solution to
the high speed, low current, minimum area requirement.
The shift register consists of a straightforward master/
slave arrangement, but is more efficient than the typical
ECL construction since the master/ slave functions are
coupled together. The resulting savings of two transistors is significant where 16 such stages are required. To
prevent saturation of the emitter-coupled input transistors of the latch circuit, it is necessary to employ level
shifting. To avoid the necessity for emitter followers
between every shift register and latch stage, a separate
bias line is generated to provide a shift-register-positive
supply which is one diode drop below that of the latch.
I

Enable PulseGenerator
Since 16 latches are required, the edge-triggered master/
slave approach is.far too area-consuming. A single crosscoupled lat~b occupies minimum area but requires a
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sliver pulse to operate correctly. Since the LSI circuits
on the market do not generate such a pulse, it is necessary to generate it on chip.
The enable pulse generator consists of a D-type flip-flop
with a constant logic" I" at its input. It is clocked by the
external latch-enable control signal and reset by the next
occuring positive clock edge. The D-type flip-flop is constructed from the DCML master/slave structure used in
the shift register. but this structure is simplified (since the
D input is always high) by the omission of the master
driver stages. The reset function is achieved by gating the
clock pulse with the enable output. An output amplifier
and driver stage is added to enable fast operation of the
16 latches tied to this output.
As has been stated, the generator is stacked below
ground and referenced to the negative supply voltage.
The input logic signals are generally TTL levels, between
positive supply and grouhd, and need to be level-shifted
to interface with the enable generator. To fulfill.the specification, positive and negative supplies can take on a
wide range of values; this makes voltage-level-shift
schemes very difficult to implement. This problem may
be overcome by converting the input logic signal to a
current which can be returned to the negative supply rail.
A differentially connected lateral PNP transistor pair is
employed to perform this function and has subsequently
been found to operate comfortably with clock frequencies in excess of 30MHz.

Clock Driver
The clock driver· must supply the sixteen master/ slave
shift register stages. This represents a much heavier load
than that applied to the enable output and as a consequence places much greater demands on the driver.
Many simulations were performed before the final solution was found. The circuit employs the PNP level shift
circuit described previously. However, in this case, the
level-shifted currents are applied to an NPN current mirror stage, which employs emitter scaling to drive an
inverting amplifier and emitter-follower bias current.
This circuit acts in a push-pull mode at the clock rail
outputs and any capacitance on the clock lines is thus
driven by the total current available. Results have shown
that this circuit is very efficient and allows extremely fast
clocking with a modest lmA of quiescent current.
Current Sources and Bit Switches
The arrangement. of bit currents is such that the three
most significant bits use binary weighted current sources, the next nine bits use equal current sources which
are binary weighted through an R-2R ladder network,
and the least significant bits use emitter division of a
single current source. The current sources are defined by
the reference voltage and stable thin-film NiCr resistors.
These resistors are laser trimmed at the wafer level to
achieve 16-bit performance. Each current source is
switched either to ground or to the output by a differentially driven emitter-coupled switch. The emitter size of
the switches is scaled to match the bit current so that
base current losses track. Differential switching helps to

ensure that tum-on and tum-off times are equal,which
considerably reduces glitch energy. In fact, differential
circuitry is used for all clock and data signals throughout
the shift register and latch stages. In this way digitial
feedthrough is minimized.
OutputAmpllfler
The output amplifier is a typical operational amplifier
structure using a phase splitter to drive an all-NPN output stage. It produces the 3V peak audio output level
that is required. Slew rate, a respectable 12V/ µs, is
achieved with emitter degeneration of the lateral PNP
input stage of 3k0. The amplifier possesses a typical
90dB open loop gain and a unity gain bandwidth in
excess of 4MHz. Unlimited short circuit protection is
achieved whenever an abnormally high voltage is developed ~cross the low value emitter resistors associated
with the output transistors. This in tum causes the drive
to be removed from the output stage. The amplifier will
drive SmA load currents and allows an overall settling
time of I.Sµs for an output voltage change of 6V. This
well-proven design is essentially the same as that employed in the PCM54.

TESTING AND TRIMMING

Circuit design and layout are important steps in the production of a 16-bit part, but an equally important factor
is testing and trimming. This is the stage of the process
where the final performance is determined. To ensure
· economical manufacture and to avoid the creation of
intolerable bottlenecks during high volume production,
it is important to carry out this highly sensitive procedure in under IOs.
To achieve this end requires· innovation in the test solution. With an LSB of 91.5µV, the need for additional
gain at the probe level is mandated, but trim time
negates any possible additional measurements for error
correction. The solution, a precision current sink, removes lmA from the output amplifier summingjunction
which causes the DUT to operate in a quasi unipolar
mode (approximately Oto 6V}.This allows an additional
gain stage onboard the probe card without the danger of
·lockup or the need for a pedestal DAC and the resulting
overhead of additional software calibration. This gain is
available on bits I and 3 through 16. Bit 2 is a special
case as its weight in either mode ~sgreat enough to cause
a lockup condition. For bit 2 the current sink removes
SOOµAfrom the summing junction.
Another problem concerns the fact that high energy laser
pulses, used to trim the nichrome resistors, cause large
and unpredictable photo currents to flow in the circuit.
These currents are often sufficient to unlatch circuits and

lose the bit information. Time does not allow for a synchronous trim technique and so during trim the DUT is
continuously loaded at a conversion speed of 500kHz.
and digital feedthrough which may introduce noise or
circuit malfunction. For a 16-bit DAC any possible
thermal effects due to self-heating are also of great concern, which' demand:; that critical transistors such as the
DAC current sources ·are placed on isothermal lines.
Bringing all these considerations to bear while minimizing circuit area and completing the process in a short
period is attributable to the experience and dedication of
the layout personnel. A chip photograph is shown in
Figure 2.

CAD LAYOUT

Since a large part of the circuit consists of shift register
and latch stages, it is very important that this repetitive
element be extremely space-efficient. From overall circuit topography this cell must be tall in the "Y" direction
and narrow in the "X", which requires the various circuit
elements, e.g.~ current sources and DCML gates, to be
stacked on top of each other. This causes interconnection problems in a single-layer metal process. The solution is the use of diffused resistor cros!i-unders in the
circuit areas that can tole'rate them, such as the emitterfollower, load-current source connection. The cell is
repeated but is carefully merged into other areas of the
circuit at either end of the chain and at discontinuities
such as those formed at the corners of the chip. While
ensuring maximum packing density, it is also necessary
to consider the effects of voltage drops along metal runs,

TIMING CONSIDERATIONS

CD player standards dictate a 44.lkHz/channel sampling frequency which gives 22.43µs between samples.
Since both left and right channels must be sampled, the
time between samples is l l .34µs. In a X4 oversampling
system, the time is reduced to 2.83Sµs. Without a latch it
would be necessary to clock in the data, settle and integrate within this time. With the latch it is possible to
settle and integrate one sample while the next sample is
being clocked into the register. The presence of the latch
allows the user considerable versatility in clock timing.
Teienable sufficient time for the enable pulse generator
to produce the sliver pulse, a delay circuit is employed in
the data path. The connection of the delay circuit is such
that the data may be advanced or delayed by almost
one-half clock period from the clock. It is the 16 bits of
data, prior to the latch enable control signal going low,
which are switched into the latches. The data format is
straight twos complement with the MSB first in.
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An extremely fast settling active ground driver is provided to minimize errors caused by non-equal ground
currents. Auto .laser alignment, which minimizes trim
time and maximizes yield, is available on each die via
either destructive measurement of an on-chip bridge resistor, or preferably by utilizing an in-house reflective
alignment process. Power supply consumption is tested
first to eliminate gross failures. Functional test of all
parameters are carried out, including individual bit tests,
end point errors, and a test to determine the average
LSD. Differential linearity is trimmed on the upper 12
bits i( required, using software te_chniquesdesigned to
minimize system measurement errors. Each bit is tested
after trim and a smart retrim is allowed under conditions
relating to the amount of error and the trim position at
the point of failure. At the conclusion of the trim process, bipolar zero and bipolar gain are trimmed and tested.
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PERFORMANCE
The result of this effort is a precision 16-bit part which
offers the convenience off ast serial loading and provides
a fast settling voltage output with almost zero glitch
energy. A shortened data sheet is shown in Table I. The
input shift register will typically clock at up to 30MHz
and the output settles to within 0.006% in l.5µs.
Pins 14 and 15 are brought out to facilitate external
adjustment of bit 1. This feature allows the differential
linearity error at bipolar zero to be adjusted to zero, and
is an attractive feature for the high end user. By bringing
out pin 15 from the internal reference, tracking of the
adjustment current over temperature is ensured. The
suggested arrangemnt is illustrated in Figure 1.
With this level of performance and convenience in a 16pin DIP, operating at a mere 175mW from ±SV supplies,
the part has already found wide acceptance among CD
player manufactuers.
Serial input requires only three input connections between control circuit and DAC, which utilizes less space
than the usual 16 inputs.

channels by means of FET switches driven by signals
from the LSI circuit APTR AND APTL.
Figure 4 illustrates another popular configuration which
provides separate DACs for both left and right channels.
In this example the NPC SM5804A digital filter is
depicted with its separate left and right channel output
operating at X4 oversampling frequencies. In this example deglitching circuits are employed and the control signals are generated from the latch enable output, C04. To
avoid a possible race, condition delays are required and
are provided by the inverters shown.
If deglitching circuitry is not required - many nianufacturers operate in this mode - the dely circuit may be
dispensed with.
In addition to digital audio applications, the perf ormance of this part is of great interest to some industrial

Latch Enable~
(C04 Delayed)

1

OeglltcherCo~
_

APPLICATIONS
The part is suitable for use in systems employing separate DACs for each channel and those with one DAC
multiplexed between channels. It will operate at up to
four times oversampling frequencies in either of the
above modes, and the glitch energy is small enough that
in many applications no deglitcher is required. Digital
feedthrough is minimal and the combined. analog and
digital noise is typically less than 12µVnmin a 20kHz
bandwidth. Typical applicatic;ms of the DAC detailing
the interface to some existing LSI control circuits are
shown in Figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 shows the connections between the SONY SDX l 130Q control circuit,
PCM56, and the left and right channel integrate-andhold circuits. The CXD 1130Q op~rates at a clock frequency of 4.23MHz and includes a X2 oversampling digital filter. The single serial output contains data which is
decoded by the DAC and multiplexed to the appropriate
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users. Many users fmd they can livewith the loosergain,
offset, and drift parametersfor the added convenfonceof
serial input and the compact 16-pinDIP format. In addition, because the part is sold in such large quantities to
the CD industry,the price is very attractive.

Characterizationis being carried out to assess the feasibility of grading out parts with tighter gain, offset, and
drift specifications.These parts will be slightly more
expensive,reflectingthe extra test time, but will be much
closer to typical Burr-Brownindustrial specifications.

SPECIFICATIONS
ELECTRICAL
Typical at +25°C and nominal power ,upply vollagoa of ±5V union otherwise noted.

PCIIHP/.J/•K

MODEL

MIN

TYP

MAX

UNITS

INPUT
DIGITALINPUT
Resolution
Digital Inputs"': v ..
v ..
I'"' V.. = +2.7V
1.,,V... =+o.4V
Input Clock Frequency

18
+u
0

+v.
+o.8
+1.0

-50
10.0

Bits
V
V
µA

µA
MHz

TRANSFERCHARACTERISTICS
ACCURACY
Gain Error
Bipolar Zero Error
Differential Linearity Error
Noise (rma. 20Hzto 20kHz) at BipolarZoro (\IQ,, models)

:t:2.0

'II,

±30

mV
'11,ofFSR"'
pV

:t0.001
6

TOTAL HARMONICDISTORTION
Vo::::±FS _atI= 991Hz: PCM56P-K
PCM56P-J
PCM56P
Vo::::-20dB al I= 991Hz: PCM56P-K
PCM56P-J
PCM56P
Vo= -60dB al I c 991Hz: PCM56P•K
PCM56P-J
PCM56P

0.002
0.002
0.002
0.018
0.018
0.018
1.8
1.8
1.8

MONOTONICtTY

0.0025
0004
0008
0020
0040
0040
2.0
4.0

4.0

'II,
'II,
'II,

..
..
'II,

'II,
'II,
'II,

15

Bits

±25

ppmotFSRrc
ppm of FSRl"C

DRIFT (0-C to +70-C)
Total Drift°'
Bipolar Zero Drift

±4

SETTLINGTIMt! (lo :t0.006'11,
ol FSA)
Voltage Output: 6V Step
1LSB
Slow Rate
Current Output, 1mA Stop: 1on to 1000 load
1k0 load'"

V/µs
na
na

350
350

WARM-UPTIME

1

OUTPUT

Voltage Output Configuration: Bipolar Range
Output Currant
Output Impedance
Short Circuit Duration
Current Output Configuration:
BipolarRange(:t30'II,)
Output Impedance (:t30'II,)
POWER SUPPLY R~OUIRl!IIENTS

,,.
111·

1.5
1.0
12

I I
I I

V
mA

±3.0

±8.0

0.10
lndafinita to Common

n

:t,.o

mA
kO

1.2

111

Voltage: +v, anc, +v.
-V • and-V•
Supply Drain (No Load): +v (+V, and +v ...
-v (-V, and -v ...
+v (+V, and +v. =
-V (-Va and -V•"'
Power Dissipation: Va and v. "' ±5V
Va and v. a ±12V

Min

+4.75
-4.75
+5V) ..
-5V)
+12v1
-12V)

+5.00
-5.00
+10.0
-25.0
+12.0
-27.0
175

+13.2
-13.2
+17.0
-35.0

260

468

V
V
mA
mA
mA
mA
mW
mW

TEMPERATURERANGE
Specification
Operation
Storage

0

-25
-60

+70
+70
+100

•c
•c
"C

NOTES: (1) Logic Input levels 11ro
TTUCM05-cornpatiblo. (2) FSA means lull-scale range and Is equivalent
to av (±3V) for PCM56 In tho Vo,n mode. (3) Thia 11the combined drift error duo to gain, offset. and linearity
over temperature. (4) Meuurod with an actlvo clamp to provide a low Impedance for approxlmatoly
200ns. (5) All specillcatlona usume +v, c:onnactod to +VL and ··Va connectod to -VL. II supplies are
connected separately, -v. muat not be more negatiw, than -v, supply voltage to ~ro
proper operation. No
similar restriction aP91iesto the value ol +v. with rapect to +Va-
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PRINCIPLES OF DATA ACQUISITION AND CONVERSION
Data acquisition and conversion systems are used to
acquire analog signals from one or more sources and
convert these signals into digital form 'for analysis or
transmission by end devices such as digital computers,
· recorders, or communications networks. The analog
signal inputs to data acquisition systems arc most often
generated from sensors and transducers which convert
real-world parameters such as pressure, temperature,
stress or strain, flow, etc .• into equivalent electrical
signals. The electrically equivalent signals then are
converted by the data acquisition system and are then
utilized by the end devices in digital form. The ability of
the electronic system to preserve signal accuracy and
integrity is the main measure of the quality of the system.
The basic components required for the acquisition and.
conversion of analog signals into equivalent digital form
arc the following:
I - Analog Multiplexer and Signal Conditioning
2 - Sample/ Hold Amplifier
3 - Analog-to-Digital Converter
4 • Timing or Sequence Logic
Typically, today's data acquisition systems c~ntain all the
elements needed for data acquisition and conversion,
except perhaps, for input filtering and signal
conditioning prior to analog multiplexing. The analog
signals are time multiplexed .bYthe analog multiplier; the
multiplexer output signal is then usually applied to a
very-linear fast-settling differential amplifier and/ or to a
fast-settling low aperture sample/ hold. The sample/ hold
is programmed to acquire and hold each multiplexed

data sample which is converted into digital form by an
A/ D converter. The converted sample is then presented
at the output of the A/ D converter in parallel and serial
digital form for further processing by the end devices.

SYSTEM SAMPLING RATE- Error Considerations
The application and ultimate use of the converted data
determines the required sampling·and conversion rate of
the data acquisition and conversion system. System
sampling rate is determined, as shown in Figure I, by the
highest bandwidth channel. the number of data channels
and the number of samples per cycle.
AliasingError
From the Nyquist sampling theorem, a minimum oftw~
samples per cycle of the data bandwidth is required in an
ideal sampled data system to reproduce sampled. data
with no Joss of information. Thus, the first consideration
for determining system sampling rate is aliasing error.i.e ••
errors due to information being lost by not taking a
sufficient number of samples per cycle of signal
frequency.
Figure 2 illustrates aliasing error caused from an .
insufficient number of samples per cycle of data
bandwidth.
How Many Samplesper Cycle?
The answer to this question depends on the allowable average error tolerance, the method of reconstruction (if any),
Aliasing Error (not enough samples per frequency cycle -fa
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FIGURE I. Determining Minimum System
Sampling Rate.
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FIGURE 2. Aliasing Error vs Sampling Rate.
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and the end use of the data. Regardless of the end use, the
actual error·of the discrete data samples will be equal to the
throughput error of the data acquisition and conversion
system plus any digital errors contributed by a digital computer or other digital end device.

10

Orlglnal
Data
Signal

--

l

For incremental devices such as stepping motors and
switches, the average error of sampled digital data is not as
important as it is for end devices that require continuous
control signals. To illustrate average sampling error in sampled data systems, consider the case where the minimum of 2
samples per cycle of sinusoidal data are taken, and the data
is recontructed directly from an unfiltered D/ A converter
(zero-order reconstruction). The average error between the
reconstructed data and the original signal is one-half the difference in area for one-half cycle divided by rr, or 32% for
zero order data and 14%for first order reconstruction. However,the instantaneous accuracy at each sample point is equal
to the accuracy of the acquisition and conversion system,
and in many applications, this may be sufficient for driving
band-limited end devices. The average accuracy of sampled
data can be improved by (I) increasing the number of samples per cycle; (2) presample filtering prior to multiplexing,
or (3) filtering the D/ A converter output.
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I Recon struction

~
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i

'(0/A Converter
Outpu t)

l"I'
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~

l.J.Zero Order Data

'\

0.1

First Order Data
Reconstruction
(Vector Connection
Of Samples)

.01

10

1

i\
100

1000

Samples/Cycle

FIGURE 4. Reconstruction Accuracy vs. Number of
Samples Per Cycle.

ApertureError
Aperture errpr is d.efined as the amplitude and time errors
of the sampled data points due to the uncertainty of the
dynamic data changes during sampling. In data acquisition
and conversion systems, aperture error can be reduced or
made insignificant either by the use of a sample/hold or with
a very fast A/D converter.

•Data
samples of
conversion
system (2
samples per
cycle)

For sinusoidal data, maximum aperture error occurs at the
zero crossing where the greatest dv occurs, and is expressed
mathematically as:
dt
Aperture error= d (A sin 2rr ft) x tA x 100%
dt
= 2rr ft Ax 100%max
where f = maximum data frequency
tA = aperture time of system (this can be the
conversion time of the A/D converter
with no sample/hold or the aperture time
of a sample/hold if one is used in front
of an A/D converter).

(a)
Zero Order
Reconstructed
Data
(O/A Converter
Output)

This expression is shown graphically in Figure 5 for frequencies of IHz to lOkHz with ±1/21.SB errof highlighted
for 8-, 10- and 12-bit resolution A/D converters. The need
for a sample/hold becomes readily apparent when data frequencies of I OHz or higher are sampled, because the A/D
converter conversion speed must be 2µsec or faster for aper-

(b)
First Order
Data
Reconstruction
(FIiteredDAC
or Vector Generator)

FIGURE 3. Reconstruction of Sampled Data Where
fs = 2 fmax·
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The improvement in average accuracy of sampled data is
dramatic with only a slight increase in the number of samples per cycle as shown in Figure 4. The theoretical limit
is the throughput accuracy of the acquisition and conversion system for continuous sampling.
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For zero order reconstruction of data, it can be seen from
Figure 4 that more than 10 samples per cycle of data bandwidth are required to reconstruct sampled data to average
accuracies of 90%or better. A commonly used range is 7 to
10 samples per cycle.

ct

1ns

10na

100ns

1µs

Aperture Time

FIGURE 5. Aperture Error vs. Aperture Time for Data
Frequencies from IOHz to 1MHz.
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ture errors less than ±1 /2LSB for 12-bit resolution, and high
speed A/D converters are complicated and expensive when
compared to slower A/D converters with a low aperture
sample/hold.

channel(s) that require measurement of the .smallest data
increment. For example, assume a channel that measures
pressure has a qynamic range o~ 4000psi that must be measured to the nearest pound. This will require an A/D
converter with a minimum resolution of 4000 digital codes.
A 12-bit A/D converter will provide a resolution of212 or
4096 codes - adequate for this requirement. The actual resolution of this channel will be 4000 or 0.976 psi. The A/D
4096
converter canresolve this measurement to within ±0.488 psi
(±½LSB).

A sample/hold with.an aperture time of 50nsec to 60nsec
produces negligible aperture error for data frequencies
up to IOOHzfor 10-and 12-bit resolution A/ D converters
and is less than ±l/2LSB for 8-bit resolution for data
frequencies near SkHz. Use Figure 5 to determine your
system aperture error for each data channel versus the
desired resolution.

A FEW AID CONVERTER POINTS

Resolution

A brief discussion of A/ D converter terminology will
help the reader understand system resolution and
accuracy a little better.

T':c number of bits in an A/D converter determines the resolution of the data acquisition system. A/D converter resolution is defined as:

Accuracy
All analog values are presumed to exist at the input to the .

VFSR
Resolution ==One LSB ==-, for binary A/D converters
2n

A/D converter. The A/D converter quantizes or encodes
specific values of the analog input into equivalent digital
codes as an output. These digital codes have an inherant uncertainty or quantization error of ±½LSB. That is, the
quanti2:ed digi_talcode represents· an analog voltage that can
be anywhere within ±½LSBfrom the mid-point between adjacent digital codes. An A/D converter can never be more
accurate than the inherant ±½LSB quantizing error. Analog
errors such as gain, offset, and linearity errors also affect
A/D converter accuracy. Usually, gain and off set errors can
be trimmed to zero, but linearity error is unadjustable because it is caused by the fixed-value ladder resistor network
and network switch matching. Most quality A/D converters
have less than ±½LSB linearity error. Another major error
consideration is differential linearity error. The size of steps
between adjacent transition points in an ideal A/D converter
is one LSB. Differential linearity error is the difference between adjacent transition points in an actual A/D converter
and an ideal one LSB step. This error must be less than one .
LSB in order to guarantee that there are no missing codes.
An A/fi converter with ±½LSB linearity error does not necessarily imply that there are no missing codes.

V

==

LSB = Least Significant Bit
VFSR==Full Scale Input Voltage Range
where n ==number of bits
D = number of decimal digits

The number of bits defines the number of digital codes and
is 2n discrete digital codes for A/D converters.
For this discussion, we will use binary successive-approxirna•
tion A/D converters. Table I shows resolutions and LSB
values for iypical A/D converters.

INCREASING SYSTEM THROUGHPUT RATE
The throughput rate of the system is determined by the
settling times required in the analog multiplexer and input
amplifier, sample/hold acquisition time and A/D converter
settling and conversion time.

TABLE I. Relationship of A/D Converter LSB Values
and Resolutions for Binary Codes.
AID

Two programming modes that are commonly used in data
acquisition systems are normal serial programming (Fig. 6A)
and overlap mode programming (Fig. 6b). The range of
typical system throughput rates for these types of modes
are shown in Table II for the Burr-Brown SDM857KG modular data acquisition systems.

Convedet'Rao-

lutlon (Binary Codos)

Va!uo of 1LSB

Number

Number

of Bits
(n)

of lncroments(2")

Range
(mV)

16
12
11
10
9
8

65636

0.152
2.44
4.88
9.77
19.5
39.1

4096
2048
1024
512
256

Oto+10V

Valuo of 1/2LSB
Oto+10V

+1ov

(mV)

Rango
(mV)

Rango
(mV)

0.305
4.88
9.77
19.5
39.1
78.2

0.076
1.22
2.44
4.88
9.77
19.5

0.152
2.44
4.88
9.77
19.5
39.1

+10V
Range

FSR, for decimal A/D converters

toD

A wide range of throughput speeds can be achieved by
"short cycling" the A/D converter to lower resolutions and
by ·overlap programming the data acquisition system.
The multiplexer and amplifier settling time is eliminated
by selecting the next sample (channel n + I) while the
held sample (channel n) is being converted. This requires
a sample/hold with very low feed-through error.

Selecting the Resolution
The number of bits in the A/D converter determines the resolution of the system. System resolution is determined by
the channel(s) having the widest dynamic range and/or the
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TABLEIll. System Error Contribution and RSS Error vs.
Resolution for Burr-BrownModel SDM857KGModular
Data AcquisitionSystem.
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FIGURE 6a. System Throughput Rate• Serial Programming.
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FIGURE 6b. System Throughput Rate - Overlap Mode.

ASS
Accuracy

18kHz

0.026'6

27kHz

0.025%

10 Bits

19.5kHz

0.08%

30kHz

0.08%

8 Sits

21.1kHz

0.30%

34, 1kHz

0.30%

12 Bits
0.0025%

0.01%

0.01%

0.01%

0.01%

0.01%

0.01%

0.2"'

0.05%

0.012%

0.2'6

0.05%

0.012'6

0.283%

0.072%

0.022'6

The-most commonly used binary codes in A/D converters
are:
I. UnipolarStraight Binary(USB) - used for unipolar
analog signalranges i.e., 0 to +SV. 0 to+ I0V. etc.
2. Bipalar Offset Binary (BOB)- used for bipolar
analog signal ranges i.e.• ±SV. ± I 0V. etc.
3. BipolarTwo's Complement (BTC) - used for bipolar
analog signal rangesin many digital computer
applications.

SYSTEM THROUGHPUT ACCURACY

The most common method used to describe data acquisition
and conversionsystem accuracy is to compute the root-sumsquared (RSS) errors of the system components. The RSS
error is a statisticalvaluewhich is equivalent to the standard
deviation ( lo), and represents the square root of the sum of
the squares of the peak errors of each system component,
includingADCquantization error:
ERSs = / ~ux2

10 Bits
0.0025%

Binaryencoded data formats are most commonly employed
for digitalcomputer-oriented applications where the processingis normallyperformed in binary notation·. BCDdata encoding is usually required in applications where the data is
fed to decimalend devicessuch as digital readouts and printers. The majority of applications require binary encoding.

Resolution

12 Bits

8 Bits
0.0025%

One final consideration in data acquisition and conversion
systemsis the digital codingof the data at the output of the
A/D converter. Data is usually encoded in either.binary or
binary-coded-decimal(BCD) form.

Overtap
Mode

MaxSystem
MaxSystem RSS
throughput Accuracy throughput
Rate
Rate

MUXError
AMPError
S/HError
ADCErrors
Analog
Quantizing
ASSError

DIGITAL CODES

TABLE II. System Throughput Rates and RSS Accuracy
for Normal and OverlapMode Programmingfor BurrBrown ModelSDM857KGModular Data Acquisition
System.
Normal
Programming

Resolutions

ErrorSource

Two BCD codes, unipolar BCD·and sign-magnitude BCD
(SMD)are used in A/D converters. The definition of these
codes is shown in Table IV and V.

.+ EAMP2 + EsH 2 + EAoc2

TABLEIV. Definition of Binary('odes.

where E MUX = analog multiplexer error
E AMP= input amplifier error
EsH:::: sample/hold error
E ADC = A/D converter error

Definition

Output

use

Digital

Code

Code
MSB

B08(2)

Code

LSB
11

1)
t1<

+Full Scalo

1 11 ••••

Mid Scalo

oo,
ooo.... ooi:,

+VFSR -½LSB

+VFSR -½LSB
2

The source impedance, data bandwidth, A/D converter resolution and system throughput rate affect these error calculations. To simplify, errors can be calculated by assuming
the following:
I.
2.
3.
4.

Aperture error is negligible- i.e., less than 1/IOLSB.
Source impedance is less than 1000ohms.
Signal range is ±10 volts.
Throughput rate is equal to or less than the maximum
shown in Table Ill.

-Full Scalo

100 ••••

+VFSR/2
+½LSB

Zoro
-VFSR

+½LSB

2
Ono least
Significant
Bit

VFSR

-;,;-

t VFSR

~

NOTES: (1) • la the transition value of the LSB. (2) BTC Code-Invert
the MSB (sign bit) of the digital code-ranges same as BOB codes.
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-----~~

°TABLE
V. Definitionof DecimalCodes.
Output
Di!JitalCode
(3 Dighs)

Defini1ian

DecimalVatue

.BCDCade SMDCade

MSD(1)
LSD
_,._
,,.,,,.._

Sign
+Full Scala

1 1001 1001 1001

999

+999

Zaro

1 0000 0000 0000

000

+000

-Full Sciala

0 1001 1001

N/A

-999

1001
V

Ona least
Significant
Bit

FSA

(2)

----;in"

=

NOTES: (1) MSD most significant digit.
dlglta-4 bits per digit.

1VFSR

(2)

~

(2) n representsnumber of

SUMMARY
The criteria that determine the key parameters and
performance requirements of a data acquisition and
conversion system are:
I. Number of analog input channels.
2. Amplitude of data source signals.
3.Bandwidth of data.
4. Desiredresolution of data.
S. End use of converted data.
Although this discussion did not treat all system criteria
from a rigorous mathematical point of view, it does not
identify and attempt to shed insight on the most important considerations from a practical viewpoint.
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TO SIDESTEP SAMPLE/HOLD PITFALLS,
RECOGNIZE SUBTLE DESIGN ERRORS
By knowing the key parameters and practices that govern important sample/hold
functions, you can obtain optimum performance from these deceptively simple devices.
nonstandard terminology. (For some widely accepted
definitions, sec below.)

You can avoid the potential design traps that lurk in
sample/ hold applications by understanding and applying
proven sampling rules and definitions. Widely used for
voltage storage in analog-signal-processing and data
conversion systems, sample/ hold devices provide seemi~gly simple operation that often misleads designers.
In practice, functional intricacies hide error sources that
can degrade sample/hold performance. Unfortunately,
when manufacturers describe these errors, further complications can arise because most vendors use their own

To help clarify a muddled situation, therefore, this
application note presents some sample/ hold designverification guidelines. By carefully defining the basic
sample/ hold types- their primary specifications and their
chief time- and frequency-response considerations - these
guidelines arm you with the design information needed
for proper sample/ hold application (see Table I).

A GLOSSARYOF SAMPLE/HOLDTERMS
Acqulaltlon.time - Time after the sample-to-track
command activates for the hold capacitor to charge to a
full-scale voltage change and settle within a specified
error band around the final voltage value.
Aperturedelay - Elapsed time from activation of the
sample-to-hold command to the opening of the switch in
Hold mode.
Aperturetime - Time for a switch to go from sample to
Hold mode. measured from the SO%point of modecontrol transition to when the output stops sampling the
input.

Droop rate - Hold capacitor's voltage-output decay or
drift in Hold mode, arising from switch leakage current,
hold-capacitor value and op amp bias current.
Feedthrough- Amount of input signal that appears at a
sample/hold's otuput in Hold mode.
Gainaccuracy- Expressed by the deviation in gain from
its nominal value.

Monotonicity- In ADCs, describes an output that
increases continuously with increasing input.

Quantizingerror- Inherent uncertainty in digitizing an
analog voltage to the nearest digital code ~ord.

Aperture uncertaintytime - Variation in the time

Sample/hold- Amplifier circuit that acquires analog

required for a switch to open after sample-to-hold
transition occurs, or the time variation in aperture delay.
Bandwidth - For small signals, the frequency span
between the points at which a sample/ hold's gain goes
down 3dB from its DC value (the frequency span between
the points at which the output signal's amplitude equals
0.707 times the input signal). This parameter serves as a
gauge of amplifier performance in Sample mode.

input voltages during very short sampling times and
stores them on a hold capacitor for a specified time.
Settllng time - Time taken after a sample-to-hold
· transition for a sample/hold's output to assume final
voltage value with a specified accuracy.

Spectrumresponse-Charcteristic that traces a sample/
hold's amplitude - versus - frequency values.

Slew rate • Fastest rate, usually measured in volts per

Charge Injection - Off set error voltage on the hold

second, at which a sample/ hold's output can change.
Zero-order hold - Filter that reconstructs an analog
signal from a train of impulses by producing the first term
of a power series approximation of the input.

capacitor when charge transfers from the capacitor to the
gate-driv~ circuit via capacitive coupling at switch
turn-off.
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TABLE I. Characteristics of Diode-Bridge _and FET
Sample/ Hold.
DIODE BRIDGE TYPE

FETTYPE

Lowor charge lnjoctlon arror.

Grata, DC accuracy; hu no offset
and doasn't need faeback resistors.

Losaganaratlonof aplkas;

Faster In higher voltage applications;
offers larger slowing current.

lower drive voltages are needed
for btldgo switching.
Shortar aperture delay; Dlodaa
switch taster than FETa.

Smaller droop; Exhibits less
Inherent leakage.

FOR HIGH SPEED, USE DIODE-BRIDGE UNITS
High performance wideband and sample/ holds come in
two versions - junction FET and diode bridge types (see
Figure 1). Diode bridge devices more readily accommodate applications that call for short RC time constants.
Emphasing speed rather than accuracy, these applications
generally involve 6-bit to 10-bit data acquisition systems
with sampling rates of I MHz to SOMHz.
Because diode bridge devices require up to SmA bias,
their slew rate becomes the limiting factor in large
capacitor and large input signal applications. When the
hold capacitor exceeds lSpF, for example, the diode
bridge'sslew rate starts to decrease. (In such cases,
consider the FET-type sample/hold.)
An important. diode bridge application cei:iters .on deglitching a fast DAC (see Figure 2). Diode bridges'
straightforward interfacing capability allows them to
serve well here, and the relatively low voltage switching
levels involved lead to very fast operation. In display
applications, especially, DAC deglitchers must deliver

low noise signals with minimal spiking at high update
rates (3MHz to 20MHz). The deglitchers operate by
placing the sample/ hold in Hold mode before updating
the DAC.
CALL ON FET DEVICES FOR BOTH SPEED AND
ACCURACY
For more demanding applications, FET-type sample/
holds yield superior performance in high speed, high
accuracy. 10-bit to 13-bit data acquisition systems.
Accuracy and speed result from the use of two FET
switches, both of which help cancel the charge-injection
error caused by the gate's drive waveform. permitting a
low hold capacitor value. Additional FET-type sample/
hold advantages i_nclude hi.gher input impedance than
diode bridge types and the elimination of offset. bias, and
feedback resistors. And because FET sample/ holds
exhibit much lower leakage than diode bridge units - as
well as a balanced configuration - the FET type's output
buffer amplifier contributes virtually no leakage current.

In high voltage applications. where slewing time can
cause long operational delays. high speed FET sample/
holds have 2SmA to 40mA available for slewing the hold
capacitor, compared with SmA for the diode bridge types.
And although a diode bridge's lower charge-injection
error eliminates the need for a large hold capacitor. this
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advantagestill doesn't overcome its lowerslewing-current
limitation.
Further. FET devices• single time constant - based on
feedbackresistance and hold capacitor -is much shorter
than that of the diode-bridge types. When an FET unit's
time constant equals or becomes less than the device's
buffer-amplifier time constant. the sample/ hold's settling
time tends to depend upon the amplifier·s settling characteristics: Generally. this relationship applies for a hold
capacitor of about I0pF and a feedback resistor of about
3000. But when the time constant produced by these
components becomes much larger than the amplifier·s
time constant, the sa'mple/ hold's settling characteristics
do not depend on the amplifier. In this case. the FET-type
sample/hold provides faster settling than a diode bridge
device.

CLEARINGUP SOME FOGGY SPECS
Many sample/hold problems emer~ not from lack of
knowledge about circuit design, but from difficult-tounderstand nonstandard specifications. Complex parameter descriptions frequently result in designer confusion
and misunderstanding. Further compounding the problem, parameter nomenclatures and definitions differ
marked(y among vendors. To help remedy this problem,
some detailed explanations can help clarify the more
important sample/ hold characteristics.

Input Impedance. In most. applications, a sample/
hold's input impedance depends directly on the oper~tional mode. If this impedance level differs greatly from
thai of the signal source, you must insert a buffer
amplifier between the devices. Otherwise, the impedance
mismatch usually leads to a gain error. Obviously, the
buffer amplifier's characteristics affect sample/hold
operation and must be incorporated into the overall
~cuit design.
Settllng time. This parameter must include both the
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·where Cn= allowable signal noise and de./ dt
of change.

=signal rate

For example, assume that the allowable system nosie for
an 8-bit. I0M Hz ADC sampling system is 0.1LSB and
that the input signal makes a full scale change (EFS) at
5MHz (f). In this case.
e. = EFS/ 2 (sin 21rft.)
Cn
T,.= _____
= _ e11
de./dt (max)
EFS7Tf
O.JLSB
=== 2Spsec.
(256LS8)(,r X X 106 )

Th us,

acquisition time and the sample-to-hold settling time (see
Figure 3). Specifying only one of these values does not
fully describe it.

Aperture delay and aperture uncertainty. These
quantities measure the acquired signal level when a
sample/ hold enters the Hold mode. Generally, the mode-.
control command is delayed as it passes through the
sample/ hold •sswitch driver. In synchronous applications,
this aperture delay can cause time-interval sampling
error. More serious errors occur when aperture delay
varies excessively over a wide temperature range.
Aperture uncertainty specifies the sampling point's stability (see Figure 4). If time uncertainty exists when the
sample/ hold enters Hold mode or if time jitter occurs,
this time-related ..noise" transforms into signal-voltage
noise asfollows: signal noise equals aperture uncertainty
times input-signal change at instant of sampling.
To pinpoint aperture uncertainty time (TA). use the
equation:
T
en
A =de./dt
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Change-transferor Injectionerror.This error usually
occurs when a sample/ hold•s gate drive couples onto the
hold capacitor via charge-injection capacitance. The
injected charge (Q) depends on the relationship.
Q=Cc VG
where Cl·=couplingcapacitanceand V,;=voltage arising
from gate-drive capacitance. With respect to the output.
the induced error becomes:
Q=V, Ctt
where V1 = voltage (error).arising from charge injection
and Ctt = hold capacltan~. Eliminating Q from both
equations yields:
·
Cc
V,=-Vo
Cu
Furthermore, because the output responds to the dif,ferentiai charge transfer, the voltage-error equation
changes to
.1Co
V,=--VG
Cu
where c.,= the difference between the two capacitances in
Figure 1.
Typically. this voltage behaves like a DC offset error- the
output voltage differs from the input voltage by a
constant value. In practice. diode bridge sample/holds
can maintain a charge-transfer error of 0.OOSpCover a
±50°C span. whereas high-performance FET sample/
holds achieve about 0.25pC over the same temperature
range.
Sample/hold spiking. In many display applications.
unwanted spikes appear on the CR rs involved. Vendors
commonly dimension this error in volts x seconds(V x T).
because the spikes• amplitudes depend on either the
measurement circuit's or the sample/hold drive circuit's
bandwidth.
If you model the spike as a narrow pulse fed into a sample
RC circuit. the voltage output equals
VT
e.,=-t-t/RC
RC
In effect, the low-pass RC circuit lowers the spikes•
amplitudes but spreads out their duration.
In conjunction with a charge-injection error. sample/ hold
spiking can cause output signal noise. To overcome this
problem. use a filter that effectively cancels positive
spiking with negative spiking. Further improvement
results when the output signal's bandwidth greatly exceeds
that of the spike. Of the two sample/ hold types, diode
bridges yield the smallest spike.
Feedthrough.Usually stated as a percentage. this parameter indicates how much input signal appears at a
sample/hold's output in Hold mode. Highly frequencydependent. feedthrough affects processing accuracy
because the output signal should stay constant during
Hold mode.

Droop. Vendors usually specify the hold capacitor•s
voltage decay (droop) during Hold mode as a leakage
current when referring to an external capacitor, and in
volts per second when the sample/ hold contains an
integral capacitor. In analog-to-digita,1 applications, the

amound of tolerable droop depends on the ADC's
conversion time and accuracy.

DATA-SYSTEMMODEL AIDS SPECTRAL
ANALYSIS
Another major group of sample/ hold design problems
stem from noise effects. Unlike a linear process, such as
amplification, the sample/hold sampling process generates output noise at frequencies that intermix with the
input signal frequencies. Obviously. this noise interferes
with the signal now.
To gain insight into a sample/hotd·s spectral response,
consider a representative data sampling system comprising (in series from input to output) a sample/hold
device, an ADC. a digital proce~sor, and a DAC.
Theoretically. the sample/ hold•s output spectral response
resembles that of the DAC. In practice, however. the
DAC's output contains quantizing noise and. possibly.
spiking noise. To simplify system operation without
markedly affecting spectral response, assume that the
ADC directly drives the DAC.
DUAL-SWITCH SAMPLE/HOLD SIMPLIFIES
SAMPLING
As an aid in developing ·the data-sampling system's
spectral properties. consider a sample/ hold model employing two switches (see Figure 5). This model allows
partitioning of the sampling process into multiplier and
sample/ hold portions. thus separating the former's noise
analysis from the latter•s bandwidth analysis.
Recall that when you multiply signal frequency f, by
signal frequency f2.new frequencies f, + f2and f, -fa result.
On a spectrum analyzer. therefore, the multiplier•s output
appears as vertical lines corresponding to the new
frequencies.
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FIGURE 5. Simplified Model of Sample/ Hold.
Furthermore. assume that the gate drive signal consists of
impulses. This assumption focuses the discussion of the
spectral comporients• amplitudes at the sample/hold's
output. As Figure 6 sh'ows. the frequency spectrum at the
DA C's output is independent of the gate width; therefore.
the foregoing impulse-input assumption is valid for this
analysis. Note also in Figure 6 that so long as the
sample/hotd•s output value remains the same for both
impulse and gate-sampling methods. the ADC makes the
same conversion, provided the gate stays closed long
enough to acquire the signal. With impulse sampling. you
can thus mathematically describe the gate drive•s wave-
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form by:
f(t)

..

(1)

= ~ o(t - nT)

where n = 0, I, 2 .... and where (t-nT) is an impulse that
occurs when t = nT. Tis the sampling interval.
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You can now compute the sample/ hold's bandwidth by
evaluating its impulse response. Figure 9 shows that a
IWIPLE/HOLD
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SAMPUNII
sample/ hold's response to impulse inputs is a pulse whose
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width equals the sampiing time. Taking the Fourier
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Remember that the spectrum of an impulse train in the
time domain can be represented as a series of lines in the
frequency domain separated by the sampling fre4uency
(see Figure 7). Note that as the pulse widths get narrower.
the spectral lines' amplitudes become uniform. Thus.
impulse sampling becomes equivalent to multiplying an
input frequency f, by nf1, where n = 0, ±I. ±2. etc.
If you use a complex input waveform containing many
, frequencies. the input spectrum periodically repeats in the
frequency domain (see Figure 8). Each spectral line oft he
sampling waveform. including the line at zero. shifts the
input spectrum. This shifting also illustrates that if the
highest frequency in the input spectrum equals half the
sampling frequency. the sampled spectrum tends to
merge. Such a condition makes it impossible to recover
the original signal by filtering (the classic Nyquist
sampling approach).
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FIGURE 9. Impulse and Spectral Response to
Sample/ Hold.
After some manipulation, this expression equals:
F(f) _ . f/"· sinrrf/(.,
-- t,J7r ,s --F(O)
rrf/(.,
A sampled signal becomes harmonically distributed over
the frequency domain, modified by this equation's sine
term. where f is the input frequency and I/ f..,is the
sampling period. With an applied input sine wave, the
sample/hold's bandwidth drops3d8down at f/(.,=0.443.
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FIGURE 6. Sample/ Hold Output as a Function of
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FIGURE 7. Time and Frequency Domain Descriptions
of Gating Wave Forms.
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SUPERPOSITION: THE HIDDEN
DAC LINEARITY ERROR
As More DACs BecomeAvailableWith Resolutionsof 12 Bits and Greater, Users Should
Know the Causesand Effectsof SuperpositionError on Relativeand AbsoluteAccuracy
and What to Do to Minimize It.
A digital-to-analog converter (DAC) translates digital
signals to analog signals. For example, a 12-bit DAC
takes a 12-bit binary number, called an input code, and
converts it into .one of 4,096 analog output voltages or
currents. When the contribution to the output voltage or
current of each individual bit is independent of any
other, it means that the device exhibits no superposition
error or that "superposition .holds." For a DAC with
little or no superposition error, the linearity error for any
given code will rela~e to the linearity error at some
different code. This allows you to determine the worst
case linearity error, and the digital code where that error
occurs, with a very simple test. 1
However, if the DAC under test has excessive superposition error, this simple test will give erroneous results;
therefore, you must test all digital codes to determine the
worst case error and code. Superposition error, or bit
interaction, often is significant in converters with a
resolution of 12 to 16 bits. If the error becomes large
enough, a DAC may fail to meet a l/2LSB linearity
error or relative accuracy specification even with each
individual bit adjusted perfectly. This specification
becomes important in. many applications such as
automatic test equipment or precision voltage standards
where the absolute value of the output voltage must
remain within specified limits after calibration of offset
and gain errors.
·
For a DAC with low superposition, the following
equation determines the output voltage, if we assume
that the offset and gain errors have been removed:
Vo= VFs [b1 (1/2 + E1)+ b2 (l/4 + E2)+ ...
+bn (l/2n + En)],
(I)
where E; X VFs equals the linearity error associated with
the ith bit and b; equals the value (0 or I) of the ith bit of
the DAG.input code. Since the analog output error with
·au input code bits off (000 ... 000) and all input bits on
(Ill... Ill) has been adjusted to zero, then the summation
of all the bit errors,

("+"+., ...,,)or

(})

,

!2)

becomes zero. This means that the errors are· symmet-

rical or, in other words, for every possible input code
-there exists an equal and opposite error associated with
the one's complement of that code. The linearity error
(sometimes called relative accuracy, integral linearity,
nonlinearity or end-point linearity) is defined as the
maximum error magnitude that occurs.
Now consider the relationship between the individual bit
errors (E1)and the linearity error. There exists some
digital input code (b,, b2... bn) that yields the maximum
linearity error (EPIU)and the one's complement of this
code (b1, bi ... ba), that must yield an error of the same
magnitude but in the opposite direction (-Ema,.), The
relative magnitude and polarities of the errors determine
which actual input code has the most linearity error. For
the error to be maximum, all of the error terms must be
additive and the following proves true:

=

IEmul+ 1-Emaxl lb1E1+ b2E2+ ....
+ bnEnl+ lb1E1+ b2E2+ ...+ hnEal
21Emaal(b1 + b1)IEd + (b2 + b2)IE2I+ ,..
+ (bn + ba)rEnl;
(3)
but b; + b1 I, making the maximum linearity error:

=

=

IEmuI= 1/2 [IE1I+ IE2l+ ... + JEnl].
(4)
This result proves interesting because it relates the
maximum linearity error to the individual bit erro~
therefore, you can evaluate a DAC by simply measuring
the output error associated with n digital input codes
instead of all of the 2n possible combinations. 2•3

Stated another way, the sum of the positive bit errors
should equal in magnitude the sum of the negative bit
errors when the gain and offset errors have been
removed. Any difference in these magnitudes indicates
the presence of a superposition error. If this difference
proves greater than.approximately
I/ 10 of an LSB
(JDEC standard for superposition error), further testing
may become necessary to determine the accuracy of the
DAC. However, a superposition error of more than
1/ I0LSB does not by itself imply that a DAC cannot
meet a linearity specification of, say, ±l/2LSB; it simply
means that you must conduct a more elaborate test to
determine the worst case linearity error and digital input
code where that error occurs.
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The data in Table II came from a monolithic bipolar
12-bit DAC. Note that the difference here between the
positive bit errors (+SSOµV) and the negative bit errors
(-1,6SOµV) equals -1.lmV or almost I/2LSB. In this
situation, superposition docs not hold and you cannot
say anything definite about linearity witl(the data
available.

A3-BITDAC
An example illustrating the relationship between
linearity error and the individual bit errors for a 3-bit
DAC appears in Figure la. Any deviation in the DAC
output from the straight line drawn between all bits off
and all bits on indicates a linearity error. With the
superposition error less than I/ IOLSB,the error pattern
will appear as symmetrical around midscale as indicated.
Figure lb shows a transfer characteristic for a 3-bit DAC
which exhibits superposition error. Note that, in this
example, the symmetrical error pattern around midscale
no longer exists. You must consider the difference
between the electrical sum and the algebraic sum of the
bit errors when determining whether to use a more
comprehensive test.

T~STING ALL INPUT CODES
When the short-cut method of measuring linearity error
does not prove sufficient, you can develop a high speed
measurement circuit capable of testing all 2a code
combinations. A simple schematic of this type of tester
appears in Figure 2. The binary counter has n + I stages
to provide a binary count from O to 2a - I and to reset
the counters at the end of the count. The reference DAC
and the X 10error amplifier must have combined settling
times to ±1/ IOLSB of less than lOµsec since the system
clock must operate at 20kHz to have a flicker-free
display. For a 12-bit converter, a complete cycle takes
SOµsecX 4,096 counts or approximately lOOmsec.The
output of the nth counter stage also displays on the
scope to indicate the midscale transition point, and
offset and gain adjustment potentiometers are provided
to zero the end points of the error display.
This tester works well for 8-, 9-, and 10-bit converters.
For a 12-bit DAC, the 4,096 segments displayed on the

The data in Table I came from a 12-bit hybrid DAC.
Note that, for this test, the full scale voltage was
·increased to 10.2375V, making the ideal bit weights,
starting at the LSB, equal to 2.SmV, S.OmV,10.0mV...
2.560V and finally 5.12V for the MSB. You can
memorize these numbers easily and calculate the error
voltages quickly by inspection. The difference between
the algebraic sum of the positive bit errors (320µV) and
negative bit errors (-310µV) equals only IOµV, which
indicates a low superposition error. Thus, the maximum
linearity error becomes 1/2 X (320 + 310)= 31SµV.
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TABLE I. la lhh d&ta from a 12-bit hybrid DAC, the f'ull-lC&le
voltage wu
lDcrcucd to 10.237.SV,
makina the ideal blt,weiahts,1t&rtin1Ill tbc LSB,equal to
2..smV,.S.OmV,10.0mV... 2.560Vaad fiaally .S.12Vfor the MSB. Youcan e&lily
memorizetbese numbcn a.nd quickly calculate the error voltaga by impcctioa.
Input Code
All Blta•on•

All Bltl '"Off"
Blt1 (MSB)
Blt2
Blt3
8lt4
8lt5
Bit8
Blt7
Bit&
Bit9
Blt 10
81111
Bit 12(LSB)

Ideal Output

M

+10.23750
0
5.12000

2.56000
1.28000
0.&4000
0.32000
0.18000
0.08000
0.04000
0.02000
0.01000
0.00500
0.00250

Actual Output (V)

Error (/IV)

+10.23750
0
5.11995
2.55982
1.27994
0.83998
0.32004
0.18004
0.08004
0.04005
0.02010
0.01002
0.00502
0.00251

0
0
- 50
-180
- 80
- 20
+ 40
+ 40
+ 40
+ 50
+100
+ 20
+ 20
+ 10

digital input to the MSB indicates the midrange and
full-scale binary counts.
The DAC errors displayed in Figure 3a appear.symmetrically about the center of the scope, indicating very little
superposition error; while those in Figure 3b arc almost
·an positive which indicates a moderate amount of
superposition error. Figure 3b shows why some manufacturers specify linearity error as the maximum
deviatioa:i from a best fit straight line rather than a
straight line through the end points. You can sec, in this
example, that a linearity error specification of ±1/2LSB
proves easier to meet when using the best fit straight-line
method. In a DAC with symmetrical error patterns, as
shown in Figure 3a, a straight line through the end
points becomes the same as a best fit straight line.

+320
-310
+ 10

Poaltlvo SUm
Negative Sum

Dlfferonco

SOURCESOF SUPERPOSITIONERROR
Generally, superposition error in monolithic and hybrid
converters results from the feedback resistor, R,, changing
in value the output voltage varies from 0V to +I0V.
This apparent nonlinearity comes from the variable
power dissipation that occurs in this resistor which can
produce a temperature rise (self-heating) of as much as
J°C to 2°C in some DACs. This in tum changes the
absolute value of the feedback resistor since it will have a
temperature coefficient (TC) of between 50ppm/°C and
300ppm/°C for a thin-film material and over 1,000
ppm/°C for a monolithic diffused resistor. This problem
generally docs not occur in discrete data conveners
because the physical size of the feedback resistor is so
large that the temperature rise, and therefore the resistance variation, remain extremely small. In a monolithic
converter, however, with real estate at a premium, the
mass of the feedback resistor is often so small that a
large temperature rise will occur for even small changes
in power dissipation, due to self-heating.
To determine if the feedback resistor is at fault, substitute
a low TC external resistor for the internal feedback
resistor of the .DAC and see if the nonlinearity disappears. The oscilloscope photograph in Figure 4 shows
the results of using the test circuit shown in Figure 2 and
the same DACs whose transfer functions appear in
Figures 3a and 3b respectively, with the internal feedback
resistors being replaced by low TC external resistors.
Note that the DAC errors in both cases arc now almost
~evenlydistributed about the center of the oscilloscope
which indicates that the major cause of the superposition
error has been removed. You cannot use an external
feedback resistor, of course, in most practical applications because it will cause excessive gain drift since it will
not track the internal diffused or thin-film reference
resistor with variations in time and temperature.
Superposition error or bit interaction can occur in other
ways-by temperature gradients on a monolithic chip
which cause the magnitude of a bit output to be a
function of the state of the other bit switches, or by
feedback resistors which have an appreciable voltage .
coefficient of resistance (VCR), such as diffused resistors
might. Again, the presence of superposition error docs

CRT arc spaced so close together that the switching
transients create a wide band of noise making it difficult
to tell if the convener meets its specification, especially
with a linearity error near the ±l/2LSB limit. One way
around this problem, if you assume that the errors
·contributed by the last four bits of the DAC arc small,

as

TABLE II. Note that the diffemice betweentbc positivebit crron (+550,iV)&nd
the ncptivc bit crron (-1,650,aV) in this d&lllfrom a monolithicbipolar DAC,
equals -1.lmV or almost l/2LSB. la tbis 1itu11tion,
superpositiondocs not hold
&ad you cannot say anytbiaa definite about linearity witb the amount or data
available.
lnputCOdo

ldoal Output (V)

Actual Output (V)

Error (µV)

All Bits -On"
All Bits '"Off"
Blt1(MSB)
8lt2
Blt3
8lt4
8115
8lt8
8lt7
Bit&
Blt9
81110
Bit 11
8lt12(LSB)

+10.23750
0
5.12000
2.56000
1.28000
0.&4000
0.32000
0.18000
0.08000
0.04000
0.02000
0.01000
0.00500
0.00250

+10.23750
0
5.11927
2.55928
1.27996
0.84013
0.32013
0.16003
0.07987
0.03997
·0.02000
0.01008
0.00512
0.00258

0
0
- 730
- 720
40
+ 130
+ 130
+ 30
- 130
30
0
+
+ 80
+ 120
+ 80

PosltlvoSum
Nogatlw SUm
Dlfforonco

-

+ 550
-1650
-1100

entails inhibiting these bits with &heAND gates shown in
Figure 2; this reduces the binary count to 256 and also
gives each count 16 times longer for the glitches to settle
out. You can make other improvements to this tester
such as automatic offset and gain error nulling, a
sample/hold deglitchcr to remove the glitches at the
error output and a go/ no go window comparator to test
the linearity error at each binary count.
Using the test circuit shown in Figure 2 and three
different 12-bit DACs produced the oscilloscope photographs in Figure 3. The offset and gain errors have been
nulled at the left and right portions of the photographs
respectively; and the linearity error appears as the
deviation from the horizontal center line of the scope,
with the vertical sensitivity l/2LSB per division. The
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(b)

(a)

FIGURE 3. In these scope waveform photograplu showing the output of the test circuit in Figure 2, the top traces indicate the linearity error and the bolt om traces reflect
the status of the MSB of the input code. The hybrid DAC (1) exhibits liule superposition error, while the uymmetry of the linearity error (b) about midscale shows
superposition error for the monolithic bipolar DAC. The MSB transition marks the horizontal center.

You can minimize the effect of wiring resistance (Rw)
external to the DAC by paying careful attention to the
grounding and connection scheme employed. Figure Sa
shows a correct connection configuration that you can
use with most commercially available DACs to yield
maximum accuracy. You can reduce or eliminJte the
effects of various wiring and contact resistances, Ra, Rz,
R3 and R4, as follows:
• R, appears in series with the feedback resistance and
therefore introduces only a gain error that can be
nulled during calibration.
• R2 appears inside the output amplifier teedback loop
and the loop gain will reduce its effect.
• R3 appears in series with the load resistor and will
cause an error in the voltage across RL, One-half LSB
error would result at full load for R3 = 0.020 for a
16-bit DAC. Therefore, if possible, you should sense
the output voltage in such a way as to include R3.
Figure 5b illustrates the optimum connection made
possible by the ground sense pin available on some
higher accuracy DACs. In the configuration shown,
R' F = RF and Re= Ro,.c, This causes rejection of any
signal developed across R3 as a common mode input,
and R3 will not affect the voltage across RL, This
configuration will also reject noise present on the
system common.
• R4 remains negligible in both circuits with ground
connections made. as shown.

FIGURE 4. An external feedback resistor can dccl'CllSC
superposition error for
the monolithic bipow DAC shown in Figure lb.

not mean a DAC will not meet its linearity specification,
but you will need more extensive testing to verify if it
does.
Superposition error, however, is by no means the only
source of linearity error. Pay attention to your wiring
whenever you use or test a DAC. When critical portions
of a circuit share the same metallization path (e.g., a
metallization path on a monolithic chip or in a wirebond;
the contact resistance of a socket; or the wiring
resistance of a test circuit), varying voltage drops caused
by changing current levels can cause serious errors which
could "drown out" any existing superposition error.
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~SENSE

t------------,.J--~N---4/0UTPUT

±15VDC
SUPPLY

+5VDC
SUPPLY

,.,

1111

FIGURE 5. These connection diagrams show how 10 reduce:1hc:dfccis of wiririgand soc:kc:1
resistance:for o 1ypic:alDAC (a) and a high acc11rac:y
DAC (b). Rc:sis1orsR,,
R:, R,. and R, rc:prc:'ICnl
wiring und con111ctrc:~islanc:c:.
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18-BIT HYBRID D/A CONVERTER
BREAKS SIZE AND PERFORMANCE BARRIERS
used by connecting the Reference Out and Reference In
pins together.
The DAC also has an uncommitted operational amplifier
I/ V converter which is normally used for voltage output
applications to achieve output ranges of SV, l0V or 20V
(unipolar or bipolar offset modes of operation). The
internal amplifier is the best overall choice for applications where low noise and high speed are needed at the
same time. However,if noise reduction is more important
than speed, and external low-noise op amp such as the
Burr-BrownOPA27can be used instead. If an application
requires current out operation, a current outpu~ of 0 to
-2mA for unipolar operation or ±lmA for bipolar
operation is provided. The absolute accuracy of this
output current is ±0.1 % of full-scale range (FSR). This
allows the output range to be accurately changed, for
example to 10.24V,by simply adding an external 2400
1% resistor in series with the DAC feedback resistor.
In addition, while the DAC729 can perform conversions
to an accuracy of ±76µ.V or. l/2LSB ~t the 16-bit level,
external bit adjustment pins are provided for the first
four MSBs so that higher accuracy can be achieved with
external adjustment (see Figure 1). 18-bit accuracy is
typical provided external adjustment of the MSBs is
done. With 40 pins available, the DAC729's pinout is
designed to permit maximum use flexibility, all in a
singledouble-wide package.

In the world of high resolution, true 16-bit accurate
digital-to-analog converters, most designs have been
restricted to modular "bricks." Such modular designs,by
virtue of their size and complexity, take up needed PC
board space in user applications. Other disadvantages
for modular designs include large power dissipation,
long warm-up times and high costs. Now, a new hybrid
18-bit digital-to-analog converter has entered the highresolution market. Containing a precision 2ppm/°C lOV
reference,monolithic18-bitDAC chip with laser-trimmed
current sources, and a low noise, high-speed-output .
operational amplifier (I/V converter), the Burr-Brown '
18-bit DAC729 is a first among the next generation of
D/ A converters.
DAC729is fully contained within a
40-pin double-wide side-brazed package. the DAC729's
small outline makes it ideal for user applications where
precision accuracy is needed without compromising PC
board real estate. With its compact size, multiple
DAC729s can be used with external latches to interface
to a user's data bus to create a system of programmable
voltage or current sources, all on one PC board. An
equivalent system, built around modular D//A converters, would require many separate PC boards to
implement.
The DAC729 is a complete D / A converter within itself.
No external components or adjustments are required to.
perform 18-bit conversions with an integral linearity
accuracyof ±76µ.V.Moreover,the DAC729wasdesigned
to permit maximum user flexibility. In some systems,
multiple devices, including the D/A converters, must
track each other over time and temperature. For such
cases,all devicesthat must track each other are referenced
to a global system reference voltage. The DAC729 has
the option of using such an external voltage referenceso
that the gain of the DAC will track changes in the
external reference potential. If an external reference is
not needed, the DAC729 internal J0V reference can be

The

DESIGN GOALS
The goal in designingthe DAC729 was to make a hybrid
18-bit D/A converter, which would fit into a doublewide package, with performance equal to or better than
the Burr-Brown 16-bit accurate modular DAC73. The
size requirement of the DAC729 was important so as to
optimize a precision D/A converter which could easily
be accommodated in applications such as automatic test
equipment,precisionvoltagesources,digitalaudio, analogto-digital converters and robotics. Alongside the goal of
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FIGURE 1. DAC729Architecture.

designing the part to fit into a small outline package was
the goal of reducing the complexity or chip count of the
part. With reduced complexity came lower cost and
higher reliability. Performance, however, was not traded
off for reduced complexity. A summary of preliminary
specs for the DAC729 such as linearity, drift, noise and
settling time are shown in Table I.
TABLE I. Preliminary DAC729 Data Sheet Specifications.
Spocfffcatlon

Limit

Unlto

ACCURACY
Linearity Error at +25•C
Gain Error: Voltage
Current
Offset Error: Unipolar
Bipolar
10V Reference

0.00075
0.1
0.1
2
5
5

%ofFSR
%ofFSR
%olFSR
mV
mV
mV

0.5
5
5
2

ppm/"C
ppm/°C
ppm/°C
ppml"C

70

µV, rms

4

nA, rms

10
10
20
300

µs
µs
V/µs

DRIFT
Linearity
Gain
Offset
10V Reference
NOISE (Unipolar)
Voltage at 100kHz
Current at 100kHz
SETILINOTIME
(to .00075% of FSR)
10V Step (Unipolar)
20V Step (Bipolar)
Slew Rate
IOUT2mA Step
SIZE

50.50X 15.75X a40

na
mm (LXWXH)

ARCHITECTURE
A block diagram of the DAC729 is shown in Figure 1.
The architecture of the DAC is basically made up of four
sections: I) l0V reference; 2) Closed-loop reference
circuit; 3) Output 1/V converter; and 4) DAC current
sources and R-2R ladder.

10V REFERENCECIRCUIT
The I0V reference is an improved version of the BurrBrown REFIOI precision IOV reference. The reference
consists of a low-noise OPA27 op amp, thin-film
nichrome resistor network and an ultra-stable reference
. zener diode. Capacitor Cl was added to the REFI0I
circuit to create a pole at f l/21rR4CI = 3. 5kHz to
eliminate high-frequency noise from the reference zener.
The reference, as well as the other components of the
DAC729, undergo a burn-in at 125°Cto insure longterm
stability. After burn-in, the reference's TC is determined
so that the operating current of DZI can be trimmed at
package level to give a reference drift spec of less than
2ppin/°C. The burn-in of the reference and zener diode
results in a typical stability rating of 25ppm/ 1000 hours.
The reference output is available at the Reference Out
pin of the DAC and can be used as ultra-stable IOV
source to supply up to 5mA to external loads. The
reference has an adjustment pin, Reference Adjust,
available which can be directly connected to· a potentiometer, as shown in Figure 1, in order to adjust the
Reference Out voltage to 10.0000V.

=
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CLOSED-LOOP REFERENCE CIRCUIT
The closed-loop reference circuit provides the DAC
current sources with the proper bias voltage for operation.
The closed-loop reference output is dependent upon the
input voltage Reference In. Reference In is normally tied
to the Reference Out pin of the DAC, but can be
connected to an external reference voltage. Similar to
multiplying D/A coverters, the DAC729 will track ratiometrically to the voltage applied to the Reference In pin.
However, the Reference In voltage must be held within a
range of IOV±0.SV for proper operation. For users with
external reference voltages outside this range, a possible
solution is to scale ·the external voltage to I0V so that it
can be used. Whether internal or external reference are
used, the DAC current sources will track the Reference
In potential to better than 3ppm/°C over a temperature
range of -25 to +85°C.
The closed-loop reference must also track changes in the
minus power supply, -VEE, This is because the output
current of any given current source is determined by the
total voltage drop across its base-emitter junction and
emitter degeneration resistor. If this voltage is not held
constant with changes in -VEE, the DAC output current
will be modulated relative to -VEE,

+ Full Scale
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r+-+-i,
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All BIia
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FIGURE 2a. DAC Gain Adjust Rotation Using GAIN ADJ Pin.
1LSB

The closed-loop reference has a gain adjust pin, which
can be used to adjust out any DAC gain errors. The gain
adjustment pin can be connected to an external potentiometer and current limiting resistor as shown, or it can
be used with an external 8-bit calibration DAC. The gain
adjust will rotate the DAC transfer function around
BPO with an adjustment range of 0.3% of FSR as shown
in Figure 2a. However, if gain rotation about BPZ is
desired, and the internal I0V reference is tied to Reference
In, the Reference Adjust pin can be used. Any changes in
the Reference In potential will rotate the DAC transfer
function around BPZ,as shown in Figure 2b.

,.

Offset Adj.
Translates
the Line

Input = FFFF"

.

t
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Others Off 7FFF"

Range and
Offset
Adjust

-Full Scale

The actual circuit for the closed-loop reference consists
o"fa servo amplifier and bias circuit which interfaces to
the DAC current mirror. Several .0lµF chip capacitors
are used with the servo amplifier and bias network to
achieve fast current-out settling time and low-wideband
noise. loUTsettling time is typically 300ns to 0.00076% of
FSR and current-out noise is 4nA rms at lOOkHz.This
type of performance is not easily achieved on completely
monolithic DACs because large value capacitors are not
practical to integrate.

Digital Input

FIGURE 2b. DAC Gain Adjust Rotation Using REF ADJ Pin.

cause the input offset voltage, Vos, of Al to change with
the DAC's input code due to thermal gradients on the
chip. This would cause apparent linearity errors in the
DAC transfer function, as the DAC output is defined as,

=

VDAC IDACX RFB + Vos X ~ + RFD
LADDER
OUTPUT IN CONVERTER
The output I/ V converter is made from two separate
monolithic components, Al and A2. Al is a single-opamp version of the Burr-Brown dielectrically-isolated
FET OPA404 quad-op amp having a slew rate of 20V/ µs
and a wideband noise spec of 12nV/ v'Hzat JOkHz. A2 is
a unity gain, high-speed buff er capable of driving a SmA
load. A two-chip approach was taken in the design of the
1/V converter in order to reduce thermal feedback from
the power-sourcing-output stage to the op-amp-input
stage. Such thermal feedback, if occuring on A I, would

where Rpe is the I/V converter feedback resistor and
RLADDER
is the R-2R ladder impedance of the DAC.
Such linearity errors due to the 1/V converter's Vos
changing could not be trimmed out during laser-trim.
With the two-chip design, however, Al is looking into
A2's input impedance of I.SMn. Thus, the output stage
power dissipation of Al is never more than 17µ.Wfor a
IOV output swing. The DAC output stage buff er A2, on
the other hand, can deliver tens of mW to external loads
without thermal feedback to Al's input stage, while
maintaining a total 1/V converter linearity of 18 bits.
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18-BIT DAC CHIP
The heart of the DAC729 is the 18-bit monolithic DAC
chip, containing 22 switchable current sources and R-2R
ladder, as shown in Figure I. For simplicity, bits 1 and 2
are shown as only having one transistor current source
and scaled emitter resistance. In actuality, four parallel
connected current sources are used for the MSB and 2
parallel connected sources for bit 2. The remaining•
current sources are scaled with the R-2R network to
achieve binary ratioing of the DAC output current.

There are four feedback resistors available to the user.
These feedback resistors have values of 5k0 and IOkO.
They can be used in several ways to provide a wide
variation of gain and offset modes. With the DAC
output current 101,chaving a range of Oto -2mA, IOk-1
can be connected to the lOV Reference In pin to generate
a lmA offset current for bipolar operation, thus making
a ±lmA current at the louTpin. For the above configuration, if 5k-2 is used as the 1/V converter feedback
resistor, an operating range of ±5V will exist. If lOk-2 is
used instead, the range will be ±IOV. For unipolar
operation, lOk-1and lOk-2 can be connected together to
give O to + IOVoperation. Zero to +5V can be achieved
by connecting all feedback resistor pins together in order
to make an equivalent 2.5k0 resistor. All feedback
resistors have absolute tolerances of ±0.1%.

Bit adjustment pins are available to the user for adjusting
the linearity of the first four bits. By using these pins.
DAC linearity can typically be adjusted to an 18-bit level
of accuracy. The bit adjustments are accomplished by
summing an external current into the DAC bit-current
source. The emitter resistors of bits 1 through 4 are
tapped and brought out to external pins. By using an
external potentiometer and a series current limiting
resistor, RL, an offsetting current can be produced, as
shown in Figure 1 for the bit I current source.

DAC ERROR BUDGET ANALYSIS
The design of the 18-bit DAC chip (where the weight of
an LSB is 2· 11 or 0.00038% of FSR) turned out to be a
real challenge. The design issues that needed special
attention included:
I. matching and tracking over temperature of the resistors and the transistors in the switchable current
sources;
2. matching critical IR drops in the interconnections of
aluminum (which has a temperature coefficient of
about +4000ppm/ 0 C);
3. achieving fast settling time from transients created by
dynamic switching signals;
4. reducing errors caused by thermal changes and thermal gradients across the chip;
5. minimizing the sources of shot and Johnson noise;
6. reducing superposition errors in order to achieve
monotonic operation;
7. achieving good long term stability.
The most critical design requirement is to maintain low
integral linearity error (ILE) over temperature. An
analysis of the major contributions to this error will be
done at the major carzy where the input code changes
from 011---lll to 100---000.
First let us consider the VBE matching in the current
sources required to limit the ILE drift to ±l/2LSB at the

The DAC729 employs a unique approach to bit adjustment. As discussed earlier, changes in the -Vee supply
voltage can be a potential source of error in the bit-current
sources. The same problem exists for the bit adjustments
unless the tapped voltage of the pot tracks equally to the
voltage potential at the bit adjust pin. Otherwise the
voltage drop across RL will vary with -VEE and cause the
bit weight to change. To overcome this problem, the 729
uses a pin to which all external bit adjustment pots are to
be connected. Named VPOTENTIOMBTER,
or VPoTfor short,
this pin provides a voltage which will track the internal
current source base rail as the -Vee power supply
fluctuates. VPOT'Svoltage is derived from an emitter
follower connected to the current mirror-base rail. This
emitter followe.r acts as an equivalent DAC current
source, with its output current taken to ground, when
the external pots are connected from it to the -Vee
supply. Thus, as the minus supply moves up or down,
the voltage across the pots will remain constant, similar
to the DAC current sources. This is important, for
example, if at one time the DAC's linearity was adjusted
with -VeE
-I5V, but then at a later time -VeE was
equal to -14V. The external connections for the adjustment pots are as shown, with only the series currentlimiting resistor, RL, shown for bit I for clarity.
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17-bitlevel (±3.Sppm of FSR) over a temperature span
of 25°C(ILE drift of 0.15ppm/0 C).
This is best demonstrated with the 4-bit DAC example
shown in Figure 3. Figure 3a shows the input/ output
transfer functions of a perfectly calibrated DAC at
temperature To. Bits 2-4 are considered to be ideal or
referencebits for the purpose of this analysis;therefore
their value will remain constant. At temperature T1,Bit 1
has shifted in value by lLSB as shown in Figure 3b.
Since ILE is defined as the worst case deviation from a
straight line through the DAC end points, our example
has an ILE of ±1/2LSB. The worst case ILE often
occurs at the major carry, so this simplified analysis
actually-givesa good estimation of the precisionrequired
to maintain ±l/2LSB ILE.
For the following calculatiqns in this section, the 18-bit
DAC can be simplifiedas illustrated in Figure 3c, where
bits 2-18 are merged into a "reference" current source.
When we apply the above reasoning to our 18-bitDAC,
we sec that a shift of ±l/2LSB in the ILE (at the 17-bit
level) will be caused by a Bit 1 shift of lLSB, which is
7.6ppm of FSR or 76µ.V.Note from Figure 3c that R1=
SkO and has SV across it. The output for Bit 1, Eo 1, is
also SV since RFD=SkO;therefore there is a one-for-one
relationship between a shift in VBE1 and a change in
Eo1.
Therefore, the maximum allowable shift in VBE1,· is
76µ.V at T,. Next we need to find the initial VBE
matching required from wafer processing. It is known
that VBE tracking between two transistors will vary
3.3µ.V/°C per each millivolt of VBE mismatch.111Therefore the VBE matching requirement is given by
VBEQIA - VBEQREF= fl VBE
(1)
= 76µ.V+ [(3.3µ.V/0 C)/mV X 2s0 q = 0.9mV
Next we will find the temperature tracking (Equation 6)
requirement of R1 relative to RRaP,Becauseof the unity
gain of Bit 1, Eo I can be written as
Eo1 = sv X RPB/R1
(2)
Expanding and solvingwe fmd that
Eo 1 + llEo 1 = SV X Rpa/(R1 + llR,)
(3)
then
llEo t/Eo I = -(llR,/R1)
(4)
but Eo 1= l/2Eo (at full scale), therefore the maximum
shift allowed in R1 is
llRi/R1 = -2 X (llEo 1/Eo (AT PULL
scALEJ)
(5)
= 2 X 7.6ppm = ISppm
From this result the ratio tracking of R1 to RRaPis
(6)
15ppm/25°C = 0.6ppm/°C
The third major contributor to shift in Bit I is Beta
mismatch and drift in the current source and switch
transistors. This same 0.6ppm/ 0 ~ ratio tracking from
Equation 6 applies to Io I drift relative to IREFdrift (see
Figure 3c). BecauseBeta in silicon transistors has a large
TC of +SOOOppm/°C,it is important that Beta be well
matched to achieve 0.6ppm/°C ratio tracking. Starting
with
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= [/31/(/31+ l)] X I
IREF = /3a/(/JR + 1)] X I

The proper placement of Rps minimizes thermal gradients
across the MSBs, but another problem with Rps must be
considered. Self heating in Rps changes its value because
of its TCR. 131141
This effect has been reduced by making
RFs physically large in size and by selecting a low TCR
nichrome resistor process of less than 25ppm/°C. Rps is
actually four separate series/parallel connected resistors
so that the maximum power in each resistor is SmW. The
net result is a self-heating error of under 2ppm of FSR.
As a result of these efforts, superposition errors have
measured to be less than 30µV.
Because the DAC729 has a gain drift of Sppm/ °C,
another error source must be considered when the
package changes temperature. For example, a SmA
external load plus a 2mA load in the I/V feedback
resistor, RFs, produces a SSmW power change as the
DAC output varies from Oto +lOV. Since the junctionto-ambient thermal resistance of the package is about
25°C/W, the DAC729 will experience a temperature rise
of l.4°C. This temperature rise will cause the FSR (fullscale range) to shift by 7ppm or 70µ V as the package
heats up. Unfortunately, this shift will take several
minutes to reach its final value because the package has a
long thermal time constant (due to its large thermal
mass). In applications where the DAC output voltage
must remain constant for hundreds of milliseconds at a
time, the output load current should be restricted to lmA
or less to minimize this effect. If SmA or greater external
load is required, an external 1/V converter op amp
should be used.

Io 1

and

(7)

the temperature drift of a mismatch between Io , and
laEF due to Beta mismatch is given by

A [(lo

1 -

laEF)/laEF]

+

AT

Pl{J X
If /3=

1/{J X 5000ppm/°C·
150, then

{J/{J = (0.6ppm/°C

+

=

= 0.6ppm/°C

(8)

5000ppm/ 0 C) X 150 X 100%

= 1.8%

(9)

If cascode transistors Q,s and Qas in Figure 3c are
mismatched by 1.8%, another 0.6ppm/°C error must be
added. The same is true for switch transistors Q1c and
Qac, giving a total worse case error of 1.8!°C Fortunately due to averaging, the errors will rms (root mean
square) giving a total error multiplier of v'Jinstead of 3.
Therefore, Beta match must be 1.8%/ v'3 1.0%, which
is not an easy wafer processing requirement.
In summary, each of these 3 error sources, namely VBE,
Beta, and resistor matching can produce 0.i5ppm/°C of
ILE drift. When we rms these 3 drift sources the ILE
result becomes 0.15/°C X v'3 0.26ppm/°C.
ILE drift from the first lot of prototype units ranged
between 0.1 and 0.2ppm/°C, however, data from three
lots will be required before a final specification can be
determined.

=

=

SUPERPOSITION ERRORS
To achieve a ±l/2LSB ILE and monolithic operation,
low superposition errors are required. 121 Superposition
error is defined as a bit weight interaction that causes an
individual bit weight to be dependt:nt upon the ON/OFF
state of other bits.
The management of superposition errors becomes extremely important during· chip layout. Obviously, IR
drops in aluminum interconnects must be considered,
but a more subtle problem is the management of thermal
gradients, especially those due to variable power sources.
The main power offenders are:

When using an external op amp I/V converter, instead
of the DAC729's internal converter, it is cautioned that
care be taken to choose an op amp which has sufficient
rejection of thermal feedback. Otherwise, the DAC729's
16-bit linearity can easily be degraded to around 14-bits
just by the external op amp.
In applications where absolute accuracy is paramount,
even the low-gain-drift specification of Sppm!°C can not
be tolerated because of package temperature changes
due to varying load currents or changing ambient temperature. In these cases one must resort to techniques such
as the use of automatic gain recalibration (using hardware
and/ or software) or by using ratiometric measurement
techniques. A ratiometric circuit is shown in the applications section. For other applications, such as digital
audio where the output signal is AC coupled, only ILE is
important in order to minimize harmonic distortion.

1) the DAC output amplifier which must deliver up to
2mA to RFe and SmA to an external 2k load as the
output swings 0 to l0V. This is a variable power
source of 55mW;
2) the reference output amplifier which delivers up to
l0mA to the reference zener and an external load; and
3) the 20mW variable power in RFe,

GROUNDING CONSIDERATIONS

In order not to compromise thermal performance it was
decided not to include the output amplifier and the
reference amplifier on the 18-bit DAC chip. RFo cannot
conveniently be removed from the chip as it must ratio
match and track the bipolar off set resistor and the
reference input resistor in the closed-loop servo amplifier.
Therefore, RFo was carefully positioned layout on a
thermal centerline above the three MSB (most-significantbit) current sources. RFe was also spaced at a maximum
possible separation sin~ temperature rise is inversely
proportional to the distance from a power source.

In order not to compromise the DAC729 performance,
three separate supply common pins have been used as
shown in Figure 1. Internally the commons for Al, the
closed-loop reference loop, and the lOV reference are.
"star" connected to the Reference Common pin.-Current
flowing in this pin is constant and independent of input
code or output load variations. Variable currents from
the biasing circuits are tied to Power Common. Finally
the R-2R ladder common and the OFF side of the
differential bit switches are connected to Ladder Com-
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mon, in order to -prevent code-dependentsuperposition
errors. Thesethree commonpins are then star connected
to the user's system referene common point, which is
usually the PC board ground plane surrounding the
DAC729.

APPLICATIONS
An example of using the DAC729 in a ratiometric

~-.

shown in Figure S. The active clamp, which lowers the
RC time constant at the DAC output, is optional as a
speed improvement.A high-speedpreamp ahead of the
comparatot is required to amplify the small value of an
LSB.Althoughthe A/D coverterlooks simple,in practice
a great deal of skill is required to implement this circuit
especiallybecauseof the DAC and comparator sensitivity
to couplingfr~m logic signals.

measurement circuit is shown in Figure 4. This circuit ·
can be used to test the linearity, gain and offset of the
deviceundertest (DU1). Sincethe DUT and the measurement ADC both use the DAC729'sinternal IOVreference,
all devicestrack this reference.Measurementsmade on
the DUT are taken by setting the DAC729input code to
that of the OUT. The resultingoutputs of both the OUT
and DAC729 are then converted·to an error voltage,
gained up by JOOby the instrumentation amplifier,Al.
The resultingerror is then measured by a 12-bitADC. 12
bits of accuracyfor the ADC is sufficientsincethe error
signal, VsRRoa,has been gaine.9up by 100.. The actual
OUT voltage can then be calculatedby,
VoUT
=(VERRoR/
100)+ V119
Becauseof the DAC729's16-bitaccuracy,V729
is set to be
the ideal output of the OUT.
Becausethe DAC729has a low-noisecurrent output, it is
suitable as a submodule in a high precision successive
approximation A/D converter. Such an application is
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DC-TO-DC CONVERTERS
Just about all electronic circuits require a DC power
source. Unfortunately not all circuits can operate with
just one DC level. The DC-to-DC converter was developed to· allow use of different DC levels without the
proliferation of large expensive central power supplies.
Before the advent of switching DC-to-DC converters, a
linear power supply output had to be incorporated for
each DC level required. With one central supply, this
entailed the design of a complex power distribution
network. This network required sophisticated .ground
systems and filtering, and was very inflexible to changes.
The first solution was to incorporate modular AC
supplies distributed throughout the system. This eliminated many of the ground return and inflexibility problems. On the other hand, 60Hz power spread through the
system created more noise problems than it solved. In
addition, the lower efficiencies of linear supplies tended
to make these systems into power hogs.
The DC-to-DC switching converter gave us a highly
efficient power distribution capability flexible enough
for modern electronic systems.. Although the module
itself is more complex and difficult to design, its use is
relatively easy. The high power efficiency stems from use
of switching speeds normally in excess of IOOkHz.Since
this is normally much greater than the system bandwidth,
its associated noise can be easily controlled. The high
speed also allows us to replace the bulky, inefficient 60Hz
transformers with compact ferrite core transformers. The
power densities for DC-to-DC c.onverters are usually in
the realm of 3W dissipation per cubic inch. This compact
size allows efficient utilization of board space.
The DC-to-DC converter input voltage is normally one
of six levels. These are 5, 12, 15, 24, 28, and 48V. The
input voltage or main supply voltage is dictated by the
type of system being designed. For example, a predominately TTL logic design would have a 5V main supply
and utilize DC-to-DC converters for generating spot
power for its linear circuits. A telecommunications device,
however, would probably use a 48V central supply. Like
the DC-to-DC converter input, the output also has a
standard set of voltages. These arc 5, 12, and 15V. The
voltages are available with both single and dual outputs.
All of the above are available as off-the-shelf items,
although just about any ~ther voltage may be obtained
on a custom basis.
There are two basic types of switching DC-to-DC converters: units with voltage isolation and those without. The
unisolated type usually consist of a boost or buck circuit,
depending upon whether the output voltage is more or

less than the input voltage. Isolated units utilize a
transformer. This not only allows an efficient voltage
translation, but also allows for channel-to-channel or
input-to-output isolation. The basic layout is shown in
Figure I. The DC is changed to an AC signal, trans-

FIGURE 1. Typical DC-to-DC Converter.
formed, and then converted back to a DC signal. The
input filter performs two functions. One minimizes the
ripple reflected back from the modulator; the other acts
as an input filter to minimize noise from the system
power supply. The modulator performs the function of
switching the input signal so that it can be run through
the transformer. The output demodulator extracts the
desired DC level and the ouptut filter minimizes the
output noise and ripple.

INPUT STAGE
The input section consists of a filter and a modulation
circuit. The filter is usually a pi type as shown in Figure
2. The main purpose is to filter out the current ripple
created by the modulator's switching circuit The modulation is implemented in three ways. These range from
the simple Royer to the more sophisticated flyback and
forward converters.
L

uo-1.~---f"rf"'n-------1~00
.J:.

C,

'T

.J:. C!
...

FIGURE 2. Pi Filter.
One of the simplest and probably the oldest .methods is
the Royer circuit. This circuit is shown in Figure 3. The
switching transistors or FETs are driven by secondary
windings of the output transformer. The transistors are
in a push-pull configuration: Since these windings create
a positive feedback, this circuit will self-oscillate and
generate a square wave output. Even though the circuit
is simple, it is more expensive to construct. The switching
frequency may greatly vary from circuit to circuit,
creating problems where.synchronization is required.
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FIGURE 6. Push-Pull Forward Converter.
TRANSFORMER

The modern modular DC-to-DC converter is based on
the use of high frequency ferrite materials. Ferrites are
ceramic ferromagnetic elements with properties known
to have a high degree of reliability and repeatability.
Because of its high resistivity, the ferrite core transformer
affords a low-loss device in contrast to laminated and
powdered-iron core transformers. This along with its
excellent long-term time and temperature characteristics,
allows us to build efficient modular DC-to-DC converters.
The transformer gives us the isolation along with the
voltage translation. Unfortunately, the physical characteristics which afford us good efficiency tend not to give us
low cost or good isolation. The two most common types
of ferrite transformers used in DC-to-DC converters are
the bobbin and the toroid. The bobbin is much cheaper
to construct since it lends itself to machine automation.
Normally each winding is laid over the last, and the
separation is made up of the wire insulation oi: a thin
barrier molded into the bobbin. On the other hand. the
toroid allows a better isolation barrier and much closer ·
coupling. The barrier is formed by separating the windings around the toroid, as shown in Figure 7. For
isolation voltages specified by the medical market, the
toroid is the only practical core type. It allows a wide
safe barrier while affording good close coupling. The
major drawback with toroids is that the small diameters
sometimes require hand winding.

FIGURF. 3. Royer Converter.
Both the forward and the flyback circuit use an ICdriven switching circuit as shown in Figure 4. This may
be either a square wave or a pulse-width-modulated
signal generated as feedback from the output. Pulsewidth modulation (PWM) is one way of regulating the
outpµt voltage.

v,..
IC
Oscillator
or PCM

FIGURE 4. Controlled Frequency Switcher.
Figure 5 shows the flyback converter. In this configuration the energy is stored in the transformer's output
winding. The energy is only transferred to the output
during the time the modulator switch is not conducting.
This circuit is slightly less expensive to implement than
the Royer or the forward converter. However, it has a
higher output ripple voltage than the other configurations.

Isolation Barrier

Isolation Barrier

v,..
Toroid

FIGURE 5. Flyback Converter.
In the forward circuit, Figure 6, the energy is stored in
the output filter inductor. This allows for a low-noise,
full-wave rectifier output. With the addition of a pushpull input configuration, the forward circuit gives us a
high-efficiency easy-to-build input modulator.

FIGURE 7. Types of Transformers.
OUTPUT STAGE
The out.put stage is made up of the demodulators, filters,
and the regulators. The most common type of demodulator is a rectifier. This may be either a full-or half-wave
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type,,depending on the amount of ripple allowed in the
output. The output windings may be set up to supply
isolated and/ or unisolated outputs. For isolated outp~ts
the transformer windings must be separate from each
other. Isolation voltages equivalent to those obtainable
for input-to-output are also available from output
channel to output channel. Once rectified, the signal is
then filtered in order to minimize the output ripple or
EMI/ RFI generated by the switching operation. The
filter may range in complexity from a simple capacitor to
a more sophisticated pi filter. The major limitation on
the amount of filtering is usually the physical size of the
components. In addition to the filtering, most switching
converters utilize a six-sided metal shield to minimize the
radiated interference.

FIGURE 9. Pulse Width Modulation Regulator.
efficiency for widely varying input voltages. The output
stage doesn't have to dissipate the excess voltage; instead
the output voltage is controlled by varying the power
from the input. This circuit has a couple of drawbacks.
First, it can be very slow to respond due to the time delay
caused by the feedback scheme. Second, it can be a very
complex or more expensive device to build.
There are numerous ways to design a DC-to-DC converter. Which design used will depend upon the requirements
of the circuit around it. The basic decision to be made is
whether to use a standard catalog device which may
supply more than your circuit' requirements, but has no
development costs, or to have a converter designed
specifically for your circuit. The latter could be the most
economical if the efficiencies of the design are greater
than the de\'.elopment cost. There are many standard
conyerters available. Often these will afford the best
form, fit and value for your circuit.

REGULATION
There are a number; of regulation schemes used in
modem DC-to-DC converters. The two types of regulation covered here are ,linear regulation and PWM regulation.
Probably the most common of these is the linear regulator. This type of device controls the output based on the
value of a reference circuit. This type of c~rcuit is very
versatile. The only drawback is the cost in terms of
efficiency. The voltage in excess of the desired output is
usually dissipated in the output stage. However, this type
of regulation affords a much faster transient response
time. Transient response is the ability of the power
supply to respond to changes in load current. It is
expressed by the amount of time between the start of the
load current change to the time the power supply output
returns to within its specified limits. This is shown in
Figure 8. For linear regulators there are practically no
delays due to load changes.

DC-TO-DC CONVERTER GLOSSARY
Ambient temperature-The temperature of the ajr
immediately surrounding the power supply.
Barrier-The region or zone which defines the isolated
areas.
Bum-In-A screening method described in MIL-STD883 Method 101S,used to minimize the effect of early
infant mortality.

Output Voltage

Case temperature-The temperature at the surface of
the device.
Crowbar-A circuit designed to protect adjacent circuitry by rapidly shorting the power supply output
once a predetermined output voltage is exceeded.
This short is removed by either cycling the supply off
and on or by a logic input.
·

Output Load

------

Cross regulation-The percentage of voltage change at
one output caused by the load change on another
output. This applies basically to multiple output
supplies.

Transient
Response
Time

CSA C22.2-Canadian standard used to define a safe
medical-electrical environment.
Current llmltlng-A protection feature which limits the
current to a predetermined value to prevent. damage
to the power supply or adjacent circuitry. As the
overload condition is removed, the supply should
return to normal operation.

FIGURE 8. Linear Regulator.
Pulse width modulation or PWM is used .to control the
input based on the amount of sensed out~ut voltage
(Figure 9). For isolated outputs,. the output IS fed b~ck
to the input through either a transformer or optical
couplers. The maj~r advantage of this circuit is its high
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Deratlng-A specified reduction in an operating parameter designed to improve reliability by reducing the
internal component stress. For example, reducing the
power output at elevated temperature.

Ground loop-Two or more circuits sharing a common
electrical ground line. This usually results in unwanted
coupling of one circuit into the other.
HI-pot test-See high voltage breakdown test.
High voltage breakdown test-A test designed to
evaluate the isolation barrier. This test is usually
performed at a voltage of two times the continuous
rating plus I000V. On units designed for the medical
market, this voltage is defined by the referenced
medical standard. In the United States this is UL544.

Dual channel-A converter with two outputs, each of
which is isolated from the other. See Figure JO.

Input current-full load- The value of input current
corresponding to a fully loaded output condition.
Input current-no load-The value of input current
corresponding to an unloaded output condition.
Input filtering-Utilized to reduce reflected ripple current on the input of a switching DC-to-DC converter.
Most commonly of the pi configuration.
Input rated voltage-The input voltage which produces
the rated output voltage. This voltage is the design
nominal.
Input voltage range-The high and low input voltage
span for which the unit's specifications hold true.
Inrush current-The peak instantaneous input current
drawn by a power supply.
Isolation-The electrical separation between input and
output of a power supply. This is usually performed
by means of a transformer. This separation may also
be between output channels.

FIGURE 10. Dual-Channel Converter.
Dual output-A set of converter outputs which are not
isolated from each other. See Figure II.

FIGURE 11. Dual-Output Converter.
Efficiency-A percentag~ measure of power loss in the
converter itself. This is defined as the ratio of power
out to power in times 100.
EMI-Electromagnetic interference generated by internal
high frequency switching. This may be transmitted by
radiation or conduction and is minimized by filtering
and shielding.
Fault-mode Input current-The power supply input
current when one or more of the outputs are shorted.
Flyback DC-to-DC converter-A switching DC-toDC converter in which the energy is stored in the
transformer. This type of circuit usually employs one
switch and has a half-wave output rectifier. See
Figure 5. This is a low cost typ'e of design, but can
cause severe EMI pr';)blems.
Foldback-A type of protection circuit which causes
the output current to decrease as the demand or load
increases above the specified level. This protection
routine minimizes internal power dissipation under
overload conditions. See Figure 12.
V

Isolation capacitance-The capacitance measured
aero~ the isolation barrier.
Isolation rated voltage-The continuous voltage for
which the isolation barrier is designed. Usually
expressed in VDC.
Isolationresistance-The resistance as measured aero~
the isolation barrier.
Leakagecurrent-The current flowing across any isolated barrier of a DC-to-DC converter. This current
may be AC and/ or DC and is dependent upon the
barrier's capacitance and resistance.
Line regulation- The percent change in output voltage
as the input voltage is varied over its specified range.
This is usually designated with all other parameters at
their nominal value.
Load regulation-The percent change in output voltage
as the load is varied over its specified range. This is
usually designated with all other parameters at their
nominal value.
Long term. stability-The change of a parameter in
percent due to time only, with all other factors held
constant.
Master/slave-A power supply which can either synchronize, or be synchronized by, another power supply.
Fot synchronization the internal switching must be
operating at the same frequency.

,,
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FIGURE 12. Foldback Circuit.
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MaximumInputcurrent~Seeinrush current.
MTBF-Mean time between ·failure. The statistical inoperation time between the first tum on and the time
the unit experiences a failure. This time is determined
either by elevated temperature life testing or by
calculations according to MIL-Handbook-217.
MTIF-Mean time to failure. For an unrepairable unit
this is the same as MTBF.
Operatingtemperaturerange-The temperature range
over which the unit will not experience permanent
· damage.
Outputcurrentrange-The current limits over which
the DC-to-DC converter is specified.
Outputfllterfng-Filtering used to minimize the output
voltage ripple or EMI/ RFI generated by the switching
operation.
Outputratedvoltage-The output voltage corresponding to the nominal or design input voltage with the
output at the design maximum load.
Outputratedcurrent-The output current corresponding to the output rated voltage with the design
maximum load.
Outputripple voltage-Noisevoltage imposed on the
output due mainly to the switching and output rectification. This AC voltage is usually expressed in both
Vp-p and Vrms.
Outputvoltagetemperaturecoefficient-The variation of the output ·voltage due to the change in the
temperature environment while all other parameters
are held constant.
Outputvoltageaccuracy-The change of the output
voltage in percent from one unit to another due to
variations in component parts. Thisis usually specified
with full load and all other parameters at their design
nominal.
Pl filter-A type of filter commonly used in DC-to-DC
converters. This filter may be used on both inputs and
outputs to reduce EMI and RFI. See Figure 2.
Push-pullDC-to-OCconverter-A DC-to-DC converter input design that allows the transformer to transmit
power in both switch cycles by utilizing a center-taped ·
transformer and two switches. See Figure 6.
Powerdissipation-Thepower loss which is generated
by the DC-to-DC" converter. This is calculated by
subtracting the output power from the input power.

Regulatedconverter-A DC-to-DC converter which
exercises. some form of internal control over the
output voltage.
RFI-Radio frequency interference. Sometimes generated
in the switching operation. Extensive shielding and
filtering are used to minimize the effect on surrounding
circuits.
Ripple current-The AC variations in input current
caused by.the switching operation. This is minimized
by use of filtering on the inputs:
RoyerDC-to-DC converter-A DC-to-DC converter
input stage utilizing a secondary winding to control
the input switches. See Figure 3.

Shortcircuitprotection-A circuit designed to protect
the DC-to-DC converter whenever the output current
e)tceeds a sp~cified level. As the overload condition is
removed the supply should return to normal operation.
Six-sidedshleldlng-The practice of encasing the DCto-DC converter in a metal shield on all sides in order
to minimize EMI and RFI.
Specificationtemperature-The
temperature range
for which the DC-to-DC converter's parameters will
stay within their stated limits.
Stabilizationbake-A screening method defined "in·
MIL-STD-883 Method 1008used normally as preconditioning treatment prior to the conduct of other
tests.
Storagetemperature-The
temperature range which
will not cause damage to an unpowered DC-to-DC
converter.
Temperaturecycling-A screening method defined in
MIL-STD-883 Method 1010used mainly to determine
failure due to stresses caused by thermo-coefficients.
Transientrecoverytime-The time between the start
of _theload current change to the time the DC-to-DC
converter output voltage returns to within its specified
limits See Figure 8.
UL544-The United States standard used to defme a
safe medical electrical environment.
Unregulatedconverter-A DC-to-DC converter with
an output directly dependent upon the input voltage.
VDE750-The West German standard used to define a
safe medical electrical environment.
Warm-uptime-The time from tum on required for the
DC-to-DC converter to reach specified operation.
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MINIMIZING THE EFFECTS OF
DC/DC CONVERTER SWITCHING NOISE
When dealing with high frequencies, the interaction
between devices requires extreme care in setup. Some
devices are more susceptible to high frequency noise.
This unwanted interaction can ruin the performance of
otherwise excellent devices. For our example we will
look at the interaction between a DC-to-DC converter•s
high frequency noise and a wide band isolation amplifier. The DC to DC converter is the model PWR 74 and
the isolation amplifier is the ISOIO0.
At first, the use of DC/ DC converters may seem trivial. ·
You simply apply a DC voltage to the input and obtain
one or more isolated DC voltages at the output. In practice though, things are not that simple. The switching
action of the converter•s internal circuitry can cause
noise at its input, ripple at its output, and radiated interference into adjacent circuits.
All of these undesirable effects can be minimized by the
techniques given in this application note. This example,
developed for and in use by a customer, typifies the measures that can be taken to optimize practical DC/ DC
converter applications.
The following parts were used:
DC/DC converter .......................
PWR.74
Isolation amplifier . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • . . . . . . . ISOIOO
LI-L5 ........................
IOOµH RF inductor
Cl ..•....•.........•......•....•..•......
I0µF
C2-C5 .••...........•.............
·.........
lµF
C6-C9 ......•••..•.....•.•••.........•..•..
0lµF
CI0 •.•..••.•.........••..••........•.......
5pF
RI, R2 ......•.•...•.....•................
IMO
R4 .......................................
2MO
ZI, 22 ........................
Offset voltage span.
R5, R6 . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . • Dimensioning as required.
R3/Cll ..... : . ..........
Low-pass filter at output.
Dimensioning as required.
CIRCUIT
In order to be more universally applicable, this circuit
(see Figure I) was designed for three-port isolation. Thus
the input from the power supply is isolated from both
the input and output sides of the amplifier, which are
isolated from each other. The circuit is configured with
RI R2 IMO providing unity gain. Selection of noninverting unipolar or non-inverting bipolar mode is
made through jumpers JI and J2 as shown on the
schematic. Setting jumper J3 provides offset adjustment
through an auxiliary voltage stabilized with zener diodes.

= =

To suppress any tendency toward oscillation, reduce
peaking of frequency response, and limit output noise,
the output stage is slightly compensated with CI0 5pF.
Ceramic bypassing capacitors were used for each supply
voltage for both input and output sides directly at the
IC. (C6 - C9
.0lµF). Finally, the output voltage is
available directly at output I or through a low-pass filter
at output 2.

=

=

PCB

Ground planes relating to the three isolation voltages are
implemented on the component side of the PC board
(see Figure 2). Each is separated by a space sufficient to
assure high-voltage isolation. These· planes offer lowinductance reference points required by RF applications
and also provide guarding for sensitive signal lines.
Leakage current across the PCB isolation barriers are
minimized by guarding both rows of pins with lowresistance paths to their respective commons. This is
done on the component as well as solder sides of the
board.
NOISE
If the input voltage to the DC/ DC converter is not
"clean••, its effect on the amplifier will have to be minimized. Using the internal capacitor present in the
PWR74, a pi filter was constructed with LI= IO0µH and
Cl
I0µF. In addition, the filter suppresses the reflected ripple current of the DC/DC converter caused by the
dynamic current component at its switching frequency
(about 500kHz). This is of major importance if other
circuits are supplied by the input voltage.

=

Each of the PWR 74 output voltage ports contains an
internal filter capacitor. An LC filter (L2 - LS= IO0µH,
C2 - CS
lµF) was used for additional ripple
suppression. The filtering of high frequency noise directly
at its source not only eliminates conducted noise, but
also -simplifies circuit layout. The high frequency of the
PWR 74 demands low effective series resistance (ESR)
capacitors for the input and output filters (CJ - CS).
For this reason ceramic caps were used.
The PWR 74 internal shielding is connected to the -V 1N
pin of the converter. This "quiet., ground, with respect to
radio frequencies, is absolutely necessary for efficiency in
shielding radiated noise. RF oscillations on the shield not
only would jeopardize its desired effect, but also would
become a potential source of distortion to other circuitry.

=
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OTHER APPLICATIONCONSIDERATIONS
1. For long input lines to the 1SO100,use shielded or
twisted·pair cable.
2. The 1SO100Input Common (pin 18)and -In (pin 17)
should be grounded through separate lines.The Input
Common can carry large DC currents and may cause
feedback to the signal input.
3. Care should be taken to minimizeexternal capacitance
across the isolation barrier.
4. Distance across the isolation barrier betweenexternal
components and conductor patterns should be maximized to reduce leakage and arcing.
·
5. Use of conformally coated printed circuit boards is
recommended.
6. When in the unipolar mode, the reference currents
(pins 8 and 16) must be terminated. l1N should be
greater than 20nA to keep internal LED on.
7. The noise contribution of the referencecurrents will
cause the bipolar mode to be noisier than the unipolar
mode.
8. The maximum signal output voltage swing is determined by l1N and RF.
VMAX SWING -

l1N MAX

•

PWR74

•

•

••• •

PWR74

- -

• ••
••
•• ••

•• •
••
• •

......·I I=·
•

••
•• • •
•••

•

X RF

Layout-Component Side
FIGURE 2. PCB Layout Diagrams.

-V1N

•
• •••

A Unipolar
B Blpolar

FIGURE I. ExampleCircuitDiagram.
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Layout-Solder Side

DIGITAL GAIN CONTROL STREAMLINES
SIGNAL-ACQUISITION SYSTEMS
the selected input stage, and it does so by closing the
feedback loop. Because it switches the input stages
instead of the feedback connections, the op amp can use
switched-current circuitry.

A monolithic op amp that includes digital gain control
simplifies the design and layout of a signal-acquisition
system.' By adding some simple circuitry to the op amp,
you can combine the part's digital-gain-control function
with such functions as automatic gain control and
current-feedback amplification.

SWITCHED-FEEDBACK

EQUIVALENT

To understand how the PGA l02 operates, consider the
simplified, symbolic representation of the op amp in
Figure lb. In the figure, a 2-bit digital-control code
switches the noninverting amplifier's gain to I, IO,or 100.
The three gain levels offer 0.05% (or better) accuracy;
switching between them requires no more than 8µs for
0.01% settling. Furthermore, the amplifier's bandwidth is
at least 250kHz at any gain level.
The switched-gain, noninverting amplifier in Figure I b
differs from the actual configuration of the PGAI02,
however, in that the figure doesn't show any dependence
on the offset voltage of the gain range. In the actual
PGAI02 circuit, each gain range uses a separate input
stage with its own offset voltage, so the off set will usually
change when the gain changes. You should keep this
behavior in mind when you use ·the simplified switchedfeedback model (f.igure lb) to represent the PGA102.
By adding a switched op-amp stage 111to the PGA102, you
can provide digital control of a signal's polarity as well as
its gain (Figure 2). The third control bit, AJ.allows you to
insert a gain of +t or-1 in the signal path. Such a circuit
would be useful, for instance, in a system in which the
amp drives an A/D converter, because A/D converters
handle unipolar signals more accurately than they handle
bipolar signals.

By adding some simple circuitry to a monolithic pro~
grammable gain amplifier (PGA), you can design circuits that combine the PGA 's digital gain control with
gain-polarity control, automatic gain control, currentfeedback amplification, or a sample/hold function or
V/ F converter.
The monolithic PGAI02 op amp (Figure la) offers
programmable gains of I, 10, and 100. It includes three
input stages with a user-accessible differential input for
each; however, only the selected stage closes a feedback
loop, so the selected stage's tap in the feedback networ~
determines the operating gain.
·
The op amp's three input stages sense different taps on a
feedback network, and a gain-control circuit activates
one of the three by connecting it to the input biasing
current source (the other two input stages remain off).
The ~nly input stage that determines operating gain is

The logic level of control bit A2 configures IC2 as either a
voltage follower or as a unity-:-gaininverter. For example,
a high level at A2 applies forward bias to diode D2 and
pinches off FET Q2, but applies reverse bias to diode D1,
allowing FET Q, to remain on. Under these conditions,
the op amp (IC2) behaves as a voltage follower and
tracks the PGA102's output voltage.
·

(a)

CONFIGURE OP AMP AS FOLLOWER
OR INVERTER

0

o
1

On the other hand, a low level at A2 reverses the states of
the two diodes and their associated FET switches,
producing a unity-gain inverting amplifier. Note that A2
must drive the FET switches to their pinch-off levels,
even in the presence of a large output from IC,; an
output of ±I0V, for instance, requires that the control
signal have a ±12V range.
This application uses JFETs because they provide
make-before-break switching (JFETs are depletion-mode
devices, which remain on until they're driven off). Both
switches are on for a brief interval when A2 makes a
transition from one state to the other. The switches'

v,,.

1ov,,.
1oov,,.

Figure I. The PGAl02 includes three switched input stages and one output
stage (a). for most purposes, the circuit can be represented as a switchedgain noninvcning amplifier (b).
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A1
0
0
0
1
1
1

A,
0
0
1
0
0
1

Ao
0
1
0
0
1
0

YwrNcN
-1
-10
-100
1
10
100

NOTE:0, Is 2N4110A:O, Is 2N432:D2and D2are 1N4154s.

FIGURE 2. By switching an op amp between voltage-follower and inverting-gain modes, you can digitally control both the polarity and the magnitude

of gain.

closure would appear to short the POA102's output to
ground_ through the two JFETs in series. The JFETs
have inherent current limits, which prevent shorting,
however: The maximum current drain is limited to the
lower loss value offered by the two JFETs
During an A2 logic transition from 1 to 0, the gain of
op amp _IC2drops from +I to near zero (when both
FETs are on) and then to -1. This action eliminates
output transients because one of the two FET switches is
always on, providing a low-impedance path· for the
discharge of switch capacitance during A2's state
changes. Although you could also use enhancementmode MOSFETs, such break-before-make devices don't
provide a quick-discharge path, so they can permit
transients as high as 1.2V during a 30ns switching
interval.
Adding the gain-polarity control doesn't have a· significant effect on accuracy as long as you use an OPA606
op amp or equivalent and make two circuit adjustments.
First, you can reduce the offset voltage by using the op
amp's offset-adjust terminals (in any case, the op amp's
input offset voltage is divided by the POA102's gain).
Next, you adjust the op amp's Sienresistor values for
0.05% (or better) matching, which will provide at least
0.1% overall DC accuracy for input signals in the l00mV
to 10Vrange.
The OPA606's fast settling time and large bandwidth
preserve AC response: The output settles to 0.01% in
2.lµs for either a signal transition or a polarity-change
command. For high gain, however, the POA102's settling time (Sµs) is the limiting factor in Figure 2's circ·uit.
Similarly, because the OPA606's bandwidth is so wide
(13MHz), it doesn't affect the bandwidth ofthe circuit,
which is limited by the POAl02 to 250kHz at a gain of
100.

gain-control functions of the POA, you can use the
circuit in Figure 3.<21Unlike many implementations of
automatic gain control, this circuit can accept a wide
range (more than 1800:1)of signal amplitudes. In response
to signal peaks detected by IC2e, FET Qt provides basic
gain control by varying the gain of inverting amplifier
IC2A, The peaks detected by IC2e develop the FET's
control voltage on 'h.olding capacitor Ct. A monitor
circuit (equivalent to a 2-bi'tA/ D converter that's accurate
. to at least 10%)senses that voltage in order to detect any
need for a change in the PGA102's gain.
FET Q1 serves as a voltage-controlled resistor, thereby
providing the continuously variable portion of gain
control. In conjunction with R1 and R2, the FET acts as
the grounded leg of a tee network that reduces modulation
of the FET's on-resistance and the consequent distortion.
Further, feedback via Rs and R6 drives the FET's source
to reduce overall distortion to 0.07%.
By controlling the variation of FET resistance, you
control the tee network's range of equivalent resistance
and, therefore, you control· the range of gain for the
basic AOC circuit. When the FET is. turned off, IC2A's
equivalent input resistor is·ll0kfi, so IC2A's gain is -18.2.
On the other hand, when the FET is fully on and has a
drain-source resistance no greater than I kn, this resistance is halved by the effect offeedback from Rs and ~.
and the signal swing across the FET is doubled. Consequently, the tee network loo~ like a 2Mfi resistor, and
the op amp's gain -1. The add-on output stage has a
maximum gain range of 18.2:I and the PGA 's maximum
gain range is 100:1,so the overall range is 1820:1.
ADJUST RESPONSE TIME
Voltage on C1, the AOC holding capacitor, controls the
FET and the POA. That voltage is controlled, in tum, by
feedback from IC2e, which operates as a comparator.
The comparator responds to the difference between the
signal peaks and a refere nee level set by potentiometer

ADD AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL
To add automatic gain control (AOC) to the digital-
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G
0

1 to18

1
0

1010180
100101800

R,

+1sv
NOTE:ICaAand ICn are 1/2 OPA2111s
Monitor

a, Is 2N4220A
D, Is 1N4154

.1Skn

FIGURE 3. This automatic gain-controlcircuit maintains VoL, at a sci peak levelfor input signalshavingan 1800:1dynamic range. The monitor circuit is
equivalent10a 2-bit A/ D converter 1ha1sets the PGA's prcscalegain.

R,. If that reference level is lower than the positive-going
output peaks, the comparator output swings positive,
applying forward bias to diode D1 and increasing the
voltage ·on C1, The resulting drop in the FET's drainsource resistance shunts more signal current to ground.
Ra and C, determine the response time for this action. If
the output signal remains too low to trigger:,the comparator, the discharge of C, through R. will reduce the FET
bias and the consequent signal-shunting effect until the
increasing gain allows triggering to occur again. You
should set C, 's voltage-decay rate low enough to prevent
overshoot during gain changes. On the other hand, you
should set the rate high enough for the circuit to respond
to sudden drops in signal level, but not so high as to
introduce distortion by allowing too much change in
gain between signal peaks. The component values shown
provide a lSms response-time constant and a Is decaytime constant, allowing the circuit to respond to frequencies as low as IOHz.
FET Q1 goes from pinch-off to full conduction as Cr
voltage ranges from -2.SV to 0V. An attempt by the.
circuit to adjust this voltage below -2.SV (beyond the
point of complete shut-off) would indicate that the AGC
can't provide gain, so the monitor circuit would increase
the PGAI02's gain. At the other extreme, a positive
voltage on the capacitor indicates that the circuit can't
shunt enough signal, so the monitor reduces the PGA102's
gain.
Another way to provide digital control of current gain is
to configure the PGAI02 as a current amplifier.'31 You
modify the feedback network by adding a sense resistor
R 1 and a gain-setting resistor R2 to the PGAI02 (Figure
4a). This combination causes the amplifier and its feedback circuit to float on the load voltage. The input

current (l1N) develops a voltage on R, that drives the
PGA input independently of signal current in the load
resistor.
LOAD CURRENT HAS THREE SOURCES
The load current (lour) is the sum of l1N, the current
from the PGA 's internal ·feedback network, and the
current from R2 (an ~mplified replica of l1N), The
circuit's transfer function is a linear relationship between
the i_nput and ·output currents with a gain value that's
established by the PGAI02's gain setting. For resistor
values shown in Figure 4a, the relationship is simply
lour= (1 + I0G)l1N,where G is the PGAI02's gain.
You choose the resistor values for R, and R2 by making a
compromise between the need for DC accuracy and
several other (conflicting) requirements. For example,
for the PGA to receive an input signal that's large
compared to its input offset voltage, R1 should be large.
A large input signal, however, is inimical to outputvoltage compliance, gain accuracy, and the avoidance of
slew-rate limiting. Because the RI voltage floats between
the signal source and load, this voltage reduces the range
of output swing or compliance. Also, the PG A's output
swing must, of course, remain within the constraints
imposed by the power-supp!y and load voltages, and the
output'frequ~ncy must not exceed the value imposed by
slew.;rate limiting.
CHOOSE LOW-VALUE EXTERNAL RESISTORS
Because of the absolute tolerance of the PGAI02's
internal feedback resistors, you'd do well to choose low
values for the external resistors. Although the internal
ratios are closely trimmed for gain accuracy, their absolute values may vary ±2%. A small R2 will minimize the
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shown for R1. Wheri you combine·these errors, you can
see that the circuit can handle input currents as low
2SµA with no more than 1%of offset error. Further, the
voltage dropped across the selected resistors reduces the
output-voltage compliance by only 0.5V.

as

1kn
Ra
1020

NOTE: lour= ((1 + GR,/(Aall6k))l1N
= (1G + 10G) 1,N

(a)

A,
0
0
1

Ao
0
1
0

l0utll111
11
101
1001

R,
1k0

Ra
1020

A,

Ao

IQUT/1111

0

0

1/11

0
1
NOTE: l0ut = hJ(1 + GR,/(Rall6k)) ..._ 1
_..__o_
= 1,J(1 + 10G)

1/101
11_100___.
1
_.__

FIGURE 4. You can achievedigital control of current amplification(a)
or attenuation (b) by connectingan external current-feedback
network around the PGA.

effect of this variation. Further, because R2is in parallel
with the total 6kO of feedback resistance, a small value
for R2 has little effect on the feedback network. You can
omit R2, however, as long as you can accept a 20%
tolerance on the output voltage. If.you omit R2, load
current wi~lbe limited to 1.SmA.
With the R2 and R2 values shown, the circuit in Figure
4a can accurately accommodate a 200:1 range of input
current: The high end pf this range is limited by the
PGAI02's SmA output-current rating. The low end of
the range is limited by the combined effect of its input
bias currents and input dffset voltage. Input bias current
contributes no more than a S0nA error to the input
current; the high-gain offset voltage (200µ V) translates
to as much as 200nA of error, based on the lkO value

CIRCUIT TRANSLATES IMPEDANCES
The low signal amplitude across the PGA also enables
the PGA to realize its full 250kHz bandwidth without
slew-rate limiting. In addition, the low resistance in R2
minimizes the effect of tolerance variations in the
PGA102's internal resistors, restricting gain error to
0.3%. The circuit's port impedances are analogous to
those of a common-emitter transistor, in which source
and load impedances reflect to load and source terminals :
(respectively) and are scaled in proportion to the current
gain. In other words, the input impedance is the product
of the load impedance and the current gain, and the
output impedance is the result of dividing the source
impedance by the current gain.
CONTRQL CURRENT ATTENUTATION
The inverse of the current amplifier in Figure 4a is the
current attenuator in Figure 4b. Because of bidirectional
current-flow properties, the circuits for amplification
and attenuation are similar. The input and output roles,
however, are reversed so that the PGA absorbs part of
the input current instead of supplementing it. The feedback operation of the attenuator is similar to that of the
amplifier, except that all of the input current (11N)does
not flow through R1. Instead, current flow in that
resistor causes feedback to initiate other current drains
at the input. The transfer function is linear, and the
PGAI02's gain setting controls the output/ input current
scaling. however, the attenuator's gain is the reciprocal
of the amplifier's gain; the output/ input relationship is
louT= l1N1u+l0G).
Errors and other performance characteristics for_ the
attenuator are similar to those of the amplifier. The
attenuator accepts input currents as high as SmA, arid
the maximum output offset current is 250nA for •the
resistor values shown. The circuit's output compliance is
reduced by only 0.SV, the PGA retains its full 2S0kHz
bandwidth, and gain error caused by the PGAI02 is no
higher than 0.3%. The input impedance is the product of
the load impedance and the attenuation factor, and' the
output impedance is the result of dividing the source
impedance by that factor.
By combining the digital-gain-control function with an
S/ H or V/ F function, you can realize simple circuits
with few· error-producing components. For example,
you can build a gain-ranging S/ H amplifier that has a
10,000:1gain range (Figure S). In the circuit, two amplifiers are connected either in a common feedback loop, to
sample the signal, or via independent feedback con;.
nections, to hold the last signal sample. 141 Unless you
require greater speed, you'll find this configuration
useful for implementing both S/ H. amplification and
signal amplification/ attenuation.
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FIGURE S. Bycombiningan S/ H amplifierwitha PGA than can assumedifferentgainsin the sampleand hold modes,this digitallycontrolledcircuitoffers
again range that is the square of the PGA's gain range.

Further, by using a PGAI02 as the output amplifier, you
can enable the circuit to sample at one gain level and
then switch to another gain while in the hold mode.
(Otherwise, the output amplifier would be a voltage
follower that provides unity gain in both modes).
Digital input A2 selects either the sample (high) or hold
(low) mode of operation. When the circuit is in the
sample mode, A2 applies reverse bias to diode D2, which
allows Q2 to turn on and complete a feedback loop
common to the two amplifiers. The high level on A2 also
creates forward bias across D1 and turns off Q,; Figure
6a gives an equivalent circuit for this condition. In the
equivalent circuit, Q2 is represented by its on-resistance,
RQ2,which provies phase compensation in conjunction
with C2.
While this circuit is in the sample mode (IC2 has unity
gain), the common feedback forces VouTto track V1N;C2
charges to V1Nas well. C2 also charges to V1Nwhen the
PGA is set for unity gain. When the PGA is set for a
higher gain, however, C2 must charge to a lower voltage
to satisfy the feedback constraints. By changing the PGA
gain after the circuit switches to the hold mode, you can
achieve either amplification or attenuation.
A transistion to low on A2 turns Qa on and Q2 off,
thereby switching the circuit to the hold mode; the
equivalent circuit for this condition is shown in Figure
6b. Switch Qa's on-resistance shunts IC, 's feedback,
preventing IC1 from saturating and thus delaying overload recovery. Now, VouTdepends only on the voltage
stored on C, and the PGA 's gain. The PGA does double

5.1k0

5.1k0

C,

Ro,

IC,

Ca

1000pF

•CircuitIs open In tho
hold mode.
(b)

FIGURE 6. This circuit providesattenuation whileit's in the ample mode
(a) and amplificationwhileit's in the hold mode (b).
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duty, providing attenuation in the sample mode and
amplification in the hold mode. Therefore, the S/ H
amplifier's net gain range is 10,000:1, which is the
product (?fthe ranges in each mode (or the square of the
PGA's range). Using the table in Figure 5, you can
calculate the net gain, which you can set from 0.0 I to 100
in decade steps.
As you can see from Figure 5, the amplifiers' DC errors,
the overall bandwidth, and the PGA 's gain error all
affect the S/H amplifier's accuracy, Further, the net
error generally consists of a combination of different
gain-error values from both the sample and hold modes
of operation. IC, contributes almost no gain error
because its high open-loop gain provides ample feedback
correction within the circuit's bandwidth. The maximum
gain error, therefore, equals the worst-case combination
of two gain states for the PGAI02, or 0.08%.
The DC performance of Figure S's circuit is limited by
the amplifiers' offset-voltage errors and the hold-mode
voltage droop produced by IC2's input b.ias current.
(Droop, which occurs during the hold mode, is a slow
discharge of the hold capacitor, C,, caused by error
currents. For the components shown, droop is no greater
than SOµV/ µs.) Although the circuit's offset will change
because of contributions from different gains, the net
effect is less than 0.01% of full scale.
You can determine the bandwidth of this commonfeedback type of S/ H amplifier by using the Miller-effect
phase-compensation technique. Although the comm~nfeedbaok configuration lets you use the PGA's gainranging feature in both sample mode and hold mode, ihe
configuration does entail multiple response limitation in
the common loop. In the sample mode, for example,
each amplifier contributes a pole, and the RQ1-C2combination contributes a third pole. To be stable, the circuit
must have a dominant-pole response for frequencies
below the unity-gain crossover frequency. Capacitor C,,
connected to IC, 's phase-compensation terminal, provides
this dominant-pole response. C, introduces a frequency
rolloff that crosses unity gain at IS0kHz, just where RQ2
and C2 create a second pole. Furthermore, the S.lkO
feedback resistor introduces a zero in this region to
cancel the C, pole and extend the single-pole response
beyond IS0kHz.
To preserve the stability-compensation scheme described
above, you must use the Miller-effect phase-compensation
scheme. Without the Miller-effect technique, switching
the PGA gain would change the loop gain in Figure 6a,
thus shifting the unity-gain crossover frequency and
disturbing the loop's stability. The Miller effect of capacitor C,, however, varies according to the amount of
gain between its terminals. As a result, this changing
phase compensation counteract~ the destabilizing effect
of gain-switching in the PGA, so the unity-gain crossover doesn't move; that is, the circuit's bandwidth remains
fixed at lS0kHz.
For lower-speed data-acquisition systems using a V/ F
converter for A/ D conversion, you can peform gain
ranging at the V/ F converter instead of at the S/ H

Ca

2200pF

fo = 1000G (V, - V1)
A1
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0
1
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FIGURE 7. To provide digitally controlled gain 10 a V/F converter,
replacethe V/ F converter'sgain-sellingresistor with a programmablegain
amplifier.

amplifier. C:::harge-balancing V/ F converters let you
connect the PGA102 in a manner that produces differential inputs. For example, the VFC320 V/ F converter
lets you simply replace its gain-setting resistor with a
PGAI02 (Figure 7).
The circuit in Figure 7 creates a virtual ground at the
PGA 's inverting input by grounding the V2terminal. The
PGA then switches the virtual ground to various taps on
its feedback network, thus supplying the V/ F converter
with gain-setting resistors of 600, 6000, or 6kO. With
these resistor values and the other component values
shown, the V/ F converter can offer a 4kHz full-scalefrequency response for inputs of 40mV, 400mV, and 4V.
By applying a signal to the V2 terminal instead of
grounding V2,you can obtain a high-impedance differential input without adding an instrumentation amplifier.
The differential signal V2 - Vawill then be impressed
across the switchable gain-setting resistor, yielding a
proportional output frequency fo, which is equal to
IOOOG(V2- V,), where G is the gain of the PGA102.
CIRCUIT HANDLES COMMON-MODE VOLTAGE
Common-mode signals shift the V/ F converter's integrator output, but have little effect on current in the
gain-setting resistor. Because integration over successive
cycles of the V/ F converter's operation reduces the.effect
of common-mode changes, little shift occurs in the
average output frequency. Common-mode rejection is
60dB for the circuit shown. The VFC320's specialpurpose integrator amplifier, however, limits the circuit's
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common-mode voltage range (-IOV to +IV).
Although the circuit in Figure 7 is simple, it has several
limitations. First, the V / F converter's gain-setting resistors are confined to the values available from the PGA 's
feedback network. Further, those resistors have a 20%
tolerance that appears directly as gain error, and you
must adjust a capacitor value (C1) to compensate for this
• error. What's more, the integrator amplifier's gainbandwidth product at higher gain levels limits highfrequency operation. The integrator must produce a
sharp triangle wave to avoid timing errors, but with
increased integrator gain, less loop gain is available to
preserve the triangle wave's integrity. As a result, the
maximum full-scale frequency is I0kHz.
·You can overcome the limitations of Figure 7's circuit by
adding an op amp (IC1 in Figure 8). The op amp buffers
the normally grounded feedback return of the PGA102,
so the PGA now drives an external V / F converter's gainsetting resistor. You can select that resistor value for the
more conventional IOVFS inputs~ and you can adjust the
resistor value to remove gain errors. Because the gainsetting resitor is no longer switched, the integrator's
feedback factor remains constant, so the V / F converter's
gain-bandwidth requirement doesn't change. The PGA

has a varying feedback factor, but it only has to process
the low-frequency input signal. In short, you can set the
circuit's full-scale frequency as high as 1MHz, which is
the VFC320's upper limit.
Like the circuit in Figure 7, this circuit has highimpedance differential inputs. With its various gains, the
PGA presents a prescaled signal to the V / F converter's
gain-setting resistor (R); the common-mode signal characteristics remain the same as in Figure 7. The circuit's
nonlinearity is 0.015%, and you can trim its input offset
error to O.SmV.
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1. Graeme, J; Designing with Operational Amplifiers:
Applications Alternatives; McGraw-Hill, 1977, page
29.
2. Graeme, J; "Feedback lowers AGC distortion," EDN,
January 7, 1981,page 202.
3. Grame, J; "Manipulate current signals .with op amps,"
EDN, August 8, 198S, page 147;
4. Tobey, G, J Graeme, and L Huelsman; Operational
Amplifiers: Design and Applications; McGraw-Hill,
1971,page 353.
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FIGURE 8 .By adding op amp IC, to the circuit in Figure 7, you create an
instrumentation-amplifier input without affecting either the circuit's frequency range or its digital-gain-control capabilities.
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DIGITAL GAIN CONTROL WINS OP AMP
A NICHE IN MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEIYIS
A 2-blt Input puts the first monollthlcop amp with programmablegain under
dlgltal control for fast gain adjustmentsfor many of the device'susual roles.
As digital control extends its influence, even analog
circuits· must fall in with its dictates; Gain control, in
particular, is important in data acquisition systems. An
associated microprocessor, if assigned that duty, will
mai~tain the high-level signals that vastly expand a
system's dynamic range.
Amplifiers have been available for some time in
programmable versions that a supervisory system can
instantly tailor to changing gain requirements. But in a
gain-switching device, good DC characteristics conflict
with the needs of sp~d. To date, hybrid op amps have
traded speed away in favor of good DC input accuracy.
The first monolithic programmable-gain op amp, the
PGAI02, manages to preserve both virtues by separating them. It makes a ten-to-one speed improvement over
hybrid devices, but then relegates DC input accuracy to
one of the many instrumentation amplifier chips capable
of meeting that requirement at low cost. In addition, the
new device creditably performs numerous traditional op
amp functions.
The monolithic realization of the PGAI02 hinges on a
new switching method. Amplifier gain has typically been
controlled by switching resistors into and out of the
feedback path. However, when switches are connected
to that path, their on-resistance causes .gain error and
drift. Although the switches can be placed in an
amplifier's input lead, where there is little current flow,
even there on-resistance would introduce noise. Bipolar .
• transistor switches are not the answer either, because of
their inherent offset voltage in the on state. FETs, when
designed for a low on-resistance, present prohibitively
large die areas.
·

The control logic connects a biasing current source to
one of the three differential pairs at any one time.
Switching, or more aptly current steering, is a long_perfectedtrick used in digital-to-analog converters and
is nicely handled by small bipolar transistors.
Basically a noninverting amplifier, the PGAI02 can
also be used in inverting, attenuator, or instrumentation
applications. To adapt the chip to a particular job, its
several control pins are configured to select .the right
combination of gain and performance (Figure. lb). For
example, _one 2-bit digital code applied to the gaincontrol inputs selects A,, an amplifier with a shortcircuited feedback path. Because of its unity gain, the
amplifer can s~rve as a voltage follower. Amplifer Aa.
can be selected for its gain of 10 and, if required A3 will

BORROWED TECHNIQUE

To avoid those problems, the gated-amplifier
approach was borrowed from the pioneer analog
computer days. The techniq_ueuses paralleled amplifiers
that are switched on and off via a common signal path.
If only one of the amplifiers is turned on, it supplies the
only gain from input to output. Thus the feedback
circuit connected to that amplifier determines the
overall circuit's gain. Conserving hardware, the design
needs just a switch to control the amplifier's internal
biasing (Figure la). Only the input devices of a
particular feedback channel need be enabled or disabled
to connect feedback elements.

(bl

FIGURE I.Current switching and a simplified gated-amplifier design
give the PGAI02 op amp its programmable gain feature (a). Control ·•
signals select one of three input stages to activate a feedback path and
to set gain (b).
·
.
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give its user a gain of 100. Although they would
generally be connected to the same signal source, each of
the amplifiers can be fed with separate inputs for
multiplexing applications.
.
Other connections on the chip provide similar ways of
modifying performance. Thus the Force and Sense pins
can be used to remove the gain error and drift that might
otherwise be introduced by wirebound resistance in the
common feedback path. And because connections to the
internal gain-adjustment resistors are brought out to
external pins, trimming resistors can be added in
parallel to fine tune the gain.
Even the gain select pins can be customized by
applying the correct voltage Jo the Logic-Threshold
Control pin (LTC). The gain select pins switch at 1.4V
above the voltage applied to the LTC pin. (For TTL
control, LTC would be grounded.)
ACQUIRING DATA
A data acquisition system is a typical application for
the programmable op amp (Figure 2). There, an
instrumentation-amplifier
preamp, with a gain set
somewhere between l O and l 00, provides initial highprecision gain. Then the op amp adds further gain as
dictated by control feedback from a microprocessor.

The address bus also carries a signal that serves as
both a latch enable and a trigger for a one-shot that
causes the sample-and-hold device to sample until it and
the programmable-gain op amp have settled. Atthe end
of the delay, the first one-shot triggers a second one that
· holds the converter's buff er in the acquisition mode for
a required settling time. In .that manner, the net input
gain . is set before every measurement,
ensuring
consistently high signal levels.
If its input and common connections are reversed, the
op amp can serve as an inverting amplifier. The input
signal is applied to the feedback networks instead of to
the noninverting inputs. In· this mode only two channels
are available, since one will have no feedback return to
common. The two channels achieve gains of 9 and 99,
but for convenience they can be adjusted to IO and 100
by means of the gain-adjustment pins.
A programmable attenuator is formed simply by
using the PGAI02 in the feedback path of another op
amp (Figure 3). There it amplifies the other op amp's
output so that a smaller signal will be needed to satisfy
feedback requirements. When the programmable op
amp's gain is increased, the main device's output drops
in direct proportion. Since the basic connection is for an
inverting op amp, the output will be a negative replica of
the input, scaled according to the PGAI02's truth table.
C

Do D,
0
1
0

0
0
1

8o

-(Ra/A,) e,
-(R1/R1) e,/10
-(Ra/A,) e,/100

60,-----------------

Because it can be readily scaled, the signal fed to the
succeeding states-in
this case, a sample-and-hold
device and an analog-to-digital converter-can be kept
at a consistently high level. Doing so reduces the effects
of input error on those devices and makes their speed as
attractive as their accuracy. It also effectively expands
the dynamic range of the entire system by more than six
bits (e.g., a 12-bit system can be boosted to 18-bit
performance).
The analog-to-digital converter has a three-state
buff er output to connect directly to the bus. It also has
control inputs and a status output, the latter to signal
the end of a conversion. The microprocessor checks the
converter's output signal level against range limits. If it
falls outside that range, a new gain-control code is sent
along the data bus to the inputs of a 2-bit-wide latchthe 74LS74 D-type flip-flop in the example.

...

•fa (min)= 250kHz

FIGURE 2. In a data acquisition system, a monolithic instrumentation amplifier ensures the required· DC input precision while the
programmablegain amplifiersupplies the high-levelsignals neededby
the sample-and-holdcircuit and the analog-to-digitalconverter.
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FIGURE 3. A programmable attenuator is created simply by placing
the chip in another op amp's feedback path (a). Frequency stability is
maintained through the use of feedback bypassing, which reduces
feedbackgain to unity beforethe bandwidth limitationsof the PGAI02
arc reached(b).

The choice of external feedback resistors determines
circuit operation, according to the formula:
eo

= -(R2/R1)

(e1/G)

where G is the operating gain of the PGAI02. To retain ·
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accuracy, the ratio of R2 to Rt, plus their temperature
coefficients, must be tightly controlled. Also, the
circuit's output is limited by that of the _programmable
op amp. Because the PGA102's output is amplified to a
greater level than that of eo, the latter will be limited to
eo:5 IO V/ G2 for I5V supplies.
The resistor values shown produce attenuation factors
of -1, -0.1, and -0.01. Different scaling produces
other attenuations. For example, if R2 = IOR1,the net
circuit gains would be -10, -1, and -0.1. In that case,
the circuit would amplify for one digital control code, be
neutral for another, and attenuate for the last.

Do D,
0
1
1

Do D,

R,

8o

0 er-e,
0 10(ere,)
1 100 (ea-e,)
~

3.32kCl

eo

Rs

ATTENUATINGCIRCUMSTANCES
An op amp of this type calls for other considerations
in addition to resistor values. Because there are two
amplifiers in the feedback loop, extra phase compensation is needed. Without it, the circuit would be plagued
by additive phase delays of sufficient amplitude to cause
oscillation. A dominant pole must be developed-in the
feedback loop with the aid of a capacitor, C. That part
bypasses the programmable op amp at high frequencies,
reducing the feedback around the other op amp to the
level of an integrator. As long as the frequency response
plot of the integrator intercepts a line-prescribed by l
+ R2/R,-at a point well below the PGAI02's roll-off,
the circuit will function well. Because the PGAI02's
minimum bandwidth, or fa min, is ·2s0kHz for a gain of
JOO, values of IOkCl for resistor R2 and 150pF for
capacitor C will meet the stability requirement at onefifth the roll-off point. The resulting attenuator
bandwidth will be 50kHz;
Gain and DC errors also delimit attenuator operation. The gain errors that result from the ratio of R2/ R,
and the PGA102 itself appear at the output, as does the
input offset voltage of the programmable device; that of
op amp A,, however, will be first divided by the
PGAI02's gain.
Other types of circuits can take advantage of the onechip op amp's programmability. A voltage or current
source fitted with the op amp, for example, gives the
user digital control of those values. That can be
especially handy in an automated test system.
When the op amp is used in an instrumentation
amplifier, it lends the circuit a tenfold improvement in
settling time and slew rate over prepackaged programmable amplifiers. In a conventional three-chip circuit,
the settling time is as low as 3µs to 0.0 I% and the slew
rate is 9V/ µs (Figure 4). The bandwidth is determined ·
by the PGAI02 because it is the only device connect~
for high gain. However, it will be no less than 250kHz.
In the circuit, the PGAI02 serves as a noninverting
amplifier, A,. Another noninverting amplifer, A2, helps
develop an appropriate signal for differential amplifier
A3 and also affords a measure of common-mode
rejection. A2 is connected as a voltage follower to sense
and drive the common point of the PGA102, bootstrapping it to remove coml!lon-mode signals from the
feedback path.

3.32kCl

3.32kCl

FIGURE 4. A three-chip instrumentation amplifier uses the PGAI02
as a programmableelementon one side of the differentialinput.

The user controls the circuit by adjusting the gain of
the difference signal between the inputs of the-PGAI02
and the voltage follower. To optimize the circuit in other
ways, the resistance ratios of the two resistor pairs can
be accuratefy trimmed to improve gain accuracy and
common-mode rejection. The latter will be no more
than twice the reciprocal of the ratio mismatch. For
example, if the mismatch is 0.1%, the CMRR will be
· 2000 or less, or about 66dB.

MATCHMAKINGREQUIRESADJUSTMENTS
For a very finely adjusted match, at least. two of the
resistors should be paralleled by trimming resistors.
Initial adjustment should minimize the g~in error;
subsequent adjustment is aimed at improving the
CMRR. Such tweaking can bring the gain error to as
little as 0.05% and the CMRR to as much as 90dB. Of
course, to retain the performance over time, the resistors
must have a very-low temperature coefficient. The .
feedback path of the voltage follower is connected
through the Force and Sense pins of the PGAI02,
establishing, in effect, a Kelvin sense. In addition to
preserving gain accuracy, that connection avoids gain
error due to signal drop in the internal wire bonds of the
feedback common return path. By sensing at the
internal common point, associated error is removed
from the input circuit and transferred to the output
without gain. The connection prevents the wire bond
alone from introducing a gain s:rror of as much as 0.2%
at a gain of 100. Although the initial error would be
removed by careful gain adjustment, a significant
thermal drift error would have been created because of
the 4000ppm/°C temperature coefficient of the
wirebond resistance.
The force and sense error reduction technique can be
applied to most other applications of the monolithic op
amp. The input shown connected to the voltage follower
is then simply grounded.
Two other parameters benefit from adjustment: input
and output offsets. Because this example uses OPA356
op amps for their speed, both offsets are larger than
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gain error and offset voltage of the op amp. The gain
error of the unity-gain bias-monitoring channel will
bottom out at 0.003%-or more precise calibration than
the bridge output measurement channels would provide.
The input offset voltage is higher on the monitoring
channel, but its contribution to total error, in view of the
high level of bridge bias, is not ,significant. Lower offsets
are introduced in the bridge output sensing channels,
where much lower signals are measured. Once again, the
relative error in the calibration channel is much smaller.
Although it might be considered . a nuisance, the
bridge's sensitivity to biasing voltage can actually be put
to good use. Instead of switching amplifier gain, the
apparent gain of the bridge can be changed by simply
switching the level of bridge bias. Since the bridge's
output is directly proportional to the· bias, the net circuit
response would be correspondingly scaled.
A programmable attenuator circuir (Figure 6)
illustrates how the PGAI02 can affect bridge biasing.
The circuit is equipped with a transistor to boost the
current over the bridge. For precise, consistent bias
voltages, the REFI0 voltage reference is added as well.
It sets the scaling standard by virtue of its 0.05% initial
accuracy and lppm/°C drift. That precision is met with
compatible performance from the op amp, but the other
components must be carefully selected to ensure a high
level of accuracy for the entire circuit.

usually desired. The input offset should be adjusted first,
at the highest gain level, using the offset trim adjustment
of A2.· Then, at minimum gain, A3's offsets can be
reduced to less than IOOµV.
Although most of the adjustments can be avoided
with a preirimmed difference amplifier, that solution
sacrifices the speed advantages of the OPA356. Gain
scaling is also a factor that encourages building, rather
than buying, a difference amplifier. Thus while the
PGAI02 sets the circuit at gains of I, IO, and 100,
changing the gain of the difference amplifier affects the
overall circuit gain. A pretrimmed difference amplifier
does not allow that flexibility.
BUILDING BRIDGES

The output signal of a bridge is proportional to the
current flowing in any of the legs. The current, in turn,
is directly related to the bridge's bias voltage. For that
reason, a highly accurate and stable bias supply is
necessary, or alternatively, periodic corrections must be
made under software control.
The multiplexing capability of the PGA 102 comes in
handy for a dual assignment: monitoring the bridge's
output and periodically checking the bias level for
calibration purposes. In a representative circuit, the op
amp serves as a programmable-gain block to boost the
output of an instrumentation amplifier (Figure 5). The
unity-gain input of the op amp is connected directly to
the bridge bias supply instead of to the instrumentation
amplifier.

V+
150pF

Vo
REF10
10kO

-=Do D,
0

0

Va

0

10V

0

1V

1

0.1V

Do D, eo

0
1
0

0 Vo
0 10 VoG, (6R/Rl
1 100VoG,(6R/R)

FIGURE S. Independent gain channel inputs multiplex between
bridge-output monitoring and bias measurement.
·

When the unity-gain channel is deactivated, signal eo
. on the output line of the op amp is the amplified bridge
output. When the unity-gain channel is active, the level
of bridge biasing is transmitted instead. The bias can be
either DC or AC, depending on the subsequent signal
processing. A DC signal can be applied directly to an
analog-to-digital converter. AC biasing would require
the addition of an AC/ DC converter. Or, a sample-andhold circuit in a data acquisition system could be used to
acquire the signal envelope.
The bridge bias can be calibrated in software to within
0.006%; the measurement will be affected by both the

FIGURE 6. Rather than boosting a bridge's output, the programmable-gain amplifier controls bridge biasing and, in effect, the output
gain range.

Because switchable gain is not needed in this circuit,
the output amplifier can be an economical monolithic
device, such as the IN A 102 or a similar type. The
REFIO, which develops a DC bridge bias, can also be
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replaced by an AC reference if current-boosting at the
op amp output is made bipolar.
A decided advantage of controlling the bias voltage,
rather than switching output gain levels, is the opportunity to avoid thermal drift of bridge elements caused by
self-heating. High bridge currents, although ~esirable
for greatest bridge sensitivity, result in higher internal
power dissipation and therefore heat. In fact, the
problem can be so severe that it is necessary in some
circuits to turn off the bridge bias except when a
measurement is actually being made. That incurs a delay

problem: The circuit must the~ settle to the degree
necessary to ensure circuit accuracy:
The circuit shown obviates the need for large bh1sing
currents, facilitating routine alarm checks again.st
excessive output from the bridge circuit. Because little
heat is generated, the bridge can remain on, available for
interrogation by a microprocessor system. Such a
feature is especially important in an industrial system
that requires frequent safety or process-control
monitoring of a measurement bridge circuit.
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CIRCUIT APPLICATIONS FOR A 12-BIT ECL DAC
There are several reasons why a D/ A converter using
emitter-coupled logic. such as the DAC63. will have
2
superior performance as compared to a T L DAC.
2
Briefly. ECL has lower logic delay than T L. is less noisy.
and the data registers have low data skew. In addition. the
circuit structure of ECL naturally lends itself to cleanly
driving lines free of reflections and over-shoot. This
Application Note will show how these desirable properties
can benefit the user in a particular application.
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When the clock rate is greater than 10MHz, it becomes
difficult to isolate digitally generated noise from the
analog circuits and ECL circuitry starts to have advan2
tages. This section will focus on comparing ECL vs T L
with respect to data skew. ground currents. line driving
and receiving capability. In particular. the impact as to
how these characteristics affect the generation of analog
waveforms will be shown.

DATA SKEW AND GLITCH

Data skew occurs when all the digital inputs do not
change at exactly the same time and is defined as the
difference between Tpd(+) and Tpd(-). Tpd(+) is the
positive going propagation delay while Tpd(-) is its
negative counterpart. As an example of the phenomenon.
consider the major carry <:.tiangeto a 12-bit DAC. For a
I LSB change around the MSB. the code would change
from 0111 1111 1111 to 1000 0000 0000 under ideal
conditions. With the presence of data skew all bits might
not change at the same time and an intermediate code
could exist. As an example of this phenomenon. consider
what would happen if the MSB changed more rapidly
compared to the rest of the bits, so that the code transition
pattern would be
011111111111
Code beforechange

IIIIIIIIIIII
Intermediatecode

100000000000

Code afterchange

See Figure I for a timing diagram showing data skew.

I

I

I

FIGURE I. Response of Digital-to-Analog Converter in
Presence of Digital Data Skew.
Therefore, fora period of time equal to the data skew, the
D / A converter output would start to head in the direction
of an output that was considerably different than a I LS B
change from the previous code. The phenomenon that is
created by data skew is often referred to as a D/ A output
glitch. A convenient way to specify the glitch is by
measuring the area of the glitch in units of LSB-nsec.
Some manufacturers specify the glitch in units of mVnsec or mA-nsec but for purposes of comparing one D / A
to another using the units of LSB-nsec is the preferred
way.
Tpd(+) and Tpd(-) tend to match within 0.2nsec for ECL
as compared to about 2nsec for T~L. Therefore, due to
this characteristic. data skew will be reduced by an order
of magnitude.
Applications such as displays and precise amplitude or
phase synthesis required in digital TV are adversely
affected if the glitch is too large. For these situations ECL
2
will yield performance superior to that of T L.
Glitch performance of 250LSB-nsec is obtainable with
12-bit ECL DAC's without the need for deglitchers. See
Figure 2 for a test circuit that displays the glitch
characteristic.
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FIGURE 2. Circuit Usingthe DAC63to Generate a Staircase Waveformwhichcan.be Examined to Evaluatethe Glitch Performance.
J, '

The circuit in Figure 2 uses the DAC63 to generate a
staircase waveform which can be examined to evaluate
the glitch performance. Digital data is generated by a
counter comprised of IC4. ICS and IC6. ICI and IC2 are
data registers that are strobed at the proper time to enter.
low skew data into the DAC. Variable resistors RI
through R6 have the function of adjusting the data delay
to reduce the glitch sile. IC6 buffers the clock input and
generates the proper logic threshold voltage for the DAC.
Op amp A I can be used to increase the output voltage if
necessary.

When the clock increments the counter a staircase-like
waveform will be observed at the output of the DAC.
Within the I>AC63 there is a I k resistor that is driven
from the output of A2 so a current. which is the negative
of the current of interest. is created. The coarse and fine
adjustments are used for convenience when viewing the
output on an oscilliscope. See Figure 3. which shows an
oscilliscope picture of the staircase output of the DAC.
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FIGURE 4. Detailed Picture of Glitch.
Considering the simplicity of a DAC with low glitch as
compared to a DAC with a dcglitcher, the ECL DAC is an
attractive alternative to consider. Another reason why an
ECL system is superior is that the rise and fall time of
ECL is the same since the logic elements arc nonsaturating. Schottky clamped logic is also nonsaturating
but the mechanism that causes the negative and positive
propagation delays are different.

DAC

1powar

m~~L_ _. ________
ciala
ltaglo
IIIAC

_.

FIGURE 3. Staircase Output of DAC.

The area of the glitch can be minimized in the following
manner: variable resistors RI through R6 in association
with the input capacitance of the DAC form an adjustable
delay from Oto 500psec: resistors R 7 through R 12 are set
at240tl which is about the midpoint of the 5000 variable
. resistor.
Starting with the major carry transition around the sixth
bit. R6 would be adjusted for minimum glitch. In a similar
manner successively higher order bits can be adjusted
until the entire converter is trimmed. If the adjustment is
madein this manner. the interaction between trims will be
held to a minimum. As previously explained. adjusting
the·coarse and fine resistors will allow examination of the
bit transition in question. Figure 4 illustrates the type of
performance that is obtainable after · the delays are
adjusted.

FIGURES. Ground Loop Interference Between DAC,
Logic and Power Supply.

NOISE
Emitter coupled logic tends to have constant power
supply drain and consequently ground loops or ground
induced noise are minimized. In a practical system it is
often very difficult to isolate digital and analog grounds;
therefore, the constant power supply feature of ECL
becomes very important. Refer to Figure S for a diagram
depicting a ground loop that could exist between the
digital logic and a digital-to-analog converter. As seen in
Figure S. the voltage drop in Rg can be a source of
interference as it is in effect in series with the analog
output. The advantage of ECL in this situation is that ltosil:
tends to be constant and lpo-nr,upp1y is lower. thereby
resulting in .a less noisy analog output.

"°"'
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Another source of interferenceis when some part of the
•digital signalcapacitivelycouplesinto the analog output.
As with ground induced noise. in a practical layout.his
often difficult to prevent this from happenins, Here
again, ECL performanceis superior to T2L.

tends to be freeof this effectonce the input linesare either
extremelyshort or are terminated. If a proper pull-down
resistor is usedwith ECL. the line can be terminated in its
characteristic impedance thereby eliminating ringing
effectscaused by reflectionson the line.

LINE DRIVING CAPABILITY
One clear advantage of ECL, compared to rL, is the
ability to drive lines.The ECL circuit structure naturally
lendsitselfto drivinglinesas a typical ECLgate has a low
output impedanceand a high input impedance.A high
speed DAC, such as.the DAC63,is capable ofsettling to
±I /2LSB ofaccuracy in 35nsecfor full scalechanges.To
achievethis type of settling,it is important that the signal
drivingthe DAC be clean, whichmeansfree of overshoot
and reflections.If one of the digital linesdrivingthe DAC
is improperly terminated, the ringing effect is liable to
recrossthe logicthreshold whichwould havethe effectof
changingthe state of the DAC (see Figure 6). ECL drive
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FIGURE 6. Noisy DAC Output Caused By Ringingof
Digital Inputs.

APPLICATIONSOF A HIGH SPEEDDAC
RECEIVINGDATA TRANSMITTEDFROM A
REMOTELOCATION
Any time a requirement dictates that digital data be
transmitted with the use of cable. especially at high .
speeds, line drivers and receiversare needed to preserve
the bandwidth or data rate. A complex-displaysystemis
an example of a situation where this might arise. All
circuitryneededto generatethe displaycannot be located
in the same areabecauseof the quantity of all the digital
processing involved. It is also important to locate the
CRT drive circuits as close to the CRT as possible to
obtain a clean display. Consequently, it is not hard to
imaginethat the digitalinput to the DAC could be located
severalfeet away from the DAC. Large, high resolution
displays require both high resolution and high speed to
achieve these goals. The technique chosen to transmit
high speeddata, both analog and digital, will determine
the successof such systems.A good wayto determine if it
is necessaryto use terminated coaxial cable is when the
risetime or pulsewidththat is necessaryto bemaintained
is loY{_
compared with the delay be~weenthe sending and
receiving.circuits.

Figure7 showsa blockdiagram of a systemthat is capable
of preservinga high data rate from a remote location and
generate a clean analog signal. It should be noted that
even when the entire digital process is T2L oriented, an·
ECL DAC providesan economicalsolution to this type of
processingproblem.
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FIGURE 7. High Speed DAC ReceivingData From a Remote Location.
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Priorto sending the digital data down the line. the data is
converted to an ECL format by the use of th~ MCI0124
which is a quad-differential T 1 1. to ECI. trJnslator.
Transmitting the data differentially. as shown in Figure 7.
maintains the correct logic threshold in spite of cable
losses and temperature differences between the sender
and the receiver. The data is received by the use of the
MCJOl 15 which is a quad-differential line receiver. At
this point. the data is resynchronized with the MCIOl76,
a hex data register. As previously pointed out, data skew
can c~eate a noisy analog signal which the data register
can substantially reduce.

each sample point which would be used to generate the
encoding table for the ROM. Refer to Figure 9 which
shows a block diagram of an actual system that will
generate a high speed synthesiled waveform.
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PRECISEAMPLITUDEAND PHASESYNTHESIS
OF AN ANALOGWAVEFORM
Another use of a high speed digital-to".'analog converter,
such as the DAC63. occurs when the application calls for
precise generation of amplitude and phase for an analog
waveform. While there are many ways to accomplish this
with lower frequency circuitry, the use of a high speed
DAC is an attractive alternative. A high frequency DAC,
such as the DAC63, is capable in the small signal mode of
being updated at a SOMHz rate which will substantially
ease the subsequent analog filtering requirements.

Figure 8 shows an arbitrary analog waveform that needs
to be synthesized. If the waveform were sampled at
periodic intervals. the synthesized waveform would result.
This synthesize procedure would consist of mathematically computing the closest 12-bit approximation at
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FIGURE 8. Arbitrary Waveform To Be Synthesized.
The sample points would correspond to the ROM address
while the ROM output would be the associated code at
each one of these addresses. The block diagram shown in
Figure 9 has the capability to create a waveform with 256
sample points and can generate a waveform with an
effective sampling rate from 25 to SOMHz. The block
diagram shown in Figure 9 is attractive because· of the
simplicity with which it can be designed. Another
approach could be to use bit slick hardware which is
microprogrammed.
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FIGURE 9. Block Diagram of Waveform Synthesizer.
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12-BIT250nsecANALOG-TO-DIGITAL
CONVERTER

provide the fine resolution that flash encoder I was not
able to achieve. Flash encoders 2 and 4 serve the purpose
of handling the over or under flow that could be generated
as a result of the subtraction that was previously
mentioned. The over and under flow result from the fact
that flash encoder I will not have 12-bit accuracy and the
residue signal that appears at the output of the amplifier
will be the sum of the offset and gain error of flash
encoder I in addition to the quantizing error. The output
of an· the flash encoders are then fed into a two's
complement adder so that final 12-bit word can be
created.

See Figure 10 for a block diagram of a 250nscc. 12-hil
analog-to-digital converter. This converter can be implemented at a cost in the neighborhood of $800. When it
designer is faced with a ..make or buy .. decision. this
would represent another way to go.
The block diagram works in the following way. At the
beginning of the conversion interval. llush cncmkr I
samples the input but can only resolve the signal to 6 bits.
The first 6-bit approximation is·then converted back to
analog form with the DAC and subtracted from the
original analog input. It is very important that the digitalto-analog converter have 12-bit accuracy ·and precise
settling time as it will not be possible for the A/ D
converter to achieve 12-bit performance o· .,erwise.

If the gain of the amplifier is set high enough. the block
diagram just described is not sensitive to ary of the offset
and gain errors associated with the flash encoder.

· It should be noted that since most ·flash encoders have
ECL outputs. having a fast settling ECL DA~ provides a
natural interface in this application. The analog-to-digital
converter shown in Figure IO is a very effective architecture because the only component that · needs 12-bit
accuracy is the DAC. Errors of the Flash Encoders will
have a negligible effect.

After the 6 bit approximation is converted back to analog
form, it is subtracted from the input signal and amplified.
The output of the subtracting amplifier then drives flash
encoders 2. J and 4. The function of flash encoder 3 is to
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FIGURE 10. Block Diagram of 250nsec Analog-to-Digital Converter.
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A HIGH SPEED PEAK DETECTOR
The circui! shown in Figure I will capture and hold the
peak value off ast-changing analog signals.
The occurrence of a _peak is detected by the diodeclainped differentiator circuit, which is built around an
OPA600 op amp. When the input voltage rea~hes a peak
and begins to decrease, the current in capacitor Cl
reverses, causing the op amp to switch rapidly from its
negative to its positive output state. Comparator 2
detects this change and switches the SHC804 into the
"HOLD" mode, freezing the peak value. At the· same
instant, the PEAK DETECT signal goes low, which can
be used to initiate a reading of the peak value by an A/ D
converter (such as the model ADC803).
In many applications, it is desirable to establish a
threshold level such that the peak detector operates only
for signals above a preset limit. This prevents false triggering on low level noise peaks. In order to accomplish
this, comparator l is used to keep the SHC804 in the
"SAMPLE" (track) mode as long as the input is below
the threshold (see Figure 2). This level is set by the 5kO
potentiometer.
If the RESET function is used, it should normally be
held low. This causes the circuit to latch in the "HOLD"

mode on the first peak. Bringing RESET high momentarily will return the SHC804 to the track mode, ready for
the next peak. If the reset function is not used (RESET
left high), the circuit will hold the peak only until the
input signal.falls below the threshold or starts to rise
again to a new peak.
The 3553 input buffer is used to isolate the source from
the large input capacitance of Cl.
As shown, the circuit is configured to detect positive
signal peaks over a ±l0V input range. Note, however,
that the output will be inverted due to the -I gain of the
SHC804. If a careful layout and a good ground plain are
used, the circuit will maintain high accuracy even for
very small signals. To use the circuit for negative-going
signal peaks, simply reverse the input polarity on both
the comparators.

Key SHCS0J/804 specifications:
Acquisition time. . • • . . . . • .. . . • . • • • • .. .. 350ns, max
Sample-to-hold
settling time . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • 150ns, max for
±0.01% throughput nonlinearity
Aperture "jitter". . . . . • • . . .. . . • . . . . . . . . . • . I0ps, typ

NOTE: Power supply connections not shown.
All devices should be bypassed with 1-10µF cepacltoro at supply pins.
-------.Analog
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FIGURE I. Schematic.
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A WAVEFORM DIGITIZER FOR DYNAMIC TESTING·
OF HIGH-SPEED DATA CONVERSION COMP.ONENTS
A sampling waveform digitizer is suitable for production

testing of high performance analog and data conversion
components. Completely automated dynamic performance characterizations of sample/ hold amplifiers and
fast digital-to-analog converters, including accurate
measurement of settling time, have been implemented
with this technique.
One of the most challenging requirements facing a
supplier of high speed, precision data-conversion components is the accurate and efficient measurement of
dynamic performance parameters. Important dynamic
characteristics are usually determined via rather painstaking laboratory evaluation of a few randomly selected
d.evices. Often the procedure involves the use of several
different fixtures, requiring a skilled technician to operate
the instruments and record the results properly. The
performance specifications are then published as "typical"
or "guaranteed but not 100% tested," neither of which is
very satisfactory from the customer's point of view.
Some measurements, such as settling time of a fast
current-output digital-to-analog converter (DAC), are
traditionally so difficult to perform that the published
specification is in fact only a "best guess," which the
customer must verify by observing the device's apparent
performance in his particular circuit. Therefore, it bits
become increasingly desirable to perform these difficult
dynamic measurements on a production basis, as well as
in the design laboratory. This requires that several
different characteristics (e.g, settling time, slew rate,
bandwidth, time delay) must be tested quickly, reliably,
and with minimal socket changing or operator intervention.
These requirements became especially clear during the
early development of a family of high speed dataconversion components, namely two fast-settling DACs
and a high speed sample/ hold ilmplifier. The DA Cs
(both ECL and TTL input versions) were required to
settle to 0.01% accuracy in 40ns; the sample/hold had to
acquire a IOV signal to the same accuracy in approximately 250ns. Because the most important design choices
were those that affected the speed/ accuracy performance,
it was necessary to be able to measure the dynamic
parameters reliably and verifiably. Also required was a
technique suitable for medium to high volume production
testing. as well as one that customers could use for
perform;ince evaluation and incoming inspection.

This application note presents a highly accurate and
flexible measurement technique which achieves previously
unattainable results in the measurement of settling time,
and also meets all the essential requirements of a production tester. The system can easily be adapted to
measure the dynamic characteristics of op amps, DACs,
sample/ hold amplifiers and other analog system components. In addition, its flexibility makes it suitable for
testing the dynamic switching characteristics of digital
logic circuits.
The measurement system is essentially a sampling waveform digitizer which operates under computer control,
enabling digital storage of time and amplitude points for
software an·alysis. It employs a synchronous sampling
detector consisting of a latching comparator with inte- ·
grator feedback. This sampling technique meets the
critical requirements of a high accuracy, high speed
digitizer: wide analog bandwidth, very short aperture
time, high linearity, and low noise.

ALTERNATEAPPROACHES
Before adopting the technique described herein, several
alternate approaches were considered. These include:
high speed clipping amplifiers with oscilloscope viewing
of the output, sampling oscilloscopes, window comparator
techniques, and commercial waveform digitizers.
Conventional wideband oscilloscopes are suitable for
measuring dynamic characteristics to only one or two
percent accuracy. Precise settling time ·measurements
cannot be made directly because the very large dynamic
range of the signal overloads the oscilloscope amplifiers.
Therefore, test circuits have been developed specifically
to prevent overloading in the oscilloscope.
By clipping the test waveform with diodes or special
"clipping amplifiers," it is possible to display the waveform
on the most sensitive scale without severe overloading.
However, the measurement accuracy still depends on
several high speed, open loop amplifiers between the
signal source and the display screen. The clipping circuit
and amplifiers are themselves prone to thermal tails,
ground loops and signal distortion.
Another technique to prevent oscilloscope overloading is
to sum the settling waveform with a step generator of the
same amplitude but opposite polarity, so that the large
signal excursions are cancelled out. 1 This method requires
that the settling time of the step generator itself be
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significantly shorter than that .of the device under test,
presenting a problem of test verification. If the settling
characteristic of the step generator could be measured,
· the capability of making the original settling time
measurement would already exist. Therefore, the step
generator is assumed to settle well based on theoretical
circuit calculations rather than experimental verification.
Signal clipping and step generator techniques have been
used successfully to measure current-mode DAC settling
up to twelve-bit resolution, but a high level of expertise
and engineering art is required to implement them
properly. Interpretation of the displayed waveform is
subject to operator error, and the test fixture is limited to
settling time measurement. Evaluation of other parameters still requires an assonment of fixtures and equipment
hookup configurations.
Sampling oscilloscopes h~ve very high bandwidth and
avoid the overload problems of conventional types. but
the acc.uracy of the internal diode sampling. bridge is
limited to one or two millivolts. Also, there are numerous
practical problems in attempting to drive the low input
impedance.
An interesting method of testing settling time on a
production basis is presented by Whealler 2• This system
uses a window comparator with adjustable thresholds.
Once the DC final value of the waveform is determined,
a system of DACs sets the reference levels at the positive
and negative limits of the error band. The test stimulus is
then applied to the OUT. and the window comparator
output is enabled aftenhe allowable settling time has
elapsed. If the OUT output then exceeds the error band,
the comparator triggers a flip-flop to indicate a settling
time failure.
The window comparator is suitable for pass/fail production testing of moderately high speed waveforms. However. it does not lend itself to laboratory development or

characterization work, because it gives no information
about the actual shape of the waveform.
·
To meet the needs of both the development laboratory
and the production floor, a system which permanently
records the detailed waveshape is required. In other
words, the ideal system is an accurate, high speed
waveform digitizer.
Recognizing this, test equipment manufacturers have
developed digitizers in various forms. Waveform recorders, transient recorders and digital oscilloscopes are all
designed to capture and store a set of time-amplitude
points in digital form. Once the signal has been digitized,
it is equally useful for production pass/fail decisions as
for detailed engineering analysis.
While the digitizer concept is attractive, commercially
available units do not yet off er the combination of
bandwidth and resolution necessary for the type of high
accuracy measurements under consideration.
DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLING DIGITIZER
Figure I is a block diagram of the digitizer. The waveform
under test is fed to the invening comparator input. The
comparator's digital output is integrated by· op amp A1
and fed back to the noninverting (reference) input.
The latching comparator is functionally equivalent to a
conventional comparator whose output is latched with a
"D" type flip-flop. The comparator's strobe input corresponds to the clock input of the flip-flop (Figure 2).
In a true latching comparator, however, the latching
action occurs in the analog input stage 3 which has only
moderate gain but very high bandwidth. Therefore,
propagation delay and bandwidth limitation in the high
gain output stages do not affect th~ accuracy of the
measurement. Because the latcl;lingevent is edge-triggered,
the effective aperture time is well under SOOps.

Device Under Test

Test Signal
Generator

Dlgltally
Programmable
Delay

Analog-to-DigItal
Converter
(DVM)

Control Computer

FIGURE I. Block Diagram of the Sampling Waveform Digitizer.
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FIGURE 2. (a) LogicalEquivalentof Latching
Comparator; (b) Latching ActuallyOccurs
in the First Stage.
Figure 3 is an illustration of the sampling/digitization
process. Sampling of the waveformunder test is accomplished by repeatedly strobing the comparator at a
selected time point, until the integrator feedback forces
the comparator reference input to equal the sampled
value of the input signal. In effect, the comparator/integrator loop forms a bang-bang servo in which the
equilibriumcondition results when the integrator output
oscillatesabout the sampled value. Once the loop settles,
this value is read by the analog-to-digitalconverter and
sent to the computer. The sample point is computer
controlled via the programmabledelay.

ADVANTAGESOF SYNCHRONOUSSAMPLING
The repetitivesamplingtechnique(sometimesreferred to
as "equivalent time· sampling'1 h_asseveral important
advantagesover transient recorders or window comparator methods. First, random noise in the system is
averagedout by the op amp integrator. The effectiveness
of this noise averaging is determined by the integration
constant and the number of samples taken at each time
point. This is in contrast to the single-shot "transient
recorder"type of digitizer,in which the sample/ hold acts
as a peak detector for system noise.
Second, the op amp integrator operates _at very low
frequencies (essentially DC) relative to the waveform
under test. Onlythe comparator input circuitryis required
to track the input waveform. There is no need for a
precision high speed amplifier, which is a significant
limitation in conventionalsampling systems.
A third important advantage of this repetitive sampling
technique is that the measurement resolution is not
limitedby the comparator's tendencyto oscillatefor very
small differential input voltages. In other systems, this
"oscillation band," which is typically 1-SmV for high
speed comparators, is a significantresolution limit. The
oscillationcan be preventedby adding positivefeedback,
but the resultant hysteresisaround the comparator trip
. point is also detrimental to system accuracy.
In the sampling waveform digitizer, this oscillation is
prevented by strobing the comparator with a narrow
pulse (5-l0ns wide). This enables the feedback loop to
track the sampled value with far greater precision than
the "oscillation limit" would suggest. In the author's
system, the resolution limit is approximately S0µV, or
roughly 50 times more precise than the comparator
alone.

WaveformBeing
Sampled at t

Digitized
Value Sent
to Computer

+

il027U\

ULI_

I

Waveform Being
Sampled at t = 300Cns

= 10ns

IV

cnnnrn, v
+.:,.u,-1uu

I

FIGURE 3. lllustration of the Sampling/DigitizationProcess.
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SELECTIONOF INTEGRATIONCONSTANT
To maintain this resolution, the integrator output slope
must"be small enough that the integrator output changes
by a negligibleamount betweensamples.
dV0111/dt= l1n/C:F
One sample is taken per cycle of the input waveform,so
the time betweensamplesis equal to the period To:
period To:
tec,wcca
s.mp1cs
To
I / fo
lf AVMaa represents the largest allowable integrator
error, then the maximumslo_peis calculatedby
dV011t/dt AVMu/To l1N/CF
where 11nis determined by the value of the integrator
input resistor R1nand the magnitudeof the comparator's
output voltage (assuming that it swings symmetrically
about sround). Figure4 is an illustrationof the integrator
error calculation. Note that the correct sampled value
will not necessarily equal the average value of the
integrator output, but may lie anywhere between the
positive and negative limits. Thus, it is important to
select a small enough AVMu. For example, if the waveform under test has' a frequency· of 1MHz and the
maximumallowableerror is set to be S0µV,the integration constant will be:
l1N/CF AVMu/To
SOµV/µs
ln the case of a lower frequencywaveformwhich must
be measuredto very-highaccuracy,the l1N/CFratio will
become_much smaller. As the output slope decreases,it

=

=

=

=

=

=

may begin to take an intolerably· long time ' for the
comparator-integrator loop to acquire a full-scale step
change. In that case, the integrator can be designedwith
a variable l1n/Cp:large to allow fast acquisition of large
changesin the sampled value, and small to allow precise
tracking.
SELECTIONOF SAMPLING INCREMENT
Becausethe digitizeroperatesin the synchronoussampling
mode rather than in real time, the timebase resolution
can be arbitrarily small. The programmable delay line
used.in the present system is variable in Ins increments,
yieldinga maximum effective"sampling rate" of 1GHz.
This allows for accurate delay and. risetime measurements, but it does not imply that the system can digitize
1GHz waveforms. The bandwidth of the comparator
input stageis limitedto about 100MHz,whichis adequate
for the devicesunder consideration.If it becamedesirable
to accurately digitize higher frequency components, a
latchingcomparator with a 1GHzinput stage and 1-I0ps
aperture time would be required.
Althoughthe systemis capableof samplingthe waveform
in Ins steps, the actual time increment used depends on
the parameterunder test. For example, the me~urement
of signaldelay to Ins accuracy requires waveformdigitization of only two points that may be tens or hundreds
of nanosecondsapart. To make the test run quickly, it is
desirableto take as few time-amplitudepoints,as possible
without compromisingthe validity of the measurement.
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FIGURE 4. Integrator Error Calculation.
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For settling time measurements.the required timebase
resolutionis not immediatelyobvious.If too fewsamples
are taken over the period of interest. it is possiblethat
the waveform could exceed the error band between
samples. To illustrate this. consider the case of an
oscillatory settling response (Figure S). If the sampling
incrementis an integer multipleof the oscillationperiod.
the sample points may easily coincide with the zero
crossingsof the wave. In that case. the measuredsettling
time would be very much shorter than the actual.

FIGURE S. Incorrect Selectionof Sampling Interval.
One way to prevent this type of error is to apply the
Nyquistsamplingcriterion:
Ts< 1/2 fMu
where Ts is the sampling increment and fMu is the
highestfrequencycomponentof the waveform.However.
strict use of the Nyquist rate is required only when the

signaltobe digitizedis completelyrandom or completely
unknown. Becausethe settling waveform is not entirely
random. reasonableassumptionsmay be made to reduce
the numberof samplepointsand therebyspeedup the test.
DESCRIPTIONOF THE PRESENTSYSTEMS
So far. two types of automated benchtop testers have
been implementedwith this technique. The first is used
for measuring the settling time of a 12-bitDAC whose
current mode output reaches l/2LSB accuracy in under
40ns. The second is a dynamic tester for sample/ hold
amplifierswhich measures acquisition time. sample-toholdsettlingtime.aperturedelay,glitchareaand slewrate.
DACTester
Of the two. the DAC tester is a more basic implementation of the block diagram shown in Figure I. Nonetheless, it is noteworthy because it allows reliable and
verifiable production testing of current-mode DAC
settling,whichhas been one of the most difficultmeasurements to perform under any circumstances.
A simplifiedschematic of the DAC tester is shown in
Figure 6. The test stimulus signal is provided by ICI. a
TTL oscillatorset to run at approximately 1MHz.IC2 is
an 8-bit programmable delay line which is adjustable
from 0-2SSns in· Ins steps. The delay is computer controlled using a general purpose parallel output port.
0.1µF

IC1
74LS324
Clock
fo•1MHz

+sv
300

300

1100

IC3 74LSOO

-sv
IC2
PTTL-20-1
In
Out 1----+--+--t
8-Blt Delay Lino
0-255ns

I
•••••

ProgrammableVoltmotor

Control Computer

FIGURE 6. SimplifiedSchematicof the DAC Tester.
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The rising edgeof the delay line output is converted to a
positive pulse (approximately 7ns -wide) through the
TIL "differentiator" circuit formed by ICJ. This TIL
pulse is translated to ECL levels with a resistor network
and becomesthe comparator strobe signal.
The original clock signal is also used to switchthe DAC
under test between zero and full scale, with the polarity
selected by the computer via IC4. To ensure that the
comparator can sample at the actual transition time of
the DAC, JCSis used to add delay. This compensatesfor
the built-in strobe delay ·through IC2 and IC3. The
computer can thus calibrate itself to the "time zero"
point of the DAC output waveform by digitizinag both
before and after the transition.
·

This is required·10 prevent the comparator input current,
which switches on and off at the clock frequency, from
causing a disturbance at the integrator output. The DC
output is sent to a digital voltmeter which communicates
with the computer over the standard IEEE-488 instrument bus.
Sample/Hold-rester
Shown in Figure 7, the sample/hold tester extends the
capabilities of the basic digitizer by employing three
separatecomparator/integratorloops-one each for input,
output, and amplifier error signal (false summing node).
A fourth latching comparator, without an integrator, is
used to detect the exact timing of the hold-to-sample and
sample-to-holdtransitions at the hold command input.
All comparators are latched simultaneously by the variable delay circuit, which is programmable in Ins increments from 0-64µs. The exact value of the delay is set by
placing a 16-bit control word on one of the computer's
parallel output ports.
The timing circuit uses a 4MHz crystal-controlled clock
to allow 256"coarse" delay settings from 0-63.1Sµs. The
clock signal increments an 8-bit binary counter every
250nsec.The counter value is compared with the upper 8

The 0-l0mA DAC output is converted to a voltage by
the 2000 shunt resistor. Thus, the value of the least
signficant bit is:
LSB = 2V/2 12 2V/4096 ""' 0.SmV
or roughly ten times greater than the minimum system
resolution.
IC6 and IC7 form the comparator-integrator feedback
loop. Note the "T,. filter network which isolates the
comparator referenee input from the integrator output.
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FIGURE 7. SimplifiedDiagram of the Sample/Hold Tester.
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bits of the "delay select" word from the computer. When
the two numbers are equal, the output of the 8-bit
magnitude comparator goes high. This rising edgeis sent
through the 0-2SSns delay line, which adds the "fine"
delay value as selected by the lower 8 bits of the control
word. The delayed signal is then converted to the ~om, parator strobe pulse by a differentiator/level shifter circuit similar to the one described above for the DAC tester.
The test stimulus signal is created by dividing the 4MHz
clock frequency by a factor of 2S6, giving a square wave
with a period of 64µs. The sample/ hold itself is driven by
a fast settling generator which converts TTL levels to
±SV. The generator can be set under software control to
follow the test stimulus, to invert it, or to ignore it. In the
last case, the generator output can be fixed at ±SVDC
for observing the final value.
The TTL hold command signal is controllable in the
same way as the generator input, except that it is delayed
by 500ns through a. shift register.
By independently controlling the polarities of the generator and the hold command signal, the tester can be
configured to measure acquisition time (hold-to-sample
settling time), sample-to-hold settling time, sample-tohold offs~\(pedestal), glitch amplitude, aperture delay
time, hold mode feedthrough rejection, risetime, and
slew rate. The analog multiplexer determines whether
the voltmeter reads input, output, false summing node or
hold command.
For acquisition time measurements, the familiar "false
summing node" method is used. Because this technique
reproduces the error signal of the internal amplifier in
the sample/hold, it automatically compensates for slow
settling tails in the signal generator. This was convenient
since the sample/ hold in question is based on an inverting
amplifier. However, it should be noted that noninverting
amplifiers and sample/ holds can be measured just as
accurately by digitizing both input and output signals. In
that case, software calculations would compensate for
any imperfections in the test signal generator.
Acquisition, sample-io-hold settling and. aperture delay
are defined with respect to the time of the hold command
transition. Therefore, the hold command signal is fed to·
a latching comparator whose reference input is tied to
+l.4V, the TTL switching threshold. The voltmeter
reads the comparator output directly; no integrator is
required because the shape of the wave is not critical.
In searching for the exact time of the signal transition,
the computer operates in "successive approximation"
fashion. First, the comparator is strobed at a particular
time point and its output is digitized. Next a different
time point is selected. If the comparator output switches,
the computer tries a value midway between the first two.
The process continues until the switching time point is
found, and all subsequent measurements are referred to
that value.
Figure 8(a) is a computer printout of the measured
acquisition time characteristics, in which t 0 corresponds to the hold-to-sample transition. Figure 8(b)

=

shows the detailed settling characteristics as measured at
the false summing node.
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FIGURE 8. Plot of Sample/ Hold Acquisition Time.

CALIBRATIONSTANDARD
With any measurement technique, it is desirable to have
a calibration standard to validate the results. Although it
is impossible to generate a "perfect" voltage step (i.e.,
zero risetime and zero droop or ringing), a close approximation can be realized with a network of Schottky
diodes as shown in Figure 9(a). The theoretical turnoff
time of this network is dominated by the RC time·
constant, and may be calculated as follows:
CNodc

= COiode +

=

Ccompuator

lDl"II

=

RC
2000 X SpF
Ins
Settiing to 200µ V for a 2V step (0.01% settling requires
that
V(ts)

= 200µV = V(O) (I -

=

e•tS/RC)

Solving for ts gives ts
9.7ns
In practice, the settling time is also affected by ringing
due to lead inductance and imperfect grounds. Figure 9(b)
is a computer plot of the Schottky diode turn-off
waveform as measured on the digitizer system. The
measured settling time to ±200µV is within 7ns of the
theoretical.
'
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Again the Schottky diodeturn-off waveform serves w~ll
to verify the final value measurement. The network m
Figure 9(a). settles exactly to ground independent of
heating effects in the diode or resistors.
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FIGURE 9. Schottky Diode Test Circuit and Resultant
Plot.

DETERMINING THE FINAL VALUE,
In the specification of settling time, it is important to be
clear about the meaning of the term "final value." For
example, an amplifier output may appear to settle very
quickly to a particular error band when viewed _in the
1-l0µs time frame. When observed over a penod of
milliseconds, however, it may also exhibit a thermally
induced "tail" which causes it to drift out of the prescribed
error band. Whether or not the device can still be called
a "fast settling amplifier" depends on the particular
application, but a rigorous definition of the final value
would probably disallow the claim.
There are two ways to determine the true final value
using the sampling waveform digitizer. The first is
simply to extend the maximum delay of the programmable time base to some reasonably large value, enough
to allow thermal tails and other long term effects (such
as dielectric relaxation of capacitors) to settle out. One
consequence of extending the time base is that the
repetitive sample pulses are spaced further apart, requiring that the integrator output slope become very small to
preserve system accuracy. In that cas~, the integration
constant could be variable as described above.
Another way to determine the final value is to program
the test stimulus generator for a DC output while still
strobing the comparator repeaiedly. Thus the device
under test can reach its equilibrium state, and the
computer will read the DC final value after a programmed waiting time.

FUTUREIMPLEMENTATIONSOF THE DI_GITIZER
The basic concept of the sampling waveform digitizer
can be implemented in a variety of ways, depending
upon the desired application.
For engineering design and development work, the
system could be configured as a digital sampling oscilloscope. This would combine direct viewing of the. signal
with digital waveform storage for software analysis. The
comparator-integrator sampling circuit would probably
be located at the probe tip rather than inside the
oscilloscope, thus avoiding the problem of accurate!y
driving a terminated cable. For probing custom-built
test fixtures, the sampling circuit need not even be
attached to the probe. It is inexpensive enough to be
incorporated at one or more test points in the layout of
the fixture itself, minimizing probe lead length and
grounding problems.
In a production environment, it may be advantageous to
incorporate the digitizer into a test head which connects
to existing automatic test equipment. The time base
(programmable delay function) and sam~ling circuit
would reside in the test head itself; some degree of local
computer intelligence might also be useful to avoid
overloading the central system processor with details of
running the test.
Further improvements in bandwidth and resolution will
depend almost entirely on the design of faster and more
accurate latching comparators, barring the development
of even more precise ways to sample high speed signals.
One of the limitations of any production test is the ·
requirement that the DUT must be easily inserted and
removed from the tester. Any kind of socket tends to be
detrimental to the performance of high speed devices,
which are designed to work best when soldered onto a
circuit board with a good ground plane. Some work bas
been done to create a zero insertion force socket with
short, low-inductance connections, but much more
remains to be, done before the socket becomes a
negligible factor.

.CONCLUSION
Designers, manufacturers, and .users of modem .data
conversion components require accurate and reliable
methods to measure dynamic performance characteristics. Existing test methods are sometimes inadequate,
often difficult to perform and tend to be specific to a
particular category of tests.
A sampling waveform digitizer is proposed as a hig~ly
accurate and generally useful technique for. dynamic
testing and characterization. It is relatively inexpensive
and is well suited for both production and design
engineering environments.
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SUBRANGING HIGH-SPEED MODULAR
.ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTERS
The objective of this development was to create a
10MHz. 12-bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC) that
offers improved performance over similar products that
already exist in the rqarketpl~. In addition. it was
recognized that an important part of the market is price
elastic. so a great deal of effort was directed toward
optimizing cost, performance, and reliability. A modular
design approach was adopted to reduce the development
risk ~sociated with heat-related pac.kaging problems
and also to manage efficiently the design of the individual
subassemblies. Once it was determined that a modular
design approach was necessary. it became apparent that
the modules had to be designed so that they could be
manufactured, adjusted~ and tested individually. This
allowed a system to be assembled without the need for
selecting associated groups of m~dules. This program
objective. dictated by reliability requirements, was
important because the design does not make use of any
potentiometers. All critical accuracy and timing adjustments are performed on the module level, so that when
.random modules are plugged into a printed circµit
board, the system specification is achieved with high
yield. A photograph of the 12-bit, 10MHz ADC. the
ADC600, is shown in Figure l. The ADC measures.0.25
by 3.75 by 4.5 inches. The ADC characteristics are
shown in Table I.

FIGURE I. 12-Bit 10MHz ADC600.
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The ADC employs a two-step, subranging architecture
with digital error correction. This architecture was selected since it provides the ·best compromise between

system performance and system complexity. An ADC
employing the successive approximation algorithm is
simple, due to its serial nature. For this type of design
the conversion rate is N times that of an individual bit
decision. A bit decision is determined by the settling tim~
of a DAC and the response time of the associated logic
and comparator. For an ADC with 12 bits ofresoluiion,
0.6-lµs represents the minimum conversion time using
successive approximation. At the other extreme, the
flash converter technique has a very short conversion
time. Only a single cycle of a comparator and logic is
needed, and there is no digital-to-analog converter (DAC)
at all. While this technique is quite fast, the speed is
achieved at the expense of increased circuit complexity.
Flash converters with 8 bits of resolution and conversion
rates to 100MHz represent the limit that can be achieved
with a monolithic approach. Emitter-coupled logic (ECL)
was chosen as the logic type to attain high speed and low
noise. In addition, some of the key components, such as
the flash encoders and the DAC. are ECL-compatible.
The design approach used existing proven technologies,
configured in moduar hybrid fashion to reduce development risk while still achieving. a significant advance in
terms of system performance .at a low cost. At final
assembly, working modules are plugged into a four-layer
printed circuit board. Each layer serves a specific function.
There are separate layers to route the analog, digital, and
power connections. The fourth layer shields the digital
and analog signals from each other.
TABLE I. Characteristics For 12-Bit. 10MHz ADC600.
Analog Input Range .................................
± 1.25V
Input Impedance ...................................
±l.5Mn
Gain Error ..............................................
±0.1%
Offset Error .........................................
±2.5mV
Integral Linearity (at 200Hz) ....................
±1.0LSB
Differential Linearity (at 4.8MHz) . . . . . . . . . . . . . ±o.5LSB
Harmonic Distortion (at 4.8MHz).. 7ldB below full scale
Aperture Time . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6ns
Aperture Uncertainty ..............................
±Sps
Input Bandwidth ................................
70MHz
Sampling Rate ............
,......................
10MHz
Gain Drift ...................................
±30ppm/°C
Offset Drift . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . ±25µV/°C
Power Consumption ....
8.SW
Size . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.25 X 3.75 X 4.5 inches
Temperature Range (K) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0°C to 70°C
(B) ................
-40°C to +85°C

_i..........................
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A TWO-STEPANALOG-TO-DIGITAL
CONVERTER
See Figure 2 for a block diagram of the modular 12-bit,
10MHz ADC600. The analog signal is initially sent to a
sample/ hold to reduce the aperture jitter of the system to
Sps. The output of the sample/hold, the SHC600, is
then sent to two places: to a 7-bit flash encoder module
and to a subtraction circuit. An important feature of the
sample/bold design is that the sampling switch is buffered
by a fast-settling closed-loop amplifier: This allows the
gain of the entire ADC to be predetermined at the
modular level to a typical accuracy of 0.1%.
A diode bridge switching arrangement was chosen for
the sampling switch because it offers the best solution to
the conflicting requirements of accuracyand speed demanded by the ADC. The input to the sampling bridge is
driven by a high-input-impedance, low-capacitance buffer
to ease the ADC interfacing requirements. Another
important feature of the sample/hold architecture is that
only the holding capacitor need acquire the signal to the
rated accuracy in 25ns. Due to the fact that the capacitor
is not in the feedback path, the output amplifier has only
to settle to 7-bit accuracy in 25ns. The digital correction
circuitry is capable of correcting this error, as long as the
amplifier settles to 12-bit accuracy by the time the second
encoder is strobed. Therefore, an additional 60ns can be

______________

•C_onven_-'Co-'-m_m_an_d
_________

tolerated when settling to 12-bit"accuracy. In a similar
fashion,. the effects of capacitor droop can be tolerated
and will create only an offset error, not a linearity error.
After· the acquisition time of 33ns has elapsed, an
additional 18ns is allowed before the first 7-bit' flash
encoder is strobed.
This first encoder determines the initial coarse approximation of the input signal. Two 7-bit flash encoders were
chosen for the MSB and LSB en~oders. These provide
adequate resolution, accuracy, and range to allow the
digital correction circuitry to assemble the final 12-bit
word properly. More detail explaining the operation of
the digital correction circuitry is given later in the text.
The flash encoders are ECL-compatible to attain minimum throughput delay while minimizing power supply
noise. The digital output from the first flash encoder is
sent to the Subtracting DAC module.
There, the initial approximation to the analog signal is
converted back to analog form and subtracted from the
input signal for further processing. The Subtracting
DAC module is composed of four main sections: the
reference generator, a 7-bit DAC with 14-bit accuracy, a
FET switch, and a high speed amplifier. The reference
generator supplies a lOV DC level, which is used by the
DAC and by the two flash encoders. Since there is a

.. BlmplelHold Gate

__,. St&r1

FIGURE 2. Block Diagram of 12-Bit 10MHz ADC600.
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single reference,changes in this voltage only affectthe
overall gain and not the linearity. The reference was
placed in the DAC module to achievesystemsimplicity
along with attaining highest accuracywhen the DAC is
undergoing fmal laser trim. The DAC itself is ECLcompatibleand achieves14-bitaccuracywith a settling
time of 2Sns.
The output from the sample/hold is subtractedfrom the
DAC output by means of a resistive network. The
output of this resistivenetwork is then amplifiedby a
high speed gain-of-32 amplifier to attain the proper
range before being applied to the fmal flash encoder.By
examiningthe systemblock diagram, it should be noted
that beforethe subtractedsignalis actuallyamplifed,the
differencesignalis passedthrough an FET gatingswitch.
This is done to prevent the amplifierfrom overloading
during a time when the sample/hold is processinga new
signal and the MSB'flash encoder is still holding data
from the previoussample.The output from this amplifier
is sent to another 7-bit flash encoderthat is similarto the
previouslymentioned encoder that quantizes the most
significantbits.
From the manufacturingpoint of viewthe two encoders
are identical, the difference·being that the gain of the
MSB encoders is 0.5, while that of the LSD encoder is
1.0. That was done to use the same referencevoltage
without having io double tile gain of the high speed
amplifierthat is us,edto drivethe LSDencoder.Operating
this amplifierat a lower gain allow_sit to have a greater
bandwidth. which implies a reduced settling time. The
settlingtime of this amplfieris 2Sns,whichis important
in meeting the throughput requirements of the ADC.
Oncethe data in each of the encodersbas beenlatched,it
is then sent to the Digital Error Correctionmoduleto be
assembledinto the final 12-bitword.
This module contains buffer latches, as the data from
each encoder is not available for a sufficientlength of

time to assure that the data will completelypropagate
through the adder. Digital correction is achieved by
addingthe data from each encoderin the proper manner.
Most ohbe circuitry in this module is contained within
an ECL gate-array. Even though the first flash encod_er
determinesthe signal only to 7-bit accuracy, it is still
possibleto achieve12-bitperformanceprovidingthat the
DAC has the necessary accuracy. The output of the
subtraction circuit contains the difference between the
output of the sample/hold and the analog equivalentof
the first 7-bit encodingprocess.If the 7-bit·encoderwas
more than 12-bitaccurate it would only be necessaryto
have a 5-bit encoder to quantize the residue without
digitalcorrection.Sincethe first encode·ris typicallyonly
7-bit accurate, it is necessary that the second encoder
have two additional bits to handle the larger difference
that could result. The final 12-bitword is then developed
at the output of the 12-bit adder. An analysis of the
operation of how digital correction works is shown in
Figure 3. The final module of the set supplies the
necessarytiming signals to various parts of the system.
Referto Figure4, whichshowsall the timing waveforms
that are requiredfor operation of the converter.
The conversion process is initiated by bringing the
convert command signal high. At this same time, the
sample/hold is placed in the bold mode. After a delay of
18ns,to allowfor sample-to-boldsettling, an 8ns pulseis
generatedwhichis used to strobe data into the first flash
encoder.22ns is allowedfor the latched data to become
availableto drive the DAC. At about the same time that
the new data is presented to the DAC, the Amplifier
Enable signal permits the amplifierto be switchedback
into the active mode. After the output of the amplifier
has settled, another 8ns strobe pulse is generated which
latchesth~ouptut of the lower7-bit converter.This same
strobe pulse is also used to transfer the output of the
initial 7-bit converterinto a buffer latch to avoid critical
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FIGURE 4. Timing Diagram of 12-Bit 10MHz ADC600.
timing problems. Once the data representing the conversion is stored in digital form, the sample/hold is placed
back into the sample mode. For similar reasons, the data
output from both encoders is stored in a 14-bit latch. A
pulse derived from the LSB encoder strobe occurs 22ns
later to enter data into this 14-bit latch. A final pulse,
called Data Valid, is generated to indicate when the
digital data is stable at the output of the converter. For
ease of signal routing, these final timing signals are
located within the Digital Error Correction module. The
various timing pulses are laser trimmed to Ins accuracy.
ADC MODULES
Sample and Hold-The sample/hold, the SHC600,
acquires input step changes of 2.SV to 0.1% accuracy in
30ns. The aperture time of the sample/hold has been
measured to be 5ps, with a small signal bandwidth of
75MHz. Table II summarizes the other characteristics of
the sample/ hold. Figure 5 shows a simplified schematic
of the sample/hold. One of the unique features of this
design is the use of a closed-loop FET operational
amplifier to buffer the hold capacitor. There are several
benefits that result from the use of a feedback amplifier
in this application as compared to an open-loop buffer
that is commonly found. Due to the fact that the
operational amplifier is connected as a voltage follower,
the output impedance of the buffer is 0.250, as opposed
to 50 that is typical of an open-loop buffer. This
simplifies the interface between the sample/hold and the
rest of the system, as the other system components (such
as the subtraction amplifier and the flash encoder) do
not require high impedance inputs. The sample/hold can
drive low impedances, which results in reduced settling
times when terminated signal lines are used. Since the

gain of an operational amplifier is set by external
resistors, it is possible to then laser-trim the gain of the
entire sample/hold to a precise value. In addition, provision is made to trim both the offset and offset drift of the
entire sample and hold by trimming those parameters at
the amplifier level. Initially, measurements are made to
determine the· untrimmed offset and offset drift. It has
been determined that the sensitivity of off set is
3µ V/°C/ m V for the entire sample/ hold. Therefore, once
the untrimmed drift has been measured, changing the
offset by trimming either RI or R2 nominally sets the
voltage offset drift to zero, RI and R2 being the emitter
resistors of the current sources that set the current in the
input FET stage that affects both the offset and the
offset drift. R3 and R4, the source resistors associated
with the FET QI and Q2, are then adjusted to bring the
overall offset to zero, as these resistors do not affect the
offset drift.
The sampling function is performed by switching the
bridge of hot carrier diodes CRI through CR4 from the
"on•• to the "ofr' state. The bridge bias current is
generated in current source FETs Q3 and Q4. During the
sample mode this current is steered through the diode
bridge by turning on transistors QS and Q8. The bridge
is returned to the hold mode by turning Q5 and Q8 off
and turning Q6 and Q7 on. The action of turning Q6 and
Q7 on creates a negative bias on the anodes of CRI and
CR2 and a positive bias on the cathodes of diodes CR3
and CR4. Since the bias voltages are referenced to the
output, creating a "bootstrap effect," the reverse bias
voltage that diodes CRI through CR4 experience becomes
independent of signal level. This is an important aspect
of the design, as this action prevents the charge offset
· pedestal from becoming a non-linear function of signal
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FIGURE S. Schematic of Sample/Hold SHC600.
Output Impedance .........................
;·.......... 0.250
Noise (BW 5MHz) ..................................
SOµV
Power Dissipation .......................................
1.3W
7-Blt Encoder-The 7-bit encoder is formed by parallel
connecting two 6-bit ECL flash encoders. See Figure 6
which depicts how this is done. The encoders that
process the most significant bits and the least significant
bits are substantially the same. The MSB encoder has an
attenuator of O.S in front of the actual encoder to
interface properly with the sample/ bold. The input 1000
resistors, in the MSB encoder, form an atten~tor,
reducing the input voltage swing to 1.25V. Each encoder
accepts a lOV reference signal from the DAC module.
ICl buffers the reference, applying it to the flash encoder
as the positive reference voltage. This same voltage is
also applied to a unity gain inverter, IC2, which supplies
its output to the flash encoders as the negative full-scale
reference voltage. Offset adjustment is achieved by
trimming either R3 or R4. Adjusting these resistors
compensates for the difference in ladder impedance that
may exist between the two 6-bit flash encoders that
comprise the 7-bit encoder. If left uncorrected, this
difference in ladder impedance creates an offset. 22ns
after the trailing edge of the strobe, output data is
presented to the DAC and to the digital error corrector
for further processing.
·

level. An ECL signal is coupled to switching transistors
QS through Q8 through matched level translating zener
diodes DZl through DZ4. The sampling bridge is isolated
from. the analog input signal by a high-speedopen-loop
buffer. To obtain the optimum mix of manufacturing
simplicity and circuit performance, the sample/hold
employs a thin-film-on-ceramic substrate. Thin film
resistors are capable of being laser trimmed, which is
required to achieve low values of voltage and pedestal
offset in addition to 0.1% gain accuracy.
TABLE II. Characteristics for High Speed Sample/ Hold
SHC600.
Acquisition Time (2V step): to ± 1.00%. . . . . . . . . . . . . 20ns
to ±o. 10%............. 30ns
to ±o.01% ............. 40ns
Sample-to-Hold Settling (to lmV) ....................
12ns
Sample-to-Hold Transient ............................
12mV
Aperture Delay Time . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6ns
Aperture Uncertainty................................
Sps
Slew Rate .....................................
±300V / µs
Small Signal Bandwidth.........................
70MHz
H,armonic Distortion
.
(2V p-p at 5MHz) .. .. .. . .. .. . . -70dB below full scale
Hold Mode Feedthrough Rejection (at 1MHz) ... 62dB
Output Current . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . 50mA
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FIGURE 6. 7-Bit Flash Encoder.

Dlgltal-to-Analog
Converter/Ampllfler
Module-This
module contains four main sections: a DAC, a reference
generator, an input switch, and an output amplifier. The
DAC accepts as its input the output from the MSB flash
encoder. The DAC is capable of settling to 14-bit
accuracy in 25ns in response to full scale input changes.
The weighting of each bit current is determined by the
feedback action of op amp IC2 (see Figure 7) on the
current sources whose collectors are connected to the
emitters of the actual switching pair. IC2, in conjunction
with resistor RI and transistors Q3 and Q4, establishes
the correct operating conditions so that the refe~nce
current of l .5mA that flows through R3 is created in .
each of the bit switches. A greater degree of accuracy is
maintained by passing only the lower order bit inputs
through the ladder. The MSB current is created by
placing four switches in parallel, while the second MSB
has two switches in parallel and the third MSB is a single
switch. The remaining 4-bit currents are passed through
the R-2R ladder to binarily weight the other current
sources. The reference voltage is created by the circuitry
associated with op amp ICI. Transistors QI and. Q2 are
used to isolate the offset current that flows through R4
from ICI. This is done to prevent the changing DAC or
sample/ hold signal from feeding back into the reference.
This offset current is necessary to create a bipolar DAC
voltl}ge to match the bipolar sample/hold output. The
reference circuit supplies a IOV output that is used for

the r~st of the system along with a I.SmA current that is
used by the DAC.
The residue or difference signal is created by resistively
subtracting the DAC output from the sample/hold
input. Beforethe difference is amplified, it is passed
through a network of FETs to prevent the amplifier from
overloading during the period of time when the sample/
hold is processing new data and the MSB encoder
output has not been updated yet. Figure 3 shows a
timing diagram illustrating the period of time when the
potential for ~verloading the amplifier exists. When the
sample/hold begins to acquire the next analog sample,
· the MSB flash encoder still has its output latched with
the analog data from the previous sample. Th~refore, for.
a period of time extending from the beginning of the
sample/hold acquisition time to the time when the
digital output of the MSB flash encoder has been
updat'ed, the potential for overloading the amplifier
exists. The amplifier is prevented from overloading by
switching FET QS off and FET Q6 on. This places the
amplifier. output at OV, which is optimum to allow the
shortest settling time to the next value. The state of
switches QS and Q6 is reversed after the MSB encoder is
strobed, and the latched encoder output is then available
as the digital input to the DAC. The difference between
the sample/bold and DAC output is amplified by a low
drift gain-of-32 amplifier with a 65MHz bandwidth ..Tbe
combination of low drift and wide bandwidth-is achieved
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FIGURE 7. Schematic of DAC/Amp Module.
by using a monolithic front end with 30 Hz transistors
and 5GHz NPN and PNP transistors for the remainder
of the amplifier.
Timing Module-The timing module supplies all the
critical timing signals necessary for the operation of the
ADC. Several noncritical timing signals are generated in
the Digital Error Correcting Module. The circuitry
within the timing module is designe(f so that both the
delay and the pulse width of each timing signal are .
capable of being laser trimmed to a pre-set standard. The
delay stability of ECL logic is adequate to generate the
necessary timing signal as a combined tolerance of 2%
over a 3S°C change in temperature and a 5% change in
power S!Jpply value is a~hievable. Timing signals are
derived by using the output of a three-stage shift register
to create unique points in time from which the actual
signals can be derived. A synchronized 20MHz oscillator •
is used to drive the shift register.
Figure 8 ~hows a simplified schematic of the timing
module. The Convert Command Signal is differentiated
by ICl to allow pulses ranging from about Sns up to a
75% duty cycle as triggers to the ADC. This differentiated
signal sets flip-flop IC2, which simultaneously releases
the shift register from the reset state, starts the 20MHz
oscillator, and is also used to generate the Sample/ Hold

gate. The other input to ICJ is the output from ICI. This
is done to reduce the aperture delay of the system as the
output of ICJ is used to place the Sample'/ Hold in the
hold mode at this time. The output of the last stage of
the shift register resets flip-flop IC2, which in turn places
the·Sample/Hold back in the sample mode. The output
of the third stage of the shift register is also used as the
input to generate the strobe for the LSB flash encoder.
IC8 forms a differentiator with RI and Cl. RI is capable ·
of being laser trimmed so that a precise 8ns pulse is .
generated. The frequency of the clock ocsillator is adjusted
to trim the delay of this strobe pulse. IC4 and ICS
comprise the principal elements of a ring oscillator. R2
and C2 form an additional delay so that.when R2 is laser.
trimmed, the LSB delay can be precisely determined.
Amplifier Enable, a signal which is used to switch the
input of t~e final amplifier between its two modes of
operation, is generated at the output of the second stage
of the shift register. This_adjustmet is accomplished by
adjusting RJ along with CJ, which forms a delay element
along with two gates from IC6.
The final signal that is created by this module is the MSB
strobe. This signal is generated from the Sample/ Hold
~ignal. Provision is made for adjusting the delay and
pulse width using techniques previously. discussed. It
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IC2
IC3

FIGURE 8. Schematic of Timing Module.

FIGURE 8. Schematic of Timing Module.
should be noted that the width of the Sample/ Hold gate
is not fixed, but is determined by the difference in time
betwen the ADC conversion time, which is fixed at 67ns,
and the overall system conversion rate, which is determined by the application. Therefore, ADC conversion
rates in excess of 10MHz are achievable, but at the
expense of reducing the acquisition time of the Sample/ Hold.
Dig Ital Enor Corrector Module-The function of the
Digital Error Corrector Module is to assemble the 7-bit

words from the two flash encoders into the final 12-bit
output word. Figure 9 shows a block diagram of this
module. In addition, the Error Corrector Module takes
the LSB flash encoder strobe and generates the timing
strobes for the data registers that are located within this
module. A Data Valid pulse is also generated which is
used to indicate when the data output can be read into
an external register. This pulse comes Sns ~ter data is
present to assure sufficient set-up time for external latch.
The output of the MSB encoder is read into a separate

Register Strobe

44na Delay 1--------------Data

30na Delay

-----.

7-Bit
Latch

7-Bit
Latch

carry Out

A

12-Blt
Adder

Data From
LSB Enc•.,;:;oc:l~e:;;.r
_______

7-Blt
......,,/

Latch

B

FIGURE 9. Block Diagram of Digital Error Corrector.
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Valid

must be provided for detecting the presence of the range
being exceeded. If the input analog range is exceeded, ·
the desired output should be all ones. Since the 13th bit
could go to a one, for the MSB, the lower 12 bits could
roll over back to zeroes, thereby creat_inga false output.
To prevent this from happening: the catry-out of the 12th
bit is detected and used to ~sert all ones at the output.
The final output ranges from all zeroes (which corresponds 'to minus full scale) _to all ones (which corresponds to plus full scale).

7-bit latch at the same time the LSB encoder is being
strobed. The output of the latched MSB data, along with
the LSB data, is then read into a 14-bit latch 30ns after
the leading edge of the LSB strobe and before being
applied to the adder, where the actual error correction
takes place~ This latch eliminates any critical timing
problems that would result when the ADC is operated at
. its maximum rate. Examination of the system timing
diagram, Figure 3, shows that there is inadequate time
for the adders to process both encoder outputs. The
system of latches eliminates this problem by extending
the period of time when both inputs to the adder are
present, from 22-68ns.

TEST RESULTS
The characteristics of the ADC were experimentally
verified using two principal test techniques-histogram
and spectrum analysis testing. The histogram test was
conducted at both 200Hz and 4.9MHz, the latter being
near the Nyquist rate of 5MHz. The performance of a
typical ADC600 is shown in Figure 10. A block diagram
of the test system used to determine the histogram is
shown in Figure 11. Note that both at 200Hz ·and at
4.9MHz, the typical differential non-linearity is O.SLSB.

The output of the register is then sent to a 12-bit adder
where the final output word is created. The MSB data is
treated as the .most significant 7 bits of a 12-bit word,
with the last S bits being assigned zeroes. In a similar
fashion, the LSB data from the least significant bits form
the other input to the adder with the first S bits being
assigned zeroes. Since two 12-bit words are being added,
the output of the adder could exceed 12 bits .in range;
however, the final output is only a 12-bit word, so means

OL......

,-_,,•4.la+IMI

FIGURE 10. Histogram Test Results.
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Digital
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Valid

HP3458
DVM

l

IEEE•488

FIGURE 11. Block Diagram of Histogram Test.
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There are no missingcodes present and the peakdifferential nonlinearity does not exceed lLSB. Histogram
testing.is a very useful p~rformance indicator as the

FIGURE 12. SpectrumAnalyzerTest Results.
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width of all the codescan be rapidly determined.The test
systemshown in Figure 11conducts a 100,000-pointtest
in two minutes. A faster version of this test, being more
hardware-oriented,is predicted to take 15seconds.
Results of the spectrum analyzer test are shown in
Figure 12, with the block diagram of this test system
shown in Figure 13.The input test signal was at 4.8MHz
to test the 10MHzconverter at close to the Nyquist rate.
The ADC600output was demodulated at a 5MHz rate
to provide a spectrum analyzer display with greater
frequency resolution. With this "beat frequency technique," the effects of the tester's DAC settling and
glitches are minimized, as the difference frequency of
200kHzisdisplayedin placeof the actual signalfrequency
of 4.8MHz. D~modulating the signal at one-half the
samplerate still maintains the correct relationshipof the
harmonics to the fundamental. Only the frequency has
been shifted. The harmonic generation of the ADC is
estimatedto be at least 70dB below the fundamental for
a full-scaleinput signal.111

0101111

,..0.11 ____

,..

l

Tektronix
7L14
Spectrum

Analyzer

FIGURE 13. BlockDiagram of Spectrum AnalyzerTest.
NOTE:
1) Additional FFf Spectral informationcan be found in
'lest Report: FFT Characterization of Burr-Brown
ADC600K. Published by Signal Conversion Limited,
Swansea,Wales,U.K., February, 1987.Copies available
upon request.
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GAIN BLOCK REALIZATION
USING INSTRUMENTATION AMPLIFIERS
Instrumentation
amplifierssuchasBurr-Brown
:SINAIJO
displaycharacteristics
which recommendtheir use as
gainblocksinsteadof conventional
operational
amplifiers
and externalnetworksto achieve~tter performanceor
· easierdesign.Somegeneralconsiderations
and specific
examplesaregiven.
·

in a singlepackage,especiallyone availablein an SOIC
configuration,minimizesthe space used and allowsfor
more efficient layouts. Power can be an important
considerationin high-densityboards. Frequently,a single
instrumentationamplifierwil' consumeless powerthan
a dis_crete
designof comparableperformance.

In the initial. stages of system development,circuit
functionsare defmed at the functionalor blockdiagram
level. Gains, scaling, signal voltage levels,and circuit
functionalityare the primeconcernsduringthis phaseof
the designdevelopment.Oncethis set of considerations
is met and the conceptualdesignacceptedand approved,
the processof functionalrealizationbegins.
When choosing the design for a fixed-gainamplifier,
designers frequently turn to discrete solutions using
operational amplifiers. This process begins with the
choice of a circuit configurationand device(s)whose
grosscharacteristicsshowpromiseof meetingthe design
requirementsset forth in the conceptualstage. It ends
with a bottom-updesignof the gain block,usinguncommitted operational amplifiers and external networks.
Whilethis approach yie_ldsa workablesolution,it consumesvaluabledesigneffort and overlooksthe benefits
of the class of solutions offered by certain monolithic
instrumentationamplifiers.
These benefitsfall 'into four broad categories:performance,size,simplicity,and cost.

Simplicity
By usingthe internalgain-settingnetworksof an instrumentationamplifier,the designeris freedfrom the many
complicationsof using external feedback components.
Temperature-tracking
of externalcomponentsand thermoelectric effects typically limit the DC performance of
operationalamplifiercircuits.To achievespecifiedsettling
timesand assurestability,operational amplifierdesigns
often require tailoring of the AC feedback path with
additional external capacitors. In some applications,
high input impedance requirements force choices of
circuitconfigurationand/ or discretecircuitvalues.These
valuesmaybe impracticallyhigh in a discretedesignand
contributeto input circuit noise or DC errors, whilethe
circuitconfigurationsmay requireextra activedevicesto
overcomethe limitationsof singleoperationalamplifier
designs.Thesesourcesof difficultyare avoidedwhenan
instrumentationamplifier such as the INAll0 is used
instead of the operational amplifier and its external
parts.
Ground-loopcurrents can also be troublesomesources
of error in operationalamplifiercircuits.Instrumentation
amplifiersare designedto exhibit very high rejectionof
input errors commonto -'>othinputs. This characteristic
can simplifycircuitboard layout and improvethe probabilityof movingfrombreadboardto finaldesignwithout
significantredesign.

Performance
When very good DC performanceis neededand speed
requirementsincrease,the choice of operationalamplifiersdisplayingthe desiredcharacteristicsquicklydiminishes. This fact forces compromisein one or more key
parametersor requiresexternal circuitryto compensate
for amplifierdeficiencies.
BycombiningDC performance•
and high speed operation•• in a singleIC package,the
instrumentation-amplifier
approach avoidsthese design
compromises.
Size
Additional board space is required to accommodate
external gain-settingnetworks. Use of a single instrumentationamplifiercontainingall gain-settingresistors
•Gain llCCUl'llC)' of0.1%,gainiempco= 20ppm/oC,Vosdrift= 2.5µV/oC
••Sctdins time10 0.019!,::::
41d

Coat
Monolithicinstrumentationamplifierssuchas the INAll0
are priced competitivelywith single high-performance
operational amplifiers,yet do not require the external
and frequentlyexpensiveprecisioncomponentsto achieve
fixed,precisiongains.Gainsare insteadset with internal
networkswhichhavebeenlaser-trimmedto veryexacting
standards and do not require adjustmentor selectionat
board levelto achievespecifiedperformance.In addition
to the savingsin direct component and labor costs, the
instrumentamplifierapproachfrequentlyavoidsuse of a
second device and saves on-board real estate, power-
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bypassing components, nnd power supply requirements.
The circuits illustrated in Figures I through 6 show some
of the performance tradeoffs and benefits in using the
instrumentation amplifier as a gain-block element. The
following assumptions were used to develop the data
accompanying each circuit. Gain is IOOV/ V; all resistors
are 1% tolerance and S0ppm temperature coefficient;
source impedance for the signal source is zero. Operational amplifiers are realistically chosen for the applications. The circuits are common operational amplifier
configurations and show how certain deficiencies in
these circuits might be designed around. Each is shown
beside the equivalent IA implementation and pertinent
performance comparisons for the two designs are listed.
For the reader's convenience, some key INAII0 specifications are also given in Table I.
Figure I shows a simple inverting amplifier. Note the
improvements in gain-related errors, inp?t impeda~ce,
and settling time. Figure 2 shows an operational amplifier
approach to improve input impedance. Tbs design, using
an additional op amp and discrete components to achieve
the impedance improvement, does offer some improvement over the IA implementation in input offset and
offset drift. It also offers a longer settling time and
poorer gain error performance at much increased cost.
Figure 3 ·shows a noninverting configuration offering
high input impedance. It offers slightly better input
offset characteristics than the IA but poorer gain error
and longer settling time than the IA design.
TABLE I. Key INAII0 Specifications.
(Gain = 100,TA= +25°C, ±Vee= 15VDC)
Vos..............................................
280µV,max
Vosversus Temperature ••••................
2.5µV/°C,max
Is ................................................
SOpA,max
Input Noise Voltage ............•..•.........•..•.
10nV~
Gain Error .........................•........•....
0.1%,max
Gain versus Temperature.•.•••...............
20ppm, max
Nonlinearity ..............•....................
0.01%,max
CMR, 1kO Source Imbalance..................
100dB,min
Gain-Bandwidth Product .•.............•.••.•.•••.•
47MHz
Slew Rate ...•••...••.••••••..............••.•.....••
17V/µs
Settling Time to 0.1%••..••••..•..........••.•••.•.•••••
3µs
to 0.01%..................................
4µs
Total Harmonic Distortion plus Noise
VoUT= 6.5Vrmsat 1kHz••••.........•.............
0.003%
Voor= 6.5Vrmsat 20kHz ...•....•................
0.017%
Supply Current ...........•....•......................
3mA
Power Dissipation . . . . . . • . • . • • • . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90mW

Figure 4 illustrates two approaches to differential amplifier design. Because the IA is specifically designed to
handle differential signals, it is not surprising that its
performance is generally better than the op amp design.
What is often overlooked is the superior high-frequency
behavior of the IA with respect to CMR. This arises
from two factors. First is the initially higher CMR of the
IA. Second is the intrinsic effects of stray circuit elements
on the final design. The curve given in Figure 4 contrasts
the frequency dependence of CMR for the IA and for
two values of stray capacitance in the fecdback path.
This is a simple example, using only one of the several
capacitances which exist, but illustrates the dramatic
improvements available using the INAII0.
Figur~ 5 is an AC-coupled inverter with a -3dB cutoff at
IHz. Owing to the high cost and space penalties oflargevalue capacitors, it is common to limit the capacitor t.o a
smaller value. This requires a high impedance devtce.
Frequently the input impedance problem is addressed
with use of a unity-gain buffer. The cost of this additional
amplifier must include board space, power, and feedback
and bypass component ·costs. The low value of cutoff
frequency and small capacitor values ~o require larg~r
values of input resistance. As shown m the figure, this
has a disastrous effcct on the offset and offset drift of the
amplifier. Coupled with the high gain of the amplifier,
the output offset voltage will be unacceptably high.
Overall, the IA design provides a cleaner solution.
Figure 6 illustrates an attempt to deal with the DC
problems encountered in Figure 5. It substitutes a premium FET input (and higher cost) op amp for the
industry-standard OPA37E used in Figure 5. This choice
improves the DC performance of the op amp implementation, but still does not equal the performance of
the IA design, and exhibits a longer settling time than
the IA. An additional subtlety arises in.this circuit. Like
some other premium devices, the OPAl.11 has a lower
output drive capacity than the ~PA37E. Thu~, the
designer was forced to raise the resistance values m the
feedforward and feedback paths of the second stage.
This imposes a greater sensitivity to parasitic capacitances. Frequency response, which had been betterthan
the IA circut, now is sensitive to these capacitances. The
curve in Figure 6 shows this sensitivity for two different
values of CSTRAY
in the feedback path of the second
stage. Should similar parasitics exist in the feedforward
path, excessive frequency peaking could occur.
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FIGURE I. DC-Coupled, Inverting Amplifier.
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FIGURE 2; DC-Coupled, Inverting Amplifier with Unity-Gain Impedance Buffer.
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FIGURE 3. DC-Coupled, Noninverting Amplifier.
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= lHz).

II

INSTRUMENTATION AMP ADDRESSES POWER-MISER
CIRCUIT APPLICATIONS
For many appllcatlons,designersare
now demandinggreater IC performance
at lower supply-voltageand -current levels. One monollthlcInstrumentation
ampllflercan help satisfythese needs.
It's an easy-to-use,self-containedprecision gain block that can addressIsolation and other problems.

Although Figure lc's circuit employs a PWRI0S
isolated power supply, the output power is a function of
the V/ F converter you use. If you elect to use the system
clock to drive the V/ F converter, you can use a VFCIOO.
In this case, you11 need an additional digital optical
coupler to drive the VFCIOO's clock input. If synchronization isn't a major concern, you can use a converter
like the VFC32. In either case, the full-scale frequency
(dynamic range) is dependent on the. speed of the
optocouplers.
ISOLATED

I

(8)

1

Designers can take advantage of the high performance
available in the INA I02 monolithic instrumentation
amplifier to handle a host of applications where. low
power consumption is critical. Typical examples of such
applications include remote monitoring stations
powered by batteries or solar cells, mobile batterypowered circuits, medical instrumentation, remote
transducer amplifiers, pulsed control systems, and data
acquisition systems._

NONISOLATED

l~sv ..

I
I

Vo.rr
COMMON

-15V

I
INPUT

SolvingIsolationProblems
FigureI shows several designs that exploit the INAl02's
low current requirements to achieve high-performance
isolated data acquisition. Figurela shows a generic data
acquisition circuit in which the INAI02 interfaces
directly with a 3656 module, a unit that combines an
isolation amplifier with an isolated switch-mode power
supply. The transformer-coupled
3656 feafures a
continuous isolation-voltage rating of 3500VDC.
In Figurelb's circuit, a separate minisupply drives an 8channel system. Power requirements for the circuit's
CMOS multiplexer are minimal, and the OPA21 op
amp draws less than 300µA. The 1SO100 isolation
amplifier requires only 75mW, so total power drain on
the isolated power supply is only 325mW. The PWR105
DC/ DC converter operates with a 5V input and delivers
± 15Vat 15mA per channel. The 1SO100employs optical
coupling. Its peak continuous isolation-voltage rating is
only 750V. and it is not as expensive as the 3656. The
circuit shown in Figure le satisfies applications specifically involving digital signals. The desired channel signal
feeds a voltage-to-frequency converter. The V/F converter's output signal is a series of pulses, each of which has
a period that's proportional to the input signal. Typically,
these pulses are fed to a gated counter to retrieve the
original input value.

Vsa

.-

[=~
----p,-~1

1

I
I
I

co~:"i~
-~~ Q~v
-15V

I

FIGURE I. You can achieve high-performance isolated signal
acquisition by exploiting the INAl02's low current requirements.
You can interface the INAl02 directly to an isolation amp (a) or an
8~hannel CMOS multiplexer (b). Another circuit (c) provides an
easy technique for analog-to-digital conversion.
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A var1,1yof designscan exploitthe
INA102'slow-currentrequirements
to
achievehigh performanceIn Isolated
data acquisitioncircuits.
If high performance isn't a prime design parameter, you
can develop ·an inexpensive but effective isolation
amplifier by modulating the current in an optocoupler
(Figure2). In this case, the •NA102 operates as a highside current monitor; it's powered by a miniature switchmode power supply, and it floats on the high voltage
input of a motor-drive circuit.
The high-side current-monitoring concept is important
in this design. A sense resistor in the return path
(employed in low-side monitoring) would not detect a
short from the motor windings to the motor housing,
which is usually grounded. If your design employs a
0.010 sense resistor, you can read the monitored current
directly as the output voltage of the instrume.ntation
amp if the amp's gain is set for 100.
Although the scheme presented in Figure 2 is quite
simple, its precision is not very high. Most optocouplers
have a linearity error of about 2%. In addition, the
output signal will have an inherent midscale offset that
isn't well defined unless you do some trimming. This
offset docs offer one advantage, however: It allows you
to monitor the negative current pumped back into the
power supply by the motor.
No discussion of isolation techniques would be complete
without a description of a medical-instrumentation
application. Figure 3 illustrates a battery-powered,
multichannel EEG system that's clocked by low-power

______

,_,.,... SWITCHMODE
POWER
SUPPLY

0.010
SENSE
RESISTOR

INPUT

VOLTAGE

,_
COMMON

FIGURE 2. If high performanceisnl a prime designparameter,
you can developan inexpensive
but effectiveisolationamplifierby
modulatingthe current in an optocoupler.

CMOS circuits. These circuits continuously sweep .
through the channels. The first channel (pin 4) has a
lOkHzsquare-wave input that identifies channels. This
example illustrates ·a typical application challenge: the
measurement of small signals (about lOO'µVp-p) from
high-impedance souces with as much as IV p-p of a 60Hz
common-mode signal. Using 1SINA102s, this circuit will
draw only 12mA, including a lmA current draw for the
CMOS circuitry.

ALL POTENTiOMETERS
ARE500kn
9V

9V -'iJV

1

27

FIGURE 3. In this battery-poweredEEG system, low-powerCMOS circuits provide the clock function and also continuouslysweep
through the channels.The circuitemploycs15INA102sand drawsonly 12mA.
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If your Isolationdesigndoesn'trequire
very high performance,you can build a
suitableIsolationamp by modulatingthe
current In an optocoupler.

1

SavePowerIn Proceu Monitoring
Many control schemes don't require continuous
monitoring of the process. Samples taken at a regular
interval (once per second, per minute, etc.) suffice.You
can realize significant power savings by designing a
circuit that pulses on for a brief time and then powers
down until it's time to take the next sample.
The INAI02 is well suited to this type of application.
Becauseof the amplifier's low power requirements,the
amount of warm-up heating is very small, and the
.warm-up time and drift therefore don't compromise
performanceeach time the circuit"turnson. Assuminga
70°C/ W thermal resistance for a side-brazed ceramic
package, the INAl02 heats itself less then 2°C, which
translates to a worst-caseoffset warm-up drift of 14µV.
Warm-up time is well under Im.· The overall time to
acquire a reading after the power comes on willdepend
on the time constant of the output filter used to set the
system bandwidth and on the settling time of the
INAI02.
Figure4 shows an example of this type of application.
The example could be a handheld instrument with a
simple momentaryswitch to trigger a reading. The two

one-shotsfire when the switch closes.The first one-shot
turns on a pair of CMOS switches;the second triggers
the A/ D converterto take a reading. After a reasonable
amount of time-determined by the warm-up time, the
settling time, and the converter's conversion time_-the
first one-shot turns off. The resulting measurements
might go into a memory or to an LCD. Overall time
spent in the power-onmode can range from I to IOm.At
a rate of one sample per second, this circuit.can be a real
battery saver.

An EEG appllcatlonIllustratesthe challenge of measuringsmall signalsfrom
high-Impedancesourceswith as much as
IVp-p of a 60Hz common-modesignal.
PlaceDedicatedINA102aBeforeMux
The INAI02 can also be beneficialin multichanneldata
acquisition systems by allowing you to achieve hjgher
throughput rates. Standard data acquisition systems
generally use a multiplexer, located before the
instrumentationamplifier, to monitor several channels.
Such designschemesare used to avoid the high costs of
usingdedicated instrumentation amps on each channel.
· These costs include the expense of the extra power, the
external components, and the extra system.board space
required to accommodatethe dedicated amps.
You can realize'a major increase in performance at a
reasonable cost by using dedicated INAl02s at each
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FIGURE 4. To provide significant power savings in process-monitoring applications, this circuit pulses on only when it's time to take a
sample measurement.
·
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Many controlschemesdo not require
continuousprocessmonitoring;samples
taken at regularIntervalswlll suffice.
analog input of data acquisitionsystem(Figure·s). This
configurationgivesyou severaldedicatedinput channels
that together require the same power neededto operate
one of the older instrumentation circuits. All necessary
gain-settingresistorsare built in. and userscan selectthe
desired gain via jumpers. Accordingto this dedicated
concept. the signal is amplified earlier in the system.
creating a better signal~to-noiseratio. However. the
primary reason for using dedicated input amps is to be
able to scan the inputs at a faster rat~.
It's important to understand how it's possibleto achieve
the improved scan rate. No matter which data-:.
acquisitionschemeyou use. you'll have to reduce your
bandwidth in order to reduce input noise. If you.use a
band-limiting filter. the settling time for signal
acquisition-willincrease. It takes appro~imatelyseven
time constants for a single-polefilter to settleto 0.1% of
its final value. For the IOOH1.-bandwidth
filtersshownin

ANALOG
INPUTS

FigureS, this period comes to almost 11ms. You must
therefore achievea higher scan rate through the careful
choiceand placementof other components.
·Typicalsample/hold circuits can settle in just a couple
of microseconds, and most successive-approximation
A/ D converters will also have finished their task of
digitizing the input signal in a few microseconds, so
these componentsadd no significantamount of iime to
the samplingprocess.The critical fa~tor is the placement
of the instrumentation amps with respect to the
multiplexer.With the more standard approach of using
the multiplexer in front of the instrumentation
amplifiers~you can expect a throughput rate of only 93
samples-per-second;by placingthe dedicted INAJ02sin
front of the multiplexer and thereby eliminating the
effect of the instrument amps' settling time, you can
approach24,000samples-per-second.
Your present power supply is probably adequate to ·
powera 64-channelsystem. With 64 INAl02s operating
from a dual ISV supply, power consumption will be
about 2W. The INAI02 runs cool, so you can increase.
the circµit board's package density and still not have to
employa fan.
·
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When using this scheme, be sure to consider the output capacitance of the multiplexer.
By making the band-limiting capacitor much larger than the mux capacitor, the errors
can be minimized, while only moderately Increasing mux settling time.

FIGURE 5. You can increasethe throughput rate of a data-acquisitionsystemby dedicatingan INA102.to each analog input channel. In
this example,rates can approach 24,000samples-per-second.
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CHOOSING AN INSTRUMENTATIONAMPLIFIER
The best way to do a worst-caseamplifiercomparisonis
to analyze all possibleerror sources. To do so, however,
you must be sure that the data sheets you're relyingon
use consistent units. The most popular error-specunits
are parts-per-million (ppm) per full-scale input and
percent of full scale (%FS):
Most of the data sheet specs are referred to the input. If
they're listed in terms of the output, you can refer the
figure to the input by dividing by the gain of the
amplifier.
ThreeTypesof ErrorSources
You can divide error sources into three categories:gain
errors, offset and rejection errors, and noise errors. The
total noise and nonlinearity of the amplifier will
determine the overall signal resolution. Offset and gain
error drifts with temperature will mostly limit tlte
reading accuracy. You can often design around certain
error sources (common-modeerrors and power supply
ripple, for example), and you can null (or at least
account for) most voltage offsets. Figure6 models the
various error sourcesfor an instrumentation amplifier. ·
The input voltage source (Vo) is the signal you would
like to amplify accurately. Unfortunately, the gain
equation includes some error components-DC gain
error, gain drift, and gain nonlinearity. Spec sheets
usually list DC gain error in percentageunits. However,
you must take care to determinegain at the frequencyof
interest, becausegain rolls off after the amplifier'scutoff
frequency.
_Gaindrift is usually listed in ppm/°C, so you have to
multiply the figure by the expected operating tempera-

1.

v. = Vo (Gain+ Gain Error+
(Gain Drift x TemperaturuChange)
+ Gain Nonlinearity)

2. V,.

ture range to determinethe gain drift referred to the
input. Gain nonlinearityis also usually given in ppm/.
° C, and you simply add this error source to the other
figures.
AlwaysSomeResidualVCM
Vo is usuallyriding on some type of common-modevoltage (VCM).Inst_rumentation
amplifiersare designed
expresslyto rejectthis common-modesignal, but it will
alwaysgeneratea small output.
Error source VR combinesthe effectsof the commonmode and power supply rejectionratios (CMRR and
PSRR; both are much smallerthan unity). Most monolithic circuitshave excellentpower supply rejection,and
you can often ignore this source of error. It can be significantin caseswhere.thesupply is not wellregulated,
however.The common-moderejectionratio is a function of frequency,and you'll have to check the amplifier
data s~eet to determinethe correct value to use in_any
analysis.CharacteristicPSRR curvesare usuallysimilar
to the CMRR curves.
There are actuallytwo parts that composethe offsetvoltage (Vos)-input offset and _outputoffset. For reference to the input, Vos is easilygrouped and modeledas
a singlevoltagesource in serieswith one of the inputs.
Vos has both initial and temperature-dependentparts.
CheckChangeIn Temperature
Input bias currents induce other offsetvoltages,but they
are often negligible.The input offset c~rrent is simply
the differencebetween the two input bias currents. Rs
representsthe Theveninresistancesseen from each input
terminal, and ARs signifiesthe differencebetweeninput

4. Va - 11t. Ra+ loaRa+ lost. Ra + (t. loa/t. T) X Rat. T
5. VN=

= Vcu/CMRR + t.VIUl'PI.Y/PSRR

'V(..rv;;l ~)•

+ [V111(p-

p)

+ 8.8) 1

WhereVN111UJ
..JIntcoi.icaJt-

3. Voa = VoaIN + Voaour/G +
(t.Vou1/t.T + Voaour/t.TG) t.T

11

FIGURE 6. Youcan best compareinstrumentationamplifierperformanceby analyzingall possibleerror sources.Note that gain and drift
errors are referred to the input. V Nw is the white-noisemagnitudein the white-noiseregion; the 6.6 divisor in Eq 5 is a crest factor that
converts a 0.1%-probablepeak value to nns.
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source impedances.Though severalfactors contribute to
worst-case offset voltage that can be traced to bias
currents, the change in operating temperature is the only
significanterror source.
Thermoelectric effect~ a_t the pins of the amplifier
package can create other offset errors. These offsets are
most severe when there is a temperature gradient across
the package.

ratio matching that provides the high common-mode
signal rejection (90dB min) ·and gain accuracy (0.05 to
0.5%, depending on gain). Having all the resistors
physicallyclose to each other allows them to track well
with changes in temperature, which leads to low gaindrift performance (±5 to ±20ppm/°C, depending on
gain).
OFFSETTRIM

One More Error Source

Noise is the final amplifier error source. Other than
60Hz ground loops, the major sources of noise are shot
noise, popcorn (or burst) noise. flicker(or 1/f) noise,and
thermal noise. Manufacturers' data sheets usually combine these noise sources into three categories: 1/f noise,
noise floor (white noise), and current noise.
Current no"iseis generally negligiblefor bipolar inputs.
and you need only multiply the square root of the
system bandwidth by the value of the floor-noisedensity
(listed on the data sheet) for the desired gain. You can
often use a crest factor of 6.6 to convert the rms value to
a 0.1% probability peak-to-peak value that you can
expect to see in any given application. Dividingthe I/ f
noise by this crest factor will allow you to convert back
to an rms value..
To determine the maximum achievable resolution.
you'll need to know the noise floor. the system's
bandwidth set by the amplifier or fiitering. and the 1/ f
noise (usually given for I to I0Hz). Note that the
equation for noise voltage assumes that the two noise
components are uncorrel.ated.and that it combinesthem
by taking the square root of the sum of their squares.
For example. using the INA102 with gain set for 100
and a Ik H1. bandwidth. the input-noise graph on the
data sheet shows a 1/f noise figure of 65nV/y'1ii at lHz.
In the 1/f range of I to 30Hz, the flicker noise is 120nV
rms (see Figure6, CQ,!!!!ion
S). You11also need the whitenoise value: 30nVv'Hz X v'(IOO0- 30), which equals
934nV. These figures combine to give .94µV rms noise
referred to the input. Using a crest factor of 6.6, you can
expect to see 620µV peak to peak on an oscilloscope.
With the 20V full-scale output, 620µV translates into
31ppm.
The noise-analysiscalculation method outlined above is
not a rigorous approach; it makes full use of typical
amplifier characteristicsand provides only approximate
results. However. the method does provide a basis for
quickly comparing instrumentation amplifiers from
different manufacturers.
THE INSIDE STORY
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FIGURE 7. The INAl02 consists of a differenceamplifierand a
pair of noninvertingamplifiers, which buffer the signal at each
input.

Other key specs include a ±3.S to ±18V supply voltage_
range. 0.SmA typ current drain. worst-case linearity
error (gain = IOOO)of 0.05% at 25°C. and an offset
voltage of ±300±300/ GµV. where G equals gain. Bias
current and offset-voltage drift spec 30nA max and
±2+5/G µV /°C. respectively. Operating temperature
range spans -25°C to +85°C. .
The 1NAI02'sgain-setting resistors are not trimmed to
an exact value; rather, they are trimmed until their
ratios with the feedback resistors have the correct value.
Note that the feedback resistor of amplifier IC2 comes
out to a .pin rather than to the amplifier's inverting
input. °Thisschemedecreases the gain errors by referring
wire-bond and pin-contact resistance to the feedback
resistor instead of the lower-valuedgain-setting resistor.
And it doesn't take much stray resistance to create
problems. If INA I02 gain is set at IO00.0.20 in series
with the gain-setting resistor will cause a 0.5% gain
error. IC2 senses the gain-setting resistor without
includ~ngthe error caused by the feedback current and
the contact-resistancecombination.

The INA I02 consists of a differenceamplifierand a pair
of noninverting amplifiers. which buffer the signal at
each input (Figure7). With all the gain at the input. the
signal is amplified prior to encountering the noise
inherent in the difference amplifier and the rest of the
system.
All the gain-set and difference resistors are lasertrimmed to provide accurate ratio matching. It is this
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INSTRUMENTATION AMPLIFIERS
SIFT SIGNALS FROM NOISE
Enhancing weak signals at high impedance levels is the instrumentation
amplifier's forte. Its differential inputs make most noise pickup common-mode
and therefore self-canceling.
Where high common-mode rejection, low signal levels
loaded by high input impedance, or ground-line signal
immunity must be handled, do not confuse an instrumentation amplifier with a precision op amp. Basically.an
instrumentation amplifier is a differential DC amplifier
with feedback committed for voltage gain. However, it
can be configured for data acquisition roles other than
simple voltage amplification.
For example, consider what happens with long input lines
wherethere will be ground-linesignalsand noisevoltages,
whichare potential error sources(see Figure I). The error
signal is amplified by the operational amplifier. However,
with the instrumentation amplifier, the second input is
returned to signal ground, making error voltage (e,) a
common-mode signal that is greatly reduced bycommonmode rejection. (This is analogous to a power supply's
remote-senseconnection.) For the INAI0I instrumentation amplifier, a 60Hz error signal is attenuated by
106dB.
Of course, an op amp· can also be configured to employ
common-mode rejection against ground-line noise (see
Figure 2). This is the well known differenceamplifier. It is
well suited to the task. unless high gain and high input
impedance are needed together, or where very high
common-mode rejection is required. The gain (A) vs
input impedance ( R1) compromise is renected in two
equations: A= Ri/ R1 and R, = 2R,. Combining and
solving for R, yields R, = 2R2/A.
In other words. the higher the gain, the larger the R2
resistors must be to maintain a given level of input
resistance. For a IOkHinput resistanceand a gain of 100,
the R2 resistors become I MO and can create significant
output offset error in conjunction with the input offset
current of the op amp. With a 741 op amp, this output
offset could reach 0.2V. Whilea FET input op amp would
make this error much smaller, bandwidth limitations
would remain. Bandwidth is constrained by parasitic
capacitance as the R2 resistances increase (e.g .. for R2=
IOMH.a lpF shunt restricts bandwidth to 16kHz).
Equally serious is the degradation of common-mode
rejection (CMR) if parasitic capacitances unbalance the
two RI/ Ri networks·. These resistor sets require an
exceptional degree of matching to achieve an acceptable
common-mode rejection ratio. To visualizethis. consider
the effect of a tolerance error, .lR, for a resistor (which
could be either R, or R2).Then. CMRR~ (R, + Ri)/.lR

FIGURE I. Whilean Op Amp (top) Amplifiers a
Ground-Line Signal (e,), an
Instrumentation Amplifier (bottom)
Attenuates It.

.,

FIGURE 2. Connected as a Difference Amplifier, an Op
Amp can Reduce Sensitivity to Ground-Line
Signals. But Common-mode Rejection is
Seriously Degraded by Signal Source
Resistance.
and in the unity-gain case, where R, = R2, a 0.1% error
restricts CMRR to 2000:1, or 66dB. In the same way. a
0.2pF differencein parasitic capacitance across I0Mn R2
resistors would restrict the CMR to 66dB at SkHz.
Further CM R difficulty is directly associated with the
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difference amplifier's limited input resistance. Apin,
considerins Figure 2. the source resistanceof the element
monitored is in series with only one input and therefore
disturbs the critical match in resistancelevels. For R, =
I0kO, CM R is again limitedto 66d8 by onlya Ionsource
resistance.Thiseffectcan be compensatedfor by adjusting
the associatedR, resistor if the source impedanceis stable
and basicallyresistive.Should that impedancedrift or be
complex. this compensation technique is less effective.
However; immunity from source-impedanceimbalance
can be provided by an instrumentation amplifier with
high input impedance.
DEALINGWITH DIFFERENTIALINPUTS
Instrumentation amplifiers exhibit a number of char•
acteristics that are frequently not considered when
designing with op amps. These characteristics primarily
involve the. amplifier inputs and their differential capability. (For example, consider the surprising effect of
input capacitance on common-mode rejection just discussed.) Instrumentation amplifiers have very high input
resistance(around 1010n and 101-'nfor bipolar and FET
input types, respectively).However,as was noted for op
amps2, these very high resistancesare quite susceptibleto
impedance shunting by small capacitances. Figure 3
clearly illustrates the effect of the common-mode input
capacitance on typical bipolar and FET input units.
Noticethat input-resistanceshunting beginsat relatively
low frequencies. And the assumption that a FET input
offers higher input impedance is valid only up to I Hz.
An instrumentation amplifier's differential inputs are
frequently used to monitor floating· sources. Because
instrumentation amplifiers are ·DC coupled. the input
bias depends on the signal source. The amplifier's input
bias currents must have DC return paths to the amplifier's
common reference. Since a floating source does not
providesuch a return, resistors should be connectedfrom
each input to the common point (see Figure4).
Several amplifier characteristics change when these DC
return paths are in place. Input resistancesare shunted by
the added resistors(common-modeby R and differential
by 2R). In some cases. input current flowing in the DC
returns can develop a common-mode voltage that could
saturate the amplifier input. However. with the l0MU
resistors and the Burr-Brown INAI0I of Figure 4, the
common-mode voltage is less than 0.3V and input
impedancesare loweredfor frequenciesbelow IOkHz. At
higher frequoncies. input capacitances dominate. And
since the DC returns divert much of the amplifier input
bias current, the DC error current in the signal-source
resistance is reduced to one-half the difference between
the two input currents of the amplifier.
INPUTSCAN BECOMEOVERLOADS
Two different input voltage ranges are associated with
instrumentation amplifiers: diffcrcntial and commonmode. However;they are not exclusiveof each other. In
practice, a maximum voltage can be applied to either
amplifier input without producing saturation. This-.
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FIGURE 3. Instrumentation Amplifiers'Input
Impedancesarc Rolled Off by Input
Capacitancesat High Frequencies.
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FIGURE 4. When Monitoring a Floating Source. the
Inputs of an Instrumentation Amplifiermust
be Provided with DC Returns to Common.
applied voltage can be differential or common-mode or
even a combination of the two. An instrumentation
amplifierwith a± I0V differential input rangeand a± I0V
common-mode range can only accept a total applied
input of±I0V.
Another precaution regarding input voltages is that of
input overload protection. When instrumenation amplifiers are employed to null the effects of ground-line
voltages, the extensive line Jengths can occasionally
develop large voltages through parasitic coupling.
Similar results could crop up in highly electrostatic.
environments.Wheneversuch voltagesexceed the power
supply levelsfeedingthe amplifier,damage or destruction
could result.
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IC amplifiers are particulary vulnerable when their
isolationjunctio~s become forward-biased. To avoid this
problem, amplifier inputs can be diode-clamped to the
positive and negative power supply levels (see Figure 5).
The resistors limit the overload current conducted by the
diodes. The diode type is selected to ensure that leakage
does not create excessive input error current.

~I

FIGURES. Input Overload Protection for an Instrumentation Amp is Achieved with Diode
Clamping to the Two Power Supply Buses.
Another thing to be aware of in instrumentation amplifiers is that they have both input and output offset
voltages. (With an op amp, all offset voltage can be
referred to the input so that offset appearing at the output
becomes a function of closed-loop gain.) For an instrumentation amplifier. there is a component of output
offset that is independent of gain. Variable gain applications benefit from the two independent offset adjustments.
Here,the input offset voltage is first adjusted at high gain
whereits associated output voltage masks that of the
output offset component. Then, the output component is
zeroedat minimum gain where the residual input offset
has minimum effect (iteration may be ne~cssary).
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FIGURE 6. For Current-output Operation. the Basic
Three Op Amp Instrumentation-Amplifier
Structure (a) can be Connected with Positive
Feedback on the Output Amplifier (b).
to the difference amplifier output so that the instrumentation amplifier is in a current-source configuration 1
For this current source. the output is taken from the
noninvcrting op amp input. which is not normally
accessible on factory-assembled instrumentation amplifiers. Exceptional care must be taken in matching the R1
resistors to ensure high output resistance for the current
source. As this matching is improved. the output resistance approaches R2 times the CMRR of difference
amplifier A1.

GROUND-REFERENCINGA DIFFERENTIAL
SIGNAL
Instrumentation amplifiers can be configured to perform
several different data acquisition functions besides normal
voltage amplification. Some applications merely require
an instrumentation amp that is modification of the basic
three op-amp structure. This consists of two noninverting
amplifiers having a common gain-setting resistor. followed by a difference amplifier (see Figure 6a). Input
signal e, is duplicated across gain-setting resistor Ro via
feedback that forces the differential input voltages on A,
and A2 to zero. This is accomplished with current
supplied through the R, feedback'resistors, which become
amplified replicas of e, at the outputs of A, and A2.(These
outputs are of opposite phase.) Also present at the A, and
A2 outputs is the common-mode voltage of the inputs.
The difference amplifier. A1 nulls this common-mode
voltage while the opposing-phase e, signal components
are combined; the result is a ground-referenced, amplified
version of the differential input signal.

a

Another variation of the three op amp structure provides
a current. rather than voltage. output for applications
s11chas current-loop instrumentation (see Figure 6b).
This technique returns the normally grounded Ri resistor

+Ral
ii;

The load-voltage swing in Figure 6b is greatly limited
because the current source must be loaded by an impedance much less than Ri. With z,.<< R2. the positive
feedback will be significantly less than the negative
feedback required to keep the amplifier in a linear mode.
However. with Z1.<< R2. the amplifier's output swing
reaching the load is just a fraction of the amplifier's
output capability.
A wider load-voltage swing can be attained with an
additional operational amplifier (see Figure 7). To visualize circuit operation, consider the input and output of
the op amp follower to be grounded. In this condition. the
circuit would be an instrumentation amplifier with load
resistor Rs. A well controlled voltage would be established
across the resistor so that the current in that resistor
would be-Ac,/ Rs. This controlled current can be used by
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bootstrapping the entire amplifier on Jhe load voltage.
The voltage follower isolates the load from undesired
current.

inverting inputs of A, and A2 are common. This configuration produces no potential between the A and 8
inputs of the ·overall circuit. which means it can be
inserted in a current loop without adding any series
voltage drop.

INAtDtB

FIG.URE 7. Current Output can also be Achieved by
Floating the Common Return Point of an
Instrumentation Amplifier on the Load
Voltage.
Once signal voltage is converted to a current. another
common instrumentation amplifier application - supplying input to an A/ D converter - can be simplified.
· Often such converters accept only one input polarity. so a
precision rectifier might also be needed. But this rectification is straightforward. since the voltage drops of
rectifying diodes do not introduce signal current error
(see Figure 8). Rectification results when the polarity
change in ioswitches one diodeoff and the other on. This,
in turn, switches the current from one input of the op amp
to the other, reversing gain polarity in sync with io's
polarity.
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FIGURE 8. Conversion to a Unipolar Output Becomes
Simple with a Current Output Configuration.
Current-to-voltage conversion is. of course. another task
· in current-loop instrumentation. While a sensing resistor
can make this conversion. its voltage is not always
ground-referenced.
Common-mode voltage can be
removed with an instrumentation amplifier connected
across the sensing resistor.
Current can also be sensed without adding to the voltage
drops in a current loop. To accomplish this. the basic
three op amp circuit is again modified, this time with
current feedback (see Figure 9). Here. gain-setting resistor
Ru of Jhe basic structure has been shorted so that the

FIGURE 9. For Current Monitoring Without
Introducing a Voltage Drop an
Instrumentation Amplifier Structure.can be.
Adapted with Current Feedback.
The circuit monitors current by accepting it in one of the
R, resistors and returning it through the other. Current
conducted into terminal A will cause the output of A1 to
swing positive. This produces a current in R2Athat is
supplied to the inverting input of Ai. where it drives the
output of A2 negative. That negative voltage conducts the
terminal A input current through an R, input resistor.
Similarly. currents conducted out of terminal Aa produce
a negative voltage at the output of Aa and a positive
voltage at the output of A2. These opposite-polarity
voltages supply equal and opposite feedback currents to
the input terminals through the Ra resistors. At equilibrium, these feedback currents (supplied to the circuit
inputs) equal the signal current. (To supply these input
currents, the voltage between the outputs of A, and A2
outputs is common-mode voltage induced by any voltage
present where A and 8 arc connected. The difference
amplifier. A1. removes this voltage. producing a groundreferenced output voltage proportional only to the current
monitored and expressedby eo = -2i (Ra Re)/ R1.
Rererenoee:
I. J Graeme;G, Tobey:and L. Huelsman,"O~ratioru,/ Ampllflltr: Orsign and
Applirotlum•. McGraw-Hill.New York. NY. 1971.
2. J. Graeme: • Applica1ions of Operational Amplifiers: Third Generation
Trrhniqurs", MeGraw,Hill.1973.
J. J. GIIICmc.• IJrsfKnllffl111·/th
OprratiunalAmplif,rrs: Applkatiu,u Altrmatl,'f's•.
McGraw-Hill.19n.
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INSTRUMENTATION AMPLIFIER
SUITS WIDE RANGE OF CIRCUIT DESIGNS
The latest monolithicinstrumentationamplifiers([As)
ease the design of a variety of high-input-impedance
circuits.Data acquisition,overvoltage.
protection,current sensing, the driving of current loops, programmable gain amplification-all of these applicationscan
bendit from !As' improvedperformancespecifications.
Monolithic instrumentation amplifiers (IAs) have made
significant gains on their discrete counterparts in a
number of performance categories. A high speed, fastsettling monolithic IA like the INAU0, for example,
.proves useful in a wide variety of applications. It's easy
to design the external circuitry that helps the device
meet the stringent reliability requirements of industrial
environments, and the speed of the device suits it to
multiplexing in data acquisition systems. Other applicauons exemplify tlie versafility o1lhe new breed of
monolithic IAs.
Ovcrvoltagcs on the inputs of an instrumentation amplifier can occur in many industrial applications. Two
key concerns of a system designer whose products are
subject to input overvoltages are therefore reliability
and the maintenance of device accuracies. With the
addition of the appropriate compo~ents, the INAll0
will meet the requirements for reliability and negligible .
shifting in device parameters.
The simplified diagram of the INAll0 in Figure 1 can
help you to understand the basics of input overvoltage
protection. As you can see, D2 and D4 cannot conduct
for values of V1Nwithin the supply voltage raqge. D1

D,~ate

of Input FET;,,, D,

o.

~

""'-substrata
7

v,..

Diodes./
-Vo:.

FIGURE I. Internal circuitry provides current limitingfor the INAIIOas
long as the input voltage remains within the 1upply-voltage
range. To protect against overvoltagecondition&,you should
add external current limitingresistors(R,).

and DJ, however, can conduct, but the curren~ flowing
out of the device are internally limited. The external
current-limiting series resistor, Rs, is therefore unnecessary whenever the input voltage remains between
the supply voltages.
More design care is required whenever V1Nexceeds
either supply voltage. Notice than when Vu~is 0.6V
below -Vee, D2 and 04 conduct without an internal
current-limiting resistor. When V1Nis 4V above +Vee,
the reverse breakdown of all diodes may occur, and
there is no current limit provided for current through
D2 or D4, To protect the device properly, you should
externally limit input currents to less than lmA; that
is, Rs should be greater than
V1NIMAX! - Vee cw1N1
lmA
The offset voltage (Vos) and other input-referred parameters are directly related to the input FET's gates (D1
and D2), and these gates typically break down before
diodes 03 and 04 do, so the manufacturer devised the
following performance test to evaluate the shift in the
INAU0's parameters that occurs in response to overvoltage conditions. Sample units were driven at each
.input with lmA ACpk at 60Hz for 24 hours at room
temperature, after which guaranteed parameters from
the product data sheet were tested. The tests indicated no
significant shifts in those parameters, but to guarantee
that the device maintains accuracy under overvoltage
conditions of extended time or at elevated temperatures,
it's still good design practice to protect the input FET's
gates from breakdown. To do ~o, you add, along with
the properly selected series resistor, external low-leakage
clamp diodes, placed from each input to +vcc,
Building on these basic design techniques, you can go
beyond input protection and provide some form of
signal conditioning. Figure 2, for example, shows a
300Hz lowpass filter with 220VAC input protection. The
SOOkO,l / 8W resistors provide the required power dissipation at 200VACand limit input current into the device
to 700µA for a 350Vpk input voltage. You should use
metal-film resistors, because many other resistor types
exhibit excessivelow frequency noise, which may degrade
the circuit's performance.
The use of R1 and R2 without additional capacitors
would yield extremely poor common-mode rejection
(CMR), resulting from. unequal capacitances on the·
inputs. y OU
alleviate the mismatch in input capaci-

can
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FIGURE 2. Thia combination input filter and ovcrvoltagc-protcction
circuit employ, a 300Hz lowpu1 filter and providcainput

100

protectionfrom 220VAC.

tance through use of shuntingcapacitor CJ. You obtain
the desiredcutofffrequencyfrom the equation
I
f(-3dB) = ----21r2RaX (C, + £1)
2

=

=

where R2
Ra and C2 Ca. Input filtering also
improvesthe S/N ratio by reducingthe thermalnoiseof
Ra and R2, becausethe thermal noise (VN)is a function
of bandwidth:

=

VN v'4kTRX bandwidth
wherek is Boltzmann'sconstant,Tis the temperaturein
degreesKelvin,and R is the resistance.
Figurel's circuitassumesa cutofffrequencyof 300Hza cutofffrequencyusedin manytransducerapplications.
For practicalcomponenttolerancesof I%, CJ shouldbe
much larger than Caand C2to minimizethe differences
in the time ·constants RaC1and RiC2. C1 and C2 do
improvehigh-frequencyCMR, however,and theydiminish the familiar problem of•RFI rectification,so you
must make a tradeoffin the ratio of CJ to C1in order to
obtain optimumCMR at both low and highfrequencies.
Figure 3 shows CMR and common-modegain versus
frequency for worst-casemismatchesof values in the
circuit. You can further improvethe circuit's CMR by
addinga smalltrimmingresistorin serieswith R1and R2
to match time constantsR1C1and R2C2to one another.
The performanceof the FET-input monoliticIA in this
example compares favorably with the perfonnance a
premium bipolar IA could achieve. The bipolar IA
wouldintroducea SmVinput-referrederror, whichis the
product nf the input offset current (los, lOnA)an~ the
SOOkO
resistor;the input-referrederror of the FE: ••n~ut
IA would be only 12µV.You could add a Vostnmnung
resistor to the bipolar IA, but such a resistor will
typicallyintroduce a 3.3µV/~Coffset voltage per lmV
· trimmed. Consequently,the bipolar devicewill drift in
excess of 16µV/°C, compared with a maximum of
2µVJOCfor the FET-inputdevice.

ii

I

i

-15V

8

tOk
1k
Frequency(Hz)

100k

i

1
8

0
1M

FIGURE 3. ~ou can improvethe common-moderejectionfor wont-case
milm11.tches
or time comtDnUR1C1and RJC2In the Figure2
circuitby addlna a lllllllltrimmingmi1tor In aerieswith R,

and RI.

The error introduced by flicker noise _fromthe bias
currentsreactingwith the SOOkO
resistorin a bipolar IA
circuit will be the dominant noise source, whereasthe
FET-inputIA has negligiblecurrent noise-S to 10times
lower overall.los drift in a bipolar IA further degrades
performance,showingthe necessityof a FET-inputIA in
applicationsrequiringlarse input impedances.
The speed of the INAUOrenders the devicesuitable to
the type of highspeeddata acquisitionchannel~hownin
Figure4. Usinga multiplexerthat settlesto within0.01%
in less than lµs (such as an MPC800or MPC801),the
SHCS320to performthe sample/holdfunction,and the
INAIIO,you can achieve 12-bitacquisition!i~~ of ~µs
with gains of 10 and 100. The Sµs acqu1&1tion
time
translatesto a sample ratee of 200kHz,allowing12-bit
samplingof four audio channels.
The low-leveloutput sisnal of manytransducersrcq~
amplificationby a factor of 100for useful proccssmg.
For an industrial sensing application, a single INAUO
with a gain of 100can continuouslysample more than
150channels,maintaininga SOOHzbandwidt~for each
channeland providingthe necessaryamplificationof the
signals.The Voserror, a result of the interactionof the
input bias current and the multiplexer'son-resistance,is
negligible,because the input bias current stays at the
picoamperelevel.

A CONFIGURATION
FORPROGRAMMABLE
GAIN
In yet another application, Figure S shows the INAUO
coupledwith a PGA102programmable-gainamplifierto
produce a digitaliy controlled, fast settling, programmable-gainIA. You can program gains of 10, 100,and
1000with 0.01% settling times of 6µs, 6µs, and 12µs
respectively.
Gainrangingcan increasethe outputvoltage
(VoUT)
to within 20dB of full scale to the next stage.
Whenyou're multiplexingmany channelswith different
full-scalelevelsto the input of the IA, it's ~articularly
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Fast-settling

SHC5320

Mulllplexer

-15V

FIGURE 4. Youcan build a multichanneldata acquisitionsystemthat has gains of 10or 100,usingthe INAII0, the SHC5320to perform the sample/hold
function,andan MPC800or MPC801multiplexer.

PGAGain Select

FIGURE 5. You can build a digitally controlled, fast-settling.program•
mable-gainIA.whenusing the INAIIO111a front end for the
PGAI02programmable-gainamplifier.

FIGURE 6. Youcan use the common.modedrive on this high•gain,low•
noiseIA to improvethe circuit'sAC common--modc
rejection.

useful to be able to adjust the amplification -of each
signal in order to increase the dynamic range of the
circuit. The gain-ranging technique increases the dynamic
range of the circuit by as much as 40dB, thereby assuring
maximum input sensitivity.

circuit clllowsyou access to VcMfor this purpose. (Settlingtime considerations are important for this circuit; see
"The Limit of Resolution: Settling Time or Noise.;

Another application makes use of the common-mode
:voltage to cancel input noise injected into the circuit
through the input leads. Figure 6 shows an IA with gains
of 1000and 10,000and input-referred noise of 4n V/ v'Hi.
In this circuit, Vos is held below SOµV, and two lownoise OPA37op amps provide 40dB of differential gain.
The INAII0 performs differential-to-single-ended conversion fn gairis of 10 or 100, resulting in respective
circuit gains of 1000or 10,000.The minimum DC CMR is
108dB and typically exceeds 120dB. AC CMR is usually
a function of the parasitics associated with the input
lines. Because the bandwidth of the common-mode drive
point matches the signal bandwidth of SOOkHz, and
because the slew rate is above tlV/µs, an input shield or
guard driven by the common-mode signal (VcM)will
greatly improve AC CMR. The discrete design of this

An i1,1strumentation amp like the INAII0 serves in
current-sensing applications, where a small differential
voltage of interest (I X RsBNSB)
is superimposed upon a
large common-mode voltage. Figure 7 shows an IA with
a ±IOOV common-mode range and an input impedance
greater than 100kO. The circuit is well suited to receiving
a signal on a 4mA to 20mA current loop. If RsENsais
equal to 500 and the INAU0 is set for a gain of 100, you
obtain a full-scale output of I0V when a 20mA current
flows through RsaNsa.The wide common-mode range· of
the circuit accommodates the large voltage drops, which
can occur in the very long wires of a current loop.
The common-mode range of the circuit extends to
±IOOV when you divide down both input signals by a
factor of 10. The circuit also attenuates the differential

CURRENTSENSINGIN 4 TO 20mALOOPS
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+15V

Ra

R,
-15V

FIGURE 7. You divide down the Inputs to improvethe common-mode
·
rangeof this IA circuiLDoingso allowsyou to use the IA in
such applicationsas current sensingin a current loop, where
the signal is a smalldifferentialvoltageimprcssecl
upona large
common-modevoltage.

signal by 10,so
VOUT= I X RsBNSB
X IA gain

·10
Common-mode error results from mismatches in the
input attenuators, but you can trim these errors with the
SOOkOpotentiometer cQnnected between the attenuators
and common. RsBNsEalso creates a CMR error, which
you can canc~l by adding a resistor of equal value in
series with the IOOkOresistor in the positive input, or by
trimming the 500k0 potentiometer. To condition the
inputs, you can add input filtering at the inputs of the IA
using techniques similar to those described earlier.

'

IOUT=V1t1XGalnX(~+,\;)

louT

FIGURE8. Thisvoltage-to-current
converterusesthe INAI10,two resistor,,
and a current-boostingtramistor to providethe CW1Cllt
for a
20mAcurrent loop,

errors are divided down by the loop gain of 1,000.000.
The lkO resistor from the base to the emitter of the
current-boosting transistor forms a return path for current out of the reference and sense terminals when lour is
zero.
When R1and R2are equal to S0.250, you obtain a O to
20mAlour for a V1NX gain product within the range Oto
IV. The voltage at the Va&P
point may be between +tOV
and -IOV, which allows for .voltage drops along a
current loop.

CONVERTINGVOLTAGETO CURRENT

A LOOK INSIDE THE INA110

The current-loop mode of data transmission is very
popular in many harsh environments, where differential
inputs are required for common-mode rejection of noise
as well as for detection of small differential signal on top
of large common-m'ode signal. You can use
an IA as the
front end in the voltage-to-current converter that's
required in current-loop applications. Figure 8 shows
how you can build a co~plete differential voltage-input
and current-output circuit with only two precision resistors, a current-boosting transistor; and an IA. The IA
creates a voltage equal to V1NX gain between VsBNsE
and
VaeF, causing output current (loUT) to flow as determined by the equation
. ) • lOkRt
IoUT= (VIN X gam ~ 10k Rt

The INAllO is a variation of the .classic three-op-amp
instrumentation amplifier (Figure 9). Its FET inputs
make possible the useof a differential-input IA in many

10k0

+

10kn

where the IOkO is the input impedance of the reference
point. R2 cancels errors resulting from the voltage difference between Vau and the internal common-mode
voltage. R2 must therefore match Rt to maintain a high
output impedance. The current-boosting transistor inside
the feedback loop keeps the high power dissipation off
the chip and lowers the output current of the IA to the
rated level for guaranteed DC performance. The sense
point closes the feedback loop and allows you to put the
power-boosting function inside th~ feedback loop, where

Ref·

Input
to Ra Offset
for desiredgain. Adjuat

"Connect

+Vee -Voe

Output
Offset

Adjust

FIGURE9. The INAII0is a variationof the familiarthree-op-ampIA. The
devicefeaturesFET inputs and pin-strappablcpins.
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high-input-impedanceapplications, as previously described.The speedof this monolithicIA (Figure10)suits
it to fast data acquisitionwith multiplexedinputs, to use
in gain blocks with high gain-bandwidthproducts, and
to other applications requiring fast settling or a high
sain-bandwidth product. Pin-strappable gains increase
the device'sutility in a variety of applications.The IA is
,P~ compatiblewith the ADS24/624.
Cascodi?gof the input FETs results in maximuminr,ut
bias currents of SOpA,an input impedanceof 2 X 101 0,
and a·high-gainCMR greaterthan 106dB.Crosscoupling
of the input amps and careful thermal layout are additional. factors contributing to the INAU0's CMR and
DC error figures.These techniquescancelthermal feedback, keeping nonlinearity below 0.01% with a 2k0
load. The laser-trimmed thin-film resisitors help keep
gain error low with manygain figuresand impartsa level
of temperature tracking not achievable with standard
discretecomponents.

PIGURB 10.ThiaICOpophoto ahowatho largoafanakteprapomcof tho
INAJlOwith a pin of 100. Tho 11n raic ia 17V/pa.tho
bandwidth ia 470kHz, mid tho.pin-bandwidth product ia
47MHz.

The ability to compensate Vostemperature drift at the
wafer level allowsa FET design to achievebipolar level
drifts of below 2 + (S0/gain)µ.V/°C.Low noise design
and processing techn_!g_ues
achieve an input-referred
noise Qfonly lOnV/../Hi, which is the same noise level
you· would see in an IA that contains two low noise
OPA111sin the front end.
The high-speedcharacteristicsof the INAll0 stem from
the use of JFETs, rather than conventionallateralPNPs,
as high-speedlevelshifters.A feedbackschemeaffecting
both open-loop and closed-loop characteristics is responsiblefor the bandwidth'svaryin.Jo~ from 2.5MHz
to 470kHzas the gain variesfroin 1to 100.For gainsof 1,
10,and 100,the settlingtimes to 0.01%of a 20Vstep are
only Sp.s,3µs and 4µs, respectively.A slewrate of 17V/s
results in a full-powerresponseof 270k:Hz.

takesthe output to reach the desiredaccuracyin response
to an input change. Manufacturersspecifysettling time
as the time it takes the output to reach the desired
·accuracy,or error band, after an input-voltagestep. In
many applications,however,settlingtime is not the only
specificationof concern.
The reason? The industry-standard method for testing
settling time may not match the user's application. The
test uses a periodic waveformand averagesout noise by
averaging samples over many periods. This technique
givesa figure for the settling time that's independent of
the noiselevel.For applicationswithnonperiodicsignal.sfor example, when an instrument is looking at a single
event-you must also consider the output-noise level
whencomputingsettlingtimes.

CompareNolaeto ErrorBand
To determineif the output-noiselevelis a problem, you
should make ·a comparison of the error band to that
output-noiselevel. The peak output noise is equal to a
factor of three multiplied by the product of the input
noise, the gain, and the squ&l'Croot of the noise
bandwidth, where the noise bandwidth is the effective
bandwidth of the amplifier's input noise. For most
instrumentatio~amplifiers,the noise bandwidth closely
approximatesthe small signal bandwidth multipliedby
1.57.If the output-noise level is higher than the-error
band, then you must filter or averase the output to
reduce th~ noise bandwidth and achieve the desired
resolution. In a case such as this one, the required
filtering, and not the settling time of the amplifier,
determinesthe system speed. In Table I you will rmd
maximum noise bandwidths for various input-noise
levels,gains, and desired resolutionsfor a 20Vfull-scale
output.
The chart shows that for high gain or high resolution,
the input-referrednoise becomes the key concern for a
fast-settling amplifier. Although low noise is rare in
FET-input designs, the INAU0 ~cifies an inputreferred noise level of only 10nV/vHz, allowing 12-bit
resolution with gains to 100and settling times of 5µ.sor
less. For those applicationsrequiringeven lower noise,
you can use a discretedesignthat e~ploys bipolar input
OPA37s,like the one .describedearlier (see Figure 6).

TABLE1. Muimum Nobe Bandwidthwith Respectto Input Noise.Gain,
and Rcaolution.
INPU'!"-RBFIRR!D
NOISI
(nYlv'Ri)
-.
4
10
18
4
10
18

"

THE LIMIT OF RESOLUTION: SETTLING TIME
OR NOISE?

Key concernsin many analog applicationsare not only
how much resolution is possible, but also how Ions it

10
18

CWN
10
10
10
100
100
100
1k
1k
1k

IIIAXIIIUII
NOISIBAHDWIDTH
(HI)
HITS
12BIT8
1SBIT8
110G
17(3
8.8G
1.1(3
170M
66M
11M
1.7M
660k

400M
64M
26M
4.0M
840k
250k•
40k•
8.4k•
2.5k•

1.8M
260k
100k•
181(•
2.81(•
1.0k•
180k•

26•

. 10-

•An amplifier with a 0.01'11t
aottllng time of~ and a 0.001'11t
aottllngtime
of 10pswlll be llmltod by the time requiredto limit the nolaebandwidthto
tho valueehown.
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INSTRUMENTATION AMPLIFIERS
Versatile Dlfferentlal l~put Gain Blocks
Instrumentation amplifiers (IA), often referred to as
differentialamplifiersor data amplifiers,are closed-loop
gain blocks with differential inputs and an accurately
predictableinput to output relationship;They haveveryhigh input impedanceand common-moderejection.This
makes them ideal for accurately amplifying low level
signals in the presenceof large common-modevoltages,
such as from strain gauge bridges, thermocouples,and
other transducers. They can also be used to effectively
eliminateground-loop interference
NOT AN OP AMP

The instrumentation· amplifier differs fundamentally
from the operational amplifier. It is designedto be used
as a close<f-Joopgain block. The necessary feedback
networks are usually contained within the amplifier,
requiring only one external gain-setting resistor. The
gain, input and output impedances,frequencyresponse,
and other characteristics are specified for the closedloop, committed operation. Operational amplifiers, on
the other hand, are open-loop deviceswhoseclosed-loop
performancedepends·upon the external networks.
Some IA's have digitally programmable gain. in which
case, even the gain-settingresistors are contained within
the amplifier. The operation of IC instrumentation
amplifiers may require the user to supply one or two
"feedback" resistors in addition to the gain-setting
resistor. These user supplied resistors do not affect the
input impedance nor the common-mode rejection, as
they would in op amp circuits.
Ideally, the instrumentation amplifier responds only to
the differencebetweentwo input signalsand exhibits an
extremely-highinput impedance,both differentiallyand
common-mode. The output voltage is generally developed single-endedwith respect to ground and is equal to
the product of the amplifier gain and thF differential
input voltage;
Eo= As (E2 - E1)
Actual amplifiers will depart from these ideal characteristicsand can be modeledas in Figure I. As illustratedin
Figure 1, the output voltage has two components; one
component proportional.to the differentialinput voltage
E1d,and another proportional to the common-mode
input voltage Eicm, The constant Asis the differentialgain
(usually fixed by the external gain-setting resistor),.and
Acmrepresents the common-modegain of the amplifier.
This is more commonlyspecifiedin terms of the common-

mode rejection ratio, CMRR, which is the ratio of the
differentialgain to the common-mode gain.
The impedance Z1dis the differential input impedance,
and the common-mode input impedance is represented
by two equal components, Zm,, from each input to
ground. These finite input impedanceswill contribute an
effectivegain error due to loading the source impedance,
and will degrade the overall common-mode rejection of
t_heamplifier stage if the source resistances are un- _
balanced.
The nonzero output impedance Zo will also produce a
gain error whosevalue willdepend on the load resistance.

FIGURE I. Model of Instrumentation Amplifier
SINGLE OP AMP O"EN

INSUFFICIENT

A single op amp can be used to buil~ a differential ·
amplifier as shown in Figure 2, and is suitable in some ·
applications. However, if the application requires high
gain, high input impedance, high CMR, or easily selectable gain over a wide range; this simple approach will
probably be insufficient.
The differential input impedance of this simple differential amplifier is that of the input resistors which are ·
generallylow, particularly if high gain is required. Also,
even though the op amp used may have excellent CMR,
the finitematching of the resistors can degrade the overall
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the optimum frequency and offset voltage characteristics.
Since the output differential amplifier is buffered by A,
and A2, its feedback resistors Ro can be made low,
providing the optimum CMR with frequency and
minimum offset due to bias currents.
The three-op amp IA can have very-low equivalent input
offsets when A, and A2 have matched offset voltage and
offset voltage drift (IA's with drift as low as 0.25µV /°C
are available). The independent action of the gain-setting
resistor. allows gain ranges of I to I 000 with Jess than
0.001% gain nonlinearity while maintaining very-high
CM R over the entire gain range. Typically the unity-gain
CM Rat 60Hz with I kO source unbalance is 90d8 and at
a gain of IOOOit is l lOdB.
A limitation of the three-op amp IA is that the output
saturation level (Vo111)
of A1 and A2 impose a limit on the
common-mode range in addition to the input common.· mode range limit of the op amps;

CMR; 0.1% resistors with zero source impedance
unbalance may cause the overall CMR to be as low as
60dB, even if the op amp has infinite CMR.

FIGURE 2. Single Op-Amp Differential Amplifier.

WIDE-RANGEOF PERFORMANCEAVAILABLE
A common configuration ofan instrumentation amplifier .
consists of three op amps as shown in Figure 3a. The two
input op amps provide a differential gain of ( I +
(2R1/ Ro) and a common-mode gain of unity. The output
op amp A3 is a unity-gain differential amplifier. Resistors
R1 do not significantly affect the CMR nor the input
impedance and their value can, therefore, be chosen for

I Ei,ml
+I A.s(E2 -Ei)/2~1 Vosad
For typical IC op amps Vo111
is±J3 volts and the effective
common-mode range will only be±8 volts for applications
requiring ±10 volt outputs.
The circuit configuration of a unity-gain instrumentation
amplifier is shown in Figure 3b. This type provides input
impedance 50kO differential and common-mode, with a
typical small signal -3d8 frequency response of 1.2MHz.
Such performance is ideal in high speeddata acquisition
systems, where a fast transient signal riding on a commonmode signal must be accurately amplified.
The typcial characteristics of instrumentation amplifiers
can be found in Table I. The wide range of specifications
is the result of designs optimized for such parameters as
low cost, low drift, FET input, ultra-high CMR, or wide
bandwidth. In addition to the specifications of Table I.
most IA 's have input and output protection, and provisions for external adjustment of the offset voltages and
CM R for optimum performance.
TABLE I. Typical Characteristics ofl nstrumentation
Amplifiers.

+Vee

PARAMETER

SPECIFICATION

Range of Gain
Gain Nonlinearity
Input Impedance
Output Impedance
Common-Mode Rejection
Input Offset Voltage Drift
Input Blas Current
Full Power Bandwidth

1 to 1000
0.0011111
1010{}

o.om
90dB (Act= 11to 110dB (Act= 1000)
0.25µVl"C to 2µVl"C
±5mA

6.4kHz

OUT
•Vee

REF

lbl
FIGURE 3 (a). Typical Instrumentation Amplifier
(INAI0I).
(b). Low Cost, Unity-Gain Instrumentation
Amplifier (INAI05).
.

FET INPUT Z MAY BE LOWER THAN BIPOLAR
The effects of input capacitance must be considered when
specifying an IA. While the FET input provides very-high
input impedance at DC, the input capacitances will
typcially cause the input impedance above a relatively
low frequency to be no greater than, if not less than, that
of the bipolar input IA. The typical input impedances of
both bipolar and FET input amplifiers are shown in
_Figure4.
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the isolation amplifier in a noninverting configuration as
in Figure S, the input/ output characteristics are those of
a high-performance instrumentation amplifier; 10120
common-mode input impedance, 160d8 CMR over
3500V common-mode range, and easily selectable gains
from I to 1000 with a linearity of 0.05%.
·
A frequent mistake made when applying instrumentation
amplifiers is not providing a sufficiently low impedance
common return path for the input bias currents. These
input bias currents range in value from a few picoamperes
with FET input amplifiers to hundreds of nanoamperes
with bipolar amplifiers. Due to the total signal ground
isolation of isolation amplifiers, they do not require a
common return path for input bias currents. This and the
excellent common-mode input characteristics make
isolation amplifiers ideal for medical and control
applications where 220V common-mode signals are
common.
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VERSATILE GAIN

FIGURE 4. Input Impedance vs Frequency for Typical
Bipolar and FET Input Instrumentation
Amplifiers.

As stated earlier. instrumentation amplifiers generally
require only one external resistor to set the amplifier
gain, which makes applications requiring a wide range of
accurately selected gains a natural for instrumentation
amplifiers. A significant consideration in these applications is wiring capacitance across the gain-setting
resistor and from the gain-setting resistor terminals to
common. These capacitances can cause gain errors in the
amplifier at higher frequencies since they shu.._tthe gainsetting impedance at high frequencies. They can also
cause the ampli~er to oscillate if sufficiently large.
·

ISOLATION AMPLIFIERS PROVIDE TOTAL
SIGNAL GROUND ISOLATION

The isolation amplifier. while not an instrumentation
amplifier. can often be easily used as one. Burr-Brown
isolation amplifiers, for example, are operational amplifiers with the unique feature of total signal ground
isolation. This is accomplished by a high accuracy
modulation/ demodulation stage which isolates the input
from the output by 10120 in parallel with only 6pF of
coupling capacitance. By connecting the input stage of

While most instrumentation amplifiers are designed for
precision differential gain with as wide a bandwidth
possible for a given cost/performance trade-off, some
amplifier frequency responses can be tailored for particulttr applications. The circuit shown in Figure 6 illus-

(1)

·On

1+-

Ra

f(llz)

FIGURE S. Burr-Brown 3656 as a High Performance
Instrumentation Amplifier with a CMR of
160d8 over a 3.SkV Common-Mode Range.

~I

FIGURE 6. IC Instrumentation Amplifier as a
Differential Input High-Pass Filter.
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is approximately a linear function of 6;

trates this capability by using an IC instrumentation
amplifier to produce the high-pass function;

Ea==AdV { • if 6 ~ l

.Ad= I + (

/

40k0
)
Ro +_L ~
21Tl(i
The capacitor Co in Figure6 reduces the gain to I at DC,
and is effectively a -short for frequencies much greater
than I/ 21rC0Ro. The pole frequency fP is the amplifier's
origirial -3dB bandwidth for the mid-bank gain used.
WIDE OUTPUT OFFSET RANGE
Many modular IA's have separate output reference
terminals for adjustment of the output offset over the
entire output range of ±I0V. With most designs it is
necessary to use an active external reference to insure the
high CMR specified. A suitable active reference is shown
in Figure 7a.

FIGURE 8. Bridge Amplifier with One Active
Bridge Arm.
The primary sources of error in this application are the
input offset voltage, input bias currents, and the CM R.
For small variations in 6 the common-mode voltage will
not vary significantly, and the output error due to finite
CM R may be nulled along with the offset voltage.

+t5VDC

511n

IA's ELIMINATE GROUND LOOP INTERFERENCE

21lkn

Ground noise rejection is a problem which can be solved
with an instrumentation amplifier. In installations where
a large number of signal sources, amplifiers, and power
supplies are being used and are physically far apart, an
instrumentation amplifier with its differential inputs can
provide better ground noise rejection than a single-ended
amplifier.

5kn
-t5VDC

+t5VDC

By making the signal connections as shown in Figure 9
the ground noise at the output will be minimized. The
basic problem with the single-ended approach of Figure
9a is that ground currents between the signal source and
amplifier will cause a small voltage drop that is in series
with the signal source. This ground drop is then amplified
by the gain of the amplifier. If an IA is connected as
shown in Figure 9b, this ground drop will appear as only
·a common-mode signal and, therefore, be rejected.

IOOlm

-t5VDC

WIDE APPLICATION IN INDUSTRIAL CONTROL

FIGURE 7 (a). Active Output Offset Adjustment for
Modular Instrumentation Amplifiers.
(b). Output Offset Adjustment of IA which
is Gain Independent.

,_q,

Some IC instrumentation amplifiers permit output offset
adjustment without loss of CMR. Such a circuit is shown
in Figure 7b, and has the added advantage of an output
offset adjustment independent of~BRIDGE AMPLIFIER

Probably the most common application of instrumentation amplifiers is in bridge circuits such as the one shown
in Figure 8. The output in this case is;
Eo=7

~v(I +6/2
6

Instrumentation amplifiers can be very useful in industrial
control systems where long input leads are generally . .,,"-.
necessary resulting in the ground drop problems discusseq_"..
above and also, where the signal source is inherently a ,,_~
differential one. An example of differential signal source
is shown in Figure 10, where two thermocouples are used
to measure a differential temperature.
In this example the thermocouples are connected series
opposing, resulting in a differential signal, with both
leads being the same .type of metal. This connection
reduces the undesired thermocouple potentials formed
by the connection of the amplifier inputs to the thermocouple leads to only a common-mode signal. The
common-mode signals due to the ambient temperature,
parasitic thermocouples, and ground drops can easily be
many times the small differential signal (typically on the
order of millivolts) and the high CMR of the IA is
necessary.

)

where~ is the amplifier gain, Vis the bridge voltage, and
6 is the mismatch in the active arm. For small 6 the output
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FIGURE 9 (a). Single-Ended Signal Connection.
(b). Differential Signal Connection using Instrumentation Amplifier.
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FIGURE 10. Differe~tial Temperature Measurement with Two Thermocouples formed by Metals Ma and Mb.
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GUARD DRIVE REDUCES EFFECTS OF INPUT
CABLE CAPACITANCE
While the shield on long inputs, if properly used, can
significantly reduce the noise picked up, the resulting
high input capacitance may adversely affect the overall
CMR. Tire common-mode input capacitance C1cmin
conjunction with a source impedance unbalance Ru
causes a limit on the CM R obtained;

I

CMR(f) E; 20 log 27rf RuCicm
Suppose a source impedance unbalance of I kO is driving
a one-hundred foot cable with a capacitance of l .SnF
· between each input and the shield; the effective CM R at
60Hz would then be less than 64d8, even if the amplifier
itself had infinite CM R.
This problem can be overcome by driving the shield with
a voltage equal to the common~mode voltage, thereby
reducing the common-mode swing on the cable capacitance to zero. Some modular IA 's provide a "guard

a

drive" for this purpose, or voltage which tracks the
common-mode voltage can generally be sensed at the
middle of the gain-setting resistor when a guard drive is
not supplied.
Figure 11 illustrates a simple method of generating a
guard drive. Note that in this example the output of the
guard drive amplifier is offset from the common-mode
voltage by about ±IV DC, depending on the A, type used.
However, this offset does not impair the effectiveness of
the guard drive to remove the common-mode swing
between the shield and the inputs.
The resistor divider between the gain-setting terminals
does affect the gain of the instrumentation amplifier,
however. For the circuit in Figure 11the only effect is to
modify the gain equation by the addition of a one; I +
(40k0 / Ro) versus (40k0/ Ro).

FIGURE I I. Active Guard Drive Sensed at the Middle of Gain-setting Resistance.
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MONOLITHIC DIFFERENCE AMP EASES THE DESIGN
OF A VARIETY OF CIRCUITS
The general-purposeINA105 monolithic differenceamplifiercan replacediscreteop amps
and resistorsin a varietyof circuits.Becausethe
parts four resistors are closely matched, the
chip offers better performance than that of
discreteor hybrid componentimplementations.
You can use the INAIOSprecision difference amplifier to
replace discrete op amps and 'resistors or a hybrid op
amp/resistor network in a number of analog circuits,
such as reference-voltage generators, instrumentation
amplifiers, summing amplifiers, current sources, and
+15V
2
6

REFt0

+1oyout

2:

-t0VOut

I
I

I

I

4

1 •
I

absolute-value buffers. Like all monolithic circuits, the
difference amplifier uses less PC board real estate and
delivc;rsbetter temperature performance than do discret~
component implementations. The INAI05 offers an extra
advantage, however: the part's four resistors are closely
matched, so you don't need to perform resistor matching.
One application for"the monolithic difference amplifier
is that of a reference-voltage generator in a unity-gain
inverting amplifier. To obtain a precision ±l0V reference,
you connect the INA105 with a REFl0 (zener-based)
voltage reference, as shown in Figure la. In this instance,
the INA105's offset and low-gain temperature drift add
only about 2ppm/°C to the reference's temperature drift.
To obtain a ±5V reference, connect the INA105 to
REFIO as shown in Figure I b. This configuration lets
you operate a zener-based reference from dual supplies
whose voltages are lower than the zener voltage. You
can, for example, take advantage of the performance of
~ I0V zener reference when using ±9V power supplies.
By combining state-of-the-art op amps with the INA105,
you can design a high-performance instrumentation
amplifier (Figure 2). Resistors R1 and R2 set the gain of
the instrumentation amplifier according to the transfer
function.

(a)

These resisto·rsdetermine gain only, and you can achieve
a high common-mode rejection ratio (CMRR) without
precise resistor matching. The difference amplifier's operating errors are effectively divided by the gain of the

2

INA105

2

,-----

--,

I
I

REFt0

E,
-In

+SVOut

I

I

L---,
.,__..,.,.,,.,,...• ...5_...,.

INA105
r------------,

___

5

0-SV Out

4

Eo

Output

Ea
+In
(b)

NOTE:Eo= (1 + 2Ra/R,)(Ea- E,)
FIGURE I. To develop precise reference-voltagegenerators, simply configure the INAIOSas a unity-gaininvertingamplifier. In the ±IOVreference
circuit (a), the INAIOS'slow gain- and offset-temperaturedrifts add only
about 2ppm/"C to the reference temperatwe drift. In the ±SV reference
circuit (b), you can operate the REFIOfrom supply voltagesthat arc lower
than the zcncr voltage.

FIGURE 2. Youcan design a high-performanceinstrumentation amplifier
by combining state-of-the-an op amps with the INAIOS.To realize lownoise performance in applications in which source impedance exc:ccds
IOkn, you should employ FET-typc op amps in the input stages.
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input amplifiers. The instrumentation amplifier's overall
performance is limited only by ~he input amplifiers.
In low-source-impedance applications, you can improve
the instrumentation amplifier's noise, offset, and temper, ature-drift performance by using OPA37 bipolar op
amps for the input stages. At source-impedance levels
above approximately I0kO, the bias-current noise of an
OPA37 reacts with. the input impedance and begins to
dominat~ the noise performance of the instrumentation
amplifier. To realize low-noise performance in these
applications, you should use OPAlll FET-type op amps
in the input stages. Table I illustrates the performance of
Figure 2's instrumentation amplifier when it's set for a
gain of 100. To construct an electrometer-grade instrumentation amplifier, use the OPAl28 for a 75fA bias
current.
Further, if you drive the noninverting input resistors in
parallel and ground one of the inverting input resistors,
you'll have a precision gain-of-2 amplifier (Figure 3a).
Here,the INA105's resistors establish the circuit's 0.01%
gain accuracy. More important than gain accuracy,
however, is the gain temperature drift of 2ppm/°C that
TABLE I. Instrumentation Amplifier Performance.

R,
A1,Aa
OPA37A
OPA111B
OPA128LM

Ra

Gain

CMRR

(Cl)

(kn)

(VN)

(dB)

lg

50.5
202
202

2.5
10
10

100
100
100

128
110

40nA
1pA

,o

118

75fA

38

Nolu(1kHz)
(nV/JRi)
4

results from the difference resist~rs• careful TCR (temperature coefficient of resistance) tracking.
You can use this preci!iion gain block to extend the input
common-mode range of an instrumentation amplifier
without degrading either its gain accuracy or its gain
drift versus temperature. For example, in Figure 3b, this
gain-block technique extends the INA102 instrumentation
amplifier's common-mode range from 5 to 7.5V. In
contrast, in a conventional instrumentation amplifier,
the drive voltage necessary to develop IOVat the output
of difference amplifier IC1 limits the inpufs commonmode range. Adding gain improves the circuit's commonmode range because the instrumentation amplifier's
output no longer has to develop IOV.
If you apply signals separately to the noninverting input
resistors of an INAI05, the gain-of-2 block in Figure 3a
becomes a precision summing amplifier. To obtain a
summing amplifier with gain, simply add a pair of
external resistors (Figure 4). The inputs are summed at a
gain proportional to the ratio of the external feedback
resistors. The internal difference resistors set the summation accuracy (0.0 I%), while the ratio accuracy of
external resistors R1and R2determines the gain accuracy.
Offset error will be equal to one-half of the INA105
output offset, times the gain, which is determined by the
external resistors.
The INA105 can also serve as a voltage-controlled

NOTES:Eo= 2EI
Gain Error =0.01,i.max
Gain Drift = 2ppm./OC
(8)
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FIGURE 3. To develop a precision gain 1ock, simply configure the INAl05 as 11gain-of-2 amplifier (11). By combining this gain block with an INA102
instrumentation amplifier (b), you can inc1.:asethe INAl02's common-mode-voltagerange by 50%,
·
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NOTE: Es:: (AJA,+ 1) ((E, + Es)/2)

FIGURE 4. To developa precisionsummingamplifierwith gain, connecta
pair or external resistors(R1 and R2) to the INAIOSand drive the INAIOS's
noninvcrtinginputs independently.

current source, as shown in Figure 5; which depicts an
enhanced version of the Howland current pump. The
INAIOS's differentiaJ input capability makes the current
source versatile. By grounding either input and driving
the other, you can source or sink cu~nt from either
polarity of input voltage. If you drive both inputs
simultaneously, the circuit will develop an output current
proportionaJ to the input voltage differentiaJ.
The classicaJ Howland current pump was diffic;ult to
implement because it required closely matched resistors
and very accurate TCR tracking. The INAI0S, however,
will let you implement the current pump easily; you
simply add two external resistors. You still have to
match the externaJ resistors, of course, but "you won't
have to match them exactly. Because these external
resistors work in conjunction with the INAI0S's 25kn
resistors, the matching requirement is modified by the
ratio of externaJ to intemaJ resistance (Figure 5).
For externaJ resistance vaJues of 1000 or less, 1%
accuracy is adequate. Above IO0O, you should trim the
resistor connected to pin 5 to maintain high CMRR,
thereby keeping the current source's output impedance
high. You can approximate this output impedance by
using the following expression:
Zo R'(I0CMRR/2°)

=

where R' equals the paraJlel combination of R and 25kn,
and CMRR is the common-mode rejection ratio of the
INA105.
CURRENT TRANSMITTER SINKS AND SOURCES
CURRENT

Because of its 20mA output-current rating, the INAI05
is aJso suitable for use as a 4-20mA current transmitter,
as Figure 6a shows. ·The transmitter circuit converts a 0
to I0V input to a 4-20mA output. The OPA27 is
configured as an inverting attenuator. It combines the
lOVreference and the 0 to I0V input to develop a -0.2 to

NOTE: lo :: (E, - Es)(1/25k+ 1/R)

FIGURE S. To source or sink current from either polarity ofinput voltage,
you can employ the INAIOSin this enhanced version or the Howland
current pump·.

-IV signal range at the inverting input of the INAI0S.
By limiting the current pump's input to IV-and therefore, limiting the voltage across the 50.1n resistors to
IV-you ~an obtain output compliance of greater than
9V when the current transmitter is driving a grounded
load. Unlike open-collector or open-drain designs, this
current transmitter can both sink and source current.
To provide both buffering and gain for the current
transmitter, you can add a pair of op amps at the
transmitter's input (Figure 6b). As was the case with the
instrumentation amplifier, the choice of bipolar or FET
op amps depends on your application. When you use
OPA27s on the input, this circuit will provide low-noise
amplification, high common-mode rejection, and current
transmission capability for direct thermocouple inputs.
For applications requiring high-level current-output capability, you can add an npn transistor at the output of the
INA105, as in Figure 6b.
When you implement the current pump, be sure to keep
your external resistance values as low as possible. Large
external resistances (greater than 2500) can decrease
your circuit's CMRR, because even though the INA105's
R;/R, to R./R1 ratio is trimmed to 20ppm, the absolute
match of the two sides (R2/ Rt, for example) is only about
1%. If you add two perfectly matched _2500 extemaJ
resistors, the resulting mismatch could be as much as
0.01%, lowering the CMRR to 86dB.
In addition, as the value of the cxternaJ resistors increases,
TCR-tracking · performance will suffer. If the extemaJ
resistors' TCR is 100ppm/°C, values exceeding about
soon will degrade the circuit's CMRR (and therefore its
output impedance) over temperature. You can solve this _
temperature problem by adding an amplifier to tke
output of the INAIOS in your current-transmitter circuit
(Figure 6c). The op amp will buffer the reference pin of
the difference amplifier, eliminating any need for resistor
matching.
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FIGURE 6. To designa 4-20mA current-transmittercircuit, usc an OPA27to sum the referenceand usc Oto I0Vsignal inputs to developa -0.2 to -IV signal
range at the input of the INAI0S(a). To provide both bufferingand gain, add a pair of op amps at the input (b). To compensatefor temperature problems, add
an amplifierto buffer the INAI0S'sreferencepin (c).

Figure 7 illustrates a current-receiver circuit that has
compliance to either power-supply rail. When you put a
1000 sense resistor between the INAIOS and the supply
rail, the circuit's transfer function is Eo lOOir,for Eo in
volts and l1 in amps. Adding another 1000 resistor
pres;rves the input resistance match of the INAIOS and
maintains high CMRR.Because 1000 is small compared
to the 2Sk0 resistors in the difference amp, a I% tolerance for the 1000 resistors is sufficient to maintain an
86dBCMRR.

=

The 1000 sense resistor in series with pin 2 lowers the
amplifier's gain by about 0.4%, ~nd the SOkO input
impedance at pin 3 shunts the 1000 sense resistor and
reduces its effective resistance by 0.2%. The 1%tolerance
of the 1000 sense resistor could make the current
receiver's gain error as high as 1.6%. Although 1.6% gain
error is adequate for many applications, you can improve
the gain accuracy to 0.05% by using 100.60 resistors with
0.02% tolerance.
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When the circuit's input signals are positive, D1 is reverse
biased, and the circuit functions as a unity-gain buffer
(Figure 8c). IC, forces current through D2 to establish a
voltage at IC2's input. This voltage, in turn, makes the
voltage at IC, 's inverting input equal to the voltage at
IC, 's noninverting input. Because no current flows into
the inputs of either IC, or IC2, the voltage drop across
both R1 and R2 is zero, and the voltage at the output of
IC2 equals that at the input of IC,.
In an application in which you must use digital signals to
control analog circuits, you can use the unity-gain buffer
as an amplifier with a digitally controlled gain of + 1
(Figure 9). The DG 188 analog switch acts under logic
control to connect the INAIOS's noninverting input to
either the input signal or ground.
For a logical-zero control signal, the noninverting input
·is connected directly to ground, and.the circuit functions
as a conventional unity-gain inverter. For a logical-one
control signal, the INAI0S's noninverting input is connected to the input signal. Because the voltage across the
amplifier's inputs is zero, no current flows through the
input resistors, and the amplifier acts as a unity-gain
buffer.
Errors contributed by the analog switch (a function of
the on/ off resistance ratio) are less than 0.0 I% in this
example. The DG 188 toggles in less than IS0ns, so the
circuit's settling time (to 0.01%) is less than Sµ.s.

2,-----:------:s
1

________
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.--- - -- --·----- _ _,

I
I

FIGURE 7. This current-receiverc:in:uitoffen complillllceto either power•
supply rail. The second 1000 resistor (R2) prcservcs the input-resistance
match of the INAI0S,maintaininghigh CMRR.

DESIGN AN ABSOLUTE-VALUE BUFFER
The monolithic difference amplifier is also useful in
absolute-value signal processing. By connecting a few
components to the INAIOS, you can configure the
difference amplifier as a precision absolute-value buffer
(Figure 8a). The OPAlll provides FET-type input characteristics. Because rectificati9n diodes D, and D2 are
within the input amplifier's feedback loop, the amplifier's
open-loop gain corrects for the diodes' forward-voltage
drop. The buffer circuit's overall accuracy equals that of
the INAI0S-0.01%.
When it has negative input signals, the circuit functions
as a unity-gain inverter (Figure 8b). D2 is reverse biased,
and IC, pulls current through D1 to equalize the voltage
levels at the inverting and noninverting inputs. Because
R, equals R2, IC2 simply acts as a precision unity-gain
inverter, and Eo equals -E,.

SOME DIFFERENCE-AMPLIFIER BASICS

In basic terms, a difference amplifier, such as the INAIOS
from Burr-Brown (Figure 10), is the combination of a
unity-gain inverting amplifier and a gain-of-2 noninverting amplifier with a I/ 2 resistor divider on that
input. Therefore,
·
Eo=-Eu

+E12

2r------------------,s
I

10pF

Rt

I

3:
11
I

Ra
2kCl

.>- ..... 6~----o
I

Eo

I
I

L----------------...1
INA105

(a)

Ei
Negative
Ei
Positive
(b)

(c)

FIGURE 8. Byconnectinga fewcomponentsto the INAl0S,you can configurethe differenceamplifieras a precisionabsolute-valuebuffer. The OPAIII in the
buffer cin:uit (a) provides FET-typc input characteristics.When the input signalsare negative,the cin:uit functions as a unity-gain invcning buffer (b). When
the input signalsarc positive,the circuit functions as a.unity-gainbuffer (e).
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FIGURE II. You can adjust the INAIOS'soffset by using the circuit
shown here.
AG URE 9. To control 1U1alog
circuitswithdigitalsignals,you canconfigure
this unity-gainbuffer as an amplifierwith a digitallycontrolled gain of± I.
In this figure, the DO188analog switch acts under logiccontrol to connect
the INAIOS's
noninvertinginput to either the input signal or ground.
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Gain Error = 0.005'4
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FIGURE 10. A differenceamplifier such as the INAI0Sincludes a unitygain inverter,a gain-of-2amplifier,and a pair of resistordividers.

where En is the inverting input's voltage and E12is the
noninverting input's voltage. If the signals at the inputs
are equal, the signal at the output 1szero. The difference
amplifier responds to the difference between the signals
at its inputs and rejects the common-mode signal.
The common-mode signal is the signal that appears on
both inputs:
Vo= (R1 tR2)(R31¥

~)

V2-

~t

V1

The INAI0S's IOOdBCMRR results from the 0.002%
match of the R../ RJ ratio to the .R,/ R2 ratio. Because the
resistors'TCR tracking is better than 2ppm/°C, the part
maintains an 86d8 min CMRR at +85°C.
When you're applying a difference amplifier, it's important to preserve the critical resistor matching. Any
source impedance adds directly to the input-resistance
values (at R1 and RJ). Likewise, any wiring resistance
adds directly to the precision-difference resistance at any
of the resistors. A resistance of 5.00 will degrade the
CMRR to 80d8.
Because the resistors in the amplifier are carefully
matched to preserve the R2/R1 = ~/RJ relationship,
you should connect the INAIOS as shown; don't inter-

change pins I and 3 or 2 and 5. If you were to switch RJ
and R4, for example, the device would still be a difference
amplifier, but its performance would suffer. If you were
to switch pins I and 3, the ratio accuracies might be only
0.01% instead of 0.002%, and the circuit would experience
increased temperature drift and thermal-feedback errors,
in addition to CMRR problems.
Further, if you use the reference pin to trim the voltage
offset, you must maintain the resistor ratios, thus preserving CMRR. and gain accuracy. To maintain the
resistor ratios, you can add a 100 resistor in series with
both the reference and noninverting-input pins, as shown
in Figure II. To realize 300µV of offset adjustment, you
can drive the offset point through a 499kO resistor from
the potentiometer.
The input common-mode range of a difference amplifier
extends to the power-supply rails and beyond. To sense a
~ransmitted current signal (such as a 4-20mA signal) at
one of the power-supply rails, put the currrent-sense
resistor at the power-supply rail; this setup will let you
take maximum advantage of the current transmitter's
compliance. Unlike a conventional instrumentation
amplifier-which can't function when its inputs are close
to the power-supply rail, and thus requires you to restrict
the common-mode range of the signal-a difference
amplifier lets a sense resistor monitor the signal directly
at the rail without your having to restrict common-mode
range.
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TAME TRANSDUCER BRIDGE ERRORS
WITH OP-AMP FEEDBACK CONTROL
Designinghigh-performancebridge-monitoringcircuitrycan provedifficult.
You can ease the problemsl_gnlflcantly,
though,by usingop amps.
You can simplify the design of transducer bridges by
using op amps to linearize bridge response and reduce
drift sensitivity. Such bridges pose a demanding instrumentation challenge because of their low-level output ·
signals and inherent nonlinearity; accurately monitoring
their output calls for an amplifier with input offset
voltage that exhibits very low thermal drift. This article
illustrates network designs using both voltage and current bridge-biasing techniques and demonstrates how
feedback control can ease the task of designing highperformance monitoring circuitry.
Instrumentation amplifiers usually serve in the classical
forms of such monitoring circuits. In a typical configuration (Figure 1), the amplifier develops an output given
by
(A)(V)(4~/R)

Eo = 4(1 + AR/2R)

. AVos,

(1)

where AR and Vos equal transducer variation and
amplifier input offset voltage, respectively.
Because AR appears in both the numerator and denominator of the first term, this circuit develops a nonlinear
output response. Keeping AR small-so that its effect in
the denominator is negligible-minimizes nonlinearity
error. Unfortunately, reducing AR in this manner also
reduces the output signal level, making the Vos term's
error contribution more significant.
Although you can null out initial offset· voltage, its
thermally-induced drift introduces errors. Vos drift is
typically a primary accuracy limitation, and as Equation
1 illustrates, the ins.trumentation-amplifier-monitoring
circuit is· particularly sensitive to offset-voltage drift.

Specifically,Vos is multiplied by the full amplifier gain A;
the VAR/ R transducer-deviation signal is only amplified
by A/4.
You,can, however, reduce (or even eliminate) nonlinearity and drift errors. For example, if you bias the bridge
with a current source I, network output response becomes
A(l)AR
Eo
4(l + AR/ 4R)
AVos.
(2)
Now the AR term in the denominator is divided by 4R,
instead of 2R as in the voltage-bias scheme. The result: a
2:1 reduction in nonlinearity error.
A dual-transducer bridge allows you to realize· the full
benefit of such current biasing. With the second transducer replacing the grounded element of the opposite
bridge leg, output response becomes
A
Eo
IAR - AVos.
(3)

=

=2

In addition to doubling signal gain, the dual-transducer
configuration develops a linear response.
Unfortunately, reference-current sources suitable for this
approach are not as readily available as their voltage .
counterparts. You could, of course, start with a voltage
reference and build a current source, but op amp control
(Figure 2) offers a more direct solution.

Eo
V

Eo

FIGURE 2. Reduce output nonlinearity by adding op amp feedback
control to producea constant-currentbridgebins.
FIGURE I. Undesirablenonlinearityand drift sensitivityresult whenyou
use an instrumentationamplifierfor bridge monitoring.

As shown, the op amp drives the bridge in a constant-
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current mode. Resistor Rssenses bridge current, and the
voltage developed across it gets compared with a
reference voltage V. Feedback equalizes these voltages
and improves response linearity by maintaining a constant current in the bridge.
In this circuit, errors introd,uced by the op amp are
negligible. So long as you maintain V's value at a few
volts, any error-current contribution from the op amp to
bridge bias current I has secondary importance.
Similarly, adding op amp input bias current to I rarely
affects the design significantly.
However, one potential problem does exist. If the op
amp isn't close to the bridge, stray wiring capacitance
from its inverting input to ground can cause oscillation.
Adding capacitance from the op amp's inverting input to
its output overcomes this problem.
You can also achieve linearity correction by letting
bridge bias vary with the signal. Examine the signal term
of Figure 1's response equation:
V (AR/R) .
l + AR/2R '
note that if Vis proportional to l+(AR/2R), cancelling
terms appear in both the numerator and denominator.
The result is a linear response.
A signal proportional to AR is available at the instrumentation amplifier's output. After scaling·,you can feed
this signal back through an op amp to modulate bridge
bias (Figure 3).

Unfortunately, you can't achieve perfect gain setting;
however, adjusting op amp gain to within0.J% of-2/ A
produces a 1000:1 reduction in the response's inherent
nonlinearity. Residual nonlinearity then equals that of
the nonideal transducer.
Once again, it's easy to minimize op amp-induced error
contributions. The INA104's output offset voltage generates a bridge-bias error voltage equal to [l + (2/A)] Vos.
So long as any drift of this error voltage is small in
comparison to V, the resulting network error not removable by calibration is also small. You can control error
arising from op amp input bias current by merely
limiting the value of Rp.
Frequency stability is a greater concern because there are
now two amplifiers in the feedback loop; unless one
dominates the composite-loop frequency response, oscillation can result. You can ensure the presence of a
dominant pole by shunting the op amp feedback resistor
with a capacitor.
Another way to achieve error correction is via feedback
modulation of a bias current (Figure 4). As in Figure 2's
V
Rs

V

Eo

Eo
FIOURE 4. You can also use current feedback to provide nonlinearity
correction.The feedbackresistancedetermineslinearizationaccunicy.

design, an op amp forces a constant current to flow in a
bias resistor (Rs). Adding a signal derived from the
instrumentation amplifier output develops a network
output equalto

Eo =
FIGURE 3. To cancel bridge nonlinearity,utilize feedbackmodulation of
the bridgebiasvoltage.

In the Figure 3 design, the op amp controls the voltage at
the point of the bridge that's normally grounded. This
addition yields a circuit response given by
Eo=

A (VAR)
R -AVos.

4

(4)

In this expression, if the op amp circuitry has a gain of
-2/ A (where A equals instrumentation amplifier gain),
nonlinearity cancellation is complete.

z

(VtR)-AVos.

(5)

Feedback resistance (equal to the product of bridge
resistance R and amplifier gain A) determines lineariza•
lion accuracy.
This circuit must have a positive gain polarity to achieve
the correct feedback-current phase. Figure 5 shows how
to arrange the feedback for applications requiring a
negative gain polarity. Here, the feedback drives the
current-forcing op amp. An increase in transducer
resistance causes Eo to swing negative and drive the op
amp in the. same direction. This action increases the
voltage drop across Rs, increasing bridge ·current and
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V

through the transducer element in A1's ~egative-feedback
path. This current flow develops a voltage at A1's output
that drives a current through the bridge element in Aa's
positive-feedback path.
If the bridge is b!llanced (AR = 0), this current equals
that flowing through the lower R, element, and I = 0~
Any bridge imbalance alters R2's current; I no longer
equals zero, and the output becomes

Re
(n-1)R,

Eo = A

Eo

2

FIGURE 5. For negative-gainpolarity applications,op amp feedback
drivesthe current-settingamplifier.

producing the following circuit response:

Eo = - 4A (VAR)
Rs -AVos,

'

(6)

The circuits just discussed allow you to cope with nonlinearity. But what about the oth~r major source of
bridge-instrumentation error, thermal drift? In all the
foregoing circuit designs, the amplifier's input-offsetvoltage thermal drift gets amplified four times as much
as the transducer-deviation signal, thanks to the bridge's
voltage-divider effects..
You can reduce these effects by applying op amp feedback control to the bridge. And you can use that
technique without sacrificing response linearity. For
example, using two op amps places all bridge elements
under either fixed bias or feedback control (Figu~ 6).

(VAR)
R2 - AVos1+ VoS2,

(7)

where A= 2Ro/ R,.
This is a very desirable response, for now the transducerdeviation ·signal VAR/Ri gets amplified by A/2-a 2:1
drop in relative sensitivity to V0s1 and its drift. A new
offsetterm shows up in Equation 7, but it's not amplified.
In addition, network response is linear.
·
The alternative configuration shown in Figure 7 offers
some of the benefits afforded by the Figure_6 network.
The amplified functions are quite simOar, in fact. A21 a
current-to-voltage converter, establishes a virtual ground
at one bridge node. At the opposite node, Aa establishes
a zero voltage and develops a constant-current supply
for the transducer.

V

NOTE:
A,, Aa: 1/2 OPA2111
V

FIGURE7. Linearbridgeresponseis also achievableif you use invertingonly·amplifiers.In some cases, you can also produce low drift using
matchedop amps.

Eo

Any transducer variation therefore genera~es a signal
voltage at A, 's output, which in tum develops a signal
current for A2. At the network output,

A,.a: 1/2 OPA2111

Eo =
FIGURE 6. Halve sensitivityto amplifier offset and drift by applying
feedbackcontrol. The scheme(U.S. patent 4,229,692)also avoids nonlinearityin bridgeresponse.

The virtual ground at A2's inverting input sets the
voltage drop across the lower R, equal to V. And A,'s
feedback translates this virtual ground to the upper R,
bridge eleDJ,entso that both have an impressed voltage
level equ~ to V.

A(VAR)
R + A (V0S2-

2

+ Vo52,

Vos1)

(8)

=

where A 2Ro/ R. This response illustrates the signalgain/ offset-gain improvement.
In certain applications, you can even realize highperformance bridge monitoring using only one op BDlP
(Figure 8). Here, the network provides a linear respoqse
and retains a favorable sensitivity to amplifier offset aJJd
drift. The op amp's virtual ground rem,oves output offset
by forcing one of the bridge outputs to zero, producing
the following zero-based signal:

Constant currents (equal to V/R1) thus flow in both R,
resistors, with the current in th~ upper R1 also flowing

Eo= - VAR
2R
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+ ( 1 + AR)
2R

Vos.

(9)

V

Eo

Unfortunately, this circuit provides no amplification and
doesn't accommodate heavy loading. Output resistance
equals R/ 2, and heavy loading significantly attenuates
the output signal. But these limitations present no problems if you're interfacing with a data-acquisition system
that has its own input amplifier or where bridge output
signal is sufficiently large to directly drive an A/ D
converter.

FIGURE 8. A singleop amp achieveslinear,low-driftpcrfonnanceif your
desisncan tolerate 11nonamplificdsignalfrom an unbufferedoutput.
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VOLTAGE GAIN IS JUST ONE OF THE "'ANY USES
FOR. INSTRUMENTATION AMPS
When comparedwith the highly versatileop amp, instrumentation amplifiers may appear rather typecast. Yet
they can play more imaginativeroles.

e, + (R,/Ro) (e, - ea) = e, (out)

e,
10k0

The traditional th·ree-op-amp instrumentation amplifier
is known for one trick: voltage gain: Yet it actually has
quite a range of talents. By virtue of its independent
feedback networks, the three-part configuration readily
lends itself to a number of applications that <Jiscourage
the use of individually packaged op amps.
Standard families of the device manage tasks such as
summing multiple-amplifier outputs or deriving an inputguard drive signal. Other operations, like external common-mode rejection trim, current (rather th·an voltage)
monitoring, and conversion from voltage to current all
require only a small amount of external circuitry.
The functional range of a given instrumentation amplifier
IC depends upon the access to i~ internal op amps.
When pin connections to internal circuitry fall short,
alternative means of achieving the desired function are
often possible. Those techniques can often extend functions to other types of instrumentation amplifiers, as
well.
The traditional insirumentation amplifier consists of a
noninverting pair of input op amps, At and A2,followed
by a difference amplifier (Figure 1). The input amplifiers
depart from conventional configurations in that the
normally grounded feedback resistor, Ro, is instead
common to both of their feedback paths. That departure
creates the differential input characteristic of the composite device.
Input signals e 1 and e2 are transferred to the two ends of
Ro through the feedback control of the two input op
amps. The voltage across Ro, then, is the difference
between the two input signals, creating a common
feedback current. From that current, amplified differential voltages et(out) and e2(out) are developed at the
outputs of At and A2.
To better visualize that differential operation, use the
superposition principle, separately considering the two
inputs to be grounded. and then combining the output
results. With either input grounded, the virtual ground
of the corresponding op amp places ~he other input
amplifier in the normal noninverting configuration.
Feedback current from the noninverting amplifier also
flows through the feedback loop of the grounded input
amplifier, resulting in signals at the outputs of b~th At
and A3• The differential amplifier formed by the third op
amp subtracts one of those output signals, giving rise to
a final output that is proportional to the difference
between the two input signals.
Gain achieved by the differential signal is controlled by
the resistance values of RF and Ro, as expressed by
e3(out)
(I + 2RF) (e2 - et), where e3(0ut) is the

=

8J (out)

lb

e, (out)= (1 + 2R,/Ro) (ea - e,)

FIGURE I. Two noninvening op amps with combined feedback, and a
difference amplifier form an instrumentation amplifier with many design
options.

differential output voltage and e, and e2 are the input
voltages.
While voltages common to the two inputs create no
signal on Roand therefore no feedback currents, they do
transfer with unity gain to the outputs of At and A2. ·
Those common voltages represent the common-mode
input signal, and must be rejected by the differential
amplifier for it to deliver its final output signal.
Common-mode rejection (CMR) is directly and critically
dependent upon the ratio matching of the four resistors
connected to the third op amp. The effect of any
mismatch, however, occurs only after the differential
signal has received its gain. Higher gains, then, must be
accompanied by higher CMR. That is especially important to low level differential signals that are subject to
large common-mode noise.
If the packaged chip allows access to all of the inputs and
outputs of the three-op-amp device, several functions.
can be added with very little effort. They include signal
summation, guard drive, common-mode rejection trim,
current measurement, and current output. In the costconscious real world, however, the number of pins in a
package are limited. Monolithic op amps, designed for
the most common application, may often lack the means
to easily implement the applications mentioned above.
But there are other ways to perform them.
SIGNAL SUMS
No special circuitry is needed for signal summation. The
traditional summing op amp is unnecessary with instrumentation amplifiers, since the latter generally use a
reference pin to set the quiescent state of the output .
voltage. The reference normally is groundt;d to set the
output voltage at zero in the absence of an input signal.
In other cases, it is biased at some DC level to create an
output offset voltage. Such an offset often is necessary to
restrict the output to one polarity for circuits that cannot
handle bipolar inputs, like analog-to-digital converters.
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Another option is to drive the reference point with a
signal. That makes an output that is referenced to the
driving signal, which means the two are added. There,
the output signal from A2 is summed into the signal path
of A1 on the latter's internal register divider (Figure 2).
Carrying that approach further, any number of such
amplifiers could be interconnected in a chain, each one
driving the reference point of the next. The output of the
last link would be the sum of all of the output signals.
· Still further, any other signal source in a system-say,
the output of an op amp-can be connected to the
Teference point to be summed. The only requirement of
the driving source is a very low output impedance.
Otherwise, impedances so introduced can severelydegrade
the instrumentation amplifier's CMR by unbalancing
the internal resistor networks.

INA101HP

create differential error signals that can dramatically
degrade CMR. (Only a 0.0 I% attenuation difference will
limit CMR to 80dB from a possible JOO.)

NO PERFECTMATCHES
Because it is impractical to match .the parasitic filters
that closely, the common-mode signal should be removed
from the cable capacitances instead. To do that, the
cable shields are driven with a common-mode signal,
leaving only the differential signal on their capacitances.
The guard-drive signal, however, does not exist as a
separate entity; it must be extracted from the two inputs.
An average of the input signals, the guard-drive is
sometimes.made available in more specialized, three-opamp instrumentation amplifiers, such as the INA104.
There, the signal is extracted with a two-resistor summing
network (Figure 3a).
The network is connected between the outputs of the
first two amplifiers and is driven by equal and opposite
components of the amplified differential signal. Their
effects sum to zero at the divider's center tap. The
signal's common-mode component, however, is present
at the outputs of both A1 and A2. That causes the center
tap to follow that signal, and extract it.
Most of the economical instrumentation amplifier ICs,
lacking the internal resistor network, must derive the
common-mode signal in another way. The gain-set resistor is replaced with two resistors of equal value (Ro/2) to
form a summing point (Figure 3b). Here, the common-.
mode signal is taken at the inputs of the first two
amplifiers, rather than at their outputs.
Using superposition, one can see that if e2 = 0, the signal
at the junction of the two gain-set resistors will be eif 2.
That signal would be e2/2 in the opposite condition (e1
0), so the net common-mode signal at the junction of the
two gain set resistors is (e1 + e2)/2. Its accuracy depends
on the match between the two gain-set resistors, but that
is not overly critical. Even a 1% mismatch still offers a
100-to-l improvement over the undriven shield.
A buffer amplifier must be added to isolate the gain-set
resistors from the cable's parasitic capacitances. Those
capacitances can degrade the frequency. stability of the
input amplifiers by creating a differentiator-type feedback. The buffer removes the signal currents of the cable
capacitances from the instrumentation amplifer's feedback, otherwise, those currents could create gain-peaking
or oscillation.

=

eou, = G,(ez - e,) + Ga(ez - e,)
FlGURE 2. Signal summation is accomplished by driving the common
reference point of an instrumentation amplifier with the output signal of
another amplifier.

Common-mode rejection is so important to instrumentation amplifiers that two other techniques are frequently
used to optimize that function: guard-driving input cable
shields and external common-mode rejection trimming.
Driving the guard (shield) helps to preserve CMR from
degradation by the capacitances of input cables ..
When the coaxial shields of input cables are grounded,
their capacitances, together with the source resistances,
form low-pass filters as seen by the two amplifier inputs.
Unless extremely well matched, those parasitic filters
attenuate the common-mode signal differently on each
input line. Thus attenuated, the common-mode signals

NOT WITHOUT BIAS
While the buffer amplifier does mJect its input bias
current into that feedback, the result is a common-mode
effect that is rejected by the difference amplifier. The
added buffer should have a slew rate at least as great as
the instrumentation amplifier's to avoid increasing the
transient common-mode signals that remain on the
cable-shield capacitances.
Though CMR may be. very precisely trimmed at the
wafer level, subsequent assembly operations can ca~e
slight resistor shifts. Later, the completed device is most
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FIGURE 3. A guard-drive signal is included in some instrumentation
amplifiers(a). It can be derivedfrom othersby splittingthe gain-setresistor
(b).
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commonly fine-tuned through pin connections at the
two inputs of the third op amp. Those pins permit
parallel adjustment resistors to be added at the output or
the common reference points. Such adjustment also
alters gain accuracy, but to a relatively insignificant
degree.
With no access to the conventional CMR trim points,
ICs like the INAIOI have only one possibility. A compensation resistor can be added in series with the reference
point, for adjustment in one direction. That, of course,
works only half the time..:...whenincreasing the resistance.
A negative adjustment requires a different approach.
The balance of positive and negative feedback around an
external op amp can be controlled with a potentiometer,
increasing CMR by 20dB or more at all gain levels
(Figure 4). At a gain of 100, that parameter for the
INAI0I can be adjusted to IJOdB. Of course, the resistors
must be.very closely matched (to within 0.6ppm, after a
thorough warm-up) before the trim. Afterwards, the
common-mode error signal becomes lost in the circuit
noise.
·
Current conducted into that circuit from the instru. mentation amplifier will develop a positive voltage on
the first resistor it encounters. However, that current
continues through the negative.feedback resistance connected to the op amp A4, and results in a negative
voltage at that amplifier's output.
That voltage, in turn, is fed back to the op amp's
noninverting input and pulls it negative. Since amplifier
A,.'s inverting input must follow, it too swings negative If

81

e,
Rv

son
R, = (2x- 1) Rv
1 +xRv/R
FIGURE4. When lack of accessto internal nodes rules out conventional
CMR trim, a potentiometercircuitcan servethat purpose.

it swings far enough, a net negative voltage change is
presented to the instrumentation amplifier. In that case,
a current in the compensation circuit produces a negative
voltage by means of a negative resistance.
·
The polarity and magnitude of this resistance are determined by the two feedback paths controlled by potentiometer Rv. Its value is described by the circuit input
resistance, expressed as R1 (2x - 1) Rv/ It xRv/R.
Error introduced by the CMR trim amplifier can be kept
small. That amplifier's input offset voltage and input
voltage noise are transmitted directly to the instrumen-

=
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tation amplif er output without gain. The op amp's input
offset current, combined with the noise of the input bias
currents, create similarly transmitted error voltages
through a resistance (R).
Bandwidth limitations of the trim amplifier are not likely
to be encountered, since its net negative feedback factor
is one-half. Long before the op-amp trim effects begin to
degrade, the AC roll-off of the instrumentation amplifier
CMR will have dominated. ·
A side benefit of this CMR trim technique is simplified
output offsetting. As noted, the ground reference point
of an instrumentation amplifer is frequently connected
to an offset voltage to convert its output to a unipolar
signal. Since resistance to ground strongly affects CMR,
the voltage source used must be of very low impedance,
typically requiring a buffer amplifier.
The CMR trim circuit described above, however, eliminates the buffer amplifier by connecting the trim circuit's
ground reference to the offsetting voltage source instead.
Small resistances at that source that wou~d have degraded
CMR can instead be counteracted by the trim circuit
adjustment.

CURRENTAPPLICATIONS
Though instrumentation amplifiers are usually applied
to voltages, they also work with current signals. In
current-loop instrumentation, the ideal is to monitor the
current at a floating junction without introducing a
voltage drop in the loop.
Since the floating voltage is a common-mode signal, that
is just where amplifiers with good CMR excel. Generally,
a loop-signal current is detected by inserting a sense
resistor into the loop and measuring the differential
voltage drop across it. (Instrumentation amplifiers typically serve that purpose in their voltage mode.) Each
such voltage drop, however, subtracts from the total
voltage range available for load is then restricted.
Configuring the instrumentation amplifier for current
input results in an essentially ideal ammeter (Figure 5).
The loop voltage drop is eliminated while the CMR
continues to remove the floating voltage. Such an ammeter accepts an input current, measures it, and returns

-----------,
INA101HP

eour = -2Ra,1

FIGURES. To monitor a current rather than a voltage, the voltage
feedback of the input amplifiers is disabled and current feedback paths are
·provided instead.

it to the loop without introducing a voltage drop. The
zero voltage-drop condition is assured by shorting together the gain-set terminals (Ro 0).

=

Virtually no differential input voltage is required to
cause the input amplifiers to respond. At first, it may
seem that shorting Ro demands infinite gain of the two
input amplifiers, but alternate feedback has been added.
Specifically, voltage feedback has been supplanted by
current feedback through the resistors labelled Rs1 and
Rs2. Those resistors carry the sense voltage that would
otherwise have been introduced to the current loop.
Current input to terminal A will be returned to the loop
through terminal B by the added current feedback.
Current supplied to terminal A will cause the output of
A 1 to rise, delivering a current to terminal B. The
amount of that current is controlled by the fact that the
output voltage rise of A1 also causes current flow in its
own feedback to be delivered to A2 through the shorted
gain-set terminals. That delivered current drives the
output of A2 negative, so that A2 draws current through
its sense resistor Rs, fed back from terminal A.
At equilibrium, the current drawn by A2 will equal that
delivered by A1. That equality is ensured by matching
· the two sense resistors, unless gain or attenuation are
desired. In that case, the two resistors can be scaled.
Because the voltage at terminals A and B may very,likely
float with respect to ground, the effects of the floating
voltage must be removed. The floating voltage is conimon
to the two input terminals, since no voltage drop appears
between the two. It is transferred directly to the outputs
of A1 and A2 and presented to the inputs of the
differential amplifier.

SEE THE DIFFERENCE
Just as in voltage mode, the differential amplifier responds
only to the output diffcrence between the input amplifiers,
and rejects the common-mqde (floating) signal. The net
result is a ground-referenced output voltage that is
proportional to the input current.
Current-loop-based instrumentation also depends upon
current output devices in its signal processing. While the
connection above accommodates current inputs, other
provide current outputs; alternatives exist for pinrestricted cases.
Current output is normally accomplished by connecting
the common reference point of the instrumentation
amplifier to its output (Figure 6a). That configures the
difference amplifier as a common current source, but
with differential inputs. The instrumentation amplifier
becomes a differential-input, voltage-controlled current
source and finds uses in test systems, as well as currentloop instrumentation.
The output for that voltage-controlled current source is
the noninverting input of the third. op amp. Any load
resistance (ZL) connected to that point .should not exceed
the value of the difference amplifier's internal resistors .
. Larger load resistances introduce the chance off requency
instability stemming from the positive feedback created
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by connecting the reference point to the output.
To make the normal negative feedback dominant, the
positive feedback factor is made lower thorugh the
control of the load resistance.· The load should significantly shunt the internal resistors, which are typically
I0kO. That load restriction limits the load voltage swing,
as it will be only a part of the instrumentation amplifier's
output swing.
Again, many of the more economical one-chip instrumentation amplifiers will not include a pin connection
for normal current output. The addition of an op amp,
however, fixes that problem (Figure 6b). Here, the op
amp floats the instrumentation device on the load voltage.
With the instrumentation amplifier's own load bootstrapped, the load's current is delivered to the final
current output.
In such operation, the input and ~utput of the op-amp
follower appear to be grounded. An input signal then
creates an amplified replica of the signal voltage and a
corresponding current on resistor Rs.
Actually, that current is delivered to the current-output
load by bootstrapping the instrumentation amplifier
common point, and buffereing the current drain of the
amplifier common return. Driving the common return
removes the signal of the current-output load from RE,

so that current in the latter is controlled only by the
input signals. The added op-amp buffer removes the
effects of the instrumentation amplifier's ground-return
current from the final current output.

INA102AG
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i011T
= G(ez - e,)/Rs
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lour = G(Oz- 81)/Rs

FIGURE 6. Current output is attained by reconfiguring the difference
11mplificrwhen the needed circuit points arc supplied (a), or by bootstrapping the amplifier from the load when they arc not (b).
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AN ERROR ANALYSIS OF THE ISO102
IN A SMALL SIGNAL MEASURING APPLICATION
High accuracymeasurementsof low-levelsignals in the
presenceof high isolation mode voltagescan be difficult
due to the errors of the isolation amplifiersthemselves.
This error analysisshowsthat whena lowdrift operational
amplifieris used to preamplifythe low-levelsourcesignal,
a low cost, simple and accurate solution is possible.
In the circuit~hownin Figure 1, a 50mVshunt is used to
measure the current in a 500VDC motor. The OPA27
amplifiesthe 50mV by 200 X to lOVfull scale.The output
of the OPA27is fed to the input of the 1S0102,whichis a
unity-gainisolation amplifier.The 5k0 and lkO potentiometersconnectedto the 1S0102are used to adjust the
gain and offset errors to zero as describedin the 1S0102
data sheet.

wouldhave been 74.4%of FSR. Oearly, the small cost of
addingthe op amp buysa largeperformanceimprovement.
After gain and offset nulling, the dominant errors of the
iso amp are gain nonlinearityand power supply rejection.
Thus, well regulated supplies will reduce the errors even
further.
The RMS noiseof the 1S0102with a 120Hzbandwidthis
only 0.18mV~, which is only 0.0018%of the lOVfull.
scaleoutput. Therefore,eventhough the 16µV/ JHi.noise
spectraldensityspecificationmay appear large compared
to other isolationamplifiers,it does not tum out to be a
significanterror term. It is worth noting that even if the
bandwidthis increasedto lOkHz,the noise of the iso amp
would only contribute 0.016%FSRerror.

SOME OBSERVATIONS
The total errors of the op amp and the iso amp c:;ombined
are approximately0.6%of full-scalerange.If the op amp
had not been used to preamplifythe signal, the errors

+500VDC

R,
200k0
+15V
+Vee,

Input Common
Vo= 50mVOC (FS)

DC Motor

FIGURE1. 50mVShuntMeasures
Cunent111A
SOOVDC
Motor.
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HYBRID ISOLATION AMPS ZAP
PRICE AND VOLTAGE BARRIERS
Two hybrid amplifierscut a novel path to high-voltageIsolation.
They spare designersfrom having to engineerdlfflcult solutionsthemselves.

If any device tests an analog designer's ingenuity, it is an
isolation amplifier. Its job is to pass precise analog
signals-safely and without degradation-between two
points that may differ by hundreds, even thousands, of
volts. Even though the high voltage may be damaging
and noisy, it is often there by design, and sometimes
because of a fault in the system.
Ideally, an amplifier should be small, hermetically sealed,
reliable-and inexpensive. Standard devices have included modular and hybrid isolation amplifiers, now
available for more than 10 years. Yet because of the
stringent requirements of most applications, some 80%
of all amplifiers in use are in-house designs.
A family of isolation amplifiers aims at relieving
engineers of the chore of designing their own. The
familfs first two members, the 1SO102 and ISOI06, are
rated respectively at 1500V and 3500V. Both are unitygain buffers. Operating from -25° to +85°C, they
dissipate 900mW. Each device is easy to make, electrically and mechanically rugged, inexpensive, and
isolates better than any now available by an order of
magnitude.
As three-chip hybrids, the amplifiers have from the stan
beendesigned to solve economically the problems that
up to now have limited the use of off-the-shelf units. Key
to keeping costs down is a capacitive-coupling approach
to isolation. Any amplifiers so far. available with the
same capabilities are costly, enlisting magnetic or optical
techniques to bridge the high-voltage barrier. Whether
hybrids or modules, they are all multidevice circuits
requiring complex assembly procedures.
The least expensive competitive device, for example, is
rated at half the ISO102's rms voltage, yet costs twice as
much.
The two new units, on the other hand, combine innovative packaging to their novel approach to high-voltage
isolation. Each of the amplifiers is housed in a lowprofile, side-brazed 0.6-in.-wide ceramic DIP (see "Building a Hermetically Sealed Isolation Ampj.
DIFFERENTVOLTAGE,DIFFERENTLENGTH
The only physical difference between the two amplifiers
lies in the different lengths needed for withstanding their

respective isolation voltages-the voltage across the
barrier. The 1SO102 is in a 24-pin package, the 1SO106
in one for 40 pins. However, to maximize isolation, all
but 16 pins-8 at each end of the packages---:have been
eliminated. External spacing between conductive materials on opposite sides of the barrier is 390 mils for the
1500V1SO102, 1180 mils for the 3500V 1SO106.
Because of that construction, their isolation-mode rejection ratio (IMRR), a key specification similar to
common-mode rejection ratio (CMRR), is guaranteed to
be at least -I25dB at 60Hz. (The IMRR is found by
taking the change in the amplifier's output-signal voltage
caused by a change in the voltage across the barrier, and
dividing it by the barrier-voltage change.) While not a
function of ambient temperature, IMRR, like CMRR,
rolls off with frequency at 20dB per decade. However,
unlike that of most other amplifiers, the ,MRRs o_fthe
ISOI02 and 1SO106 hold their value at the rated isolation voltage.
Another unusual feature,. even among hybrids built on
ceramic substrates, is that they are hermetically sealed.
. Funhermore, many other devices .incorporate organic
packaging materials and therefore are subject to something called partial discharge, which can degrade a
barrier continuously exposed to high AC voltages.
It is important to understand panial discharge when
using isolation amplifiers. The phenomenon takes place
as a localized breakdown of material, but the breakdown
does not bridge the space across the barrier. The discharge-inception voltage depends on the insulation
material and can be significantly less than the rated
breakdown voltage.
Experiments show that a typical barrier's breakdown
voltage will actually decrease with time if continuously
exposed to partial discharge. Thus; for maximum reliability the isolation barrier must not be operated at ~n
AC voltage beyond the point at which partial discharge
starts.
Voids in the insulating material set the stage for the
problem. Alternating electric fields can generate a
localized plasma within the voids. A shon burst of
current flows for about 50ns as the pockets of plasma
form, and measurement of this current indicates that
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partial discharge is taking place. The plasma is usually
destructive because ionic bombardment of the walls of
the void creates excessive temperature on the wall
surface.
Because the barriers of the ISO102 and ISO106 are made
of ceramic they are not only virtually free of voids, but
also able to stand high temperatures over long periods
without damage. Moreover, partial discharge is much
more prevalent in barriers insulated with organic materials, which are impossible to fabricate without voids
and therefore more damageable by plasma.
In another innovative technique, the ISO I02 and ISO I06
feature coupling capacitors that jump the isolation
barrier by using frequency modulation, a technique
previously untried in isolation amps. The capacitors are
simply 3pF thick-film devices deposited on the ceramic
substrate at the time its tungsten metallization is laid
down. The capacitors take the place of transformers or
of a combination of LEDs and photo diodes.
The signal through the capacitors is a 1MHz frequencymodulated square wave; in effect it is a pseudo-digital
waveform: It takes three proprietary chips to modulate
and demodulate the ±IOV input signal-one of them a
phase-locked loop, the other two are voltage-to-frequency converters. One of the three, the encoder (which
is the FM modulator) to which the floating sig)'.lalis
applied, is a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) with·a
center frequency of 1MHz (Figure I). The ±IOV input
modulates the 1MHz signal ±500kHz. The VCO's
output is through a pair of complimentary pulse trains,
fo and fu, that drive the two tungsten capacitors. The
decoder on the other side of the barrier is formed by the
phase-locked loop (PLL) and the second VCO.
The PLL chip contains. a sense amplifier, the loop
+Vee,

circuitry, and an output filter. The sense amplifier
reshapes the pulse tr!lins after they have been high-pass
filtered by an RC network formed by the barrier
capacitors and the chip's 3kO input resistors. The sense
amplifier drives a digital phase and frequency detector
that guarantees rapid phase-locking. The detector's
output, in tum, feeds a 70kHz loop filter that drives the
feedback VCO.
·
The pair of VCOs gives virtually identical transfer
functions to modulation and demodulation. The accuracy of the isolation buffer· thus depends only on the
matching ·of the VCOs, not on their actual transfer
function. The PLL forces the feedback VCO to run at
the same frequency as the encoder VCO, something that
dccurs when the two have the same input voltage. The
input voltage to the feedback VCO becomes the output·
(Vour) of the isolation amplifier after a second-order
Butterworth low-pass filter removes residual carrier
noise.
Each VCO chip. also contains a 5V, IOppm-per-degreeCelsius reference ·that controls the buffer's input and
output offset voltages. The references are in effect independent 5V sources, each· of which can supply up to
SmA to external circuits.
The easy-to-use buffers have gain and offset trimmed
res~ectivelyto within 0.1% and 20mV while the chips are
still on-wafer. Gain and offset errors may be trimmed
through zero with a pair of input potentiometers.
Nominally, the chips on both sides of the barrier operate
from split ±15V supplies; in practice they will operate
anywhere between ± JO and ±20V. The device can put ·
out 5mA and swing to within 3V of the rail~. Indeed,
because only the output supplies limit the swing, input
voltage can actually exceed input supply voltage.
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tungsten capacilon; 10 feed the input signal through the capacitors, the signal frequency modulates a 1MHz carrier in an encoder VCO; the signal is
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By adding a pair of small capacitors on the output side
of the buffer, in parallel with the low-pass-filter capacitors, the designer can trade off between system bandwith
and system dynamic range-maximum signal swing
divided by the noise floor. Doubling the dynamic range
quarters the bandwidt~ (Figure 1 again); adding 0.0 I
and 0.02µF capacitors boosts the dynamic range to 16
bits while cutting the bandwidth to 280Hz. Without the
two capacitors, dynamic range is typically 12 bits, smallsignal bandwidth 70kHz, and the 1MHz carrier appears
as a lmVp-p ripple on the output.
One common configuration for an isolation amplifier is
a system with multiple channels isolated from each other
as well as from their output side. At the output, the
signals feed an A/ D convener and a computer. An eightchannel system of this type can be built with eight
1$0102 amplifiers for as little as $25 per channel
(Figure 2).
One of the eight amplifiers drives an eight-channel
analog multiplexer. A SkO potentiometer trims the
channel's gain to unity, while one of two lkO potentiometers trims offset voltage to as close to zero as possible.
The potentiometers can also trim other gain and offset
errors in the channel. In addition, with 300pF and 600pF
capacitors connected respectively to the C, and C2 pins,
small-signal bandwidth is reduced to l0kHz.
Isolated power for the eight separate amplifiers comes
from the PWS740 series of DC/ DC converter building
blocks. One 400kHz PWS740-1 switch-mode cqntrol
circuit drives eight PWS740-2 transformers in parallel,
one for each channel.
Each transformer's output is rectified by a PWS740-3
diode bridge, while 0.lµF bypass capacitors on the

isolation amplifier's power pins provide all the filtering
needed. An LC .,,.filter in the +15V line to the controller
eliminates conducted EMI from the rest of the circuit
To maintain a system's accuracy, a designer must take
several limiting aspects of the amplifiers into consideration. For example, the modulation and demodulation
technique imposes a limit on the isolation voltage's permissible slew rate.
Transients across the barrier that exceed lOOV/ µs can
generate enough common-mode current in the capacitors
to overdrive the decoding circuit. The effect is to interrupt accurate signal transmission for a moment, but no
damage occurs because the devices are protected for
transients to 100,000V/ µs.
On the other hand, the rated IMRR prevails in the
presence of a 7.SkHz, 1500Vrms sine wave because slew
rate across the barrier does not exceed l OOV/ µs. For a
rated IMRR, the rms value of the isolation voltage must
be less than l 1.3MV divided by the frequency in Hertz,
as well as less than the rated isolation v~ltage.
The slew-rate limit is of concern only when the signal
floats continuously on rapidly changing potentials. It
need not be considered where isolation is only a factor
under fault conditions, as in medical devices.
·
Typical among isolated systems is the kind with completely floating inputs powered by a high-frequency
DC/DC converter, driven in tum by a logic supply on
the barrier's output side. The likelihood then is that the
supply's ground is the same as the buffer's digital ground.
In such a case, because the primary of the transformer is
driven with a fast rising and falling rectangular waveform, the converter capacitively couples a ch.arge to the
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FIGURE 3. In some cases, like when II DC/DC converterdrives the isolation amplifier,volhlgCrate of change is as important 111voltage level.The
reason is that the transformer's core and the barrier capacitors form 11
voltage divider, with a portion of the switching waveform appealing
acrossit.

ground system of its output side (Figure 3). Moreover,
the transformer's core and wiring capacitance form a
path between the primary and secondary windings.
That path continues through the amplifier and its barrier
capacitors to the digital ground. The transformer capacitance in tum forms a voltage divider with the barrier
capacitors so that a portion of the switching waveform
appears· across them.
Any noise spikes between input and output grounds
faster than IOOV/µsand higher than IVp-p, will interfere
with the buffer. Spikes can be reduced, however, by using
bifilar wire for the transformer's primary and secondary
windings; that is, winding each side of the center tap with
a pair of twisted wires, rather than one wire. The result is
a greater symmetry in the primary to secondary capaci-

tance, reducing the coupled charge. Another method is
to use an electrostatic shield between the primary and
secondary windings.

BUILDING A HERMETICALLYSEALED
ISOLATIONAMP
The hardest part of making an isolation amplifier is
building the high-voltage barrier. The barrier in the
l S00V ISO l02 and the 3500V ISO l06 is an elegant and
simple solution: a pair of 3pF capacitors form an integral
part of the DIP that houses the amplifier.
Construction of the package starts with a 0.6-inch wide
ceramic substrate. A layer of tungsten forms the amplifier's pin-to-<lieand die-to-die connections, as well as the
spiral patterns of the barrier capacitors. Capacitance
results from the fringing electric fields 'of adjacent lines
of tungsten, which are 0.63mm apart.
Next, a layer of ceramic is fired on top of the substrate,
embedding the capacitor in solid ceramic. The material's
15,000V-per-mmdielectric strength imparts a breakdown
voltage in excess of9000Vrms. The barrier's resistance is
typically 1014fi. Windows in this second layer of ceramic
form cavities for the amplifier's three integrated circuits-two voltage controlled oscillators and a phase-.
locked loop.
Metal patterns,' including lid-seal rings and lead pads,
are screened onto the layer and nickel-plated. The pins
are brazed to the sides of the package and all exposed
metal is plated with one micron of gold. The chips are
then moun.ted in the finished package. After testing, the
lids are soft-soldered over the two cavities, hermetically
sealing the amplifier.
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THE KEY TO UNDERSTANDING SOURCES OF ERROR
IN THE ISO100 ISOLATION AMPLIFIER
A Practical Gulde to OptimizingAccuracy
While most applications of the ISOIOOdo not require
error correction, being aware of the adjustment options
can be beneficial. Provisions for several types of error
correction are included to allow the circuit designer to
obtain maximum accuracy in a specific application.
Adjustments can be made to null errors that are internal
to the isolation amplifier, or in other parts of the system.
This application note describes how to quantify the
effects of these potential errors, and to help identify the
most appropriate means of correction. Each figure has a
caption that gives a summary of the important ideas.
Subjects to be covered include:
•
•
·•
•
•

Theory of operation
Definition of terms
Offset current (los)
Gain error (A.)
Offset voltage (Vos)

THE ISO100

The ISOIOOhas several modes of operation: unipolar or
bipolar, voltage or current input and inverting or noninverting. The product data sheet for the ISOlOOincludes
sections detailing both the error model and the theory of
' operation. Study of the data sheet is suggested. A
simplified block diagram of the ISOIOO is shown in
Figure I.
Signal transmission (across the isolation barrier) is accomplished through an optical coupler, which acts as a 1:1
current translator. Current at the input of the device is
replicated on the output side of the coupler. The isolated
output current (lou1)is forced to flow through ·Rr,by the
summing node action of the output op amp.
At fi.rst glance it might seem unusual that the noninverting input of the ISOIOO is connected to the
inverting input of the input op amp. However, this is due
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FIGURE 1. SIMPLIFIED 1S0100 BLOCK DIAGRAM. The 1S0100 can be thought of as a 1:1current lrllllllator with its output nowing into a current lo vollap
convener. This isolation amplifier is inbcrcnlly II current input device. However, since the input is a vinual ground, an input volcagc can be converted to II current by
simply including ~- The optional I"' coni:icctionsore used to produce bipolar operation.
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to two inversions in the signal path from isolation input
to output. Care should be taken not to be confused on
this point.

voltage and iso-mode voltage. However, it would be very .
rare t~at flll of these factors would be significant.
Analysis examples for these terms are found in the data
sheet. It will be shown that gain error also introduces an
offset current term. Voltage offsets {Vos)are modeled as
voltage sources at the inputs of each op amp. l 01 and J02
represent the currents being generated by the photodiodes. The currents are related by the. equation:

The resulting simplified transfer function fo; the 1S0100
is given by:

=

V out/
Im {Rr)(I + Ac).
Gain error (Ac) is defined as the deviation of the ratio
Ii11/
10111
from unity. It can be thought of as the "couplin~
error."
The optical coupler uses a matched pair of photo-diodes
and a light emitting diode (LED) to produce signal
transmission. Since an LED only works· when current
flows in one direction. the basic mode of operation is
unipolar. In the unipolar mode. only negative input
currents are allowed (ie: only currents out of the input
produce a positive voltage to tur·n the LED on). Bipolar
operation can be easily produced by internally offsetting
the input from zero. Two matched current sources (lrcn
and Ircn~are included in the 1S0100 for this purpose. By
connecting current source Ircn, on the input side of the
coupler, the amplifier is made to operate at half-scale
(when the input current is zero). Con,iecting an equal
source (lrcn) on the o~tput side. shifts the output voltage
back to zero. This arrangement maintains a desirable
. "zero-in/zero-out" relationship. while allowing input
currents of either polarity to be accepted.

=

lo2 l01(1+ Ac).
These are internal currents which mathematically cancel
in presenting the total transfer equation. The gain error
(Ac) and the unipolar offset current (Ios) cannot be
directly altered. However~ these terms can be considered
constant for' each amplifier, allowing their effects to be
compensated by simple external means. For instance,
the gain error is compensated by adjusting either Rr or
Rm. Voltage offset can be trimmed as in most other op
amps. using the trim pins provided. Offset current is
trimmed by adjusting the magnitude of one of the
reference currents (I,cr1. Ircr2).Because of the on-chip
design. sampling or adjusting of the internal references .
does not have a detrimental effect on the isolation
amplifier's performance. los trim with an external input
current is possible. but careful consideration should be
given to the effects of temperature and supply voltage
variations. Noise can also be an important error source.
While not treated in this applicaiton note, information
can be found in the product data sheet.

THE ERROR MODEL
The model used to represent ISOIOOerrors is shown in
Figure 2. Offset current (los) is defined as the input
current required to make the output voltage zero. In the
unipolar mode, it is mainly composed of mismatches in
the optical paths. I,cr1and lrcn are the current sources
th@tare optionally connected to produce bipolar operation. The major source of bipolar Ios is the mismatch in
Ircn and Ircn. The various contributions to the offset
current are group~d together and are modeled as a single
current source at the input. Keep in mind that Ios has a
sensitivity to temperature, supply voltage. common mode

WHAT IS THE OUTPUn
It is important to be able to calculate total worst case
errors for a particular circllit configuration. Clearly, this
is important for establishing incoming inspection criteria
as well as circuit and system design.
Equation 2 in the 1S0100 data sheet allows the user to
solve for the output voltage under any conditions. This
transfer equation (for the voltage mode) is repeated here:

Vo= Rr{(V1N/R111
+ VoS1/R1a- lrdl + los)(I +Ac)+
Ircn]+ Vo5o.

I

ISOLATION
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'

v_~

R,

~IGURE 2. ';)CERROR MODEL Vosiand
modelthe_respectiveinput offJCtvoltages.Therearuevcral possiblecootributon tcroffsetcurrmL Tbc compoaltceffect
ISm~
with one current soun:c,los. at the 1npuLTbc gain error (A.) defma tbc rclatiomhip betweenlo, and 101(Im"" Iot[I + A.l). Whileshownu separate sourca,
any m11matchin 1,,nand 1..nare includedin lbc los term.
I
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The transfer equation for an input current is:
Vo= Rr[(l111
- In11+ los)(l +Ac)+ lien]+ VoSo
By substi~uting worst case numbers for all the error
terms, the maximum error in the value of Vo can be
determined as shown in example 1.
Example1: An ISOlOOCP is to be tested at incoming
inspection. The part is to be tested in a bipolar unity gain
configuration. For the conditions of Rr = R1a= !Meg
and Via = 0, what output voltage would be within the
specification limits?
The maximum values for the error terms are found in the
data sheet. Inserting them into the output equation
presented above:

OFFSET CURRENT ERRORS
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IEf,

Vo= R,((V1n/R1n
+ V0Si/R111
- los)(l +Ac)]+ V05o.
Error analysis proceeds as follows: unipolar operation is
not defined at zero input current because the LED could
be turned off, disabling the amplifier's internal feedback
loop. Vinwill be set to the minimum allowed value. The
remaining errors are as specified in the data sheet. Note
that the Via lmlal specification of 20mV follows from the
20nA minimum input current specification for linear
operation.

Because the ISOlOOis a current input device, the dominant error in most configurations will be the input offset
current (los). As stated above, los is defmed as the

I·

f

A significant portion of the output error in the bipolar
mode is due to the gain error. With no input,
Vo==Rr{Ios- Ircn(Ac)).
The term that dominates is the reference current times
the gain error. This error appears as an offset, and must
be accounted for if the output is being measured to
obtain the actual Ios. Otherwise the user may wonder
why an additional error is present in the output voltage
measurement. The next example shows that this is not
true for the unipolar mode of operation.
Example2: Consider a unipolar, non-inverting, gain of
one amplifier, as shown. in Figure 3A. The output
equation can be rewritten for the unipolar case as shown:

CORRECTING THE ERRORS
The next logical step after calculating the errors is to
reduce them. In the following discussion, each error is
considered by itself. The suggested methods of trimming
or adjusting errors are considered, and some general
hints are presented.

I

I

Vur = 1Meg(±200µV/1Meg-12.SµA ± JSnA)(l ±
.02) + 12.SµA] ± 200µV
Ven= ±286mV (maximum)
±286~ V would then be the range of permissible output
voltage in this configuration.

Vo= 1Meg[(-20mV/IMeg ± 200µV/1Meg ±
I0nA)(I ± .02)] ± 200µV
Vo= -3lmV (worst case, all errors negative)
Therefore, Yenor= Vo - V111
= ±llmV.
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FIGURE l. STANDARD CONFIGURATIONS. Most applications of the
ISOIOOwill make use of these configvrations, with slight vari&tions.(A) shows
the confiauration for unipolar operation, which functions for negative inputs
only. (B) shows how to use the internal referencesto provide bipolar operation.
The circuits 1how all aecaury connections and indicate the package pin
numben. Note that power supply connedions (V, and VN) to the input and
output stage1must be "ilol&ted."

current, injected at the input, necessary to force the
output to zero. In the unipolar mode, this definition has
a limitation which must be understood. Zero output
requires that Io2 be zero, implying that the optical
feedback path is open. This condition is unsatisfactory
for predictable performance. Therefore, a minimum
input current must be maintained to assure that the
amplifier is operating in its linear region. The transfer
function is only defined when the net current at the input
node flows out of that node. The unipolar los term is
extrapolated from this minimum practical current.
In the bipolar mode, no such limitation exists. In this
mode the internal references keep the LED and photodiodes running at half-scale when the input is zero. los
can therefore be measured directly.
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los ADJUSTMENTS
As suggested above, the internal references can be used

source and applying it to the input of the second stage.
The nominal value of I,cris 12.Sto 13pA.

to generate a compensation current to cancel Ios. In
Figure 4 a current divider is used to divert a small
portion of the input stage reference current to the input
node. Note that the direction of the current is negative.
This additional current flowing out of the summing node
behaves like any input signal, and thus causes more
current to flow in R,. The change in Vois-Ic(Rr), where
le is the new (offset correcting) current. The graph of the
transfer function shows how the curve is shifted by this
adjustment.

1.+IN

...

VOUT
loa

!IN

loa
FIGURE 5. las ADJUSTMENT FROM THE OUTPUT SIDE. Connecting a
ncptive correction current (1,) to the summing node of the output ampliflff
causes the transfer curve to shift upwards by the amount of I.. This e&U$CS the
output 10 shift back coward zero. Again, a current divider is used to derive the
correction current from the internal references. By combining the methods or
Figures 4 and 5, a col'TCCtioncurrent can be generated thal will cancel either
polarity or los.

FIGURE 4. las ADJUSTMENT FROM THE INPUT SIDE. If las were
negative. the ideal transfer curve would be shifted to the left, as shown above.
This would cause a po$itive output voltage when there was no input current.
Connecting a negative eol'TCCtioncurrent, le, 10 the summing node or the first op
amp causes the trlllUfer curve to shift lo the risht. Thus, the effect !)f las can be

trimmed0111.

Since the reference current is of fixed polarity, the curve
can only be shifted in one direction with· the above
connection. However, the curve can be shifted the other
way by making use of the output reference (rc12).Figure S
shows the effect of' tapping a small current from this

By using a combination of these two methods it is
possible to always move the transfer curve to the ideal
position. In Figure 6, the network ih the input stage
offsets the system in a known direction. The variable
divider network in the output stage has enough range to
move the output voltage through zero. It is worth
repeating that the correction currents could be generated
with resistive dividers connected to the power supplies,
but using the internal references takes advantage of their
inherent stability, accuracy, and power supply rejection.
Example 3: A common use of the circuit in Figure 6
might be to provide a "keep alive" current for the
1S0100. This might be required in a unipolar application
where it is possible for the input to go to zero. While it
would be a little simpler to use the bipolar configuration,
this would result in higher noise and increased quiescent
current.
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the optical cavity. These mismatches show up as an error
in the ratio of the two photo-diode currents (JDI and
ID2).
As shown in Figure 7, a gain error will cause the transfer
function curve to rotate about the quiescent operating
point of the photo-diodes. The output stage functions as
a current to voltage converter with a transconductance
(gm)= I/ Rr. Thus, changing Rr will also cause the line to
rotate about the Q point. Therefore, in the unipolar
mode, A. is simply corrected by adjusting Rr.
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FIGURE 6. USING THE UNIPOLAR AMPLIFIER AT ZERO INPUT. The
unipolar amplifier can be used down to zero input if it is made to be -11igh1Jy
bipolar." By sampling the reference current with RS 11ndR6 the minimum
current required to keep the input s111gc
in the linear region of operation can be
established. R7 and RBare adjusted to cancel the offset created in the input stage.
This brings the output 10 zero, when the input is zero. While the ampliflCfcan
now operate down 10zero input voltage, it only bu a small ponion of the current
drain and noise that the true bipolar configuration would h11ve.

The circuit uses a fixed current divider in the input stage
to ensure the direction of los. A variable divider in the
output stage allows the user to adjust the amplifier to be
just "slightly bipolar." Enough current (20 to 30nA
minimum) must be drawn from the input to fulfill the
minimum unipolar requirement. Since only a small
portion of the ref crence current is being used, a minimal
increase in the noise will result.
A suggested value of Ic1 is about lOOnA (1% IReP),
Solving the resistive current divider network yields:

=

RS/ R6 Irc1/let = 120.
Practical resistor values would be: RS = IOMeg,· R6 =
84K. The adjustment range of lc2should include lea and
·the built-in error sources (IOOnA+ 20nA = 120nA). This
yields: R7 = IOMeg, R8 = 200K.
GAIN ERROR ADJUSTMENTS

Gain error in the 1SO100 is due mainly to mismatches in

l..(lo,)

UNIPOLAR
FIGURE 7. EFFECT OF GAIN ERROR (A.). A. willcause an error in the slope
or the transfer function, rotating the line about a point dctermincd by the
quiescent current in DI and D2. Unipolar, this point is near the origin. In the
bipolar mode, the internal rcfcrcncescause this point to shift to the right and up
u shown 11bovc.
In either case, the change in slope is the same.

In the bipolar mode, gain adjustment is not quite so
simple. Gain error will still cause the line to rotate about
the photo-diode Q po.int, but that point is no longer near
the origin. Figure 8 shows that changing either R, or Rm
will cause the transfer curve to rotate about the point
where the input current is zero (as it does in the unipolar
case). However, if the ratio Rr/R1nis changed to make up
for A., an Ios term is introduced. This ..Apparent los"
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term is due to the fact that lrc12will get divided by the
gain error, but Inn will not. The difference in reference
currents, as seen at the input, will be the app~rent offset
error (see Figure 9). This effect makes the trimming of
gain error a two step process for bipolar applications.
First, either resistor is adjusted to corect the slope of the
line, then the los is triJnmed using the methods discussed
earlier.

Vour

T

,..
'- .. =A.(1..,,1

A

I..=!!
L

BIPOLAR

FIGURE 9. OFFSET INTRODUCED BYGAIN ERROR (BIPOLAR ONLY).
The pin error (A.) willcallSCa.napplll'Cntlos term to appear when in the bipolu
mode. A, causes the .idealtransfer line A to rotate to position B. Adjusting R, or
R. can correct the slope, a.ssuggestedby line C. The line will rotate a.boutthe
point whereI.= 0. The result is a line with the correct slope, but havingan offset
equal ui lnu(A.).This offset term can be a.dju1tedout in the same way as regular
los.

through its interaction with Rm. V0s1causes a current
error equal to Vos;/Rin which is then scaled by R,. The
output voltage is Vo= V0Si(R,/R1n).To adjust VoSisee
Figure 10.If R1nis a high value (because'the amplifier is
in a low gain or has a current source input) the output
contribution of VoSiwill be minimal. Even in a high gain,
where V0s1 has a larger effect on the output, the
signal/ offset ratio is constant.

,..

ADJUST

H,

+IN

Vour

FIGURE 8. ADJUSTING THE GAIN. Chaqiaa the ratio R,/R., will dwlF
the gain by rotating the transfer function about the pont where l1o""0. This will
be true for both the unipolar and bipolar cases. los is zero in tbcsc examples.

Vos ADJUSTMENTS
While both the input a1aJ output amplifiers of the
1SO100 have provisiom for adjusting offset voltage, it is
generally not necessary to do so because the contribution
to total error is small. Only Voa has practical significance
(in most applications), and then only when R1nis small.
In most cases the output amplifier is configured so that it
has a voltage gain of one, and as such its Vos contribution will be insignificant. The output adjustment range
via the VoSocontrol will be only a few millivolts.
The input offset voltage <Y
0S1)will affect the output only

FIGURE 10. PREFERRED METHOD FOR VOLTAGEOFFSET TRIM. In
those rue applicatiom where offset voltage is significant,it is best to adjust the
input offset voltage,Vos..a.sshown above. Voa and its drift appeu at the output
multipliedby the factor Rt/R.. Vas. will usually not be glliaed up, and thus will
not need adjustment. Adjust Voa until opening up and closing S, causes no 1hift
In the output voltage. ,

If the system off set must be adjusted from the output
side of the ISOIOO,the output amplifier can be placed in
a gain configuration. As shown in Figure 11,the output
voltage offset (VoSo)is now multiplied by a gain of 1 +
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=

=

(Rr/R,). If Rr I Meg, and R9 lk, the output will be
1001times VoSo,This connection does not alter the input
signal gain, but it does amplify all output stage errors
including VoSoand noise. It is also important to realize
that adjusting offset voltage in the ISOIOO(and most op
amps) causes a change in the offset voltage dri_ftof about
3µV/°C for each millivolt introduced. Offset drift will be
amplified by the same gain factors (as the Vos) above.
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FIOURE 12. ADJUSTING THE BIPOLAR ERRORS (EXAMPLE 4). Each of
the crron are adjusted in tum. With v. c: •open,• loa is trimmed by adjusting
RIO to make the output zero. R, is then adjusted to trim the pin crr01'. The
effects or offset voltage arc removed by adjustina Rl4 .

-IN

..._-~+

FIOURE 11.ALTERNATE METHOD FOR OFFSET VOLTAOE TRIM. lfthc
orrsct voltage has to be adjusted on the output side or the isolation barrier, the
output amplifier can be put in &noffset multiplying gain.
drirt or V-. and
output stage noise appear at the output, multiplied by (Rr/ R9) + I. However, the
signal is umaffccted. Signlll to noise ratio could be adversely affected.

v-.

Example 4 [Figure 12): Using the methods described
previously, the output errors of an 1S0100 can be
adjusted to zero. In this example, an ISOIOOBP
is in the
standard bipolar configuration with a gain of 100. Let
Rr = IMeg. From the data sheet, the maximum errors
are: A •.=~%. los 70nA, Vos= 300µV.
los correction uses a variation of previous techniques.
The adjustment not only trims the 70nA of Ios, but also
the apparent los caused by the gain error. This additional
current could be as large as 2SOnA [A.(1,.,1) =
.02(12µA)]. The total trim range should then be 70nA
+2SOnA
320nA. Because the input of the second
amplifier is a virtual ground, Rl2 has the same voltage
across it as Rl3. Rl2 is then:

=

=

Rl2

= [(Rl3)(1c)+ (IRf - le)]
= 10Mfl(320nA) + (1O.SµA = 316kfl

320nA)

The 1O.SµA is the minimum IR, specification on the data
sheet. Conservative design allows the RIO divider to
produce twice the compensation current of the R12
divider. Therefore, RIO must be twice Rl2. The calculated value of RIO is 632kfl, so a standard IMeg pot is
selected.

SUMMARY OF CORRECTION TECHNIQUES
[FIGURE 12)
To trim los, disconnect the input source and let it float.
This minimizes voltage offset effects. RIO is then adjusted
to bring the output to zero.
The gain error can be compensated by adjusting either
Rr or R1n, In most circuits it will not matter which is
trimemd. In this case R1n will be adjusted via R,.
Allowing for a 2% gain error, R1nshould be 2% low with
R, providing a 4% trim range. This makes ltn 9.8kfl
with 4000 of trim. Using standard values, R, would be a
soon pot and the fixed resistor will be 9. 76kn. The gain
is corrected by making a known change in the input
voltage, and by adjusting Rafor the correct change at the
output. Remember that in the bipolar mode there is an
interaction between the adjustment of Acand los. Repeat
these adjustments until the desired accuracy is obtained.
The last step is to adjust Vos. Because the output stage is
in ll gain of one, Voso can be ignored. Vos;, on the other
hand, is multiplied by IOI and should be trimmed. Rl4 is
adjusted so that there is no shift in the output when the
input side of R,n is switched between floating and
ground. Any shift is due to the offset voltage causing a
current to flow in R1n,which is then gained up to the
output.
All errors should now be minimized.

=

TEST CIRCUIT
A circuit is shown in Figu~ 13 that will allow all the
major errors of the ISOfOOfo be measured.
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A.=(1----)

V02 - V01
Vln2- Vln1

loa = (Vo + R,) - (l,..1 X Ao)

=

Vaso V.11001
V02- V01
V01 = VO
V011=--10k
V02 VO

=

FIGURE 13.STANDARDTEST CONFIGURATION.E&ehorthe majorerron in the ISOIOOcan be measuredwith
the circuit shown.The test circuitry11similarin conceptto the methodsused in the &Ctuelproduction test equipment.
To make meuurcmcnts, the switchesarc placed in the positions indicated in the table, and the input voltage is set
accordin1ly.The voltageor current rcadina is then used to compute the error.
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DESIGN AND APPLICATION OF TRANSFORMERCOUPLED HYBRID ISOLATION AMPLIFIER
MODEL 3656
Hybrid-compatible toroid assembly, in a flyback-modulated circuit, achieves
long-term stability, high frequency response, and superior breakdown ratings
data channels on each PC board. On the other hand. the
medical equipment manufacturer is not as concerned
with size but encounters very-high breakdown voltages
and requires low leakage at a ~easonable price.
To meet the widely varying needs of these and other
potential users. Burr-Brown has made a radical departure
from established design and manufacturing techniques in
developing its new isolation amplifier. model 3656.
Among the key design features and the resultant benefits
for the user are:

Whenever engineers who need or use isolation amplifiers
get together and talk about the improvements they would
like to see most. the big three -cost. size, and performance
are likely to be mentioned. The industrial or medical
equipment manufacturer often has to make a choice of
either buying an isolation amplifier or building his own.
Cost is the key criterion for such a decision. but there are
others as well. For example. the multichannel analog
system designer usually runs into print~d circuit board
space limitations. since he almost always requires a lot of

''I

Pulse
Gcntrilor

1-I

---•1

I
COM
--------15V

FIGURE I. Self-contained by design. Functional diagram of hybrid isola.tion amplifier shows transformer Ti at its
heart and a minimum of external components. Switching rate of 750kHz results in high frequency response and
eliminates external filter components.
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• A singlehybrid-compatibletransformer(patents4,006,974;
4,103,267;,4,082,908) in conjunction with a patented
circuit, that couples both signal and power across the
isolation barrier, resulting in the industry's smallest
and lowest cost isolation amplifier having its own
internal isolated power.
• A ceramic thick-film integrated circuit that uses the
transformer to provide long-term stability and reliability at low cost.
.

III Swlteb

It:'
CCI

• True three-port isolator design that achieves unprecedented voltage breakdown ratings and versatility.
• A 750kHz switching rate that results in the highest
small-signal frequency response for any isolation
amplifier and reduces external filtering requirements.
• A differential design concept that uses two demodulators, one for feedback and one for feedforward, producing accuracies- comparable to those of higher
priced transformer-coupled devices.
Figure I shows the functional diagram of the device in its
unity-gain, noninverti•ng configuration with a minimum
of external components. A highly inductive transformer,
T,. is excited by the pulse generator containing a solidstate switch that alternately applies an open circuit and
the voltage present across filter capacitor C1 to transformer winding W 1,as illustrated in Figure 2a. When the
voltage (V) is applied to the winding, the current (i) in the
inductance ( L) of the winding increases as shown in Fig, ure 2b according to :
di/dt = V/L
(circuit resistances and capacitances have only seconda·ry
effects and can be ignored here). At the instant the switch
opens. the voltage across the transformer reverses and
.reaches the magnitude necessary to maintain the current
at its previous value. This effect is called flyback.
The flyback voltage (VF) appears on all windings in the
form shown in Figure 2c. Its amplitude is proportion~) to
the instantaneous current and the equivalent resistance
(Rp) shunting the transformer inductance:
VF= iRp

The magnitude of VF can be varied by changing the
parallel resistance across any winding of the transformer,
resulting in a form of amplitude modulation. This is
"accomplished by the flyback modulator, which is controlled by input operational amplifier A1. Power for A1 is
generated by rectifying the positive energizing pulse
appearing across W2. Rectification is' accomplished by
diode 01. and the resultant direct current is smoothed out
by Ci to derive the positive supply voltage. Similarly, the
negative supply voltage is derived by diode; DJ and capacitor C1 from winding W4. If the isolation amplifier is to be
used as a three-port isolator, isolated power voltages for
output op amp A2 can be derived by adding filter capacitors between pins 16 and 17 and between pins 12 and 17.
At the heart of the isolation amplifier are two identical
flyback demodulators. Both compa_ret~e positive-going
flyback signal at the respective winding at which they are
connected with the amplitude of the negative energizing
pulse. At minimum modulation (load), they ,_Producea

Energizing
Pulse

V

E- Unlaadld

lit' Flyblclc
Vallaga

FIGURE 2. Flyback modulation. The pulse~ supply'voltage is applied to transformer winding (a). As a result of
voltage V across winding, current I increases as·in (b)
until switch opens, producing flyback shown in (c). Rectified positive-going pulses provide power to energize ·
input op amp A1 which controls flyback modulator.
positive output signal; as modulation increases. the
demodulator output signal decreases until it is negative at.
maximum modulation.
Flyback demodulator I is used in a closed-loop system by
connecting its output to the inverting (feedback) terminal
of A1.This configuration causes A1 to control the level of
the modulator until the output of flyback demodulator I
equals the signal at the noninverting input of A,. so that
VFR= V1N.Flyback demodulator 2. identical to flyback
demodulator I, has the same output. and thus VFF= V1N•
To prevent loading of demodulator 2, it is buffered by A2.
which is configured as a unity-gain amplifier. As a result,
VouT= VFF = v,N.
The accuracy of the transfer equation depends basically
on the stability and tracking of the two op amps and the·
close matching of the demodulator components. With
high grade op amps and components matched to within
0.5% or better initially, and a temperature coefficient of
25ppm/°C, a very-high gain accuracy can be achieved.
Nonlinearity caused by differences in demodulator outputs is very low because of the repeatable matching of the
resistors and stray capacitances made possible by thickfilm hybrid-cir~uit technology.
HYBRIDS AND TRANSFORMERS
Until now, transformers and large chokes were to be
avoided in hybrid integrated circuits. The few hyb~ids
manufactured with such components are hard to produce
and v,:ry costly because of the difficulties with size,
uneven mounting surfaces, and substrate-to-magrtet-wire
interconnections. When Burr-Brown moved to enter the
rapidly expanding market for isolation amplifiers and
isolated DC/ DC converters with low cost transformercoupled hybrid circuits, it decided that these shortcomings had to be eliminated. As a result, it developed a new
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approach to implementing a toroidal transformer on a
hybrid substrate that eliminates the manufacturing problems.
Table I is a step-by-step comparison of the new technique
with the conventional (but rarely used) approach. At
present, the hybrid-compatible transformer is well suited
for low-cost, low-power transformers, with the overall
cost of the transformer assembly about 60% to 80% of the
mounted transformer. However, it does not yet provide
the same performance as the conventional transformer in
all respects. Although coupling capacitance is lower and
accuracy is better, the resistive losses are higher and the
achievable inductance is lower.
COMPARING PAST AND PRESENT
Table 11is a comparison of features and specifications of
the new isolation amplifier with previously available
component type units. (Note that previously available
transformer-coupled isolation amps were built as printed
circuits most often housed in plastic modules.) Amplitudemodulated isolation amplifiers were the first to appear.
high accuracy pulse-width-modulated types were introduced in 1973. and optical ones have been available since
1976.
It can be seen that the single-transformer. flyback modulated amplifier performs well in most areas. Its nonlinearity is in line with that of all the other types and exceeds
that of the low-cost amplitude-modulated types. Its
isolation-voltage pulse rating is higher than that of any
otheramplifierand conforms with the requirements specified in medical applications for protection against defibrillator pulses.

Also. its isolation barrier capacitance is the lowest of any
transformer-coupled device available today - a highly
desirable feature in medical applications where the leakage from the standard 11SV AC equipment power outlets
to the patient must be kept at a minimum. Actually. the
single transformer design keeps the leakage current
below 0.5 microamperes. 20 times lower than the limit
specified by Underwriters Laboratories.
Another big advantage of low barrier capacitance is that
the isolation-mode rejection degradation is kept at a
minimum in applications where the source ~mpedance is
high and the isolation amplifier .,doesnot have a balanced
front end. The isolation-mode rejection of the new unit
also compares well with that of previous designs. Another
strong point of this device is its small-signal frequency
response - an order of magnitude better than any other
transformer-coupled isolation amp and even better than
optically coupled devices.
Moreover. the 20-pin ceramic package. which measures
1.J" x I.I" x 0.26". is the smallest of any isolation amp
available today. Finally, its price is the lowest for any
transformer-coupled device with an internal isolated
power supply. Thus. it is more economical to use than
even optically coupled devices in applications where isolated input power is not readily available.
The innovation that makes it economically feasible to put
this isolation amplifier into a ceramic hybrid package is
the hybrid-compatible transformer design. Figure 3. a
photograph of an uncapped isolation amplifier. shows
the location of the transformer, the rest of the components (the op amps. resistors. capacitors. and diodes) and

TABLE I. Comparision of Conventional and Hybrid-Compatible Transformers.
CONVENTIONALTRANSFORMERS

HYBRID-COMPATIBLE
TRANSFORMERS

To be mounted into a hybrid package.asmall toroid transformer
not only must be wound by hand, but all wire must be accurately
placed and dressed.

Tuma are completed using a manual or automatic wire bonder,
cutting labor by 50'!bto 90%.

The mounting surface of a toroid transformer la formed by the
magnet wire, causing problems of tolerance and flatness.

The flat surface of the toroid Itself la used for mounting, giving
a high degree of uniformity.

The magnet wire bonded to the substrate must hold the core In
place and take g stress.

The core la bonded directly to the substrate, resulting In better
adhesion and device Integrity.

Magnet wire is hard to position accurately on small pads for
soldering. The difficulty In making connections and
required substrate area increases with the number of
connections.

Connections are made with wire bonds. The number of
connections does not affect complexity or cost.

Magnet wire must be held in place and soldered.

No soldering Is required.

TABLE II. Comparison of Isolation Amplifiers.
Isolation Method

Single
Transformer

Dual
Transformer

Dual
Transformer

Package

Ceramic-IC

Modulation
Nonlinearity
max. specified 1'1&1
· Isolation voltage pulse
rating ckV1

Differential
Optical

Plastic - Module

Plastic - Module

Ceramic-IC

Flyback

Amplitude

Pulse-width·

Llght-intena'ty

0.05 -0.1

0.03-0.3

0.005 - 0.025

0.05-0.2

8

upto7.5

Isolation barrit1r capacitance 1pF1

8.0

20-100

16

1.8

Isolation-mode rejection I dB 1
at 60Hz and Gain "' 10VN

125

115-130

140-150

120

35

1-2.5

1.5 ~ 2.5

15

0.33

1.4•10

5.6

0.44,

Frequency response,
small signal 1kHz1
Sizelin31
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upto5

5

the gold-platedpins. The toroid transformerassemblyis
the dominant feature in the center. It turns are made of
gold rather than magnet wire.a sharp departure in construction from the state-of-the-artuntil now. To further

illustrate the construction details of the transformer.
Figure 4a gives an X-ray type view through the trans-·
former structure from the top, and Figure 4b shows a
sectionalcut of the assembly.

CERAMIC
CAPACITOR
CMOS
OSCILLATOR
THIN-FILM
CAPACITOR

MODULATING
.TRANSISTOR

IODES

TOROID
CORE
Tt!ICK-FILM
RESISTORS

OUTPUT
AMPLIFIER
ALIGNMENT
PATTERN
INPUT
AMPLIFIER
_THIN-FH.M
CAPACITOR
ARRAYS

Fl GURE 3. Dominant feature of this hybrid intregrated-circuitisolationamplifieris compatible transformer. which.in
conjunctionwitht~eflyback-modulation
!echnique.isusedto achieveisolationof signaland powerwitha singletransformer.

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 4. Transformer views.Top X-ray view(a) and cross section(b) show construction of toroid assembly,which
providescouplingof signaland poweracross amplifier'sisolationbarrier. Turns are of gold wireinstead of usual magnet
wire and are bonded to screenedgold interconnectionpattern on ceramic substrate.
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with 2-mil gold wire in accordance with the pattern
shown in Figure 4a.

MANUFACTURE
Manufacture of the isolation amplifier begins by screening gold conductors onto the ceramic substrate to provide circuit interconnection patterns and the transformer
conductor patterns shown in Figure4a. The gold conductor is then fired in accordance with Burr-Brown's standard thick-film process. The layer of glass insulation is also
screened on and fired using thick-film technology. Further
processing completes the substrate, which contains 20
laser-trimmed cermet resistors and 19 gold-plated pins.
swaged and welded in place. ·

Next, the unit is actively laser-trimmed. tested, and
insulation-coated with a high dielectric constant insulating material.
The integrity of the transformer under high voltage stress
is ensured by the use of several insulation steps. The glass
layer on top of the conductors and the insulator coating
on the toroid core each have a minimum dielectric
strength of 8kV.
Finally, the package is seal~d by applying a ceramic cap
over the top of the ·unit under pressure and heat in a
nitrogen atmosphere. The heat cures an epoxy ring prescreened onto the ceramic cap to form an airtight seal.

The first step on the assembly. line is the bonding of the
in~ulation-coated toroid to the glass insulation layer. All
the other circuit components are then bonded to the
substrates. Chip-to-conductor interconnectors are made
with I-mil gold wire and transformerturns are completed

APPLICATIONS
In the two-port unity-gain isolator of Figure I. only one
external filter capacitor (C1) and a ±8V to ±15V supply
are required. With a standard± 15V supply and at unity.
gain, this circuit provides a dynamic input and output
voltage range of ±5V. With two additional resistors. A1
can be programmed for a noninverting gain of 2, providing a minimum dynamic output voltage range of ±IOV.

} 15VDC

INPUT

7

Figure 5 shows the 3656 connected as a unity-gain. threeport isolator. All isolated supplies are internally generated. C1 and C, filter the internal supplies for outputbuffer op amp A1. If a dual-polarity supply is available at
the output port, these capacitors can be eliminated. With
the internal suppl°ies as configured, the dynamic input
and output voltate range is ±5V.

+
OUTPUT

------COMMON

INPUT
COMMON

As a result of increased public awareness and increasing
government involvement in patient safety, isolation
amplifiers have become a must for most electrical
patient-monitoring devices marketed today. The 3656 is
well suited to such applications because of its low noise,
low isolation capacitance. and a high isolation breakdown.

FIGURE 5. Three-port. The 3656, shown here in unitygain configuration, has a dynamic input and output
range of 5V with internally generated power. With
external dual-polarity supply, capacitors C2 and C.,can
be eliminated.

t-----4-------15VDC
L...--1----1--,.--COMMON

R3

2Mn

22nkn
R4

]T•-

________
_
.....,.

FIGURE 6. Medical beat. Because of its high isolation, the 3656 is ideal as an electrocardiograph amplifier. It can
withstand inadverte~t applications of defibrillation pulses while the patient is being monitored. Heart pulses are
accurately amplified with a frequency response of DC to 3kHz.
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The electrocardiograph ampl,if1.!rin Figure 6 is implemented with an instrumentation input stage by using a
second low power. low noise op amp (such as industry
type 4250) in addition to the internal device. Resisto~ Rl
and R. set the noninverting gain of the internal op amp to
IOand resistors R1and R2 provide matching of the exter-'
nal op amp inputs in accordance with standard practice
for designing instrumentation amplifiers.
Resistors R~and R1 protect against the peaks of defibrillation pulses. which might be inadvertently applied to the
input ifa defibrillator is used to restore the patient's heart
function while he is being monitored. These resistors

FIGURE 7. Industrial control. Current-mode signal
transmission, often used in industrial control loops, is
conveniently implemented with the 3656, here used as a
three-port isolator to control current-source transistor
.Q,. Circuit convert·s IV or SV input into a 4mA or 20mA
signal.

mus.t be carbon composition types, because film types of
the same rating cannot survive defibrillator impulse
energy, which can range up to 2 watts/second (8kv).
Resistor R6 sets the quiescent current of A1. and' Rs
equalizes the load of the output demodulator with that of
the input demodulator for maximum gain accuracy.
Capacitor C1filters the internal negative supply for the
output buffer op amp, but if a± I SV supply is coonected
to the output buffer op amp, CJ can be ~liminated.
This circuit accurately amplifies heart pulses with a f requency response of DC to 3kHz. A bandpass filter
between amplifier and monitor can select out the desired
frequency range.
For electroencephalography. or brain wave monitoring,
where defibrillator protectiQn is not required. R~and R1
can be eliminated, resulting in lower noise. But in order
for the frequency band to be monitored. the gain must be
· increased. since brain waves are an order of magnitude
smaller in amplitude than heart pulses. Increasing the .
gain is accomplished by bypassing both R1 and R. with
an appropriate RC series network. For example. to monitor alpha and theta waves (4Hz to 13Hz) with a gain of
200. two I0kfi resistors and two 10µF capacitors should
be used.
INDUSTRIAL CONTROL LOOPS
Analog signal transmission for industrial control circuits
is typically done with 4inA to 20mA loops, where 4mA
rep.resents zero or quiescent level and 20mA represents
maximum signal.Current-modesignaltransmwioneliminates
inaccuracies that are caused by attenuation in cables,
intrinsic safety barriers. and multiple sensors. The shifted
zero inherent in the 4mA to 20mA range also makes it
easyto recognizeabnormal operatingconditionssuchas power-

RJ

ton

-e

--------15YIIC

ton
FIGURE 8. Stability. For applications like this thermocouple, where DC stability is important, the isolation amplifier
can be supplemented with a high-performance op amp, using the internal isolated power supply, for which capacitors C2
and Cl provide additional filtering.
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down or open circuits. If the transmitted current isnot between
4mA and20mA. an error condition is generally assumed.

tion can occur in degrees that depend on the circuit. the
isolation capacitance. and external stray capacitances.

Figure7 shows an isolated IV. 5V to4mA 20mAconverter. All power is derived from a single 24VDC supply.
The voltage for the isolation amplifier is regulated to I5V
using a standard three-terminal regulator. The isolation
amplifier is used with a floating output (three ports) to
control current-source transistor Q, and feed its emitter
current into grounded load resistor R:. The' feedback
voltage for the internal output buffer is deri\'ed across
sense resistor R, and is proportional to the output
current.
For increased DC stability when required in applications
like a thermocouple amplifier, the front end of the 3656
can be supplemented with a high performance op amp by
using the available isolated supply. Figure 8 shows such a
configuration. Resistors R2 and RJ set the gain of the
front eniamplifier to IO00. Capacitors Ci and C3 provide
additional filtering for the i5olated supply - recommended .if A1 draws more than 0.1 mA of supply current.

A simple model of an isolation amplifier with an operational amplifier input stage is shown in Figure 9. Amplifier A1 represents the input op amp. and A~ the unity-gain
isolation stage. Specified isolation:.mode rejection ,is
achieved if common-mode signal Vn1 produces no differential input signal between the inputs of A,. A~. or
both. This is the case if both R:. R~.and R~and C1. c~.
ahd C1!'-oa·re 1.ero. However. when these resistors anp
capacitors have finite values. they form three low-pass
filters. each with the general attenuation function:

GETTING FULL ISOLATION-MODE REJECTION
A recent analysis of an isolation amplifier to determine
the effect of internal- and external-component and stray
capacitances (?n isolation-mode rejection shows that only
the capacitances of the input wires to the outpu~ circuits
are critical. Thus. the major factors for the user are
specified isolation-barrier capacitance (C,so) and the
external capacitance between any of the input and output
pins.
Designing for high isolation-mode rejection becomes
very simple fr the isolation amp includes an instrumentation or balanced front end or one is added externally. The
balanced front end makes it easy to maintain the full
isolation-mode rejection specified because the barrier
capacitances from each input-to-output common can be
easily balanced. To maintain an isolation-mode rejection
close to 120 decibels with a capacitance unbalance of
0.5pF. a source impedance unbalance of up to 50k!l can
be tolerated.
Maintaining full isolation-mode rejection with a singleended or unlmlanced front end is more difficult. The
source resistances in this case must be no more than a few
hundred ohms. With lar!!e source impedances. degrnda-

A= [R

+ (1/jwC)}jwC

For example. if R~= I kH and c,~11= 6pF. the calculated
attenuation A at 60H1 is 2.ix 10·".or 2.2ppm. Though a
few ppm of attenuation seems tri\'ial. note that I ppm is
e4uivalent to 120dB (20 log I ppm).
Any differential signal appearing at the input of A,
because of une4ual attenuation of Vo, by network C1 -R~
loaded with R~ on the one hand and c~- R., loaded with
the nonin\'erting input of A1 on the other will be amplified the same as an input signal (V,,). Thus. une4ual
attenuation can be directly translated into a limit on
isolation-mode rejection referred to the input. Any attenuation of Vn, caused by low-pass filter R~-C,so with
respect to the common portion of VcM across the input of
A1 appears across the input of A2. The gain for this signal
is only unity regardless of gain of A1. ~ausing an
isolation-mode ~ejection degradation with reference to
the output.
The three-wire input system in the figure maximi1es the
isolation-mode rejection of the 3656 or other isolation
amplifiers with an unbalanced input. because Caso becomes
less critical with high gain mul C1 and C: can be kept
small. But the value of R: affects the circuit gain.
If a two-wire system is chosen and the input common is ·
connected to the junction of R: and R1 (S1 switched). the
gain is no longer affected by R:. hut the degradation of
balance caused by network C1- R: loaded by R1 in con.iunction with the largest l.'apacitance C'1~11
is amplified by·
A1 and causes much poorer isolation-mode rejection at
g.ains higher th.an unity.

J-'l(illRE 9. bolation /\mplilicr Model For Analyzing Isolation-Mode Rejection.
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WHAT IS AN ISOLATIONAMPLIFIER?
Isolation amplifiers resemble operational amplifiers
but are designed to have a galvanic discontinuity
between their input and output pins. This dis~ontinuity. called an isolation barrier. must have high~
breakdown voltage. low .DC leakage (high barrier
resistance). and low AC leakage (low barrier capacitance).
The isolation barrier sets the isolation amplifier
apart from operational and instrumentation amplifiers in cost and complexity. as ~ell as in application.
So called three-port isolation amplifiers have an additional isolation barrier between the power supply
connection and'the signal connections. This feature
increases versatility because it allows the user to connect power in common with either the amplifier's
input or its output. In some cases, it may be advan.tageous to isolate the power supply from the input or
the output and thereby eliminate additional error
sources that may be present in a system.

OPAMP
SYMBOL

Isolation amplifiers generally serve the following
functions not achievable with operational or instrumentation amplifiers:
• Sensing small ~ignals in the presence of veryhigh (> 10 volts) or unknown common-mode
voltages.
• Protecting patients undergoing medical monitoring or diagnostic measurements.
• Completely breaking ground loops.
Below is a comparison of the three basic amplifier
types. The isolation amplifier. as well as offering
isolation, increases accuracy because of its floating
input. In contrast to the instrumentation amplifier. it
not only eliminates ground loop errors but further
reduces the total system error because its isolationmode rejection ratio is generally one or two orders of
magnitude higher than the common-mode rejection
of an instrumentation amplifier.
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COMBINE TWO OP AMPS TO AVOID
THE SPEED ACCURACY COMPROMISE
By interconnecting a low drift op amp and a wideband
op amp, the best characteri_stics of both amplifiers are
attained in the composite amplifier. Typically, wideband
op amps have high ,voltage offset drift with time and
temperature, which can produce significant error. Shown
in Figures I and 2 are two composite op amps. Each uses
a low drift op amp, A1, and a wideband op amp, A2, in
configurations which yield the best performance characteristicsof each amplifier: the wide bandwidth of A2and
the low offset voltage drift of A1. Added benefits include
increased open-loop gain and reduced low frequency
noise. The low drift op amp provides continuous correction for the input offset voltage of the fast amplifier. For
the inverting-only composite amplifier shown in Figure
I, the low drift op amp A1 senses the offset voltage from
ground present at the summing junction of the wideband
amplifier. Any such offset will_be integrated by A1 to
develop an offset compensating voltage at the coninverting input of the fast op amp. Integration continues
until the summing junction voltage is equal to the input
offset voltage of the low drift amplifier (including the
effects of the low drift amplifier's input bias currents on
resistors R1 and R2). Then the offset voltage of the
composite amplifier is essentially that of the low drift
op amp.

For the differential input composite amplifier shown in
Figure 2, the low drift op amp amplifies the offset
voltage at the inputs of the wideband op amp and
supplies an offset correction to the offset nulling pin of
the fast amplifier (pin 8 for the wideband amplifier
shown). The output of the low drift amplifier stabilizes.
at the voltage necessary to reduce the offset voltage of
the fast amplifier to that of the low drift op amp plus the
offset from the bias current in resistors Rt and R2.
Again, the offset voltage of the composite amplifier is
reduced to that of the low drift op amp.
The open-loop gain of both composite amplifiers is A2
X (I + aA1), where a is defined as Ex/A1Ei. For the
inverting-only composite op amp shown in Figure I, aA1
is the response of the integrator formed by A1, R1 and
C1. For the differential input composite op amp shown
in Figure 2, a is essentially a constant, independent of
frequency, and is the change in the offset voltage of A2
due to a change in Ex divided by the change in Ex. It can
be shown that for the-composite op amps to have a single
pole in their open-loop gain response, R1C1 must equal
Ao2/2 1r fc2 in the inverting-only composite op amp and
a must equal -f c2/A02fc1 · fn the differenti~ input
composite op amp, where fci, fc2, and Ao2 are the unit

R,
R,C,::: Ao2/211fo., R2 = R,

V'oa= Vou, + R, loa,.,
::: 250µV, 1pVl°C typ.
A'o

f'c

+
El

FIGURE I. Composite op amp for inverting amplifier configurations when: the non-inverting input is at signal ground.
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= Ao2 (1 + Ao,)
= 20()d8 typ.

= fe2= 100MHztyp.

gain bandwidths of amplifiers At and A2, and the DC
open-loop gain of A2, respectively.
In addition to a decreased offset voltage drift and an
increased open-loop gain, the differential input composite
op amp has the further advantage of improved commonmode rejection at low frequencies. At low frequencies
the CMR of the wideband amplifier is essentially replaced
by that of the low drift amplifier, which is typically much
better than the.wideband amplifier.
Diodes D1 and D2 at the output of the low drift amplifier
in Figure l prevent a latch-up condition which can exist
in the composite amplifier, since the output saturation
voltage of the low drift ·amplifier· specified exceeds the
common mode range of the wideband amplifier shown.
Low-pass filters Rt/Ct and R2/C2 at the inputs of the

low drift op amp in Figure 2 prevent high frequency
common mode swing from unbalancing the input stage
of the low drift amplifier, which would cause a change in
its input offset voltage.
The composite amplifier has some idiosyncrasies which
may be important in certain applications. It will not
completely stabilize in response to a step input until the
low-drift op amp and its integrator loop have settled to a
final value. This can produce a settling "tail'~ Since ihe
DC correction loop has a small effect on the output, the
magnitude of this aberration may be small or negligible.
Actual applications should be evaluated to determine the
significance of this effect.

+15V

R,

aA (llE,/llEx)

~=

~=

R,,
V'os = Vos,u

= -fca/(Aoafc1)

C,

+ R, losA1
= 2soµv,
1µvrctyp

=

Aoa (1 + aA,)
=. 140dB typ.
f'c = fc:2 20MHz typ.

A'o

=

R,

l

+

Ei

r

FIGURE 2. Differential Composite Op Amp. This version may be used in applications where neither the invening or non-invcning input arc at
signal ground.
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DESIGNING PHOTODIODE AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS WITH OPA128
B: noise bandwidth (Hz)
R: feedback resistor (!l)
eoUT: noise voltage (Vrms)

The new OPA128 ultra-low bias current operational
amplifier achieves its 75fA maximum bias current without ·
compromise. Until now, serious performance trade-offs
were required which ·sacrificed overall amplifier performance in order to reach femtoamp (fA
10-15A) bias
currents. It is the world's first monolithic sub-picoamp
op amp.

=

UNIQUE DESIGN MINIMIZES
PERFORMANCETRADE-OFFS
Small-geometry FETs have low bias current, of course,
but FET size reduction ~educes transconductance and
increases noise dramatically, placing a serious restriction
on performance when low bias current is achieved
simply by making input FETs extremely small. Unfortunately, larger geometries suffer from high gate-tosubstrate isolation diode leakage (which is the major
contribution to BIFET® amplifier input bias current).

1,.::::photocurront
R., shunt resistanceof diodeJunction
CJ = junction capacitance

=

:

Ra= seriesresistance

FIGURE I. Photodiode Equivalent Circuit.
Responslvlty -1o' V/W
Bandwidth: DC to -30Hz
Offset Voltage - ±485pV

\

Replacing the reverse-biased gate-to-substrate isolation
diode structure of BIFETs with dielectric isolation
removes this large leakage current component which,
together with a noise-free cascade circuit, special FET
geometry, and advanced wafer processing, allows far
higher D//e,® performance compared to BIFETs.

HOW TO IMPROVE PHOTODIODE AMPLIFIER
PERFORMANCE
An important electro-optical application of FET op
amps is for.photodiode amplifiers. The unequalled performance of the OPA128 is well-suited for very high
sensitivity detector designs. A few design tips for photodiode amplifiers may be helpful:

I. Photodlode.capacitanceshould be as low .as
posslble.See Figure I: C, affects not only bandwidth
but noise as well. This is because C, and the op amp's
feedback resistor form a noise-gain zero (feedback pole).
2. Photodlode active area should be as small as
possibleso that CJ Is small and RJIs high. This will
allow a higher signal-to-noise ratio. If a large area is
· needed, consider using optical "gain" (lens, mirror, etc.)
rather than a large area diode. Optical "gain" is essentially
noise-free.

FIGURE 2. High-Sensitivity Photodiode Amplifier.
while transimpedance gain (signal) increases as:
eouT

resistor thermal noise increases as:

=V

eouT
4kT BR
k: Boltzman 's constant
T: temperature (° K)

'

= 1.38 X 10-

23

J/ K

v'R.

4. A low bias current op amp Is needed to achieve
highest sensitivity.Bias current causes· voltage offset
errors with large-feedback resistors. Wide bandwidth
circuits with smaller feedback resistors arc less subject to
bias current errors, but even in these circuits, bias
current must be considered if wide temperature range
operation is expected. The OPAl28LM specs only ±2pA
max at +70°C. Bias current also causes shot noise.

is=

v2qi

q: 1.602 X 1019 coulombs
i: bias (or signal) current (A)
is: noise current (Arms)

3. Use as large a feedback resistor as possible

(consistentwith bandwidthrequirements)to minimize noise. This seems paradoxical, but remember,

= i (signal) R

Signal-to-noise improves by

In most circuits, the dominant noise source will be the
thermal (Johnson) noise of the feedback resistor.

5. Diode shuntresistance(HJ)shouldbe as high as
possible.If R, :II>RP , then the circuit DC gain (noise
gain) is IV/V. Low resistance diodes will cause noise,
voltage offset, and drift to be amplified by I + Rp/R,.
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Since diode shunt resistance decreases at higher temperature, it can cause unexpected errors. In Figure 3 a
diffused-junction GaAsP photodiode is used to maintain
R,
3000trfO at +60°C. Due to its higher bandgap,
GaAsP has a flatter R, versus temperature slope than
silicon.

=

If: FIJ=ooandla=O

ResponsMty- -1.6 X to' V/W
Spectral Response- 400-760nm
Bandwidth - tkHz
Offset Voltage: - ±150pVat 25°C
-±325',Vateo-c

EouT=-1• -R,+Vaa

_____
____
..,,,.,

I

Hamamatsu

'

I

.G1735 ~

"

If: FIJ= oo, la = 0, and R', • (R, + Ra)
EouT
= -ls1GNA1.R', (1 + R, / Ra) + Vaa(1 + R,/ Ra)

FIGURE 5. Feedback Resistors for Transimpcdance
Amplifiers.
FIGURE 3. Wide-Temperature-Range Photodiode
Amplifier.

multiply input offset voltage, drift, and amplifier voltage
noise by the ratio of 1 + R1/R2. In most electrometer
amplifiers, these input specifications are not very good
to start with. Multiplying an already high offset and drift
(sometimes as high as 3mV and 501iV/0 C) by use of a T
network becomes impractical. By using a far better
amplifier such as the OPA128, moderate T network
ratios can be accommodated and the resulting multiplied
errors will be far smaller. Although a single very-high
resistance will give better performance, the T network
can overcome such problems as gain adjustment and
difficulty in finding a large value resistor. A few companies specializing in very-high value resistors are: Victoreen (use their low-capacitance models), Eltec and
Cal-R.

6. For highest sensitivityuse the photodlodeIn a
photovoltalcmode".With zero-bias operation, dark
current offset errors are not generated by this (photodiode
leakage) current. Zero bias is a slower but higher sensitivity mode of operation. Most photodiodes work quite
effectively with zero bias, even those originally designed
for reverse-biased operation.
7. Fastest response and greatest bandwidth are
obtained In the "photoconductlvemode".Reverse
bias reduces C1substantially and also reduces or elimir, tii>.es
the slow rise time diffusion "tail" which is troublesome at longer wavelengths. Disadvantages of biased
operation arc: dark current, 1/F noise component is
introduced, and the occasional need for an extra bias
supply.
11

9. Shield the photodetector circuit In a metal
housing.It is a very high impedance, high sensitivity
circuit and it requires good shielding and effective power
supply bypassing. This is not optional.
10. A smallcapacitoracrossRFlafrequentlyrequired
to suppressoaclllatlonor gain peaking.Although it
can affect bandwidth, a small amount of capacitance will
usually be required to ensure loop stability; This capacitor
c~n be made larger for bandwidth limitation if desired.

Responslvity - -5 x 1rfv,w
Bandwidth - 100kHz
Offset Voltage,- ±1mV

UDT PIN-040Aor
SOC SD-041-11-21-011

1MO

KEY OPA128SPECIFICATIONS
0.1µFl

-

Bias current ... ; . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. 75fA max
Offset voltage ...............................
500µV max
Drift ........................................
5µV/°C max
Noise ................................
l5nV/J"ffz at lOkHz

-:-

Bias Voitagc,

+1ovto+sov

FIGURE 4. Wide_r-Bandwidth Photodiode Amplifier.

BIFET9 Ncllion&l
SemiconductorCorp.; Dik,9

8. A veryhigh resistancefeedbackresistorIs MUCH
better than a low resistanceIn a T network. See
Figure 5. Although transimpedance gain (eoUT/is10NAL)
is equivalent, the T network will sacrifice performance.
The low feedback resistance will generate higher current
noise (in) and the voltage divider formed by R1/R2
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Burr-BrownCorp.

DIODE-CONNECTED FET PROTECTS OP AMPS
Providing input-overload protection· for -:r. sitive measurement circuits proves difficult when /OU must not
degrade the circuits' performance in the process. It's an
especially tricky problem when you're measuring a
material's dielectric pro.perties. In such an application
(see Figure I), an ultralow-input-bias-current op amp
serves as a current integrator to measure a dielectric's
response to a IOOVstep.

The overload-protected design resulting from these FET
measurements is shown in Figure 3. The diode-connected
JFET serves as a shunt across the op amp's input - a
scheme that limits the differential input to 0.6V if the
dielectric shorts. Resistor Rilimits the maximum shortc,ircuit current to the 50mA level specified in the FET's
data sheet. R1's effect on measurement accuracy is
negligible because the dielectric's impedance is very much
greater than the resistor's 2kO value.
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Unfortunately, the op amp is destroyed if the dielectric
sample shorts.
For one such measurements setup, the OPAl28 serves
because its bias current is le~s than 75fA (75 X 10-1~A)
and therefore contributes negligible measurement error.
What type of protective device doesn't degrade this op
amp's parameters? PN-junction devices usually have
leakage currents in the nanoamp range even ~t very-low
bias voltages-a degradation of several orders of magnitude. FETs are generally much better in this respect, and
Siliconix's 2N4117AJFET proves the best.
Figure 2 shows an experimentally derived curve of
leakage current vs voltage for this device. Note that for
voltages comparable to those between an op amp's
inputs, the 2N4 I 17A's leakage is compatible with the op
amp's bias. (The residual 60fA level at 0V arises from
thermal effects and measurement-system noise.)

5

FIGURE 2. Curve of Leal<age Current vs Voltage.
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FIGURE 3. Overvoltage Protection Circuit.
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HOW TO DETERMINE WHAT HEAT SINK TO USE
A heat sink is normally required when using high power
or high voltage amplifiers. The heat sink required
depends on the specific application details. Evaluation of
heat sink requirements is easy and can lead to cost sav. ings or increased reliability.
A simple thermal model.for a power amplifier utilizes an
analog to an electric circuit. The "Ohm's law" of this
thermal model states that the temperature rise across a
thermal resistance is equal to that thermal resistance
times the power dissipated:
4T=8P

achieved by choosing a more conservative operating
point.
The 4T is simply the difference between the maximum
ambient temperature (TA MAX)and the maximum junction temperature (or a somewhat derated TJ MAX),
Once the power dissipation and temperature rise are
determined, the thermal resistance, 8, can be calculated:
4T
BJ-A=
-p
'

=

e.g.: TJ MAX 200°C (from power amp specification)
Choose a T, MAX
of 180°C for reliability margin.
TA 60°C (maximum ambient operating temperature)
P
25W (depends on '±Vs, load etc.)
BJ-A= (180 - 60) + 25 = 4.8°C/W (this is not
the required heat sink 8).
B,-Ais the total thermal resistance from junction to
ambient and is comprised of three major parts:

=

P (WATTS)

=

AT= Ta-T,

6 (°CIW)

_T,(°C)

where: 4 T is the. temperature rise -8 is the thermal resistance in °C/ W
P is the amplifier's power dissipation in watts:
The power dissipated in the power amplifier depends on
the supply voltage, electrical load, and signal conditions.
For resistive loads and DC (or slowly varying signals)
the maximum dissipation is:

Vs2
PMAx=- R
4 LOAD
where: Vs is the supply voltage referred to load ground
(one side, not the sum of+ Vs and -Vs)
RLoADis the load resistance.
For AC signals or reactive lo~ds the power dissipated is
not the same as the power delivered to the load. Refer to
Applications Note AN-123 for details on evaluating
amplifier dissipation.
The allowable temperature rise is· dependent on the
ambient temperature conditions and the maximum allowable junction temperature, TJ MAX,
This is the maximum
semiconductor junction temperature of the internal
power transistors as specified by the power amp manufacturer. It normally ranges from 1S0°C to 200°C. The
maximum junction temperature should be considered an
absolute maximum. It should be recognized that, as with
any electronic component, improved reliability can be

1. The thermal resistance from junction to case, 81-c, is
specified by the power amp manufacturer. Note that
some power amps specify a lower thermal resistance
for AC signal conditions where the dissipation is
shared by both internal power transistors.
P (WATTS)

T.111NCT10N

2. The thermal resistance from the power amp case to
the heat sink, Be-us, depends on heat sink mounting
surface flatness. Heat sink compound reduces Be-usin
the presence of small surf ace imperfections. While it is
not a substitute for good heat sink workmanship, it
does conduct heat better than the air that would otherwise fill the voids resulting from surf ace irregulari-
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ties._Typical values for a T0-3 type package range
from 0.1°C/ W to 0.5°C/ W. Power amps or transistors
with electrically hot cases usually require imulating
hardware which adds as much as 1.0°C/W to Be-Hs.
3. The thermal resistance from heat sink to ambient,
BHs-A,is determined by the heat sink and environmental factors such as air flow or convection currents.
T~e total thermal resistance, 81-A, is the sum of these
three thermal resistances. The required 8 for the heat
sink (Bas-A)is equal to the total thermal resistance less
the B1-e.and Be-HsBns-A B1-A- fh-e - Be-as
continuing the previous example:
Bs-A
4.8°C/ w (from previous calculation)
B1-e
2.2°C/W (from power amp specification)
Be-HS 0.2°C/ W (good surf ace with thermal
compound)

=

=
=
=

BHs-A

vary considerably for essentially identical designs. Heat
sink performance varies greatly depending on the mounting configuration, surrounding components, air flow
and other environment~I factors. Published data may be
used as a guideline to performance, but it is prudent to
measure actual performance in your application. In fact
this may be the only way to effectively evaluate heat sink
performance with custom designed heat sinks, fans,
stacked circuit boards, high altitude, or other unusual
conditions.
It is easy to verify thermal performance by measuring the
power amp's actual case temperature under operating
conditions. TeASB
is measured by placing a thermocouple
under one of the mounting screws of the power amp ( or
at a place on the case specifically indicated-by the manufacturer for such a measurement). The junction temperature can then be calculated:
T1

= 4.8 - 2.2 - 0.2 = 2.4°C/W

The required heat sink must have a thermal resistance of
2.4°C/W (or lower) 'to adequately cool the power amp.
It is conceivable that this calculation might result in a
negative number for 8Hs-A.This means that a perfect or
infinite heat sink is not good enough. This would result
in -operation beyond the power derating curve for the
power amp-an alternative aperoach must be selected.
Once the required 8 for a heat sink is determined, it may
be compared to published data for commercially available heat sinks. This step should be taken with some
caution, however. Publish~d specifications for heat sinks

= PB1-c+ TeASB

= 25W (dependent on application)
B1-c = 2.2°C/W (from power amp specification)
TeAsE= 95°C (as measured with thermocouple)

e.g.: P

T1
= (25)(2.2) + 95 = 150°C (safe)
This is the most direct means of assuring that the junction temperature is maintained within safe bounds. This
approach still requires knowledge of the power amplifier
dissipation. For AC signals, reactive loads, motors or
widely varying signal conditions (such as voice or music)
this may be difficult to calculate. Application Note AN123gives hints on how to handle these situation's.
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NOISE ANALYSIS. OF FET TRANSIMPEDANCE AMPLIFIERS
The availabilityof detailed noise spectral densitycharacteristics for the OPA111 amplifier allows an accurate
noise error analysis in a variety of different circuit configurations. The fact that the spectral characteristicsare
guaranteed maximums allows absolute noise errors to be
truly bounded. Other FET amplifiers normally use
simpler specificationsof rms noise in a given bandwidth
(typically lOHzto lOkHz)and peak-to-peak noise (typically specifiedin the band 0.1Hz to IOHz).These specifications do not. contain enough information to allow
accurate analysis of noise behavior in any but the simplest of circuit configurations.
Noise in the OPAlll can be modeled as shown in Figure
I. ,This model is the same form as the DC model for
offset voltage (Eos) and bias currents (la). In fact, if the
voltage en(t) and currents in(t) are thought of as general
instantaneous error sources, then they could represent
either noise or DC offsets. The error equations for the
general instantaneous model are shown in Figure 2.

Ra

eo(t)

=On(l) (1 +AJA,]+ ln-(l) Ra+ ln,(l) Ra(1 + R,IR,)

FIGURE 2. Circuit With Error Sources.
The internal noise sources in operational amplifiers are
normallyuncorrelated.That is, they are randomly related
to each other in time 4Utdthere is no systematic phase
relationship.Uncorrelated noise quantities are combined
as root-sum-squares. Thus, if n1(t), n2(t), and n3(t) are
uncorrelated.then their combined value is
(2)
NToTAL
rms v'N 12 rms + Nl rms + Nl rms
The basic approach in no~seerror calculations then is to
identifythe noisesources,segmentthem into conveniently
handled groups (in terms of the shape of their noise
spectral densities),compute therms value of each group,
and then combine them by root-sum-squares to get the
total noise.

=

Amplifier With Noise

FIGURE 1. Noise Model of OPAlll.
If the instantaneous terms represent DC erro'rs (i.e.,
offset voltage and bias currents)'the equation is a useful
tool to compute actual errors. It is not, however, useful
in the same direct way to computer noise errors. The
basic problem is that noise cannot be predicted as a
function of time. It is a l'andom variable and must be
described in probabilistic terms. It is normally described
by some type of average-most commonly the rms value.
N rms ~ v'I/T

J!n (t) dt
2

TYPICALAPPLICATION
The circuit in Figure 3 is a common application of a low
noise FET amplifier. It will be used to demonstrate the
above noise calculation method.
CRI is a PIN photo diode connected in the photovoltaic
mode (no bias voltage) which produces an output current irNwhen exposed io the light, A.
Ra

(l)

.'C7

whereN rms is the rms valueof some random variablen(t).
In the case of amplifier noise, n(t) represents either en(t)
or in(t).

FIGURE 3. Pin Photo Diode Application.
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A more complete circuit is shown in Figure 4. The values
shown for Ca and Rt are typical for small geometry PiN
diodes with sensitivities in the range of .0.5 A/W. The
value of C2is what would be expected from stray capacitance with moderately careful layout (0.SpF to 2pF). A
larger value of C2 would normally be used to limit the
bandwidth and reduce the voltage noise at higher frequencies.
In Figure 4, en and in represent the amplifier's voltage
and current spectral densities, en(c.u)and in(c.u)respectively..These are shown in Figure 5.
Figure 6 shows the desired "gain" of the circuit
(transimpedance of eo/irN = Z2(s)). It has a single-pole

C.= 1pF

EquivalentCircuit for CR1

r\_- - - - - - - ~

R1= 1070
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rolloff at f2 = 1/(21rR2C2) c.u2/21r.Output noise is
minimized if f2 is made smaller. Normally R2 is chosen
for the desired DC transimpedance based on the full scale
input current (i1Nfull scale) and maximum output (Co
max). Then C2 is chosen to make f2 as small as possible
consistent with the necessary signal frequency response.
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and n = R2C2.
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J_= 1 + ~/3
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Frequency(Hz)
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(Sc)
1

(Sd)
Then, fa= 21T Taand fi =21r Ti
For very low frequencies(f<<fa), s approaches zero and
equation 5 becomes

0.1

0.1

(3)

R2(RaCas+ 1)
R1(R2C2s+ 1)
This may be rearranged to
J_ _ R2 + Rt [ Tas + 1 ]
J_ = l

.I I I

K. =0.4fA/$z

0.01

10
100 1k
10k 100k 1M 10M
Frequency(Hz)

FIGURE 6. Transimpedance.
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For the circuit in Figure 4 it can be shown that
~:6nV/$z

(a) Voltage Noise

iz

,o'

,,

where:
A = A(c.u)is the open-loop gain
/3 = /J(c.u)is the feedback factor. It is the amount of
output voltage feedback to the input of the op
amp.
A/3 = A(c.u)/3(c.u)is the loop gain. It is the amount of
the output voltage feedback to the input and
then amplified and returned to the output.
Note that for large loop gain (A,8>>1)
Co~~
71
~

FIGURE 4. Noise Model of Photo Diode Application.
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f1 =,15.9k,,

eo=en[ 1 +\pJ=en

I

100

,o7

25pF I

I

~

I
I

VoltageNoise
Figure 7 shows the noise vo_ltagegain for the circuit in
Figure 4. It is derived from the equation

I

I

1o'

~
c:.. to'

(6)

For very high frequencies (f>>fi), s approaches infinity
and equation 5 becomes

1M 10M

(b) Current Nolae

J_= 1 + ~-

/3

FIGURE 5. Noise Voltage and Current Spectral Density.
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\..2

(7)

Region l; f1= 0.0_lHzto fc = lOOHz

The noise voltage spectral density at the output ·is
obtained by multiplying the amplifier's noise voltage
spectral density (Figure Sa) times the circuits noise gain
(Figure 7). Since both curves are plotted on log-log
scales the multiplicationcan be performed by the addition of the two curves.The result is shown in Figure 8.

Emrms=_Ka[t+

(9a)

=0.293µV
This region has the characteristic of I/for "pink" noise
(slope of-l0dB per decade on the log-log plot of enw).
The selectionof 0.01Hz is somewhat arbitrary but it can
be shown that for this example there would be only negligible additional contribution· by extending fa several
decadeslower.Note that K1(l + Rz/R1)is the value of eo
at f = I Hz.
Region2; fa= 673Hz to f2= 15.9kHz

1M
100k
10k
1k

[

(9).

=80nV/../Hz[t+f]~)

10M

100

E02rms= K2• ~3
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ii
Cl

:~]~-

10

V rt- -¥

= (6nV/Jiii°) (L63 ~ 10·3)

1 + (R,IR,)
✓

· 0.1
✓

0.01

/

/

/

0.01 0.1

1

3

(67/) (10a)

= ll.3µV
This is the region of increasing noise gain (slope of
+20dB/ decade on the log-log plot) caused by the lead
networkformedby the resistanceR1 II R2and the capacitance(Ca+ C2).Note that K, • K2is the value of the eo (a,)
function for this segmentprojected back to 1Hz.
Region3; f > 15.9kHz

✓;, K,= 1.63x 10~ ... (1Hzlfa) [1 + (Ra/R1))
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FIGURE 7. Noise Voltage Gain.

Emr~s = K2(1 + ~~)

fa er 673Hz fa= 15.9kHz

VCf)f3-

f2

(11)

5

= (6nV/v'Hz} (1+~ )V(f)(soK)-I5.9K (lla)

fa=80kHz

= 51.7µV
This is a region of white noise with a single order rolloff
at f3 = SOkHz caused by the intersectionof the I/ /j curve
and the open-loop gain curve. The value of 80kHz is
obtained from observingthe intersectionpoint of Figure
7. The 71'/2applied to f3 is to convert from a 3dB corner
frequencyto an effectivenoise bandwidth!
I

0•0~"'.o-,
_o,._
,-....,

CurrentNoise
The output voltage component due to current noise is
equal to:
(12)
Eni =:=jn X Z2(s)
(12a)
whereZ2(s)= R2 II Xc 2
This voltagemay be obtained by combiningthe infoi:mation from FiguresS (b) and 6 together_with the open loop
gain curve of Figure 7. The result is shown in Figure 9.
Usingthe same techniquesthat were used for the voltage
noise:
Region I; 0.IHz to l0kHz

1
....,o--41001-o-41'""k
----t101-k-,-08k
.... ~1Mi--1•o'""M---1
Froquoncy(Hz)

FIGURE It Output VoltageNoise-SpectralDensity.
The total rms noise at the amplifier'soutput due to the
amplifier'sinternal voltagenoiseis derivedfrom the eo(w)
function in Figure 8 with the followingexpression:
(8)
Eo rms = JJ: e0 2 (w) do,
It is both convenientand informativeto calculatethe rms
noise using a piecewiseapproach (region-by-region)for
each of the three regions indicated in Figure 8.

Enii =4 x 10·9 \/IOK -0.1
=0.4µV
Region2; IOkHzto 15.9kHz
.

Eni2= 4 X 10-u -Jos.9kHz)J
3
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(13)

(10kHz)3
3

2
2
= 10--6v'co.293) +0 t.3) +cs1.1) 2+c64.9) 2+c2.2>2 c1sa>
=83.8µVrms
10•

~

10·1

s.

10•

I

10•

:i=
0
CII

0

Conclusions
Examination of the results in equation (16b) together
with the curves in Figure 8 leads to some interesting
conclusions.

10•10
0.01

10

0.1

100

1k

1Ok 100k 1M

The largest component is the resistor noise EnR (60% of
t-hetotal noise). A lower resistor value decreases resistor
noise as a function of y R, but it also lowers the desired
signal gain as a direct function of R. Thus, lowering R
reduces the signal-to-noise• ratio at the output which
shows that the feedback resistor should be as large as
possible. The noise contribution due to R2 can be
decreased by raising the value of C2 (lowering fa) but this
reduces signal bandwidth.

1OM

Frequency(Hz)

FIGURE 9. Output Voltage Due to Noise Current.
=0.4µV
Region 3; f> 15.9kHz
Enh

(13a)

=6.36 X JO• J i (80kHz) -

The second fargest component of total noise comes from
3
En (38%). Decreasing C, will also lower the term K2(I +
C1/C2), In this case, f2 will stay fixed and fa will move to
the right (i.e., the +20dB/decade slope segment will
move to the right). This can have a significant reduction
on noise without lowering' the signal bandwidth. This
points out the importance of maintaining low capacitance at the amplifier's input in low noise applications.

15.9kHz

= 2.lµV
Eni TOTAL=10~ V(0.4) 2 + (0.4)2 + (2.1)2
= 2.2µVrms

(13b)
(13c)

ResistorNoise
For a complete noise analysis of the circuit in Figure 4,
the noise of the feedback resistor, R2, inust also be
included. The thermal noise of the resistor is given by:
Ea rms = \1'4kTRB
. K = Boltzmann's constant = 1.38 x I0· 23
Joules/°Kelvin
T = Absolute temperature (degrees Kelvin)
R = Resistance (ohms)
B = Effective noise bandwidth (Hz) (ideal filter
assumed)
At 25°C this becomes
ER rmse0.13 v'iiif
ER rmsin µV

It should be noted that increasing C2 will also lower the
value of K2( 1 Ci/ C2), and the value of f2(see equation
Sb). This reduces signal bandwidth and the final value of
C2 is normally a compromise between noise gain and
necessary signal bandwidth.

+

(14)

It is interesting to note that the current noise of the
amplifier accounted for only 0.1% of the total En, This is
different than would be expected when comparing the
current and voltage spectral derisities with the size of the
feedback resistor. For example, if we define a characteristic value of resistance as
RcnARACTERrsrrc
= en((cu))
at f = lOkHz
In CU

RinMO

6nV/,Jifz

Bin Hz

= 0.4fA/

For the circuit in Figure 4
7
R2 10 0
IOMO
·B
(f2) =f 15.9k

=

=2

= (41 lnV/y'Hz)

VS
V

i 15.9kHz

=64.9µVrms
Total Noise
The total noise may now be computed from
~n1

2

Jifz

= 15MO

=

Then
ER rms = (41l nV/y'Hz)

En TOTAL=V

(16)

Thus, in simple transimpedance circuits with feedback
resistors greater than the characteristic value, the amplifier's current noise would cause more output noise than
the amplifier's voltage noise. Based on this and the
IOMO feedback resistor in the example, the amplifier
noise current would be expected to have a higher contribution than the noise voltage. The reason it does not in
the example of Figure 4 is that the noise voltage has high
gain at higher frequencies (Figure 7) and the noise current does no~ (Figure 6).

+ Enl + Enl + Ena2 + En( (15)
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ONE SUPP~Y POWERS PRECISION BRIDGE CIRCUIT
Precise amplification and a high common-mode rejection ratio make an instrumentation amplifier well suited
to the task of monitoring the output of a resistive transducer bridge. For systems with only one power supply,
Figure I shows how you can connect the bridge, the
instrumentation amp, and an op amp to provide a buffered reference for the instrumentation amp's output.
.For linear operation, the amplifier inputs (and outputs)
must come .within no more than several volts of either
ground or V+. Accordingly,, the bridge properly biases
both amplifier inputs, and the instrumentation amp's
high CMRRensures little er:ror from this large offset.
The OPAi 11AM buffers the reference node of the
bridge and applies that voltage to the instrumentation
amp's Reference terminal. (Most instrumentation amplifiers include a Reference terminal, which may be biased
to offset the output.) You measure between the amplifier'
outputs to exclude th~ fixed output offset.

The op amp output can serve as a reference common for
all connections following the instrumentation amp-this
output provides low impedance over a frequency range
well beyond that of the bridge signal. To handle higherfrequency currents, connect capacitance between the op
amp output and ground; if necessary, decouple this capacitance with a small resistor within the op amp's feedback loop .
The error introduced by the additional op amp is small.
The input bias current Is of the op amp creates a bridge
error of 1-sX R/ 2, where R is the resistance of one leg of
the bridge. Input offset voltage has no effect on the output voltage; it adds to the output offset with respect to
ground, which is excluded from the measurement.

v+

1NA101CM

Reference

+

1
A(Va)

OPA111AM

L

FIGURE I. Use one powersupply to excite the bridge and to developa
bufferedoutput signalin this precisioncircuit.
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PHOTODIODE MONITORING WITH OP AMPS
With their low-input currents, FET input op amps are
universally used in monitoring photodetectors, the most
common pf which arc photodiodes. There are a variety
of amplifier connections for this purpose and the choice
is based on linearity, offset, noise and bandwidth considerations. These same factors influence the selection of
the amplifier with newer devices offering very low-input
currents, low noise and high speed.
Photodetectors are the bridge between a basic physical
indicator and electronics resulting in the largest single
usage of FET op amps. As a measure of physical conditions light is secondary to temperature and pressure until
the measurement is made remotely with no direct contact to the monitored object. Then, the signals of a
CAT scanner, star-tracking instrument or electron microscope depend on light for the final link to signal processing. Photodiodes have made that link economical
and expanded usage to detector arrays that employ more
than 1000 light sensors. Focus then turns to accurate
conversion of the photodiode output to a linearly related
electrical signal. As always, this is a contest between
speed and resolution with noise as a basic limiting
element. Central to the contest is the seemingly simple
current-to-voltage converter which displays surprising
multidimensional constraints and · suggests alternative
configurations for many optimizations.

R1
100k0

80

8o = (1

+ Ra/R,)(KT/q) In (1 +1,111)

A,: OPA128
D,: HP5082-4204
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D,

80
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0.1µF
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=

IPR,

A1: OPA111
D,: HP5082-4204

FIGURE I. Pholodiodcoutput can be monitored(a}as a vohagc or (b) as
a current.

loop gain of the op amp. Even though R1 is generally
very large, the resulting input resistance remains negligible
in comparison to the output resistance of photodiodes.
Diode current is not accepted by the input of the op amp
as its presence stimulates the high amplifier gain to
receive that current through the·feedback resistor R1.To
do so the amplifier developes an output voltage equal to
the diode current times the feedback resistance, R1. For
that current-to-voltage gain to be high, R1 is made as
large as other constraints will permit. At higher resistance
levels, that resistor begins to develop significant thermal
DC voltage drift due to the temperature coefficient of
the amplifier input current. To compensate this error, an
equal resistance R2is commonly connected in series with
the op amp noninverting input, as shown, and capacitively
bypassed to remove most of its noise. The remaining DC
error is determined by the mismatches between the amplifier input currents and between the two resistors. A
drawback of this error correction is the voltage drop it
creates across the diode and the resulting diode leakage
current. That leakage can override the correction achieved
with R2, as photodiodes typically have large junction
areas for high sensitivity. Leakage current is proportional
to that area which can become much larger than the op
amp input currents.

CURRENT-TO-VOLTAGE
The energy transmitted by light to a photodiode can be
measured as either a voltage or current output. For a
voltage response the diode must be monitored from a
high impedance that does not draw significant signal
current. That condition is provided by Figure la. Here,
the photodiode is in series with the input of an op amp
where ideally zero current flows. That op amp has
feedback set by R1 and R2 to establish amplification of
the voltage diode just as if it was an offset voltage of the
amplifier. While appealing to more common op amp
thinking, this voltage mode is nonlinear. The response
bas a logarithmic relationship to the light energy received
'since the sensitivity of the diode varies with its voltage.
Constant voltage for a fixed sensitivity suggests current
output instead and that response is linearly related to the
incident light energy. A monitor of that current must
have zero input impedance to respond with no voltage
across the diode. Zero impedance is the role of an op
amp virtual ground as high-amplifier loop gain removes
voltage swing from the input. That is the key to the basic
current-to-voltage converter connection of Figure lb. It
provides an input resisfance of R1/ A where A is the open-
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Only zero diode voltage can eliminate this new error
source but that is in conflict with control of a second
attribute of large diode area. Large parasitic capacitance
is also present creating often severe amplification of
noise as will be described. To reduce that capacitance a
large reverse-biasvoltage is sometimes imp~ssed on the
diode greatly complicating DC stability and making
current noise from the photodiode an additional error
factor. Larger diode area may actually degrade overall
accuracy and higher photo sensitivity should first be
sought through optical means such as a package with an
integral molded lens. Monitor-circuitconfigurationsthat
maintain zero diode voltage are also candidates in this
optimization and are described with Figures 6, 7 and 9.
The value of the feedback resistor in a current-to-voltage
converter largely determines noise and bandwidth as
well as gain. Noise contributed directly by the resistor
has a spectral density of .J4KTR I and appears directlyat
the output of a current-to-voltageconverter without amplification. Increasing the size of the resistor raises output
noise by a square root relationship but also increases·
output signal by a direct proportionality. Signal-to-noise
ratio, then, tends to increase by the square root of the
resistance.
Noise from the op amp also influences the output with a
surprising effect introduced by high feedback resistance
and the diode capacitance. The amplifier noise soµrces
are modeledin Figure 2a as an input noise current in and
the input noise voltage en, The current noise flows
through the feedback resistor experiencingthe same gain
as the'signal current. It is the shot noise of the input bias
current le and has a noise denisty of .J2qle 1. Choice of
an op amp having input currents in the picoamp range
makes this noise component negligible for practical
levels of feedback resistance. Input noise voltage of the
amplifier would at first seem to _betransferred with low
gain to the output. That is true at DC where its gain 1+
R1/Ro is kept small by the large diode resistance Ro.
Capacitance Co of the diode alters the fecdback at higher
frequencies adding very-significantgain to Co, As both
the capacitanceand the fecdbackresistanceare commonly
large, the effect can begin at fairly low frequencies.
Figure 2b illustrates the effect with an op amp gain
magnitude curve plotted with the reciprocal of the
feedback factor or the "noise gain:• That gain curve first
experiences a response zero due to Co and begins a rise
that is terminated only because of a second.parasitic
capacitance. Stray capacitance Cs shunts the feedback
resistor resulting in a response pole levelingthe gain at I
+ Co/Cs. For large area diodes Co can be hundreds of
picofaradscausingthe noise gain to peak in the hundreds
as well. That gain continues to higher frequencies until
rolled off by the op amp bandwidth limit. As feedback
resistance increases, the pole and zero of this gain
peaking move together to lower frequenciesencompasing
a greater spectrum with high gain.
First signs of this gain peaking phenomena are familiar
to anyone who has used high resistanceop amp feedback
in more general circuits. High output to i_np~tresistance
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100MO
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8o
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IAI (dB)
Open-Loop Gain

;;;:I R

eo

~

,

+ I R + 1 + Jc.,R,Co e
n , 1 + Jc.,R,Cs n

A,: OPA111
I toVGaln

Logf
(b)

FIGURE 2. Due to (a) diode capacitance in the feedback of the basic
currcnt-to-vollllge
converter,(b) op amp noisereceivesgain and bandwidth
not availableto the signal.

with an op amp results in overshoot, response peaking,
poor settling or even oscillation all due to the resistance
interaction with amplifier input capacitance. Together
the resistance and capacitance form another pole in the
feedback loop resulting in the classic differentiator feedback response. Shown by the dashed line for more
· general op amp· cases, the associated feedback factor
reciprocal intercepts the amplifier open loop magnitude
response with a 12dB/octave rate of closure corresponding to fee4back phase shift approaching or equal to
180°.The common cure for this condition is a capacitor
across the feedback resistor, which for the very high
resistances of current-to-voltage converters, automatically results from stray capacitance. Such capacitance
degenerates the added feedback pole to control phase
shift in the feedback loop.
In understanding current-to-voltage converter noise performance it is important to note that the signal current
and the noise voltage encounter entirely different frequency responses. The current-to-voltage gain is flat
with frequencyuntil the feedback impedance is rolled off
by stray capacitance as shown. Gain received by the
amplifier noise voltage, on the same graph, extends well
· beyond that roll-off and is high in that extended region.
The majority of the op amp's bandwidth often serves
only to amplify that noise error and not the signal. This
is typically the dominant source of noise for higher
feedback resistances.
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Relative effects of the major noise sources of a currentto-voltage converter can be seen with the curves of
Figure 3. Those curves show output noise for the basic
current-to-voltage converter of Figure 1b including the
effects of the noise gain represented in Figure 2b. Plotted
are total output noises for three cases as a function of
feedback resistance and each is the rms sum of the
components produced by the feedback resistor and an
op amp. Represented are three FET op amps having
different performance specialties that cover the spectrum
of photodiode applications with low noise, low-inputbias current and high speed. While all three types have
low-noise designs and low-input currents the OPAlll
offers the lowest noise in the FET op-amp class at
6nV/vlfi. and the OPA128 has the lowest input current
at .075pA. Without neglecting performance in these
categories the OPA404 design pushes bandwidth to
6.4MHz. Noise due to the op amp is found by integrating
the amplifier noise density spectral response over the
noise gain response. 2 Also shown, by a dashed line, is the
noise due to the resistor alone for the OPAl11 and
OPA2111 case. This resistor noise curve is different for
the other op amps as each amplifier has a different
bandwidth rolling off noise due to the resistor ..
eno (µVrms)
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FIGURE 3. As the feedback resistance of a cur~nt-to-voltage convener
increases, the dominant noise source changes from the op amp to the
resistor and back to the op amp under gain peaking conditions.

Different factors control the noise curves for different
ranges of feedback resistance. At low resistance levels,
the noise curves are largely flat with the op amp voltage
noise the dominant contributor. That domination makes
initial resistance increases have little effect except for the
case of the very low-voltage noise of the OPAIII/
OPA2111. In this region noise gain peaking has not yet
been encountered so the output noise remains small.
Between I0kO and IMO, resistor noise is dominant and
the curves track that error source as the dashed line

'

shows for the OPAJU/ OPA2JU. Here, the curves demonstrate the square root relationship with the resistance
and differ only because of amplifier bandwidths. At stiU
higher resistance, noise gain peaking takes effect returning the op amp noise to dominance and boosting the
curves higher. That effect is first demonstrated by the
increased slope of the OPA404 curve as that amplifier's
wide bandwidth first encompasses the peaking. The
noise curves level off when essentially the full amplifier
bandwidth is encompassed by the gain peaking. Moving
to yet higher resistance, resistor noise would return the
curves to rising slopes but resistor bandwidth is by then
rolled off by stray capacitance. In this upper region, any
increase in resistance is accompanied by a matching
reduction in noise bandwidth so that the total resistor
noise becomes a constant. Variables of diode and stray
capacitances alter the point of onset of gain peaking
errors but the characteristic shape of the output noise
curves remains the same for any case. Each wiU display
ranges dominated by op amp noise, resistor noise and
gain peaking effects.
Comparing the curves shows the OPAlll/OPA2111 to
provide lowest noise in two of the characterisitic ranges.
While the OPA128 shows a lower noise curve in the
middle range, that is due to the amplifier's lower bandwidth and a bandwidth reduction technique to be described, removes that difference for the OPAIII. Where
the OPA128 excels is in very low DC error as its input
currents· are a mere 0.075pA which is I/ 20th that of its
low-noise contender. The third op amp, OPA404, produces higher total output noise overall but that again is
largely a bandwidth phenomenon. The 6.4MHz response
of that amplifier accommodates noise over a much
greater frequency range. While the noise curve for this
amplifier is consistently higher than that of the OPA128,
the OPA404 actually has lower noise density but it has
six times the bandwidth. That 6.4MHz bandwidth is
available to signals for feedback resistances up to S0kO
and the amplifier still offers the best bandwidth for
resistances up to IS0kO. As the OPA404 is a quad op
amp, its economy suggests consideration for use at even
higher resistances along with bandwidth reduction that
provides more competitive o~tput noise.
Only a five dimensional graph could display the output
noise, resistance, DC error, diode area and signal bandwidth considered in current-to-voltage converter design.
Each specific application's requirements are evaluated
separately with respect to these factors. To avoid suboptimizing a given design for one factor such as gain, the
various effects of increasing feedback resistance are
anticipated at each step. Choices such as large diode area
are made considering the related capacitance and its
effect on output noise and overall circuit sensitivity.
NOISE CONTROL
Gain peaking effects are the primary noise limitation
with the commonly preferred high feedback resistances.
To limit this effect, or to eliminate the gain rise entirely,
additional capacitance is commonly added to bypass the
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feedback resistor. The capacitance level required can be
very small for some values of R1 and the relative
significance of unpredictable stray capacitance make
tuning desirable. Combined, these requirements are a
challenge better resolved with a capacitor tee network as
described in Figure 4a. It is capable of even ·-subpicofarad tunable capacitance with little effect on stray
capacitance in the tuning operation. The tee uses a
capacitive divider formed with C2 and C3 to attenuate
the signal applied to C1 at the circuit input. With only a
fraction of the output signal on Ci, it supplies far less
shunting current to the input node as would a much
smaller capacitor. Controlling the attenuation ratio is
the tunable Cl which is the largest of the capacitors so its
capacitance value is more readily available in tunable
form. Since that capacitor is grounde", it has a shielding
advantage to reduce stray capacitance influence while
tuning.
~
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FIGURE 4. Removal of amplifier gain peaking through small capacitive
bypass of larfC feedback resistance is more feasible with (a} a Cllpacitortee
or (b) bypass of one element of a feedbackresistor tee.

Another option for practical feedback bypass exists with
a resistor tee which is a commonly considered replacement for the high value feedback resistor. The latter is
replaced in Figure 4b by elements of more reasonable
value but introduces' greater low frequency noise. Its
operation is the dual of the capacitor tee above with R2
and RJ attenuating the signal to R1 so that the latter
appears as a much larger resistor to the input node. A
similar opportunity for the DC error compensation
resistor R2does not exist. DC error due to amplifier input
current is no different with the tee so the large compensation resistor is still needed.
Stray capacitance across the feedback is somewhat reduced with the resistor tee by the added physical spacing
of the feedback with three elements. Also, stray capacitance across each individual element has much less effect
with their lower resistances. Sensitivity to other stray
capacitance from the op amp output to its input has the
same effect as before. ·
In the attenuation network of the feedback is the opportunity for intentional bypass· with reasonable capacitor
values. Bypassing the moderate resistance of R2 removes
the attenuation at higher frequencies leaving the net
feedback resistance at the level of R1. This operation
differs from true feedback bypass in that impedance
levels off, rather than continuing to fall with frequency,
but the dramatic drop in equivalent resistance serves the
circuit requirement. Another benefit offered .by the
resistor tee is more accurate DC error compensation.
Reduced high frequency noise with the tee element
bypass is accompanied by an opposing increase at lower
frequencies. Below the frequency of the bypass, noise
gain is increased by the feedback attenuation of the tee
network. That amplifies the noise and offset voltages of
the op amp as well as the noise of resistor R1 by a factor
of I + R2/ R3. Countering the latter is the resistor's
smaller value so that this effect is increased only by the
square root of the new noise gain. Most important,
however, is the bypass capacitor removal of high frequency gain as it eliminates the greatest portion of
previous noise bandwidth. In the absence of other means
to remove the high frequencies, the bypassed resistor tee
provides lower total output noise for the higher ranges of
feedback resistance.
Adding feedback capacitance is an effective means of
reducing noise gain but it also decreases signal bandwidth
by the saq:iefactor. That bandwidth is already low with
high feedback resistance and the end result can be a
response of a kilohertz or less. A moi:e desirable solution
to the noise problem is to limit amplifier bandwidth to a
point just above the unavoidabl~ signal bandwidth limit.
Then, the high frequency gain which only amplifies noise
is removed. Op amps with provision for external phase
compensation offer this option but those available lack
the low-input currents and low-voltage noise needed for
photodiode monitoring.
To achieve this bandwidth limiting with better suited op
amps, a composite amplifier uses two op amps with the
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added one for phase compensation control as in Figure
Sa. Note the reversal of the inverting and noninverting
inputs of A1 needed to retain a single phase inversion
with two amplifiers in series. With the composite structure internal feedback controls the frequency response of
the gain added by A2. At DC, that feedback is blocked
by C, and overall open-loop gain is the product of those
of the two amplifiers or 225dB for those shown. That
gain is rolled off by the open-loop pole of Aa and by the
integrator response established for A2 by Ca and RJ. As
this is a two pole roll-off, it must be reduced before
intercepting the noise gain curve to establish frequency
stability. A response zero does this due to the inclusion
of Re.Above the frequency of that zero, Realso replaces
the integrator response with that of an inverting amplifier
having a gain of -Rc/RJ. Making that gain less than
.unity drops the net gain magnitude curve below that of a
single amplifier at high frequencies. Graphically, the
noise gain response of Figure Sb is moved back in
frequency much as if the op amp bandwidth had been
reduced.
Eliminated is the shaded area of noise gain, which
visually may not appear dramatic, but that is because of
the logarithmic-frequency scale. Actually, the associated
noise reduction is large because most of the amplifier's
bandwidth is represented in this upper end of the
logarithmic-response curve. Moving the unity gain crossover of the noise gain from 2MHz to 200kHz, as shown,
drops the output noise due to Aa by about a factor of
three. To achieve the same result with feedback bypass,
the signal band:width would have been reduced a factor
of ten. That bandwidth is unaffected with the Figure Sa
approach. No noise, or offset, is added by A2 as this
amplifier is preceded by the high gain of A,. With the
exceptionally low noise of the OPAlll input amplifier
this improvement reduces noise to the fundamental
limitation imposed by that of the feedback resistor. This
condition is retained for all practical levels of high
feedback resistance. For the second amplifier the wideband OPA404 is shown to continue its attenuating
amplifier action well beyond the unity gain crossover of
Aa. This avoids a second gain peak that could cause
oscillation. Signal bandwidth of the current-to-voltage
conversion is essentially unaffected as R1 has not been
influenced.
Where the Figure S technique is most useful is with lower
level signals that have greater sensitivity to noise. In
higher level applications that circuit can encounter a
voltage swing limitation but another use of the second
amplifier offers similar noise improvement. The swing
limitation results from the maximum output voltage
limit of A1 and its attenuation by A2. If the output of Aa
has a peak swing of 12V and A2 has the gain of-1/10
illustrated, the final output is limited to a 1.2V peak
swing. For lower-level signals this will be a~ptable as
the maximum practical level of feedback resistance
already limits output swing.
Higher-level signals are not as senstitive to noise and
better tolerate a more straight forward approach to
filtering. An active filter following the conventional
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FIGURE S. Noisereduction resultswith (a) a compositeamplifierthat (b)
restrictsnoise bandwidthwithout reducingthat or the signal.

current-to-voltage converter also removes the high frequency noise. Setting filter poles at the frequency of the
· signal bandwidth results in a system bandwidth that does
not extend beyond that of useful information. Such a
filter is not enclosed in a feedback loop with the converter
so the input noise and offset voltage of the second
amplifier are added to the signal.

BANDWIDTH
Signal bandwidth requirements are an integral part of
the current-to-voltage converter noise considerations for
two reasons. Total output noise increases in proportion
to the square root of system bandwidth simply because a
broader noise spectrum is encompassed. Added is conflict
between optimum signal-to-noise ratio and signal bandwidth. That optimum occurs for very high gain but high
gain current-to-voltage converters are bandwidth limited
far below the roll-off of the op amp. To the signal
current, the amplifier feedback factor is unity which
would normally make the full amplifier unity gain
bandwidth available. Yet the very high-feedback resis- .
tances that produce the desired gain are shunted by stray
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capacitances at niuch lower frequency. Just 0.SpF stray
capacitance around a lOOMO feedback resistor pulls
signal bandwidth from megahertz level unity gain crossovers down to 3.2kHz. To minimize the stray shunting,
low capacitance resistors and assembly precautions are
used. Mounting the feedback resistor on standoffs reduces
capacitive coupling with printed circuit boards and such
standoffs are normally TeflonTIIinsulated to reduce
leakage currents. That mounting must be rigid to avoid
introduction of noise through the mforophonic effects of
mechanical stress from vibrations.
There is an ultimate limit to the effects of such measures
as capacitive coupling through the air around the resistor
body always remains. Bandwidth beyond that imposed
by such residual limits requires lower feedback resistance
and accompanying.lower converter gain. To restore gain,
several options are available with a first shown in Figure
6a. A second amplifier with voltage gain is simply added
following the current-to-voltage converter to retain the
net input to output transimpedance for RT AvR,.
Then, the high-value resistance is reduced by a factor
equal to the voltage gain for a bandwidth increase by as
much as the same factor.
While an obvious alternative, its overall effect on band. width and noise are not so immediate. Bounding the
upper end of the bandwidth increase is the response
limitation of the second amplifier. The bandwidth of the
two op amp circuit for a net transimpedance of IOOMOis
plotted in Figure 6b as a function of the voltage gain
involved in the ove·rall conversion. Bandwidth initially
increases linearly with the voltage gain as the reduction
in R, diminishes the roll-off effect of stray capacitance.
However, the added demands of the voltage gain on A2
eventually make that amplifier's bandwidth the controlling factor. For a given set of conditions there is an
optimum gain. Av producing the peak bandwidths shown
for the three example amplifiers. That peak occurs when
the amplifier closed loop bandwidth equals the stray
limited bandwidth of R1. Variables affecting this peak
are the net transimpedance RT and the second op amp
unity gain bandwidth fc. Interrelating the controlling
factors at the optimum bandwi_dthpoint is the expression
defining the choice of R,:
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Bandwidth is extended to l00kHz from the original
3kHz using the wideband OPA404 for the second amplifier. That wideband op amp offers the best frequency
response in Figure 6 and, although its total output noise
result is greater, that is again largely due to the greater
available bandwidth. If even greater bandwidth is
required, either a faster op amp, with typically poorer
noise performance, or lower transimpedance are the
choices. Less bandwidth demands are encountered by A,
with its unity feedback factor so an FET amplifier
focused on low noise is used there like the OPAlll
shown.
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FIGURE 6. For greater bandwidth and the same net transimpcdance,(a)
voltage gain is added providing (b) blllldwidth that increases faster than
noise.

The price paid for improved bandwidth through voltage
gain is increased output noise from that gain as well as
from the pre·sence of the added amplifier. While the
lower value of R, does reduce its noise density, that
effect is counteracted by the increase in bandwidth for a
net zero change is resistor noise. That noise is now
amplified by the voltage gain of the second amplifier
causing an associated increase in output noise proportional to the voltage gain. Added to that is the noise
from the op amps with the net re,.ult also shown in
Figure 6b. Those noise curves are continuations of the
ones presented in Figure 3 with the transition beginning
at the lOOMn level for the present example. In the lower
gain ranges from one to ten, the noise is first determined
largely by the op amps and their gain peaking but those
effects give way to resistor noise dominance before the
end of this range. Also in that range, the associated
signal bandwidth plotted above is controlled by stray
capacitance and shows a linear increase with increasing
gain due to the corresponding decrease in resistance.
Above the gain of ten and before 100,bandwidth begins
to drop due to the encounter of A2 limits. Simultaneous
with this drop is a flattening of the output noise curve.
Roll-off of the amplifier bandwidth and the simultaneous
resistance drop nullify the effect of increasing voltage
gain leaving output noise a constant. In the voltage gain
range from 100to 1000these trends continue and degrade
optimum performance since bandwidth is lost while
noise remains constant.
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W,hile it is accepted that noise degrades with the voltage
gain replacement of resistance, the overall circuit figure
of merit gains. Including bandwidth in that measure
shows that its improvement more than offsets the drop
in signal-to-noise ratio. Mentioned before was the fact
that the simple current-to-voltage converter suffers from
greater bandwidth for the amplifier voltage noise than
for the signal current. That discrepancy is removed with
Figure 6 as the voltage gain increases and A2 begins to
filter out the higher frequencies. Evidence of this is in the
noise curves that increase more gradually than the
bandwidth curves in Figure 6b up to the optimum
bandwidth point. At this optimum point, no bandwidth
is afforded to noise that is not also available io signal. In
effect, A2 now also serves as the output active filter
discussed earlier. While each of these curves is drawn for
a specific lOOMOtransimpedance and the amplifiers and
photodiode specified, similar optimums are considered
for any design case.
For some of the more common photodiode applications
a significant drawback of the above circuit is the need for
. two op amps per photodetector. Often hundreds of
detectors are employed in a large arrays. As a compromise, one op amp can be made to provide the same
transimpedance, still without the very large resistors, if
some bandwidth and noise degradations can be accepted.
A single op amp can both perform the current-to-voltage
conversion and provide the subsequent voltage gain.
With traditional techniques the task would be performed
as in Figure 7a using R2 for the conversion and R3 and
R. to set voltage gain. Current from D1 flows in R2
resulting in a signal voltage at the input of a noninverting
amplifier. However, that signal voltage is also across the
photodiode and this condition produces a nonlinear
response as described before.

FIGURE 7. Combining current-to-voltage convcnion and voltage gain
using one op ump, (u) impresses unwanted voltage on the diode that (b) is
removedby connectingthe diode between the op amp inputs.

Instead, the diode is connected directly between the op
amp jnputs where. zero diode voltage is maintained.
Shown in Figure 7b, the resistors perform the same
functions as in the last circuit but a linear response
results. Current from the photodiode still flows in R2
developing the same signal voltage. That current also
flows into the feedback network but has little effect with
the low resistances there. For the resistor values shown
an equivalent transimpedance of lOOMOresults, just as
with the two op amp example, but bandwidth improvement is less. At 20kHz, it is increased a factor of seven
rather than a factor equal to the voltage gain as in Figure
6a. A ·new bandwidth limitation accounts for the difference and occurs due to the new placement of the highvalue resistance. That resistor is now shunted by the
common-mode input capacitance of the op amp instead
of just the smaller stray capacitance. To maximize
bandwidth, this new shunting effect is made to coincide
with the amplifier roll-off through choice of R2 and the
voltage gain. A second benefit from this choice is that
resistor noise beyond the signal bandwidth encounters a
two pole roll-off.
Final output noise from the resistor has the expected
increase over the basic circuit by the square root of the
voltage gain. Added to that would have been a small

component due to the op amp as the normal source of
gain· peaking is removed. However, a new source is
included in the circuit of Figure 7b, again due to the
diode capacitance, as modeled in Figure Sa. Amplifier
voltage noise en is impressed directly across that capacitance developing a noise current that is supplied to R2.
That creates a noise voltage at the input of the noninverting amplifier which is a multiple of en, The capacitive feedback network of Co and C1cMproduces a noise
gain that peaks at I + Co/ CrcM and which exists in
addition to the normal voltage gain of the noninverting
amplifier.
Effects on frequency response are plotted in Figure Sb
and they again produce a high-frequency peak in the
noise gain. Its incidence is at much higher frequency
than with the basic current-to-voltage converter because
of the lower resistance involved and it is truncated earlier
by the op amp roll-off. For the low capacitance diode
used in bot~ example circuits it now encompasses little
area in the response plot corresponding to less noise
effect. Larger diodes do not escape the effect, however,
as represented by the dashed line for a capacitance
around 200pF. Even still, the spectrum covered by the
peaking is not the high end of the op amp bandwidth as
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FIGURE 8. Photodiodc capacitance (a) adds a positive feedbackpath to
Figure7b for (b) a new but lessersource of gain peaking.

it was for the basic circuit. Hence, op amp noise does not
become the overriding source.

INTERFERENCE
Once diminishing returns impose a limit on reduction of
the noise due to the circuit itself, consideration must be
given to external noise sources. With its very high
resistance a current-to-voltage converter is extremely
sensitive to noise coupling from electrostatic, magnetic
and radio frequency sources. Those sources require
attention to shielding, grounding and component physical
location 131or they could otherwise become the dominant
noise contributors. In each case, physical separation of
the noise source from the· sensitive circuitry is the most
important step, ~ut this becomes a compromise warranting other measures as well.
Electrostatic coupling, such as from the power line,
supplies noise signals through the mutual capacitances
that exist between any two objects. Voltage differences
between the objects are impressed on those capacitances
and any voltage variation couples a noise current from
one to the other. To avoid that error signal, electrostatic
shielding~is used to intercept the coupled current and
shunt it to ground. In this case, ground must be earth
ground as that is the common refere nee for the separate
objects. Such shields, however, create parasitic capacitances between the components shielded and the shields

must also be returned to the signal common to avoid
that coupling. Then shield carried capacitive currents
from the output of a current-to-voltage converter are
~so shunted to ground and represent no bandwidth
restriction to the feedback resistor. Even still, the shield
produces a capacitance from the converter input to
ground, possibly adding to gain peaking and its effect on
total output noise.
As electrostatic coupling is most often of power line
. frequency and common to all points, it is a natural
candidate for removal through the common-mode rejection of an op amp. At the line frequency, op amp CMR
is very high but it is not utilized by the conventional
current-to-voltage converter. This is a result of singleended rather than differential input configurations, but
that can be altered for improved noise rejection and DC
error benefits as well. Op amp CMR is not a total
replacement for shielding as electrostatic coupling will
not perfectly common-mode to amplifier inputs. As a
second defense, that rejection capability is most useful in
removing the residual coupling that passes through
shield imperfections.
.
The differential' input capability of an op amp fits
exactly with the signal from a photodiode. Since the
diode signal is a current, it is available at both terminals
of that sensor and can•drive both amplifier inputs as in
Figure 9a. Here. the diode current is no longer returned
directly to common. but drives the amplifier noninverting input in that path. That creates a second signal
voltage to double the circuit gain when R2 = R1 for
compensation. For a given gain level. the resistor value
need be only one-half the normal for a similar reduction
in error sensitivity to amplifier input currents. This also
remov~ DC voltage from the diode as it is now directly
across the inputs of an op amp. With the voltage
between those inputs being essentially zero, photodiode
leakage current is avoided.
Aside from these benefits is the addetf improvement in
the common-mode rejection of coupled noise. Electrostatic coupling to this current-to-voltage converter is
modeled in Figure 9b along with the converter's parasitic
capacitances. Zero signal is assumed there to illustrate
only the electrostatic coupling effects. The electrostatic
noise source, ee,couples error currents iethrough mutual
capacitances, CM, to the circuit's two inputs. It might
seem that the coupling effects would be different to the
two points because feedback makes the R 1 input node a
~irtual zero impedance and the other node is higli
1mped_ance.
Yet, the noise coupling is via currents through
capacitances that only depend on voltage signals on the
capacitances. Both input nodes have the same voltage
due to amplifier feedback, and thus receive the same
level of noise current ic Those equal currents develop
canceling en, noise voltage effects on the two circuit
resistors for a zero final output singal.
Accuracy of the error cancellation is determined by three
matching conditions involving the mutual capacitances,
the resistors and the parasitic capacitancs shunting them.
Matched mutual capacitances are best assured by locating_
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the resistorsequidistantfrom any significantnoisesource
not effectively blocked by a shield. Equal resistance
values assure accurate cancellationof error signalsuntil
frequenciesare reachedwherecapacitiveshuntingimbalances net impedances. Shunting R1 will be only about
O.SpFof stray capacitance but across ~ is the much
larger common-modeinput capacitanceof the op amp.
For the 3pF of the OPAlll and the SOMOresistance
shown, a pole occurs at about lkHz, leavingthe impedances of interest unbalanced. This shunting by C1cM
also
imposes a signal bandwidth limitation at a lower frequency than normally encountered. The bandwidth of
R2is rolled off earlier than that of R1creatinga response
with two plateaus separated by a factor of two in gain.
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For the most comon electrostaticcouplingat power line
frequency,the above capacitiveshunting has little effect.
To better reject higher frequencies,capacitance can be ,
added around R1 to restore impedance matching, or
signal swing on the common-mode input capacitance
can be avoided. The latter option offers a more accurate
solution and avoids the bandwidth limitationof C1cMas
well by using a second differentialconnection.Shown in
Figure 10, the photodiodc is connected between the
inputs of two current-to-voltageconverterswhoseoutputs
drive an INAIOSdifference amplifier. Again the diode
current flows in two equal resistancesthat will receive
equal electrostatic noise coupling. The diode current

creates a differential output on· the resistances but the
noise coupling generates a common-mode signal. Supplied to the INAIOS,those signalsare separated with the
diode signalpassed to the output and the noise rejected.
Retained with the new tlifferential input circuit arc the
2:1lower individualresistanceand a zero diode voltage.
The latter is assured by the grounded noninverting
inputs of both current-to-voltageconverterswhichestablishes zero voltage on both diode terminals. These
connections also avoid signal swing on common-mode
input capacitancesfor improvedbandwidthin electrostatic supprcsionand signalgain. Note that those noninverting inputs are not connected through high resistances
for input current error correction. That is not necessary,
as the input currents of A1 and A2 produce matching
voltagesat their amplifier outputs. Those voltages are a
common-modesignalto the input of the INAlOS,so they
too are rejected.
Anotherfunction availablewith the differentialstructure
of Figure 10is differencemonitoringof two photodiodes.
Instead of Di, the two diodes shown in dashed lines arc
connectedseparatelyto the two input current-to-voltage
converters.Their currents produce independentvoltages
at the outputs of A1and A2where they are processedby
the differenceamplifier to remove any common-mode
portion. Left is an output proportional to the difference
between the two input photocurrcnts as a measure of
relativelight intensity.A relativeintensitymeasure is the
type of signalused in position sensingor optical tracking
control to direct feedbackcorrection.
Magnetic coupling of noise can be more difficult to
eliminate than the electrostatic, but its effccts arc also
reduced by the differentialinput connections. Coupling
is through mutual inductancesin this case, so minimum
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sensitive loop area is key to its control, along with
shieldingand maximumseparationof sourceand receiver.
Its effectsare not removedby the electrostaticshield,so
the first step is control of the source itself.131 Power
transformers that cannot be placed at a distance are
internally shielded to largely-terminate their magnetic
fieldsat the transformerboundaries.Remainingmagnetic
coupling is addressed through physical and circuit configurations. High value resiston used in photodiode
monitoringare sensitiveto this couplingand connections
must be kept short between those resiston and high
impedanceop amp inputs. Coupling effectsthat remain
are made comnion-modeto be rejected by the op amp
through loop size and distance matching. In Figure 9
and Figure 10, the h~ghresistance is divided into two
equal elementsthat are then physicallymounted with the
same orientation to and spacingfrom magneticcoupling
sources. Noise coupled to the two resiston then causes
equal signals that have cancelling effects at the circuit
output.
With the third class of noise coupling; radio frequency
interference, less can be removed by the amplifiers so
shieldingand filtering are the best defenses.Sources of
RFI may be close to the photodiode monitor becauseof
digital circuitry that is most likely co-resident in the
system. Due to the high frequenciesinvolved,op amps

hiwelittlegain or common-moderejectionremainingfor
rejectionof such signals. Becauseof this same amplifier
limitation, •and the basic voliage-to-current converter
bandwidthrestriction,desired signalswill not exist in the
radio frequency range. Filtering can then be used to
largelyremovethe unwanted signal if applied in front of
the op amp. Later filtering is less effectiveas the op amp
can act like an RF detector separating a lower frequency
envelopefrom a carrier.141Further reduction of that noise
is achievedwith an RF shield and a ground plane layer
in printed circuit boards.
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SINGLE-SUPPLYOPERATIONOF OPERATIONALAMPLIFIERS·
One of the most common applications questions on
operational amplifiers concerns operation from a single
supply voltage. "Can the model OPAxyz be operated
from a single supply?" The answer is almost always yes.
Operation of op amps from single supply voltages is
useful when negative supply voltages are not available.
Furthermore, certain applications using high voltage
· and high current op amps can derive important benefits
from single supp~y operation.
Consider the basic op amp connection shown in Figure
la. It is powered from a dual supply (also called a balanced or split supply). Note that there is no ground connection to the op amp. In fact, it could be said that the
op amp doesn't know where ground potential is. Ground
_potential is somewhere between the positive and negative
power supply voltages, but the op amp has no electrical
connection to tell it exactly where.
The circuit shown is connected as a voltage follower, so
the output voltage is equal to the input voltage. Of
+Vs=15V

(a)

-Vs= 15V
+Vs==30V

(b)

FIGURE I. A simple unity-gain buffer connection of an op amp illus1ra1esthe similarity or split-supply operation (a) 10 single-supply operation in (b).

course, there are limits to the ability of the output to
follow the input. As the input voltage swings positively,
the output at some point near the positive power supply
will be unable to follow the input. Similarly the negative
output swing will be limited to somewhere close to -Vs.,
A typical op amp might allow output to swing within 2V
of the power supply, making it possible to output -I3V
to +l3V with ±ISV supplies.
Figure Ib shows the same unity-gain follower operated
from a single 30V power supply. The op amp still has a
total of 30V across the power supply terminals, but in
this case it comes from a single positive supply. Operation is otherwise unchanged. The output is capable of
following the input as long as the input comes no closer
than 2V from either supply terminal of the op amp. The
usable range of the circuit shown would be from +2V to
+28V.
Any. op amp would be capable of this type of singlesupply operation (with somewhat different swing limits).
Why then are some op amps specifically touted for single
supply applications?
Sometimes, the limit on output swing near ground (the
"negative" power supply to the op amp) poses a significant limitation. Figure lb shows an application where
the input signal is refere need to ground. In this case,
input signals of less than 2V will not be accurately
handled by the op amp. A "single-supply op amp" would
handle this particular application more successfully.
There are, however, many ways to use a standard op
amp in single-supply applications which may lead to
better overall performance. The key to these applications
is in understanding the limitations of op amps when
handling voltages near their power supplies.
There are two possible causes for the inability of a
standard op amp to function near ground in Figure lb.
They are (l) limited common-mode range and (2) output
voltage swing capability.
These performance characteristics are easily visualized
with the graphical representation shown in Figure 2. The
range over which a given op amp properly functions is
shown in relationship to the power supply voltage. The
common-mode range, for instance, is sometimes shown
plotted with respect to another parameter such as temperature. A ±ISV supply is assumed· in the preparation of
this plot, but it is easy to imagine the negative supply as
being ground.
In Figure 2a, notice that the op amp has a commonmode range of -JJV to +13.SV. For voltages on the
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formance characteristics such as offset voltage, offset
drift, and noise. General purpose applications may tolerate op amp performance with these compromises, but
high accuracy or other special purpose applications may
require ~ different approach.
Fortunately, there are many ways to use high performance and special purpose op amps in single-supply
applications; As ·demonstrated in Figure lb, an op amp
with typical common mode and output characteristics
functions well on a single supply as long as the input and
output voltages are constrained to the necessary limits.
Circuit configurations must be used which operate within
these limits.
Figure 3 shows a circuit, for. instance, which references
the input and output to a ''floating groundttcreated with
a zener diode. The zener diode is biased with a current
set by R1.Since V1Nand VoUTare both referenced to the
same floating ground, the zener voltage accuracy or stability is not critical. VINand VoUTcan now be bipolar .
signals (with respect to floating ground). With +v
30V and Vz ISV, operation is similar to standard split
supply operation. The load current in this circuit, however, flows to the floating ground where it will add to the
zener diode current (negative load currents subtract
from zener current). The zener diode must be selected to
handle this additional current. If the zener current is
allowed to approach zero, the floating ground voltage
will fall rapidly as the zener turns off. R1 must be
selected so that the zener diode current remai~ positive
under all op amp load conditions.
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FIGURE 2. The common-mode range of an op amp is usually dependent on temperature. This behavior is shown ploued in (a). Output
voltage swing will be affected by output cum:nt (b). Often the op amp
load isconnectedto ground, so load current is alwayspositive.Funhermore, as the output voltage approaches zero, load cum:nt approaches
zero, increasingthe available output swing. A split power supply voltage (normally ±ISV) is assumed in preparation of these plots.

R,
R,

10k0

47k0

G ;: -R,JR, :: -4.7

input terminals of the op amp of more negative than
-13V or more positive than +13.SV, the differential
input stage ceases to properly function.
Similarly, the output stage of the op amp will have limits
on output swing close to the supply voltage. This will·be
load-dependent and perhaps temperature-dependent also.
Figure 2b shows output swing ability of an op amp
plotted with respect to load current. It shows an output
swing capability of -13.SV to + 12.SV for a I0kO load
(aproximately ±hriA) at 25°C.
So the circuit of Figure lb is.limited to +13V output by
output swing capability and -13V by negative commonmode · range. A single-supply op amp. is specifically
designed to have a common-m.ode range which extends
all the way to the negative supply (ground). Also, its
output stage is usually designed to swing close to ground.
It would be convenient if all op amps were designed to
have this capability, but significant compromises must
be made to achieve these goals. Increased common-mode
range, for instance, often comes at the sacrifice of per-

+

v..

R1.

Vo

Vz"'5.6V

FIGURE 3. Bipolar signals can be handled when input and output are
referencedto a floating ground. Changing load current causes a variation in zener current which must be evaluated. ·

Figure 4 shows operation in a noninverting gain configuration. In this circuit, the feedback components present
an additional load to the op amp equal to the sum of the
two resistors. This current must also be considered when
planning for the variation in current flowing in the zener
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diode. Again, the zener current should not be allowed to
approach zero or exceed a safe value.
Notice that in this example, a single +12V supply is
shown. Often, single-supply applications use supply voltages which are considerably less than the 30V total
(±ISV) at which the performance of most op amps is
specified. While modern op amps generally perform well
at less tftan their characterized voltage, this needs to be
verified. Some op amps, although they are specified to
operate at·lower voltage, suffer degraded power supply
and comon-mode rejection as their minimum operating
,voltage is approached.
Extremes of common-mode voltage on some amplifiers
may produce unexpected behavior. Certain types of FET
input op amps, for instance, exhibit much greater input
bias current when the common-mode voltage.relative to
either of the power supplies exceeds ISV to 20V. This
could occur with single-supply operation of 30V and
common-mode voltage unbalanced nearer one supply or
the other. The actual amplifier performance should be
verified with the expected worst-case common-mode
voltage conditions.
+12v

Gain= 1 + R,/R,
=11

R,
47k0

1k0

tion problems by providing a lower high frequency
impedance without low value divider resistors.
+24V

1k0

FIGURE 5. Even thoush the impedance of the voltase divider is in
serieswith R1to ground, the gain of this noninvcnlngcircuit is determinedsolely by R, and Rz. Since the input and output arc referenced
to the same floatingground, its impedancedocs not affect the voltqe
gain of the circuit.

Appropriate voltage points often existin related circuitry
which can be useful in establishing a floating ground. In
Figure 6, a +SV source used to power logic circuitry is
used as a floating ground. Bewarethat most regulators
used to supply these voltages are designed to source

TotalEffoctlveLoad
RL'= RLII (R, + R,)
+12V

33kn
Vz=5.6V
lz = (12 - 5.8) / 1k = 6.4mA

101cn

FIGURE 4. As with conventional split-supply operation, a noninvcning gain configurationcan be achieved.The feedbackcomponents
create an additional load for the op amp which flows in the zener
diode. Basicperformancecharacteristicsof the circuit arc the same Ill
for split supply operation.

Resistor voltage dividers are sometimes used to establish
floating ground (Figure S). The impedance of the ground
is determined by the parallel combination of the divider
resistors. Unless these resistors are made very low in
value (consuming significant power supply current), this
will lead to higher ..ground" impedance. But with careful
attention to the effects of varying load current in the
reference point, this approach may prove useful. In fact,
it may not be important in some applications that a truly
..solid" ground be established since input and output are
referenced .to the same node. Good bypassing, however,
will help avoid transient disturbances of Vo, or oscilla-

g--o11~--l1

LM305 1-0;....-+- .... _..,_~1~00-N-~

0.1pf

+5Vtologlc
Clrcult,y

FIGURE 6. Many systemshave a +,v logie_supplyor other appropriate voltagesource whichcan be used u a floating referencepotential
for analog circuitry. Be sure logic noise docs not enter the analog
system by providins adequate dccouplins network or additional
bypassing.
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a

current to load only~.lfsufficientop amp load current
flows into the SV line, its voltage will rise. Again, load .
currents should be evaluated to assure that the floating
ground voltage remains well defined. Normally other
systemcomponentswould sufficientlyload the regulator
to allowfor plenty of op amp load current.
Particulary demanding applications may require that a
buffer op amp be used to establisha very low impedance
floating ground. Input to the buffer (Figure 7) could
come from any of the previouslydiscussedtechniques.
The buffer can both source and sink load current up to
the output current limits of the op amp used as the
buffer.The closed-loopoutput impedanceof the op amp
provides a very solid reference ground. Frequency
responseand open-loopoutput impedancecharacteristics
· of the buffer op amp will determine.the high frequency
floating ground impedance. Bypassingthe output of the
bufferamp may help lowerthe high frequencyimpedance,
but don't exceeda safe capacitiveload of the buffer amp
or c;,scillations
may result.

the necessarycommon-mode·voltageand output stage
requirements to allow full output swing to ground. A
much larger positivevoltage supply can now be used to
m·aximizethe availableoutput voltage.
+1ov.

40kn

2.20

Oto80V

Load

+30V

-15V

FIGURE 8. Unbalancedpower supplies are often usedwith power op
amps to achieve higher unipolar output voltage yet provide output
swingdown to OV.The negativesupply voltage in this OPAS12circuit
is made largeenough to provide the common mode voltage and output
swingrequirementsof the application.

OPA2111

t '
t '

+30V

22kn

1nf

(Seetextf

22kn

T

FIGURE 7. A very-low floating ground impedance is provided by
using one section of the OPA2111op amp connected u a unity-gain
buffer. Input to the buffer is a voltage divider which can be heavily
bypASScd.
The arrows indicate the direction of positive and negative
load current flow.

Figure 8 shows a technique often used with high voltage ·
and high current op amps. Here~an unbalanced power
supply is ··used to produce the desired output voltage
swing. In applications such as a programmable power
source, the output voltage is required to go all the wayto
the ground. A small negative supply is used to provide

A highercurrent limit (lowervalue current limit resistor)
is set for positiveoutput current in this circuit since the
primary purpose is to source current to a load connected
to ground. Be sure to consider the safe operating area
constraints carefullyin this type of operation. Unequal
suppliesmean that larger voltages will be present across
the conductingoutput transistor, thus requiring greater
safe operatingarea. See UnderstandingPowerAmpJJJler
Specifications,page 214,for infonnation on evaluation
of safe operating area.
Other signal processing circuits which are normally
powered froin a split supply can· be operated from a
single supply as well. These include such devices as
instrumentationamplifiers,current transmitters, analog
multipliers, log amps, etc. The principles in assuring
proper operation are the saine as for op amps.
The INAIOSdifferenceamplifier provides an instructive
example. This device is comprised internally (Figure 9)
of a precision op amp and four precision matched
resistors. In a majority of applications pin I is connected
to ground. This is the output voltage referencepin. If pin
I is referenced to a floating ground using one of the
previouslydescribed techniques, operation is simil°arto
split-supplyoperation. Unlike the op amp applications
previously described, however, the differential· input
terminals (pins 2 and 3) will be capable of accommodating common-mode voltages equal to and even
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greater than the supply voltages. Voltages applied to the
input resistors are divided down, maintaining commonmode voltages to the op amp within operating limits. In
this case, the voltage· at pin 1 in conjunction with the
required output swing determines the technique required
for single-supplyoperation.
+30V

True instrumentation amplifiers (Figure 10)usually have
an op amp at their input. Therefore, common-mode
range of the input op amp again becomes a concern.
Input voltages must be confined to within the specified
common-mode range of the device. The output section
of the instrument amp is like the difference amplifier and
output voltage swing requirements will dictate the techniques required.
+12v

INA105

25k0
2.2k0

2

1kn

25kn

+

3

+VCM-.._

4

=

VCM (Va +15V) /2

FIGURE 9, The input voltage to this·simple difference amplifier is
divided down by the input resistors before being applied to the op amp.
Thus it is able to handle voltages which arc equal to or greater than the
power supply voltage.

FIGURE 10. Inputs to the instrumentation amplifier a,c applied directly
to the active circuitry of the input op amps and therefore arc subject to
the common-mode range limitations of these op amps.
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SWOP AMP! ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTER
MAKE ZERO-DROOP SAMPLE/HOLD
Using a switchable-input op amp (SWOP AMP), a 12bit A/D converter and two one-shot multivibrators, you
can configure a sample/hold amplifier (see circuit diagram) that holds a desired analog sample indefinitely
with no droop. Previously, other circuits accomplished
this function by using relays in conjunction with the
A/ D converter. The switchable-input op amp does the
same job faster and more reliably.
The high sample command switches the OPA20l's input
to op amp #I and triggers a convert command to the

A/ D converter. The multivibrator delays the sample
pulse IOOµsbefore presenting a lµs-wide convert command to the A/D converter. This delay allows aaequate
time for large-signal settling in the OPA201; the A/D
converter needs an additional 2Sµs to convert. You can
reduce the analog-to-digital conversion time by using a
faster A/ D converter; ADC84 and ADC8S types, for
example, need only I0µs.
SWOP AMP• Burr-Brown Corp.

+sv

+1sv

Unipolar

~

Bipolar

,..:::::::::~::::::!)Outputs
...
Digital
ADC
Status
Full Scale

Range

OPA201
SWOPAMP•

1/274123

Analog
Input

100ps

1/2 74123

Channel Select
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THE SWOPAMP
A Low PowerOp Amp with Multiplexed Inputs
Designing a switching function into a precision analog
circuit without compromising accuracy, reliability, or
cost can be difficult. Relays offer high accuracy,but are
expensiveand have limited lifetime compared to semiconductors. FET switches and multiplexers have ON
resistance and OFF leakage currents which require
detailed attention to impedance levels,especiallyat high
operating temperatures. A new integrated circuit device
called a SWOP AMP (SWitchable input OP AMP)
combines precision and versatility to provide a nearly
ideal switchingfunction in many applications.
WHAT 18 A &WOP AMP?

The SWOPAMP (Burr-Brown OPA201)is a precision
operational amplifierwith two matched input stages and
channel select circuitry (see Figure I). A digital channelselect signal enables one input stage by turning off the
bias current in the unselected input stage. Thus only the
ON.channelcan send signals to the followingstages.The
channel-select circuitry is compatible with a variety of
logicfamilies.The applications as shown are for groundreferenced TTL channel-selectsignals. Actual logic levels used may be referencedto ground, -V cc, or virtually
any other point by connecting the threshold control pin
to the appropriate voltage. See "Inside The o·pA201
SWOP AMP" for more information about internal
operation and channel selection.
CffAIIR

INSIDE THE SWOPAMP
A simplified schematic of the OPA201 SWOP AMP•is
shown in Figure 2. The circuit has four sections: (A)
input stage I, (B) input stage 2, (C) active load and output amplifier, and (D) channel-select circuit. The two

FIGURE 2. SimplifiedSchematicoithe SWOP AMP.

SELECT

-111
+111

OUTPUT

FJGURE I. ~I~ Diqnam of the OPA201SWOP AMP.

The SWOP AMP is a low power device, typically drawing only 350µA of supply current. The power supply
may be either single or split, with a range of SV to 36V.
The wide power supply range and low power, combined
with. precision performance, makes the SWOP AMP
ideal for portable or remote battery powered systems.
Isolated ·systemsand robotics are other areas that can
benefit from this low cost, small-sizeanalog signal conditioning and steering device.
The key electricalspecificationsare shown Table I.

precision differential input stages are identical, with
offset and drift laser-trimmed for very-tight matching.
The input stages share a balanced, high precision active
load and external offset adjust pins, so external offset
adiust affects both channels. (Fi.sure 3 shows how an
inexpensiveCMOS IC may be used to alternately connect one of two independent ·offset adjust potentiometers.) The input stages also share a gain stage and
output amplifier, so the characteristics of the two channels are very nearly identical.
Under control of the channel-selectcircuitry, only one
input stage at a time is active. The selected input stage
controls the output amplifier, while the unselected input
stage is turned off by deactivating its bias circuitry. With
no current in the unselected stage, it bas negligibleinput
bias current, and the OFF channel cannot send signals to
the output amplifier. Rejection of the signal applied to
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TABLE I. OPA201COSWOP AMP Key S~om.

At1 = +25-C,:t:Vco
ca 15VDC.
PARAMETER

CONDfflONS

Voa
Voadrlft
dVoa(match)
dVoadrlft
1,
loa
Slew Rate
PSRR
CMRR

MIN

-25°0 to +85°0
Vca,-Vcu
-25°0 to +85"'0

UNITS

100
1.0

pV
µV/'C
pV
µV/'O
nA
nA
V/paoc
dB
dB
dB
dB

95

R1 Cl 1okn,v. Cl :t:1ov
V111"off"=:1:12V

120
120

CHANNEL
SELECT

I

I +

"+

R, Cl RaCl llllltn

z

R, Ra

8

I

&

10

C04001

z

8

II
1

4

130
130

input voltagesinside the common-mode range. Although
crosstalk is specifiedfor voltages equal to the common
mode extremes, the same OFF channel rejection characteristics are typically observed for all input voltages
between-Vee and (+Vee- IV).
The channel-selectcircuitry is versatile yet simple. The
trip point for changing channels is set by-the threshold
control, pin 10.Channel 1 is selected when the channelselect voltage is more than two diode drops above the
threshold control voltage, and channel 2 is selectedwhen
the channel-selectis less than' two diode drops above the
threshold control voltage. Thus the channel-s;electvolt•
ages are compatible with ground-referenced TIL levels
when the threshold controLpin is grounded. Connecting
the threshold control pin to the -V cc pin is especially
u_sefulwhen low supply voltages are used. For example,
a single+svsupply can be used to provide the power for
both the SWOP AMP and channel-select controller as
well. An open circuit on the channel-select pin will also
select channel I. This ~ows an open-collector transistor
(or phototransistor) to control the channel select without
a pull-up resistor. When there is no pull-up resistor, the
leakage must be limited to 20µA to ensure that channel 1
is indeed selected (20pA must be sunk to pull the
channel-selectpin low).
"nte channel status open-collectoroutput is referencedto·
the status common pin. When used with a pull-up resistor, it provides a signal that is the logic inver&C?
of the
channel-selectsignal. This comes in bandy for such tasks
as switching in the dual external offset adjust potentiometers, polarity indicaton in absolute value circuits,
and for level-shiftingthe lo~ signal. When not used, the
channel status is left open and status common is tied to
-Vee,

+Vee -Vee

z

50

1.0
25
1
0.2

Crosstalk

IZ

MAX

35
0.6
25

100

A,,,

II

TYP

II
14

-Vee
FIGURE J. Dual lndcpendatt Offset Adjust U1ln, a CD4007 to Switch in the
Po1cntiomctcr1. (RI adjusu ollly channel I, R2 adjustl ollly ·
. ch811nel2.).

AP_PLICATIONS
SelectableInput Ampllflera
Perhaps the most obvious need for the SWOP AMP is
where selectable inputs are required for a system. The
simplest circuit of this type is the selectable inpu\ buffer
shown in Figure 4. Both channels are configured as high ·
input impedancevoltage followers.No external parts are
required. This circuit is useful for remote or computercontrolled systemswhere fairly high level"signalsneed io
be selected and buffered. For voltage signals, this circuit
functions as a near-ideal switch with high input imped-

the OFF channel's input is outstanding, as shown by the
-120dB crosstalk specification. Thus the complete circuit.functions as a high precision operational amplifier
which can switch between two sets of inputs under control of a one-bit logic signal.
The OFF channel may be modeled as an open circuit in
· most designs.Input currents are typicallyunder lSpA for
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FIGURE 4. SelectableInput Buffer.

Ava=l+fll.+8,/11,J

ance and low output impedance. The high open-loop
gain and CMRR guaranteeexcellentaccuracyand linearity.
The SWOP AMP also provides a minimum-parts
approach. to amplification of low level signals. Each
channel may be configured to provide noninverting or
inverting gain using standard op amp design considerations. If the same noninverting gain is desired for both
channels,a singleset of feedbackresistors may be shared
:and the invertinginputs for each channel tied together as
. shown in Figure Sa. Different gains may be set with
independent feedback net:works,or by using only three
resistors as shown in Figure Sb. When each channel has
· independent feedback, the OFF channel's feedback is
treated as a component of the load impedancefor design
purposes.
For dual input inverting amplifiers, independent feedback networks are used. Since the common-modevolt-

>2.0V

AvXV1111

<O.BV

AvaXv-

-Vee

FIGURE 5b. Sckctable Input NollinvcrtinaAmplifierwith DifferentGains for
Each Channel.

age is always near zero, the input voltages may exceed
the supply voltages. This allows a system with low
supply volta~e to monitor high voltages by using gains
less than umty. Figure Sc shows a circuit with gains of
-10 .and-0.l. Note than V,n2will produce ±lOV outputs
for IOOVinputs. The low input bias currents (2SnAmax)
and input offset current (lnA max) make it easy to pick
impedances_highenough to limit the maximum output
current requirementwithout introducingexcessiveerrors.
Auto-Zero,Auto-Cal, SystemCheclc
The selectable input technique provides a straightforward way to perform software auto-zero of system offset
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Amplifier-Both Channels Have

FIGURE k SclcelablcInput lnvcrtina Amplifia. Usina Gain LesaThan
Unity AUOWI
lnpuu to EllcecdSupply Voltage.
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errors; one channel processes signals, and the other
channel has the input grounded (both channels have the
same gain). Figure 6 shows the SWOP AMP used to
software auto-zero the offset error of a 3656 isolation
amplifier. The 3656 provides both signal isolation and
isolated power for the SWOP AMP. The gain for the
SWOP AMP should be such that the 3656 input vo\tage
is limited to ±sV. A gain of 2 may be provided by the
output section of the 3656 to raise the output swing to
±IOV if desired. A 4N25 optocoupler isolates the channel select or zero command signa~. When the zero-:input
channel is selected,
·
V-. V1so+ (Av XV0s2)
where V1i,o
= iso amp Vos,
Av= SWOP AMP voltage gain= I+ (R2/RI),

in the SWOP AMP (SOµV+ lµV /°C max).
Using a signal instead of ground on channel 2's input
opens the door to a wide range of system calibration and
signal check applications. A reference may be selected
for gain calibration, or a specific waveform of some type
may be switched in at the front end of a system to verify
that the system is functioning properly.
Using a SWOP AMP with a system clock to drive the
channel-select pin and switching continuously between a
signal input on one channel and grounded input on the
other provides a single-chip chopper-modulator system
for amplitude modulation. Variations on this idea include
synchronous demodulation and quadrature detection
systems that have low parts count and high performance.

=

SelectableTransferfunctions
Start with a selectable-input amplifier with diffei:ent
gains for each channel. Now connect the inputs together
and you have a selectable-gain amplifier, extremely useful for extending the dynamic range and resolution of a
system. The SWOP AMP allows construction of an
amplifier with true precision performance and two gains
selected by remote control using only one low cost integrated circuit and a few resistors (Figure 7). In this configuration, the channel-select pin serves a gain select
function.
Selectable transfer functions extend beyond selectable
gain, with selectable bandwidth being· one of the most
useful. Smoothing (low pass) or AC coupling (high pass)
characteristics may be switched in by a remote controller
without the added cost and lower reliability of relays of

=

Vo52 SWOP AMP Vos for Ch. 2.
When the signal channel is selected,
Vou1=Vi.,+ (Av XVos1)·
where Vos1= SWOP AMP Vos for Ch. 1.
Subtracting the zero-input Voui from the signal VOlltwith
software leaves a corrected output volta~
Vout= (Av X V1n)+ Av X (Vos1-Vos2)
= Av X (Via+ dVos)
where dVos = Vos between the two channels
of the SWO_PAMP
=S0µVmax
Notice that the offset of the iso amp (typically SmV +
200µV/ 0 C)·has been removed from Voui,and the only
offset error is the mismatch between the two input stage~
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FJGURE-6. Software Auto-~roing the 3656 lsol11tionAmplifier.
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If higher input impedance is required, two SWOP
AMPS and a precision op amp can be used to real~e a
switchableversionof the classicthree op amp instrumentation amplifier.When the op amp is a low power precision device such as the OPA21, the result is an instrumentation amplifierwith dual input, auto-zero, or selectable-gain features, yet requiring only about lmA of
supply current. This hard-to-beat combination of performance,features, and power requirementsis shown in
Figure 9.
·
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Gain

Select

v-

>2.0V

-RJR,xv...
-RJRaxv...

<0.8V

R,= R,UR,
R,= R,UR,

FIGURE 7. Sclectablo-O&in
Ampllficr.

FET switches.The whole range of signal conditioning
circuits using op amps such as summers, compressors,
integrators, and clamping circuits may be switched in
remotelyusing this approach.
Differential Input Circuits

Many applications requiring remote sensing of analog
signals are subjectto AC pickup and ground loops, and
require differential input circuits which can reject
common-mode errors and noise. The high gain and
CMRR of the SWOP AMP make it ideal for differential-modecircuits. Most of the tecliniqucsmentioned
so far can be applied in the form of differentialamplifiers, with excellent rejection of SOHz and 60Hz noise.
Figure 8 shows a dual-channel low power differential
amplifier.

Av.. 1+ 40kn/Ro

v...APPUED
BETWEEN
+INAND
-INAIR
EITHER
CHANNEL

FIGURE 9. Du&l-Ch1111ncl
InstrumentationAmplifier.

B,

+o-----------'~---- ...

ftaaR,

A UniqueLow-Powersa·mple/Hold,Too

The SWOP AMP can also function as a low power
sample-and-holdamplifier,whichdraws only 10%of the
supply current of most sample/holds. This function is
especiallyimportant where remote A/ D conversion is
required. As shown in Figure10,the only external components required are two signal diodes and two capacitors. Gain resistorscould be added.to one or both channels for gains other than unity. The SAMPLE/HOLD
mode control signalis applied to the channel-selectpin.
When the channel-selectinput is high, selectingchannel
I, the circuit is in SAMPLE mode. C2 is charged
through the diodes until the voltage on C2 equals the
input voltage.There is a small offset(about lOOmV,due
to the diodes) betweenthe output of the circuit and the
C2 voltage while in the SAMPLE mode. This doesn't
introduce an error when the circuit is used to hold the
input for an A/D converter, since the error in HOLD
mode is less than ImV and adjustable t9 zero. Cl pro-

R.=S.

SELECT
CHAHEL
2:

v_""RJR.X Va

FIGURE 8. Dual-ChannelDifferentialInput Amplifier.
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+Vee

z

''"

C, = 47pF

3
12

nal low. Now the voltage on C2 (identical to the input
voltage when -HOLD mode was selected) provides the
input voltage to channel 2. Feedback to channel 2 forces
the output of the circuit to be equal to the input voltage
preseµt when HOLD mode was initiated. The back-toback diodes now have less than lOOµVacross them and
disconnect the channel l feedback p~th.
Droop is determined by the input bias current and C2,
and is less than 2.SmV/msec for C2
10,000pF. This
means droop is less than 0.lLSB for a 12-bit, l0V fullscale ADC after holding for IOOµsec.Acquisition time is
limited by slew rate to about S0µsec for a I0V step.
Unadjusted zero-scale error is typically under lmV, and
may be adjusted to zero using the qffset control and one
potentiometer. Simply adjust the offset of the HOLD
mode to zero while the input is grounded, with the mode
control signal constantly changing between high and
low. This procedure nulls both offset voltage and charge
transfer offset. Aperture time for the circuit is the time
required to switch channels and slew about lOOmVto the
correct output voltage, about 7µsec total.

=

13

I
FIGURE 10.LowPowerSample/Hold Ampllf1cr.

vides direct high frequency feedback around the diodes
to reduce ringing in the SAMPLE mode.
HOLD mode is selected by taking the channel-select sis-
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UNDERSTANDING POWER
AMPLIFIER SPECIFICATIONS
Many of the specifications for a power amplifier arc
similar to those of a signal amplifier. The key ones
describing the power handling ability, however, are less
frequently encountered and are often a source of
confusion. The purpose of this note is to explain the
power handling limits of a power amplifier and to show
how to interpret the specifications of these limits.
The power handling limitations arc most often due to the
limits of the power output transistors. So, to understand
these limits, let's focus on an individual output transistor
within an amplifier. Figure I shows a representative
power amplifier with output transistors QI and Q2. Q3
and Q4 are current limit transistors which tum on when
the voltage drop across their respective sense resistors,
RI and R2, is approxim~tely 0.65 volts. loutis shown
flowing out of the amplifier, so QI is the "on" deviccQ2 is "off" and can be ignored for now.

shown at point ..A" on the voltage-current plot. The
voltage drop across R, is ignored in the calculation of
VcE since it is smail compared to the other voltages.
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FIOURE 2. "TheSafe Operating ARa for the Burr-Brown3573is shown, plotting
the limill for collector current (le) vcnus the collector-emittervoltage (Vea) of
the conductingtransiltor.

R,

VOUT=
IOY

Ra

' louT

IDV

-Vcc=-32V

cuaamu1rr
..!!:!!
=2A
0.33n

FlOURE I. This simplified schematic is Rprcseotalivc of a wide vllliety of
pouible powu amplifiercircuits.

In evaluating the stress on the amplifier under this
condition, the current through and the voltage across the
conducting power transistor must be considered. The
output transistor current is simply equal to lout, The
voltage across QI, (VcE), however, is not Voctbut rather
+ V cc -' Vout• The operating point of the conducting output transistor is usually plotted on a voltage-current plot
· as shown in Figure 2. In this example, the operating
point is lout= 0.63A and VcE:::;::
(32-10) = 22V and is

SAFE OPERATINGAREA
The operating limits of QI are designated by the
boundary line on Figure 2 and the area below this line is
called the Safe Operating Area (SOA). In this case, the
operating point clearly falls within the SOA of the
output transistor.
Note that the limit line is divided into different regions .
The current limited region is usually due to bonding wire
or hybrid interconnection limitations. Above the
amplifier's rated current, internal interconnection wires
to the power transistors, power supplies or amplifier
output may bum out like a fuse.
As the voltage across the conducting transistor (VcE)
increases, the internal power dissipation increases until
the power limit of the amplifier is reached. At this point,
any increase in Vca must be accompanied by a corresponding decrease in current to maintain constant power
dissipation. Note that all points on the power limit line
have a constant dissipation (4SW in this example). This
dissipation limit is due to the thermal resistance of the
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· power transistor, its attachment, and packaging components. With a case temperature of +2S° C, the maximum ·
power dissipation will cause the output transistor to heat
to its maximum allowable temperature. Operation at
higher case temperatures is possible but the maximum
power must be derated (more on this later).
As the constant dissipation line is followed to higher
VcE,the secondary breakdown region is entered. At high
Vce, current crowding can occur in the emitter structure
of the power transistor (Figure 3) leading to isolated ~ot
spots. As a result, the allowable power dissipation must
be reduced as Vee increases"further. This caµses the
change in slope of the SOA limit line. It is this power
amplifier limitation that is most frequently misunderstood since the safe operating current may be surprisingly low at high VcE, Note that the "SA 0 power
transistor specified by Figure 2 can handle only 0.6A at
Vcu = SOvolts.

to the maximum continuous 2A rating. Answer: Vcc =
±22.SV. If short circuit to either supply must be tolerated, Vee= ±ll.2SV would be the maximum since the
total of both the negative and positive supply would be
across the conducting transistor.
+Vee

0.65V

lsc=-

R,

-Vex:
FIGURE,. Even with no input voltage, a shorted output willcausehigh cum:ntl
to now. The offset voltage or the amplifier provides the "input,• driving the
output 10 the current limit set for the dcvic:c. The current limit must be set low
enough to with1tand the high Vc1 in this condition.

TWO TYPES OF SOA PLOTS

FIGURE 3. At high Vc1 and le, localized hot spots may cause a localized
bum-out producing a collector-emitter short-the ultimate n:sult or secondary

breakdown.

As shown in Figure 2, under pulsed conditions, larger
current or VcEcan be handled. This peak capability may
, applt only to certain regions of the voltage-current
curve, so attention must be paid to the exact details of a
given situation.
The final limit is the breakdown voltage of the power
transistors (or other amplifier circuitry). This breakdown
voltage limit canno·t be exceeded under any condition. In
a power amplifier, the maximum voltage rating is the
sum of the positive and negative power supplies
(ignoring the signs).
An important conclusion must be drawn from these
points: it is the voltage across the conducting transistor,
not the amplifier output voltage, which determines the
operating point. For instance, it is often desirable to
design for safe operation during a short-circuit to
ground (Figure 4). Even though the output voltage is
zero, the Vce of the conducting transistor is equal to the
full power supply vottage, + Vcc. The current limit, as
determined by the choice of R1 and R2, must then be.set
to a value far less than the full rated amplifier current.
Alternatively, the power supply voltages could be
lowered, allowing safe currents ~ high as tJle full rated
current to be used.
Example I:
For the amplifier described by Figure 2, what is the
maximum power Sl!pply voltage allowing for continuous short circuit to ground? The current limit is set

The SOA plot shown in Figure 2 is typical of the way
power transistor manufacturers specify their devices.
They plot le versus the VcEvoltage for the transistor.
Power amplifier specifications, however, s·ometimes
show a safe area curve plotted according to the amplifier
output voltage. Since the Vcs (the voltage that matters)
is determined by the output voltage and the power
supply voltage, this type of curve applies only for the
stated supply conditions. Each type of presentation has
advantages. The second method is sometimes easier to
interpret and can convey any differences between
positive and negative SOA capability. However, its data
is valid only at the stated power supply voltage. The le
versus Vee plots (Figure 2) are more easily scaled to
varying power supply situations and promote a better
understanding of the principles involved.
·
The two types of curves may be compared here. Figure 2
and Figure Sare for the 3S73 power amplifier (used as an
example in this note). Differences between the positive
and negative SOA are not shown; the lower of the two
limits is depicted in Figure 2.
RESISTIVE LOADS

It is often assumed that a circuit designed for safe
operation at maximum output voltages or current will be
safe under all conditions, but this is not always the case.
All conditions of output voltage should be considered,
but two situations in particular normally represent the
worst case-the maximum load current and the maximum power dissipation.
The worst-case conditions can be found by plotting a
load line on the SOA plot. The load line "B" in Figure 2
is for Vcc = ±32V and a load resistance of 160. When
plotted on the logarithmic scales of an SOA plot,
resistive load lines are curved. By finding a few points on
the curve (as was done with point "A"), its general shape
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FIGURE 6. The power diuipation for a simple raistivc load and DC input
signlllii at a maximum whC11
the output voltage ii VP/2. Despite the Jaraer
currentsat hlaheroutput voltages,the dilsipationii actuallylower.It approlldles
zero u the Vc1nean zero at maximumoutput vollqC.
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approximate dwell time of the most stressful condition.
Figure 7 shows bow this might be arrived at in a typical
situation. The duration and conditions of this point can
then be compared to the pulsed SOA limits for safety.
For obvious reasons, it is best not to push this type of
operation too far. Maximum reliability will be achieved
by taking a conservative approach to SOA limits.

30

20

Output Voltago (V)

PJOURES.The SOA ofthc Burr-Brown3573ii shownhere plottedoccordinato
output voltaae,This wayof 1pccifyinaSOA ii easy to interpretii the rlllcdpower
supplyvolugc ii the sameu the applicationin question.

can be found. Then it is easy to spot any SOA violations.
+Vee

For resistive loads, the maximum current occurs at the
maximum output voltage and is usually assumed to be
Vcc/R load. This presumes that the output voltage can
be as great as the power supply voltage. The load
resistance must not be made so low that excessive output
current will flow. Alternatively, the current limit could
be set to a safe value; however this can limit the output
voltage swing.
The maximum power dissipation occurs at a Vou,of
+Vcc/2 or-Vcc/2. Figure 6 shows how the dissipation
changes with Voc,(Vou1is shown as a ratio of the power
supply voltage). The dissipation is zero for zero output
voltage and current and is also zero at maximum output
voltage and current (where Vca is zero at amplifier
clipping). Of course, this second case is not fully
achievable since some voltage is dropped across the
transistor at maximum output voltage.
Example 2:
Often it is desirable to apply an unbalanced power
supply voltage to a power amplifier. For instance if a
0-S0V output is desired, a large negative supply
voltage is neither needed nor desired. Vcc +55V
and -SV is chosen to allow the necessary voltage
swing without exceeding the power supply limits
(total of +Vee ami'-Vcc). The load resistance is 300.
What is the maximuqi power dissipation?
Pdmaximum occurs one-half the supply, 55 volts/2 ...
pd= (55)2/(4)(300) = 25.2W.

-Vee

FIOURE 7. A pulled waveformcan be evaluated for wcty by a graphical
approxim11tion
with a rectangular pulse at the wont-cue imtanllmeouspoint.
The duration 11ndconditiom lll'C then compared to the pulled SOA data, Duty
cyclesgreater than approxim11tcly
109&
should be alven plenty of suud b1mdto
allowfor recoveryfrom 11nylocalizedhe11tin1
duri111the pllllc.

AC SIGNALS [SINE WAVE]
Low frequency AC signals (less than 200Hz) should be
treated as slowly changing DC as described above, but
for high frequencies (roughly 200Hz and above) the
average power dissipation should be considered. In this ·
situation, the transistors do not instantaneously change
temperature in response to the signal waveform but are
heated according to the average transistor dissipation.
Figure 8 shows the average total power dissipation for
both output transistors as a function of relative output
voltage. The shape of this curve is similar to that of
Figure 6 for DC conditions but the average dissipations
are lower for AC. The instantaneous dissipation at the
worst case of Vou1 ±Vcc/2 is the same as for DC, of
course, but with AC, this point is passed only for a brief
instant. The output voltage which causes the greatest

=

Some applications' require handling slowly varying DC
signals. In this situation, SOA limits must be evaluated
with some judgment. If the rate of change of the signal is
very slow, DC SOA limits must be observed for the
worst case instantaneous condition. More rapidly
changing signals must be considered based on the

=
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average dissipation occurs at a peak V- at 2Vcc/ ff', This
is the signal level which causes the output to spend the
greatest percentage of time near the instantaneous worst
case points, +Vcc/2 and -Vcc/2.

Solution: Vee= total suppiy voltage= 56V
Rated le = 0.35A (from Figure 2)
_
150-60
le max - (0.35A)
_
150 25

=0.25A.
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FJOURE 8. The averagedissipationunder continuo111
AC •ian&l•
is a functionor
the output voltage relative to the supply voltage. Peak dissipation occun at a
peak AC voltage of approximately0.6Vcc•.Ualite the DC cue, the dissipation
doe, doe, not approach lero at maximum output voltqc, but drqps to rouahly
one-halfits hiahcst value.
·

It is safest to design the whole amplifier system as if the
AC voltage to be handled is always at this worst-case
signal level. Not all systems, however, need or can
tolerate the expense of this over-design. If Vouipeak will
always be equal to 0.85V cc, for instance, Figure 8 shows
that the average dissipation will be approximately 25%
less than worst case. An audio amplifier would likely
dissipate far less than the worst case power because
audio signals have high peak voltages relative to the
average signal level (high· crest factor). The heat sink
could then be designed accordingly.
1

TEMPERATURE DERATING

As previously mentioned, SOA curves are normally
based on a +25°C case temperature. Reduced limits for
higher case temperatures (Tc:uc)may be found by using
the temperature derating curve shown in Figure 9. The
slope of this curve above +25°C is equal to the junction
to case thermal resistance, 8t-,:.If the line were extrapolated to the zero dissipation point it would intersect at
the maximum chip temperature (1j max). If the Vce is
below the second breakdown region, the derated power
dissipation may be read directly from' the curve. The
maximum current in this situation is simply
1

s

1.00 Vcc

= P derated
Vee

For Vcs voltages in the secondary breakdown region, the
allowable cun:ent at a giyen operating point may be
calculated by·
_
T, max - Tcuc
I - rated le T, max _ 250C
Example 3:
What is the maximum safe current for the 3573
during continuous short circuit to -Vee? Power
supply is ±28V, Tcuc(case temperature) is +60°C.

.5

10

0

',
25

50
75
125
100
CUo Temperature, Tc (° C)

' 150

FIGURE 9. The powerdcratingcwvc indicata that intcm&ldiulpation mlllt be
reduced at case tempcralurcs greater than +259C. This rcduca the available
SOA in the power and second breakdown regio111.

Often these calculations arc made "'in reverse" to fmd the
allowable temperature rise for a required load current.
The maximum junction temperature is then used to
calculate the be~t sink necessary f o~ a required maximum
ambient temperature. See the application note on beat
sinking (AN-83) for details on these calculations.
Some amplifiers may require a different SOA derating at
elevated temperatures. In this case, derating curves are
normally shown on the SOA chart as a family of curves
(as for pulsed operation). Remember that case temperature must be ~sed '!or these calculations.
REACTIVE LOADS

Figure 10 shows the AC voltage/current waveforms for
an inductive load. Since the load current lags the load
voltage by 90°, the peak current occurs when the load
voltage is zero. At this instant of maximum current, the
voltage aoross the conducting transistor is equal to the
full supply voltage, +Vee (or -Vee at 180°). This
obviously leads to much greater power dissipation than
with a resistive load.
The average power dissipation can be determined by a
simple procedure which is applicable for a wide variety
of circumstances. The power dissipated in the amplifier
must be equal to the power delivered by the power
supplies less the power delivered to the load. If the load
is purely reactive the load power is by definition zero. No
power can be dissipated in a perfect inductor or
capacitor. For complex load impedancesthe load power
can be measured: Poui= (loutrms)(Vo111
rms)(cos8), where
8 is the phase angle between the load voltage and
current.
The supply power is easily calculated for sine wa~e
signals and is not sensitive to the type of load impedance,
only the load current. Since the power comes from a
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an inductor can be instantaneously changed-the
current cannot. The result is a temporary condition of
high VcE and high current. A similar situation exists with
capacitive loads. An attempt to charge a capacitor will
lead to high transient currents. In either case, the current
musibe limited to a safe value based on the SOA curves.
+Vee

-Va:.

FIGURE 10.In an inductiveload, the current waveformlags the applied voltage
by 90", resulting in higher instantanco'!I and averagedissipation.

Motor loads can be particularly challenging since they
may present a reactive load as well as reverse EMF to the
driving power amp. These situations may be difficult to
analyze by the techniques previously described since the
power delivered to the load may be converted largely to
mechanical power. Inf act, sometimes mechanical inertia
causes the load to supply power to the amplifier.
Consider a DC motor which must be stopped rapidly
(Figure II). The motor produces a reverse EMF which is
proportional to its rotational speed. If the applied
voltage is suddenly forced to zero, the full negative
power supply voltage, -Vee, will appear across the
conducting transistor and the load current will be the
motor EMF divided by the motor series impedance
(assuming no current limit).

fixed DC voltage supply, it is equal to Vee times the
average (not rms) supply current. For a sine wave this is
2Vcc (I peak) / 1r. Each supply provides this for its active
half-cy~le and "rests" for the opposite half-cycle.
Supply power may also be measured. An average
responding meter such as a standard D'Arsonval type
can be inserted in the supply lines and will properly read
the average supply current even for nonsinusoidal
waveforms. The determination of the load power in this
case, however, may require some ingenuity. The principle
of power in less power out is a valuable one and can be
applied to any type of signal or load condition. Try to
apply it to ·your application!
Example 4:
A sine wave is applied to a complex reactive load. The
peak load voltage is 30V and the peak load current is
1.75A. Vee= ±3SV. A phase angle of 55° is measured
between the load voltage and current. What is the
amplifier dissipation?
Power supply power, Ps = 2(35V)(l.75A)/1r = 39W
Load power, Po111
= (.707)(30)(.707)(l.75)cos6= 15W
Amplifier dissipation, Pd= Ps - Pout= 24W
This is the power dissipated by both output transistors
averaged over a full cycle. The dissipation of each
individual transistor is half the total. In some cases it
may be possible to use this fact to advantage since the
junction temperature rise of each transistor is according
to its own dissipation, not that of the total amplifier.
DC signals may also present problems with reactive
loads. Since any change in load voltage (a step change in
DC output for instance) implies a change in VcE without
an accompanying change in current. The voltage across

\

MOTOR
LOADS

+Vee

+20V

I

SWITCH
('; CLOSES

FIGURE II. When SI is switchedto groond, momentary hi&h
strcs1 occurs u the
motor EMF forcescurrent into the amplifier which flows to the negativesupply.
The duration of this condition is dependent on the mechanical inertia &ndload
on the motor.
·

Such conditions may be difficult to analyze, but can
usually be satisfactorily evaluated by empirical tests.
Voltage and current measurements can be made under
actual load conditions (including mechanical load and
inerti~ to find its duration) to assure operation within
the SOA. Figure 12 shows one possible method using a
storage oscilloscope to capture the transient condition of
maximum stress. Remember, this is not n~cessarily the
point of maximum voltage or current. Points must be
plotted on the voltage-current curve to find the highest
stress and its duration.
A variety of applications have been presented with
associated analysis and measurement techniques.
Perhaps no single example shown here will exactly fit
your unique situation, but by combining these ideas,
most any application can be successfully evaluated.
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a) DUAL TRACE TIME SWEEP

b) X-Y OSCILLOSCOPEPLOT
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FIGURE 12. Many mcuurcmcnt acbcmca can be hctprut in dctcrminins
conditions of unusual loads. Setup "a" is useful in anal:,zins the duration of
worst cue ~nditiona with motor loads. A storage oscilloscopeis usedto capture

transient wnvcformsofload current 11ndvoltugc:.The X-Y approach usedin "b"
may reveal the nature or unknown loads. In both methods. the displayed load
voltagemust be subtracted rrom the power supply voltage to rmdVc11-
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VARYING COMPARATOR HYSTERESIS
WITHOUT SHIFTING INITIAL TRIP POINT

An operational amplifier is a convenient device for
analog comparator applications that require two
different trip points. The addition of a positive-feedback
network .will introduce a precise variable hysteresis into
the usual comparator switching action. 1 Such feedback
develops two comparator trip points centered about the
initial trip point or reference point.
In some control applications, one trip point must be
. maintained at the reference level, while the other trip
point is adjusted to develop the hysteresis. This type of
comparator action is achieved with the modified
feedback circuit shown in the figure.
Signal diode D1 interrupts only one polarity of the
positive feedback supplied through resistor R2.
Hysteresis, then, is developed for only one comparator
state, and one trip point remains at the original level set
by the reference voltage, ER, The second trip point, the
one added by hysteresis, is removed from the original trip
point by:

should be noted, however, this output cannot sink
current in the 0-volt state.
Switching speed is determined by the op amp's slewingrate limit for high-level input-drive signals. When the
input drive is a low-level signal, the output rate of change
is limited by the gain available to multiply the input
signal's rate of change. Both the slew-rate limiting and the
gain limiting of switching time are eased if phase
compensation is removed from the op amp .

~ V = R1 (Vz - ER)/(R1 + R2)
where Vz, the zener voltage, is greater than reference.

voltage ER, Varying resistor R2 will adjust the hysteresis
without disturbing the trip point at ER,
The circuit's other performance characteristics are
similar to the common op-amp comparator circuit. The
accuracy of both trip points is determined by the op
amp's input offset voltage, input bias current, and finite
gain. Resistor R.J limits the current drain through the
zener diode, and resistor R. provides a discharge path for
the capacitance of diode D2.
The output signal can be taken either directly from the op
amp output or from the zener diode, as shown. With the
latter hookup, the output signal voltage alternates
between zero and zener voltage Vz, which might be
desirable for interfacing with digital logic circuits. It

Vz

CONTROLLABLE HYSTERESIS. Positive: feedback circuit for analog op-amp
comparator docs not shift the initial reference trip point while introducing
hysteresis in the .ccond trip point. The voltaae difference • .lV. between the trip
poinlJ can be adjusted by varying resistor R:. When the output voltage is taken
from the zener diode. auhown. ii switches between zero and
the zencr voltage.

v,.
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AUTOMATICALLY TEST THE LINEARITY
OF 12-BIT ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTERS
ABSTRACT
Determining the linearity or differential linearity error of
a 12-bit analog-t,9-digital converter (ADC) using manual
techniques can be a time-consuming and tedious task.
An attractive alternative is the automatic integrator
servo-loop method .described here that can. easily test all
4095 codes if desired. The accuracy is completely determined by a digital voltmeter (DVM) which can be easily
calibrated.
'
INTRODUCTION
Static testing of the linearity error or differential linearity error of a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) is relatively easy because for each digital input code there is a
unique anal~g output. An ADC, on the other hand, has
a continuous range of analog input voltages that can
•produce a given output code. This range is determined
by the full-scale range and resolution of the ADC and is
equal to one least significant bit (LSD). The linearity
error is determined by measuring the analog input voltage that causes a transition from one digital output code
to the next and comparing this to the ideal transition
voltage. The differential linearity error is determined by
measuring the difference between any two adjacent transition voltages and comparing this to
ideal one LSD
(see Figure 1). A test method that automatically searches
for these transitions is described in this application note.
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THEORY OF OPERATION
The block diagram for a test set which will allow the
transition voltage for any given ADC output code to be
determined autom.atically is shown in Figure 2. The
ADC under test, the digital comparator, and the integrator form a servo loop. A computer serving as the test
controller specifies the code for which a transition voltage measurement is desired. This digital word is called
the "target code". The output of the digital comparator
is used to control the slope direction of the integrator
output voltage. It is configured such that at the end of
each conversion by the ADC under test, the integrator
output voltage will be set to ramp towards the transition
voltage ·ror the target code. A comparator output resulting from an ADC output code less than the target code
causes the integrator output to slope in a positive direction. If the ADC output code is equal to or greater than
the target code, a negative output slope is forced. Thus,
when a new target code is specified by the computer, the
integrator output voltage will ramp from its current
level towards the transition level for the code, and will .
lock onto the transition voltage once it is reached.
In its locked state, the integrator output will (ideally)• be
a triangle wave, centered on the transition voltage, with
a peak-to-peak amplitude-of:

AV= -(1/C)At
where: I = Integrator input current, (1+11:;::I-II)
C :;:: Integrator capacitance
At :;::Conversion interval
Because the DVM acquires the transition voltage by
averaging the integrator output, AV, which defines the
resolution of the test, should be kept small, (1/ 16 LSD or
less).
A locked-loop condition is sensed by successively reading the integrator 01:1tput.When the voltage difference
between successive DVM readings is smaller than a
value determined by the AV/ At of the integrator and the
time period separating the DVM readings, the loop may
be considered locked.
With the computer controlling the DVM as well as providing the target code to the test set, transition voltages
for all codes (except-code 0) may be acquired automatically. "Transition voltage" in the context of this applications note is defined as the ADC input voltage which
causes (with repeated conversions) the digital. output

AIAUISII+ -

FIGURE I. Input vs Output for Ideal Bipolar Analogto-Digital Converter.

· •converter noise, hysteresis, and asymmetrical integrator input currents will cause the integrator to deviate
from the ideal triangle wave.
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The 12-bit digital comparator (IC4-7) is configured in a
nibble-parallel fashion to achieve low propogation
delays. A straight binary comparison is made with the
target code fed to the A comparator inputs, and the
latched ADC output fed to the B side. The A > B (Target
> ADC output) comparator output is used to control
the integrator slope.
IC9 and C21 form the integrator. Current sources R14
(+) and JCS, RS-II (-) produce the comparator input
current. When IC4 pin 5 goes low (ADC output code~
Target code), the negative current source (IC8, RS-II) is
turned off, and current flows through R14 into the integrator input, causing the integrator output voltage to
ramp in a negative direction. The current flow through
Rl4 is equal to 5V/510kfi, or approximately I0µA. The
integrator output slope under these conditfons is, then:

TARBET

CODE
------

DATA
OUT

Am:UIDBITEST

IIPUT
VCII.TABE

DIGITAL
VOLTMETER

COMPUTER

DATA/CONTROL

FIGURE 2. Servo-Loop Test Set Block Diagram.
code to be·equally distributed between the specified code
and the code one less than that specified. Code 0, then,
has no transition voltage. Specification of zero
the
target code would cause the integrator output to ramp to
its most-negative output level and remain there. Once
transition voltage readings for all desirel'l codes have
been acquired, the computer reduces this data to produce the offset, gain, linearity, and differential linearity
parameters for the device under test.
CIRCUIT OPERATION
Figure 3 is the test set timing diagram. Figure 4 is a
schematic diagram of a test set designed to testthe BurrBrown ADC803.
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FIGURE 3. Test Set Timing Diagram.
IC12 produces a square wave of 6µsec period, which 'is
used as the system timebase. A rising edge on the Q
output of ICl2 will initiate a conversion by the ADC
under test. When this signal returns low, the ADC will
have completed the conversion, and its output code is
latched in ICIO and ICII by the rising edge on the Q
output of ICl2. (The ADC803 is a successive-approximation type converter, so its outputs are dynamic during
the conversion period. If its outputs were not latched, an
erratic signal would appear at the integrator slope control pin during a conversion.)

+ C)(!:,,.t)
X l0-6) + (I X 10-6 )][6 X 10-6)

= -[(10

as

0

= -(I

= -60µ

V/ conversion interval

When IC4 pin 5 goes high (ADC output code< Target
code), the negative current source (ICS, R8-11) is turned
on, and JCS pin II sinks approximately 20µA. This pin
sinks the current from R14, and draws the residual I0µA
from the integrator input, CI\USingthe integrator output
voltage to ramp in a positive direction. The positive and
negative current inputs are equal in magnitude, so the
positive and negative integrator output slopes are equal
as well.
The digital comparator A < B (Target code < ADC
output) is used to sense an ADC missing code failure.
When the integrator loop is in a locked state, this output
should never become active because the integrator slope
is switched at the ADC out< Target code, and ADC out
~ Target code points. Assertion of the ADC out >
Target code line indicates that the converter under test
has skipped the target code, and its outputs are switching
between Target code -1 and Target code +I. RS, C3, and
ICI form a low-pass filter to prevent noise from causing
a missing code indication. A missing code state must
exist for longer than 30msec in order for the missing
code output line to become active.
The ADCS03 is configured for 20V full-scale range
biopolar operation (±I0V input) and a conversion time
of l.5µsec. Closure of the "clock rate adjust" switch will
allow adjustment of the conversion time from S00nsec to
2µ~ec to allow device testing at various operating speeds.
CONSTRUCTION NOTES
The printed circuit layout (Figures 5 and 6) can be photographically copied from this application note. Print.ed
circuit board material is 0.062" thick, doubie-sided
copper-clad, G-10 material. Plated-through holes are
required. Figure 7 shows the parts layout and Table I
lists all required parts. Figure 4 shows proper digital
input connections for use of HP GPIO or PCl3000.
Appropriate changes must be made for other input/ output systems.
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TABLE I. Parts List for Test Fixture.

10 I .. SERVOLOOPTESTFORADC803
..
20 I

Rllfflnct

DalgndoctGmnlllr
2
2
7
1
1

DacrlpUon

MISCELUMEOUS
8-pinlCIOCklt
14-pinICsocket
16-pinICsocket
BNCconnoctor
· PCbolrd

30 I VARIABLEDEFINITIONS

Coalmlll1I

40 I A1 = TRANSmONVOLTAGE
FORCODE1

50 I A2 = TRANSmONVOLTAGEFORCODE4095
60 I A3 = TEMP.STORAGEOF LASTTRANSmONVOLTAGE

Augat508-AG190
Augat514-AG190
Augat516-AG19D
Amphanol
3I--4558
Seefigures5 &6

70 I 8 = LSBVALUEOF CONVERTER
UNDERTEST
80 I C = CODE:USEDAS LOOPCNTR,ANDTO PASSTO SUBROUTINE
90 I C1 = CODEWHEREWORST-cASELINEARITYERROROCCURS
100 I C2 = CODEWHEREWORST-cASED.L ERROROCCURS
110 I G = GAINERROR
120 I M = MISSINGCODESTATUSPASSEDFROMSUBROUTINE
130 I O = OFFSETERROR
140 I T = USEDIN SUBROUTINE
TO SENSELOCKEDLOOP
. 150 I V ::::TRANSITION
VOLTAGE
FORCODEC
160 ! .
170 I
180 I " CONFIGURE
GPIOPORT"
190 CONTROL4,D;O I NO PARITY
200 CONTROL4.1;1 I NO INTERRUPT
210 CONTROL4.4;192 I NO HANDSHAKE
220 CONTROL4,6,'() I NO DELAY
230 CONTROL4,8;3 I ENABLEA&B PORTS
240 CONTROL4,9;0 I OUTPUTSUNINHIBITED

RESISTOR,
FIXED
13
2
1
1
1
2
1
4

R11-».t0.t1
R11.D

Re
Rs,
R1
Ru

Rt
A.,12-tf
Rn

1

R,

1

A,

1

Comp~±5'1/4W
100ll

1kCI
100kCI
150CI
1.SkCI

3kCI
33kCI
5I0kll
68CI
20kCI
6.2kCI

250
260
270
280
290

Wirewound,
~ 1/IOW

R,

\

510CI

A,

1
1

8.2KCI

RV,

1

RESISTOR,
VARIABLE
20kCI

CR,
IC.
ICa
IC,
IC,
ICu.u
IC.11
IC11

IC.

1

1
1
1
1
4
2
1
1

DIODE
Hotcarrier
INTEGRATED
CIRCUITS
Opamp
Reference
Opamp
QuadNANO
Quad comparator

Hex.la!Ch

vco

Transistor
array

300 I
310 C=1
GOSUB730 I GETTRANSITIONFORCODE1
IF M= -1 THENPRINT·coDE 1 MISSING,TESTABORTED"
IF M= -1 THENSTOP
A1=V
O= A1-(-9.99755) !OFFSETERRORIN VOLTS
370 PRINT"OFFSET
ERROR=";O;
"VOLTS•
380 C=4095
390 GOSUB730 I GETTRANSITIONFORCODE4095

320
330
340
350
360

HP2811
OPAZI
REf1Qt
LM306
74LSOO
74LS85
74LS174
74LS324
RCA3127

400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
810
620
630

A2=V
G= (((A2-A1)/19.995117)-1)X100
I IN ~ FSR
PRINT"GAINERROR=";G :, FSR•
B=(A2-A1)/4094 I LSBIN VOLTS
I
I" ACQUIRETRANSITIONS
& COMP.ERRORS"
M1;()
.
M2=0 I SETMAXERRORS
TO 0
A3=A1 I LASTTRANSmON=CODE
1 VT
FORC ::::2TO 4095
GOSUB730
IF M=-1 THENPRINT"CODE·; C ;"MISSING"
IF M=-1 THENGOTO600 I SKIPCALCSIF MISSINGCODE
L=((V-(A1+(C-1)0 B))/B)-1 I LIN.ERR.IN LSBS
IF ABS(L)>M1THENC1=C
IF ABS(L)>M1THENM1::::ABS
(L) I UPDATEMAXLIN. ERR.
D= ((V-A3)/B)-1 I D.,L.ERRORLASTCODE
IF ABS(D)>M2THENC2::::C-1
IF ABS ID)>M2THENM2=~ABS{D) I UPDATEMAXD.L. ERR.
A3=V
NEXTC
PRINT"MAX.
LINEARITYERROR=";M1;"LSBS
AT CODE"";C1
PRINT"MAX.D.L.ERROR=";M2;"LSBS
AT CODE";C2
PRINT"TESTCOMPLETE"
6COSTOP
850 I
680 I " SU~OUTINE-ACQUIRETRANSITIONVOLTAGE••
670 I ..
-AND MISSINGCODESTATUS
..
680 I •• ENTRY :C: CODETO ACQUIREFOR
690 I •• EXIT
:V: TRANSmONVOLTAGE
700 I ..
M: MISSINGCODESTATUS
710 I .. INT
:T: TEMPSTORAGE
720 I
730 OUTPUT4t0 USING"l,W';C
740 ENTER723;V
750 T=V
760 ENTER723;V
770 IF ABS (V-T)>.0001THENGOTO750
780 ENTER410USING"l,W-;M
790 RETURN
800 END

CAPACITORS
C,.1,tlt•

C.
C.1

c,..zo
c....,

C..u.,o
Ca,

9
1
1
3
3
4
1

I
I " CONFIGURE
HP3478ADVM:IEEEADDRESS23 ••
OUTPUT723;F1R1ZON503TESTING
I I " STARTTEST"

0.01pf,ceramic,25V
0.1,E.ceramic,25V

0.OQtpF,
ceramic.
25V
1pf,solidtantalum,35V
1~. solidtantalum,
35V
1pf,dlppocl,
solidtantalum,
35V
1pf,met&llzedpolycalbon.35V

Connect the power supply leads to the circuit board by
tack-soldering them directly to the power pads of the
ADC under test. This helps to prevent power supply
noise generated by other parts of the test circuit from
affecting-ADC operation.
SOFTWARE FOR USE WITH THE SERVO-LOOP
TEST FIXTURE
Writing software for use with servo-loop test fixtures is
quite straightforwa,rd. A test program which runs on the
H PSS computer with G PIO interf acc is listed in Figure 8.
This program tests and reports offset error, gain error,
linearity, differential linearity, and missing code errors
for all codes.
For machines other than the HP8S, the HP8S listing
may be used as a model. Formulas for error calculation
are shown in Figure 9. Be sure to check the logic sense of
your interface. Some invert data out or data in. Finally,
in all cases make sure that the converter under test is
powered and has warmed up before testing.

FIGURE 8. Test Program for HP85 Computer with
GPIO Interface.
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LSD
- VT12N
- 11- VT111 (Volts)
OUT(2N - 2)
Offset Error= VT111
- 1 ( FSR)
2 2N _ 1

(Volts) for unipolar converters

·=
· VT(I)
· - [ -1 ( --FSR ) - -I FSR]
2 2N - 1
2

Gain Error=

[

11
VT12
- 11- VT(II)
]
FSR
[~:
-1
(

=~]

X 100

for bipolar converters

(% FSR)

L'
't E
Vy1coo21
- [VT111
+ ([CODE - I] X LSDoUT)] _ 1
mean y rrorcooE =
LSDoUT
DL E
_ VT(CODE
+ II - VT(CODE)
_ l
. . rrorcooe LSDoUT

(LSDs)

where: LSDoUT= LSD value (volts) for converter under test
VT1cooe
1 = transition voltage for code
N = resolution of converter (number of bits)
FSR = ideal full scale range for converter
FIGURE 9. Formulas for Error Calculation.
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(LSDs)

·

DATA CONVERTER TEST METHODS
FOR DIGITAL AUDIO APPLICATIONS
Proponents of digital audio claim that it offers
overwhelming advantages over conventional analog
techniques. The theoretical dynamic range of 96d8 ( 16
bits). lower harmonic distortion. and the elimination of
wow~ flutter, and crosstalk are some of the significant
advantages of digital recording techniques. Digital
recording can provide tapes or record discs from which
the audio information can be decoded repeatedly, without
degradation and wear, by the use of noncontact pickups.
Errors caused by dirt or defects can be detected and most
can be corrected or at least concealed. Digital audio truly
has the potential to reproduce music that even experts
cannot distinguish from the original.
Advances in digital technology such as low cost microprocessors and very large scale i~tegration (VLSI) logic
have greatly reduced the cost of processing the audio
information once it is in digital form. However, the most
critical links in a digital audio system are the converters
that transform the signal between the analog and digital
domains, The digital audio industry requires analog-todigital (A/ D) (record) and digital-to-analog (D/ A)
(playback) converters with 14- to 16-bit resolution to
obtain the desired dynamic range(>90d8) and signal-tonoise ratio. Modular and hybrid converters.designed for
industrial instrumentation applications, with 14- to 16bit resolution and corresponding ±l/2LSB integral
linearity error, have been available for rieveral years ..
These converters range in price from about $50.00 for a
14-bit hybrid D/ A to over $1000 for a high-speed, true
16-bit A/D. Although many of these conveners will
perform quit~ well in a digital audio system, they are
much too expensive to be used in a consumer .digital
audio disc player, for example, that must sell in the
$100.00 to $1000.00 price range if it is to compete with
high quality analog equipment.
There are two key items involved in bringing the price of
these conveners down to the required range: ( 1) an
understanding of the specifications required for audio
applications and how they differ from those required for
traditional instrumentation applications, and (2) high
volume which justifies the initial manufacturing expense
of higher levels of integration. For example, parameters
such as· gain accuracy, offset error, integral linearity
error, and reference voltage accuracy, with corresponding
ultra-low drift of these parameters versus time and
temperatur~. are critical in most general instrumentation
applicati(?ns, but are less imponarit in digitizing audio
signals. These also happen to be some of the most
diffir.ult and expensive items to achieve in the man-

ufacture of conventional high accuracy data conveners.
Conversely, in audio applications, we are primarily
concerned with wide dynamic range (14- to 16-bit
resolution), low total harmonic distortion for both highlevel and low-level signals over the full audio spectrum
( l OHz to 20k Hz), and low differential linearity error near
bipolar zero (which reduces the crossover distonion for
low-level signals). The temperature stability of these
parameters is not as critical as in most instrumentation
applications due to the relatively narrow temperature
excursions seen by audio equipment. However, they must
be stable with time since periodic calibration is impractical.
One of the problems encountered in developing converters specifically for the audio industry is that of
agreeing on the definitions for-the various specifications
applied to converters, as well as agreeing on the test
circuits and para.meter limits. For example, an audio
manufacturer has a specific limit for the total harmonic
distonion, however, it is difficult to correlate this with
any' parameter that is specified for a conventional data
converter. In other words, the preferred testing technique,
from an audio manufacturer's point of view, is to simply
insert the data converter into their digital audio system
and verify that the system meets all specifications. This is
not desirable from a data converter manufacturer's point
of view because of the wide variation in audio syst_!:m
specifications and other sources of system error such as
sample/ holds, deglitchers, filters, etc.
The ·test circuits and methods described in this Application Note arc used by a number of manufacturers, of
digital audio equipment, as well as by data conversion
component manufacturers, for evaluating the performance of A/ D and D/ A converters in digital audio
applications.
Harmonic distortion is one of the oldest and most
universally accepted methods of measuring ..linearity".
The test method for a conventional analog circuit is to
apply a high purity sine wave to the input of the device
-under test. The output signal will be modified if the input
encounters any nonlinearities. A spectral analysis of this
output signal will show that in addition to the original
input sine wave, there will be additional components at
harmonics or multiples of the input frequency. Total
harmonic distortion (TH D) is defined as the ratio of the
square root of the sum of the squares of the values of the
harmonics to the value of the fundamental input frequency and is expressed in percent or decibels. This
calculation may be accomplished by ,using a spectrum
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frequency, and update rate, are stored in the programmable read-only memories (PROM's). Only the codes
required to produce one complete cycle of the output
waveform need to be stored since the timing control logic
a~d binary counter simply repeat .this sequence to
produce a continuous output waveform.

analyzer to obtain the level of each harmonic and then
performing an rms summation. This voltage is then
divided by the fundamental level. An alternative procedure is to use a distortion analyzer which removes the
fundamental component and measures the ·remainder.
The remainder will contain both the harmonics and
random noise. For low harmonic distortion (<0.005~)
this random noise will begin to affect the measured
distortion and the measurement is sometimes referred to
as THO+ N.
The measurement of THO for a Dt A converter is
inherently more difficult than for an analog component
because the input to the device must be in the form of a
digital code and, ~herefore. a pure sine wave cannot be
applied directly. Also, the analog output is discontinuous,
due to the finite resolution of the converter, which places
a limit on the signal-to-noise -ratio (SNR) and THO
which can be achieved. Ina binary 0/ A converter using a
linear quantization scheme. the maximum quantization
error is:
J
emaa=--Amaa

The deglitcher and filter are required to smooth the
discontinuous output from the DAC and remove higher
order harmonics, due to sampling frequency, prior to
being measured by the distortion meter. The deglitcher
and filter circuits are also used in actual digital audio
applications. The programmable gain amplifier between
the output of the low-pass filter and the input of the
distortion meter is required to amplify the DAC output
when measuring the THO of low level (<-40dB) output
signals. The exact gain of the amplifier is not important
as long as the output signal is large enough so that the
distortion meter is operating in its optimum range.
A BASIC program for computing the digital input codes
as well as printing the Ideal DAC Output (volts), Ideal
Sine Wave Output (volts). and Quantizing Error (volts),
which is simply the differnce between the ideal sine and
ideal. DAC outputs, is shown in Figure 2. A sample
output is shown in Figure 3.

2"

where Amu is the full scale range (FSR) of the converter
output and n is the number of digital inputs or "bits ... The
SNR. sometimes referred to as dynamic range, is:
SNR=

Amaa
e;;:;=2"

It is important to test the THO of a DAC with both high
and low level outputs to completely characterize the
device. This is due to the fact that a full scale THO
measurement alone can effectively "mask .. differential
linearity problems due to ·the averaging effect of the
distortion meter. The test co·nditions used by a number of
digital audio equipment manufacturers are:
fo=420Hz, Update Freq. =44.lkHz
( I) V.,=OdB(±FS)
(2) V" = -20dB
(3) Vo= -60d8

SNR (dB)= 6.02"
Thus. the SNR can be approximately doubled (6dB) for
each added bit of resolution. The maximum achievable
SNR will be slightly better than this since the average
quantization noise wll be somewhat less than the peak
value. The SNR of an ideal n bit converter can be shown
to be:
SNR (dB)= 6.02p + 1.76
Thus. the maximum SNR of a 16-bit 0/ A converter is
98.08dB.
A block diagram of a circuit for measuring the TH D of a
0/ A converter is shown in Figure I. The digital input
codes for the 0/ A converter that are required to produce
a sinusoidal analog output signal with a given amplitude,

2X74l8181
BINARY
COUNTER

Since data conversion component manufacturers already
have the capability of measuring the linearity error of
0/ A converters, it is desirable to have an expression that
relates this error to the THO. If we assume that the error
due to the test circuit in Figure I is negligible. then the

41 LATCH
74LS75

OUT
(PCM54.55.58J

DESUTCHER

LOW.PASS
FILTER

DESLITCHER
CONTROL

(a) Block Diagram

~
500nnc__.J:_

in.rLr
t-

2lilA=--1

(b) Timing Diagram

FIGURE I. BlockDiagram and TimingDiagramfor Digilllko-AnalogTotalHannonic DistortionTestCircuit.
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expression indicates that. in general, there is a
correlation between the TH D and the square root of the
sum of the squares of the linearity errors at each digital
input word of interest. However, this expression does not
mean that the worst-case linearity error of the DAC is
directly correlated to the THD. Table I shows the
measured and calc;ulated distortion for a Burr-Brown
PCM D/ A at ±FS, -20dB and -60dB output. Although
the correlation between measured and calculated values is
usually quite good in a well designed convener. it is
usually better to actually measure the TH D whenever
possible since this includes the effects of dynamic settling
time and noise which may be significant for low level
signals.
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A block diagram for a THD test circuit for A/D
converters is shown in Figure 4. This circuit is very
similar to the DAC tester with the differences being that
the PROM's and binary counter are replaced by a low
distortion audio oscillator, sample; hold, and A! D
converter (device under test), and the DAC under test in
the previous circuit is replaced by a true 16-bit D/ A
converter. Although this test circuit is easier to use than
the DAC THD tester because it does not require the
computation of any digital codes, it does have more
sources of error that can affect the accuracy of the
distortion measurement. Both the DAC and ADC tester
have errors caused by the deglitcher, low-pass filter, and
measurement technique used by the Shibasoku 725
distortion meter which limit the lowest achievableTHD
measurement to about 0.002%. In addition, the ADC
tester contains errors due to the audio oscillator, sample,·
hold, and 16•bit DAC which ,limit the lowest THD
measurement of the A DC test circuit to about 0.003% for
signals near ±full scale range for the I 6•bit reference
DAC. When testing an ADC for low ·level distortion
(<•40d8) the same problem is encountered as with the
DAC tester in that the distortion meter requires a
minimum input signal of about 30mV. However. with
small signals. the 16-bit reference DAC introduces a
considerable amount of distortion that cannot be separated
from the errors of the ADC under test. Therefore. simply
amplifying the output of the low-pass filter is not the
optimum solution. If we could amplify the digital signal
being sent to the DAC. the DAC output would be near its
full scale range, where the distortion is much less, and the

.. •······•'A,11111,tN,.A

FIGURE 2. BASIC Program for Computing the Ideal DAC Output, Ideal
SinewaveOutput, QuantizingError, and Hex Code.
·
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FIGURE 3. Sampleof Program Input and Output.

rms value of the DAC output error referred to the input
can be shown to be

Erm,= ✓¼ i=I l

[fa

(i)

+ Eo (i)]:

Where n is the number of update points for one full cycle
of the sine wave. E,.(i) is the linearity error of the DAC at
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(b) Timing Diagram
. FIGURE4. BlockDiagram and TimingDiagramfor Analog-to-Digital
TotalHllffllonicDistortionTestCircuit.

output signal would be large enough for the distortion
meter to read directly.
Let's consider the input code being presented to the DAC
when a low level (<30mV) input signal is applied to the
ADC under test. Except at the major carry, where the
analog input signal passes through zero volts, only the S
or6 leastsignificant bits(LSB's)are changing. The MSB
is important because it indicates that the analog signal is
either positive or negative, but bits 2 through 8 do not
contain any significant information. If the lower 6 bits of
the ADC output arc connected to the more significant
bits of the reference DAC input (connect bit 16 to bit IO,
bit IS to bit 9, ... , and bit 10 to bit 4) the digital output
from the ADC is effectively amplified by about 36dB.
Not only does this eliminate the need for another stage of
amplification, but since the more significant bits of the
referenceDAC arc much more accurate than the least
significant bits, the effect of the DAC linearity errors on
the overall distortion measurement will be greatly
reduced. The implementation of this technique is shown
in Figure S.
A complete circuit implementation of a distortion test
circuit for both DAC's and ADC's is shown in Figure 8.
Another important specification for both 0/ A and A/ D
converters in audio applications 1s differential linearity
error (DLE). DLE is the deviation from an ideal ILSB
change from one adjacent analog output state to the next.
This is particularly important at bipolar zero (or the
"major carry") since excessive DLE at this point can
cause audible crossover distortion for low level signals.
The waveform in Figure 6(a) shows a -60d8 output signal
(±SmV at 400Hz) from a 16-bit DAC with more than
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FIGURE 5. Amplificationof Low Level Analog-to-DigitalOutput by
DigitallyOffsettingReferenceDigital-to-AnalogConverter.

3 LS B's of OLE at bipolar zero. The discontinuities in the
sine wave, measured at the ~utput of the low-pass filter
(see Figure I), arc just barely visible at the zero crossing
points. The output signal is then amplified by I 00 by the
programmable gain aµiplifier and connected to the
distortion meter where the fundamental component is
removed with a notch filter.
The waveform in Figure 6(b) is the error signal from the
distortion meter after a further amplification of l0dB.
The effect of the excessive DLE at the major carry is
clearly seen as large spikes in this waveform. Figure 8
displays the same waveforms for a 16~bit DAC with less
than l/4LSB of DLE at bipolar zero. The small errors
seen in the error signal are primarily caused by the
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TABLE II. lmponant Specificationsfor the PCM7S,PCMS4,and PCMSS,
56, WhichWere Designedand Specifiedfor Digital Audio Applications.

SPECIFICATION
Differential Linearity
Error at Bipolar Zero
Total Harmonic Distortion
Vo = ±FS at F 400Hz
- 14-Bit Resolution
16-Bit Resolution
Vo= ±15dB at f a: 400Hz
14-Bit Resolution
16-Bit Resolution
Vo -20dB at f 400Hz
16-Blt Resolution
Vo -60dB at f 400Hz
14-Blt Resolution
16-Blt Resolution
ConversionTime
14-Bits
16-Bits
Settling Time
20V Step

=

=
=

FIGURE 6. (a) ~B
Output Signal from a 16-BitDAC with >3LSBs of
OLE at Major Carry. (b) AmplifiedError Signal ShowingLarge Disconti•
nuitiesat ZeroCrossingPoints.

quantization uncertainty due to the finite resolution of
the OAC. Excessive OLE error can usually be detected
by a low level THD measurement (<-40dB), but a THD
measurement near full scale will tend to "mask" this
problem due to the averaging effect of the distortion
meter. To ensure that this error will. not present a
problem, the OLE at bipolar zero should be specified.

FIGURE 7. (a) ~B
OutputSignalfroma 16-BitDACwith<l/4LSB OLE
at MajorCany. (b) AmplifiedError Signal.

The parameters of a data converter designed for audio
applications should be stable over a moderately wide
temperature range and over long periods oftime to avoid
undesirable periodic readadjustment. As mentioned
previously, gain drift and offset drift, or minus full scale
drift, are relatively unimportant in audio applications.
Even a shift of I% in these parameters, which is totally
undesirable periodic readjustment. As mentioned previously, gain drift and offset drift, or minus full scale
shift in the bipolar zero, or midscale point. can result in
an audible difference in THO for low level signals. The
important specificationsfor the PCM54, PCM55, 56 and
PCM75, which were designed and specified for digital
audio applications, are shown in Table II. The majority
of the gain and offset drift in the the PCM54/55/56/75 is
due to the drift of the internal referencezener diode. How-

=
=

PCM
PCM75KG PCM58 54/55
(AID)
(D/A) (AID)
±0.0015

0.006
0.004

±0.001 ±0.001 'lliofFSR

0.002

0.002

0.025
0.015

----

--

UNITS

'Iii
%
'Iii
'Iii

0.02

0.02

2.0

2.0

'Iii
%
Ill,

15

µsec

17

µsec
1.5

3

µsec

ever, these products are designed so that the overall gain
and offset drift due to the reference are in equal but oppositedirections, resulting in a bipolar zero voltage that is
virtually unaffected by variations in the reference voltage.
Both the DLE and THO are dependent upon the
matching and tracking of resistor ratios and upon
mat-chingand tracking of VeE and hFE of the· current
source transistors. These ratios are very stable with time
and temperature and the circuits are designed so that any
absolute shifts in these parameters have virtually no
effect on the OLE or THO. The resistors are made of
identical links of ultra-stable nichrome thin-film. In
addition. the current density in these resistors is very low
to furfher enhance their long-term stability. Actual life
test data on the PCM54/ 55/ 56 after 1000hours at +85°C
indicatesalmost no perceptibleshift in THD for both high
and low level signals.
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DYNAMIC TESTS FOR AID CONVERTER PERFORMANCE
This article describes useful theory and techniques for
evaluating the dynamic performance of A/D converters.
Four techniques are discussed: (1) beat frequency, (2)
histogram analysis, (3) sine wave curve fitting, and (4)
discrete finite Fourier transform.
The key to confidence in the quality of a waveform
recorder is assurance that the analog-to-digital converter
(ADC) encodes the signal without degrading it. Dynamic
tests that cover the frequency range over which the converter is expected to operate can provide that assurance.
The results of the dynamic tests give the user a model of
resolution versus frequency for the recorder. More elaborate models of failure mechanisms can be obtained by
varying the conditions of the tests.
All of the dynamic tests used for the 5180A Waveform
Recorder use sine waves as stimulus. Sine waves were
chosen primarily because they are the easiest to generate
in practice at the frequencies of interest with adequate
fidelity. While it may be possible to generate a square
wave, for example, whose function is known to the 10-bit
resolution of the 5180A, no square wave generators exist
that can guarantee the same waveshape to 10-bit resolution at 10MHz from unit to unit. Another motivation for
choosing a sine wave stimulus is the simple mathematical
model a sine function provides for analysis. This benefit
greatly simplifies the algorithms used for data analysis.
Four dynamic tests for waveform recorder characterizations are presented here: beat frequency testing,' histogram analysis, 2 sine wave curve fitting, 3•4 and discrete
finite Fourier transform.' The last three tests operate in
the same way. A sine wave source is supplied to the
waveform recorder and one or more records of data are
taken. A computer is then used to analyze the data. The
tests differ primarily in the analysis algorithms and consequently in the sort of errors brought to light. Critical
to. the success of these tests is the purity of the sine wave
source. Synthesized sources are necessary to provide the
short-term and long-term stability required by the
dynamic range of the ADC. Passive filters (a six-pole
elliptical filter is used for 5180A tests) are required to
eliminate harmonic distortion from the source.
These tests provide the most stressful conditions for the
ADC with the input signal amplitude at full scale.
Generally speaking, nonlinear effects increase more
quickly than the signai level increases because of the
noqideal large-signal DC behavior of the ADC components and the higher slew rates large amplitudes imply.

BEAT F.REQUENCY TESTING

i

The beat frequency and envelope :tests are qualitative
tests that provide a quick, simple visual demonstration
of ADC dynamic failures. An input\frequency is selected
that provides worst-case range changes and maximal
input slew rates that the ADC is e~pected to see in use.
The output is then viewed on a disp~ay in real time.
The name "beat frequency" describes the reasoning
behind the test. The input sinusoici is chosen to be a
multiple of the sample frequency plus a small incremental frequency (Figure 1). Successive ~amples of the waveform step slowly through the sine wave as a function of
the small difference or beat frequency (Figure 2). Ideally,
I

Waveform Recordor
UnderTest !

Memory

DAC

HP3320A
Synthesizer

....__t,_+_A_t _

___,,lnput

FIGURE I. Beat frequency test setup.

FIGURE 2. When the input frequency is close to the sample rate f,, the
encoded result is aliued to the difference or beat frequency Af.

the multiplicative propert,ies of sampling would yield a
sine wave of the beat frequency displayed on the waveform recorder's CRT. Errors can be seen as deviations
from a smooth sine function. Missing codes, for example, appear as local discontinuities in the sine wave. The
oversize codes that accompany missing codes are seen as
widening in the individual codes appearing on the sine
wave. By choosing an arbitrarily low beat frequency, a
slow accurate DAC may be used for viewing the test
output. For best results, the upper limit on the beat frequency choice is set by the speed with which the beat
frequency walks through the codes. It is desirable to
have one or more successive samples at each code. This
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alleviates the settling constraint on the DAC and ensures
that the display covers all possible code failures. For a
20MHz sample rate and a IO-bit ADC, this implies a
3kHz maximum beat frequency for a minimum of one
sample per code bin.
Although the usual input frequency for a beat frequency
test is near the sample rate, the analog bandwidth of the
ADC may be measured by setting the carrier to a
number of different multiples of the sample rate. The
band limit is observed as a rolloff in amplitude as the
carrier frequency is increased.
The envelope test differs from the beat frequency test in
the choice of input frequeney that the ADC encodes.
Instead of a multiple of,the sample frequency, an input
frequeney near one-half the sample rate is used. Now the
ideal output is two out-of-phase sine waves at the beat
·frequency (Figure 3). This means that successive samples

FIGURE 5. A beat frequencydisplay for a commerciallyavailable 10MHz,
8-bit ADC with a 10.0031MHzinput.

HISTOGRAM TESTING .
A sine-wave-based histogram test provides both a localized error description and some global descriptions of
the ADC. Using the histogram test, it is possible to
obtain the differential nonlinearity of the ADC, to see
whether any missing codes exist at the test frequency,
and to get a measure of gain and offset at the test frequency. Of the sine-wave-based tests presented here, the
histogram test yields the best information about individual code bin size at an arbitrary frequency.
A statistically significant number of samples of the input
sinusoid are taken and stored as a record (Figure 6). The
frequency of code occurrence in the record is then plotted as function of code. For an ideal ADC, the shape of
she plot would be the probability density function (PDF)
of a sine wave (Figure 7) provided that t~e input and
sample frequencies are relatively independent. The PDF
of a sine wave is given by:

llf

.,~,
·~·,
f1

... ....···········I..
······ ·--...
.. .......
··•·••

·•••• • •••

•• •••••

•·•••··

•••··•· •
Af

FIGURE 3. When the laput frequencyis near one-halfthe sample rate, the
envelopeor the differencefrequencyrcsulll.

can be at the extreme ends of the ADC range, which is
useful for examining slew problems that might not
appear when successive samples are at adjacent codes.
To avoid placing the same stress on the DAC used for
display, a bank of D flip-flops removes every other sample befQre the data arrives at the DAC. Thus only one
phase of the beat frequency remains.
Figure 4 shows 5180A beat frequency test results for a
10.0031MHz input sine wave sampled at 10MHz. For
comparison, Figure 5 shows a 10.0031MHz sine wave
beingsampled at 10MHz by a commercially available
8-bit, 20MHz ADC.

a

p(

V)-

-

1

.1727.i

1rvA--v-

5180A
Waveform Recorder

HP3325A
Synthesizer

98034A

Plotter

HP·IB

HP•IB
Interface

HP9825
Controller

FIGURE 4. A beat frequency display produced by the 5180AWaveform
Recorder with a 10.0031MHzinput frequency and a 10MHzsample rate.
The smooth sine wave indicatesfreedom from dynamicerrors.

FIGURE 6. Setup for histogram test.
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FIGURE 7. Sine wave probabilitydensity functio~.

where A is the sine wave amplitude and V is the independent variable (voltage). For a real ADC, fewer than
the expected number of occurrences for a given code bin
indicates that the effective code bin width is smaller than
ideal at the input frequency.• No occurrences indicate
that the code bin width is zero for that input. A greaterthan-expected number of occurrences implies a largerthan-ideal code bin width.
What is a statistically significant number of samples? We
can determine significance from probability theory. For
_agiven input PDF and record size, each bin of an ideal
ADC has an expected number of occurrences and a
standard deviation around that expectation. The confidence that the number of occurrences is close to the
expectation is equal to the probability that the occurrences fall within the appropriate number of standard deviations. The ratio of the standard deviation to the expectation (and thus the error for a given confidence) decreases
with more samples. To get the confidence for the entire
range, the probabilities for all codes lying within the ·
desired error are multiplied together.
For an ideal 10-bit ADC, 100,000 samples would •giveus
a 12% confidence that the peak deviation from the input
PDF is less than 0.3LSB and a 99.9% confidence that the
peak deviation is less than O.SLSB. The notion of confidence relies on the input's being a random process. We
can model the sine wave input as random process only if
the input and sample frequencies are relatively independent.
The specification of greatest interest that can be calculated using the histogram test is differential nonlinearity.
Differential nonlinearity is a measure of how each code
bin varies in size with respect to the ideal:
• Histogram testing can be thought of as a processor samplingand digitizing the input signal and sorting the.digitized samples into bins. Each bin
representsa single output code and collects samples whose values fall in a
specificrange. The number or occurrencesor samplescollectedin each bin
variesaccording 10 the input signal. If N is the number or ADC biu, there
are 2" bins. Ideally,if Bis the full-scalerange ofthe ADC in volts,each bin
corresponds to a range or sample sizescovering 8/2" volts. In a real ADC,
the bins may not all have the same width.
.

where actual P(nth code) is the measured probability of
occurrence for code bin n, and ideal P(nth code) is the
ideal probability of occurrence for code bin n. The code
bin number n goes from I to 2N, where N is the number
of ADC bits. Using the probability of occurrence eliminates dependence on the number of samples taken. To
calculate the probability for each code in the actual data
record, the number of occurrences for each code is
divided by the number of samples in the record. The
ideal probability of occurrence is what an ideal ADC
would generate with a sine wave input. For each code
bin, this is the integral of the probability density function
of a sine wave over the bin:

where n is the code bin number, 8 is the full-scale range
of the ADC, and N is the number of ADC bits. To avoid
large differences in code probability caused by the sinusoid cusp, a sine wave amplitude A is chosen that slightly
overdrives the ADC.
A judicious choice of frequency for the input sinusoid ·in
this test is necessary for realistic test results. An input
frequency that is a submultiple of the sample frequency
violates the relative independence criterion and will
result in sampling of the same few codes each input·
cycle. Using an input frequency that has a large common
divisor with the sample frequency generates similar
problems since the codes repeat after each cycle of the
divisor frequency. Ideally the period of the greatest
common divisor should be as long as the record length.
A 5180A histogram is shown in Figure 8 for an input sine
wave at 9.85MHz. For comparison, Figure 9 shows data
from a commercially available, 8-bit 20MHz ADC for
an input sine wave at 9.85MHz, while Figure JOshows
_datafrom an 8-bit, 100MHz ADC taken at 9.85MHz.

0

OutputCodo

nm

FIGURE 8. A I00,000-111mple
hi11ogramfor a 5180Awith a 9.85MHz:sine
wave input. All discontinuitiesare less than I LSB.
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nonlinear effects such as harmonic distortion, noise, and
aperture uncertainty. Gain, offset, and phase errors do
not affect the results since they are ignored by the curvefit process.
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FIGURE 9. A 100,00Ckample histosram plot for a commercially available
20MHz, g.bit ADC with a 9.85M HZ input. Larae differential nonlinearities
and numerous missedcodes arc apparent.

FIGURE II~ Setup for the· curve-fit test and the discrete finite Fourier
transform (DFT) test.

226 Missing Codes
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CBI.Fn,quoncy 88S0320.9
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FIGURE 10. A 100,000-sample histogram plot for a 100MHz, g.bit ADC
with 11 9.115MHz input 5ampled at 20MHz. Extremely large differential
nonlinearities and numerous missed codes are apparent.

FIGURE 12. The first 20 points or the curve-fit data record and the error
residue from a fitted sine wave.

CURVE FITTING
The curve-fit test is a global description of the ADC.
This means that the errors measured by the test are averaged to give a general measurement of the ADC transfer
function. The result of this test is a figure of merit called
the number of effective bits for the ADC. The effective
bit number is a general measure of how much an ADC's
nonlinearity has impaired its usefulness at a given frequency.
The number of effective bits is obtained by analyzing a
record of data taken from a sine wave source (Figure II).
The analysis consists of generating a sine wave in software that is a best fit to the data record. Any difference
between the data record and the best-fit sine wave is
assumed to be error (Figure 12). The standard deviation
of the error thus calculated is compared to the error an
ideal ADC of the same number of bits might generate. If
the error exceeds the ideal, the number of effective bits
exhibited by the ADC is less than the number of bits it
digitizes. Errors that cause degradation in this test are

The number of effective bits is computed using expressions for average errors as follows:
EU . b"
ecuve its

rms error)
= N-,1og 2(actual
ideal rms error

where N is the number of ADC bits. The ideal rms error
is not actually computed for the input waveform, but is
assumed to be the quantization noise exhibited by an
ideal ADC with a uniform-probability-density (UPD)
input such as a perfect triangle wave. The ideal error is
found from the expectation of squared error for a rectangular distribution. A rectangular distribution is used
since that represents a UPD taken over an ideal code
bin. The result thus obtained is:
Ideal rms error

Q

= ../12

where Q is the ideal code bin width. Although the input
sine wave is not a UPD function, the UPD assumption is
still valid since it is locally applied over each code bin.
The deviation from a UPD over each code bin is very
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small, so the errors in using sine waves to approximate
UPD inputs arc negligible.
The actual rms error is simply the square root of the sum
of the squared errors of the data points from the fitted
sine wave. The actual rms error is given by:
E = I[x...-Acos(wtt+P)-C]2

(1)

t=I

where E is the. actual rms error, Xt and tt are the data
points, m is the number of data points in the record, and
the fitted sine wave parameters are amplitude A, frequency cu,phase P, and offset C.
Equation 1 is also used to find the best-fit sine wave by
minimizing the error E. The error is. minimized by
adjusting the fit parameters: frequency, phase, gain, and
offset. This is done by taking the partial derivative of E
in equation 1 with respect to each of the four parameters.
The error minimum occurs when all of the derivatives
arc equal to zero. This gives the four simultaneous equations:
2

Ixtcos(cutt+P) =Aicos
t=I

(cutt+P)+Cicos(cutt+P)

t:I

·

Ixt = Al:cos(wtt+P)+nC
t=I

(2)

t=I

(3)

t"I

Ixtttsin(cutt+P) =
t=I

AittCOs(wtt+P) sin(wtt+P)+Cittsin(cutt+P)
t=I

(4)

t:I

Ixtsin(cutt+P) =
t=I

Al:cos(cutt+P) sin(cutt+P)+Cisin(cutt+P)
t=I

(5)

t"I

Equations 2 and 3 result from gain and offset adjustments. These are substituted into the other two equations, 4 and 5, giving two nonlinear equations:

..
I[cos(cuh+P)-i]hsin(G1h+ P)
,..
-------=---------'-..
I<x,-x )hsi~(c,h+P)
Icx,-x)cos(Glh+P)

,.,

(6)

Iccos(Qlh+P)-i]cos(G1h+P)

,.,

Ill

Icx,-x)sin(tuh+P)

I[cos(G1h+P)-i]sin(oit,+P)

,.,

..
-------=--------I[cos(oih+P)-i]cos(oih+P)
icx,-x)coS(Glh+P)
,
..
..,

(7)

..

Where a= Icos(cutt+P)

.....

These are solved iteratively to give values for the parameters. The difference between the right and left sides of
equation 6 is defined as error parameter R and the difference between the right and left sides of equation 7 is
defined as error parameter S. An approxi'mation algorithm using a first-order Taylor series expansion drives R
and S to zero. This approximation algorithm requires an
initial guess for frequency and phase close to the solution
to ensure convergence to the best-fit sine wave. For frequency. the frequency of the generator output in Figure

11is used as a guess. For phase, a guess is based on an
examination of the data record by a software routine.
Although the result of this process is a single figure of
merit, some enlightenment can be gained about the error
components in the ADC by varying the test conditions.
White noise produces the same degradation regardless of
input frequency or amplitude. That is, tbe·error term in
equation I is independent of test conditions for this sort
of error. Another way of identifying noise in this test is
by the randomness in the error residue, or the difference·
between the best-fit sine wave and the data taken.
Aperture uncertainty is identifiable because it generates
an error that is a function of input slew rate. When this is
the dominant error causing a low number of effective
bits, the number of effective bits will vary linearly with
both input frequency and amplitude. If the input waveform is sampled only at points of constant slew rate,
such as zero crossings, then the aperture uncertainty corresponds to the amount that the effective bits decline as a
function of slew rate.
Harmonic distortion is usually a nonlinear function of
amplitude and frequency. Its distinguishing characteristic is the presence of the harmonics (or aliased harmonics
if the fundamental is close to the Nyquist frequency) in
the error residue. The amplitudes of the harmonics can
be extracted by fitting the error residue with best-fit sine
waves of the important harmonic frcquencies. The impact
of noise and aperture uncertainty in the presence of large
distortion errors can be assessed by effective bit values
and error residues with the fitted harmonics removed.
The greatest pitfall in the curve-fit test is using an input
frequency that is a submultiple of the sample frequency.
Since the same codes arc sampled at exactly the same
voltage each cycle, the locally uniform probability distribution assumption is violated. In the worst case, a
submultiple of one-half, the quantization error would
not be measurable at all. From a practical standpoint,
this also defeats the global description· of the test by
sampling only a handful of codes.
Another potential pitfall is lack of convergence of the
curve-fit algorithm. There arc a few occasions where this
can become a problem, such as when the data is very
poor or the computational resolution is inadequate.
Figure 12 shows the error plot for a 5180A curve-fit test.
taken at a 9.85MHz input frequency. The number of
effective bits associated with this error is 8.51.
FFTTESTING
The fast Fourier transform (FFT) is used to characterize
an ADC in the frequency domain in much the same way
that a spectrum analyzer is used to determine the linearity of an analog circuit. The data output for both techniques is a presentation of the magnitude of the Fourier ·
spectrum for the circuit under test. Ideally the spectrum
is a single line that represents the pure sine wave input
and is devoid of distortion components generated by the
circuit under test. There are, however, significant differences between the spectrum analyzer and ADC spectra
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octave raie. It is these sidelobes that are responsible for
leakage. Even if the spectrum of X(f) is a single line, the
sidelobes of W(f) during the convolution smear the
energy in the single line into a series of spectral lines
spaced I/ MAt apart whenever the frequency of x(t) is
not an integral multiple of I/ MAt.
Leakage can be reduced by multiplying the data in the
record by a windowing function· that weights the points
in the center of the record heavily while smoothly suppressing the points near the ends. Many different windowing functions exist that offer various tradeoffs of
amplitude resolution versus frequency resolution. A
function commonly used with sine waves is the Hanning
window, defined by l(l/2)(1-cos 21rt/MA)I. Notice in
Figure 13 that both the window and its derivative
approach zero at the two ends of the record and that the
transform's main lobe is twice as wide as that of the
rectangular function, while the amplitudes of the sidelobes decay by an additional l2d8 per octave. The
reduced level of the sidelobes reduces leakage, but the
wider main lobe limits the ability to resolve closely
spaced frequencies. Furthermore, the shape of the main
lobe can attenuate the spectral amplitudes of X(f) by as
much as 1.SdB. However, for the DFT testing to be
described here, the Hanning window was selected as a
good compromise between frequency arid amplitude
resolution.

because of the sampling operation of the ADC.
The Fourier transform of a signal x(t) that is continuous
for all time is defined as
X(f)
x(t)e•IJrfldt

=r...

and includes the amplitude and phase of every frequency
in x(t). The Fourier transform cannot be used in this
form for an ADC, however, because x(t) is only digitized
at a finite number of points, M, spaced At apart. Instead,
the discrete finite transform (OFT) must be used. It is
defined as
M-1

XD(f)

=I

x(mAt}e-;z,.r,mr.,,At

m:o

There are significant differences between X(f) and XD(f).
While X(f) has infinite spectral resolution, XD(f) has a
discrete frequency resolution of Af 1/mAt because of
the finite number of points in the data record. The finite
record size also accounts for another difference between
X(f) and XD(f) whenever a nonintegral number ·of cycles
of X(t) is contained in the record. Since the DFT
assumes that the record repeats with a period of MAt (to
satisfy the Fourier transform condition that x(t) be continuous for all time) sharp discontinuities at the points
where the start of one record joins the end of the preceding record cause the spectral components of X(f) to be
spread or smeared in XD(f).
The smearing, called leakage, can be explail)ed as follows. The finite record size of x(t) can be considered the·
consequence of multiplying x(t) by a rectangular function having unity amplitude during the time period MAt
that the record is acquired and zero amplitude elsewhere.
Since multiplication of two functions in one domain
(time, in this case) is equivalent to convolution in the
other, the spectrum of XD(f) is derived by convolving
X(f) with W(f), the Fourier transform of the rectangular
function. W(f) is the familiar sinx/ x function (see Figure
13for IW(f)I), consisting of a main lobe surrounded by a
series of sidelobes whose amplitudes decay at a 6d8-per-

=

w(I)

The third difference between the spectra of X(f) and
XD(f) is the limited range of frequencies displayed for
XD(f). The sampling process causes the two-sided spectrum of X(f), symmetrical about the origin, to be replicated as the sampling frequency f, and at all of its harmonics. If X(f)' contains components that exceed f,/2,
then these components are folded back, or aliased, onto
spectral lines below f,, causing aliasing errors. The frequency f,/2 is sometimes called the Nyquist frequency,
referring to the Nyquist criterion, which requires the
sampling rate to be twice the highest frequency present
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FIGURE 13.Time-domain and frequency-domainrepresentationsof rectangularand Hanningwindows.
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_inthe input signal to define the waveform uniquely. The
result is that the spectrum of XD(f) is displayed only
from DC to f,/ 2 and the maximum input frequency must
be limited to less than f,/ 2 to avoid aliasing.
Figure 14 presents the magnitude of the spectra derived
from the DFT for perfect 10-bit and 6-bit ADCs given a
pure sinusoidal input. Useful information about the
ADCs' performance can be derived from three features
of the spectra: the noise floor, the harmonic level, and
the spurious level.
Perfect 10 Bit ADC
SIN Ratio= 61.9
Theoretical SIN ""61.8
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FIGURE 14. J:FT plots for0.85M Hi data quantized by perfect IO•bit (top)
and 6-bit Cbottom) ADCs. The signal-to-noise ratio computed in each case
agrees closely with the theoretical value of 6N + I.BdB where N is the
number of ADC bits.

Two classes of noise sources determine the level of the
noise floor. The first is called quantization noise. This is
the error, ·bounded by ±l/2LSB, that is inherent in the
quantization of the input amplitude into discrete levels.
As can be seen in Figure 14, even ideal ADCs have noise
floors determined by quantization noise. The higher the
number of bits, the smaller the error bound and, therefore, the lower the noise floor.
All real-life ADCs have noise floors that are higher than
that solely from quantization noise. The second class of
noise source includes wideband noise generated within
the ADC, along with other sources. In a parallel-ripple
ADC, for example, such things as misadjustment between

the first-pass and second-pass ranges (exceeding the
redundancy range) or inadequate DAC settling can
cause localized code errors or differential nonlinearities
in the AD C's status transfer function. Furthermore,
localized code errors can increase in amplitude and in
the number of codes affected under dynamic input conditions. Aperture jitter is another· major source of
dynamic error; the magnitude of this localized code error
is dependent upon the slew rate of the input at the time
of sampling. Each of these localized code errors can be
modeled as a sharp discontinuity in the time domain that
when transformed into the frequency domain results in a
broad spectrum that raises the height of the noise floor
above that caused by quantization noise alone.
The second feature of the OFT-derived spectrum that
indicates an ADC's level of dynamic performance is the
harmonic content. Static and dynamic integral nonlinearities cause curvature in the ADC's transfer function. If
the input frequency f1nis much lower than the Nyquist
freqency (f,/ 2), then the harmonic components will be in
the expected locations: 2f1n,3f1n,etc. If, on the other
hand, the harmonics of fin are greater than f,/2, then
these frequencies will be aliased onto components below
f,/ 2. Take, for instance, a 20-megasample-per-second (f,)
ADC with an ·input of 9.85MHz. The second harmonic
at 19.7MHz is aliased to 0.3MHz, the third harmonic at
29.55MHz is aliased to 9.55MHz, the fourth at 39.4MHz
is aliased to 0.6MHz, and so on.
Care must be exercised in selecting the input frequency
for the DFT test. An incorrectly chosen frequency can
alias one of its harmonic components on to the fundamental and thereby understate the harmonic distortion
(in the example above, an input of exactly 5MHz would
place the third harmonic at the fundamental frequency).
The input frequency should be chosen so that the harmonics are far enough away to be easily resolvable from
the fundamental, whose energy has been spread into several adjacent bins (I/ Mdt locations) by the Hanning
window. This accounts for the 0.15MHz offset from
10MHz used in the exampl~ of Figure 14.
The third feature of the OFT-based spectrum that is
indicative of the ADC's level of dynamic performance is
the spurious content. Spurious components are spectral
components that are not harmonically related to the
input. For example, a strong signal near the ADC may
contaminate the ADC's analog ground somehow and
thereby appear in the spectrum. The nearby signal will
not only appear as itself, but because of nonlinearities
within the ADC, can combine with the input signal to
form sum and difference terms resulting in intermodulation distortion.
The combined effects of noise floor, harmonic distortion
and spurious errors are reflected in the ADC's rms
signal-to-noise ratio, which can be derived from the
DFT magnitude spectrum. The signal energy is determined by summing the energy in all the bins associated
with the fundamental. The noise energy is the sum of the
energy in all other bins. By taking the logarithm of the
ratio of signal energy to noise energy and multiplying by
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20, the signal-to-noise ratio for the ADC can be calculated. An ideal N-bit ADc; having quantization noise
only is theoretically known to have a signal-to-noise
ratio equal to (6N + l.8)dB, which sets an upper bound.
A signal-to-noise ratio below this ideal limit is indicative
of errors of all types that the ADC produces.
The FFT test setup is presented in Figure 11.A full-scale
sine wave of a properly chosen frequency is applied to
the ADC under test. The low-pass filter ensures a spectrally pure input. A 1024-point record sampled at the
maximum sampling rate is then taken and given to the
computer, which calculates the OFT using an FFT algorithm. The spectral magnitude is plotted as a function of
fre_quency.

Figure 16 presents, for comparison, the test results for
commercially available digitizers: a 20-megasample-persecond, 8-bit ADC and a 100-megasample-per-second,
10-bit ADC with a full-scale, 9.85MHz sine wave input,
sampled at 20 megasamples-per-second. The numerous
large harmonic components, both odd and even, arc
indicative of severe harmonic distortion errors resulting
from integral nonlinearity in the transfer functions of
both of these ADCs.
A rule of thumb has evolved that uses the OFT-based
spectrum as a quick overview of an N-bit ADC's dynamic
performance. If all harmonic and spurious components
are at le_ast6N dB below the full-scale amplitude of the
fundamental, then the ADC is performing satisfactorily,
since each error component has a peak-to-peak amplitude smaller than an LSB. If, on the other hand, harmonic or spurious components are less than 6N dB
down, or if the noise floor is elevated, then other tests
can be performed that are better at isolating the particular integral and differential nonlinearity errors. In particular, the FFT test an be followed by the histogram test
or the beat frequency test (or envelope test), as conditions warrant.

Figure 15 shows the graphical outputs for the 5180 for
full-scale sine wave input at 0.95MHz and 9.85MHz. As
might be expected, the distortion increases with increasing frequency. Harmonic and spurious components are
typically better than -60d8c below 1MHz and -54dBc
at 9.85MHz. The latter spectrum at 9.85MHz is the
frequency-domain representation for one of the most
demanding tests of an ADC, called the envelope test,
which was described earlier.
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FIGURE IS. OFT plots for the 5180A with input frequencies of9.8SMHz
(top) and 0.9SMHz (bottom). The low harmonic distonion indicates very
low integral nonlinearity.
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FIGURE 16. OFT plots for a 20MHz. S•bit ADC (top) and a 100MHz,
8-bit ADC (bottom). Full-scale input sine waves at 9.85M Hz were sampled
at a rate of20MHz. The high levels of harmonic distonion indicates severe
integral nonlinearities.
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CONCLUSION
The ·four sine-wave-based ADC tests descri~ provide
information about the quality of any recorder. The tests
may be used to isolate specific failures, even at high
Enor

speed and fine resolution (Figure 17). The tests are simple to run, requiring only a synthesized generator and an
HP-18 computer.
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SETTLING TIME
One of the most difficult quantities to measure properly is
settling time. This parameter becomes even more difficult
when extremes in resolution or time are encountered.
Digital-to-analog converters with 12-bit resolution are
commonplace today and settling times of under 50nsec
are claimed by numerous manufacturers. Operational
amplifiers with I00nsec settling times are available from
several suppliers. Determining the performance of these
components can become quite a challenge if settling time
is to be measured accurately without the test circuit and
the accompanying instrumentation interf erring with the
measurement. The accurate determination of settling
time is important because it can be one of the limiting
factors that determines the throughput rate of the system.
Many designers develop their own high speed analog-todigital converters when it is difficult to purchase one to
suit their needs. Among the important components that
are needed for the design are sure to be operational
amplifiers and a· digital-to-analog converter (DAC). A
clear determination of the-settling performance of these
devices is of critical importance.
There are many different ways to measure settling time.
Techniques and circuits are shown and discussed that
enable the accurate measurement of DAC's, operational
amplifiers. and arbitrary waveforms. The article will
build from the straightforward method of measuring
settling time by use of an oscilloscope towards a technique
which lends itself to automatic data logging of fast
waveforms. This Application Note provides a perspective
of when it is necessary to employ one technique versus
another because there is no point in developing a
computerized measurement when an oscilloscope reading
will do the job.
Settling time as used herein is the time between when the
signal begins to change and when the sig9al permanently
enters a prescribed error band. Generally, it is not too
difficult to determine when-the input signal begins to
change. It should be noted that this definition is with
respect to· the waveform itself compared to using the
input signal, which causes the final output, whether the
reference be a digital or analog signal. Using the input as
the reference will yield the same results except the signal
will be delayed by some additional amount. Delay in a
system does not usually limit the throughput response of
a system in the way that settling time does.
Practical circuits that measure the settling time of high
frequency operational amplifiers and DAC's are shown.
These are working circuits that can be used either during
the development phase or the manufacturing phase of a
product. A technique is shown that can automatically
measure settling time as well as other AC properties such
as rise time or overshoot.

LIMITATIONS OF AN OSCILLOSCOPE
The most straightforward way to measure settling time is
to use an oscilloscope to view the waveform in question.
This measurement is simple and direct but has limited
dynamic range. A disadvantage of this method is that a
modern real-time oscilloscope will overload when the
input signal exceeds the selected peak-to-peak sensitivity
by a factor of about 50 times. For example, assume that
the selected sensitivity of the oscilloscope is set for
2m V/ cm and the screen has 8cm of vertical deflection
capability. This means that a waveform of l 6mV 50 = .
800mV would overload the oscilloscope. On the most
sensitive range, it would be possible to resolve about
0.8m V so it would be possible to measure the settling time
of an 800mV change to ±0.1% accuracy. This approximately corresponds to a IO-bit DAC. This indicates that
a direct measurement of settling time is limited to
measuring a IO-bit DAC. Clamping techniques which
can extend the dynamic range to 12 bits do not work
effectively for measuring settling times under IO0nsec
because these are generally limited to 1V to 2V output
signals. Operational amplifiers will require additional
circuitry as will DAC's of greater resolution. The following paragraphs deal with the special circuitry that is
needed for higher resolution DAC's and operational
amplifiers.

x

MEASURING THE SETTLING TIME OF A HIGH
SPEED 12-BIT DAC
A typical high speed 12-bit DAC will have a 2V output
swing and an LSB ofabout0.SmV. Many manufacturei:s
have products of this type that settle to I /2LSB acC11racy
in 3Snsec. As pointed out before, there are now two
problems. Accuracy of l/2LSB or 0.25mV resolution
cannot be resolved by typical high speed oscilloscopes
and a 2V waveform would overload the instrument
anyway. The way to solve this problem is to amplify the
signal so that I/ 2LSB is discernible and then to limit that
output to prevent the oscilloscope from overloading.
Emitter-coupled amplifiers are ideal for this because
wideband gains along with excellent settling properties
are attainable. Figure I is a schematic of an amplifier
designed for this purpose. The amplifier in this schematic
has two emitter-coupled amplifier stages separated by
emitter followers. This amplifier has a bandwidth of
130MHz with a gain of 40 when driving a 500 termination.
Consider the effect of using this amplifier on the high
speed DAC that was previously mentioned. The LSB of
this DAC is about 0.SmV and when amplified, the effective weight.of the LSB is 20mV. The output stage of this
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FIGURE I. High Speed Limiting Amplfier.
amplifier is designed so that when the output is terminated in son the voltage swing will be 125mV. The
125mV that is observed is the final value of an effective
80V waveform. Since the gain of the amplifier was 40 and
the input amplitude was 2V. a linear amplifier would
produce an 80V output swing. ·Because the output
waveform is clipped to the final 125mV, no trouble is
experienced with the oscilloscope overloading.
Briefly, this amplifier operates in the following manner.
The input signal is amplified by the input cascoded
connection of transistors. Q, through Qs. A pair of hot
carrier diodes, CR1 and CR2, are used to clamp the input
signal to reduce the settling time of the amplifier. Emitter
followers, Q6 and Q,, are used to buffer the output of the
first emitter-coupled amplifier to the output cascode of
transistors, Qa through Q12. In order to achieve a
bandwidth of 130M Hz. it is necessary to form a hybrid
subassembly composed of all the transistors along with
the 330 resistors that are found in the base of the
transistors. The primary reason for doing this is to keep

the emitter lead length down to a minimum. The
inductance of wire is on the order of 60nH / inch so that if
the amplifier were constructed using discrete components,
it would be easy to accumulate as much as 0.5-inch of
emitter lead length. In the amplifier shown, the emitter
resistance of the two transistors is l onand if the emitter
lead length is 0.5-inch, the emitter inductance would be
about 30nH. The pole, due to this effect, would be equal
to
RE
10
f=I04 = 53MHz.
2ff' 30 x
2ff'L
The amplifier has two poles .of this type so the emitter
parasitic eff~ct would restrict the bandwidth to about
40MHz. An amplifier with a 40M Hz bandwidth would
have a settling time. to ±0.01% accuracy, of about
40nsec. This shows that hybrid construction technique~
must be employed to perform a reasonably accurate
measurement of the settling time of a 50nsec DAC.
Figures 2 and 3 show the hybrid layout of this transistor
·array along with the layout of the entire amplifier.
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Whether using this technique or any other method, when
measuring settling -time, it is important to use some
independent means to determine the accuracy of the
measurement. To determine the settling time of the
amplifier, a diode switching network was used that had
the same impedance level as the DAC to be measured.
The assumption was that the settling time of the diode
network was negligible so that the resulting response was
that of the amplifier alone. Figure 4 is a schematic of the
diode switching network and Figure S shows the transient
or settling time respon~e of the amplifier. These oscilloscope photos·show the settling time to be ISnsec. When
settling times as low as this are to be measured, it is
recommended that a sampling oscilloscope ·be used.
Sampling scopes typically have bandwidths that are
greater than 1GHz and low capacitance inputs. In
addition, sampling scopes exhibit lower settling times in

FIGURE 4. Networks used to Test Settling Time
of High Speed Amplifier.
response to signals that would tend to overload a realtime oscilloscope. An approximate analysis of the
amplifier driven by the diode network indicates a settling
time of I 3.6nsec which is close to the measured time of
ISnsec. The analysis does not assume that any nonlinear
effects are taking place. This is a good assumption
because the amplifier~ being emitter-coupled, is designed
to avoid any saturation effects. Because of the hig~ bias
current in each stage, the time delay when either going
into or coming out of cutoff is essentially negligible. It
was experimentally determined, that the amplifier has a
bandwidth of 90M Hz. The bandwidth of this amplifier is
primarily determined by the relatively high output
impedance of the DAC driving the first stage. The output
stage, driven by the interstage emitter-follower has a
very-high bandwidth due to the large FT (frequency at
which the current gain is one) of the transistors involved
(about 4000MHz) and the fact that the load and source
impedances are low. both being in the order of son.
The following analysis shows how the predicted settling
time was determined. The voltage gain of the input stage
is given by the expressions (this assumes that the collector
time constant can be neglected).
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I.

/j(f) RL
A(f) = /j(f) RE + Ro

where
A(f) = the voltage gain as a function off requency
RL = collector load resistor
Re = emitter resistance
Ro = source resistance
2. The transistor current gain is given by
/3(0)

/J(O

i+•lJ fr

where
P(f) = the current gain as a function of frequency
/3(0) = the current gain at DC
fr = the frequency at which I /J(f) I = I
3. Substituting 2 into I and rearranging terms
A(f):::

l+j

A(o)
f /J(o) R
o
fr(/3(0) Re+ Ro)

4. The -3dB of the above expression is then given by
f

_ fr(/J(o) RE+ Ro)
/3(0) Ro

hdB-

For the amplifier shown in Figure 1
fr = 3000MHz, /3(0) = 7S, RE= so. Ro= 2000
and
f!3dB = fr /3(0) Re+ Ro
/3(0) Ro
= 300075(5)+ 200 I ISMHz
7S (200)

FIGURES. Settling Time Response of High Speed
Amplifier.
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115MHz corresponds to a time constant= I /21rBW =
6
I/ 2:r 115 x 10 = I .38nsec. This settling time Ts of this
poleto±0.01% is given by9.3TWhich is equal to l2.9nsec.
The collector time constant rc is given by Tc = RtC1
where Rt is equal to the collector load resistor and C1 is
equal to the collector capacitor and Tc= RtC1 = 235 x 2 x
l0· 12 = 0.47nsec. Similarily. the settling time of the
collector time constant is equal to 4.4nsec. Therefore, the
settling time of the overall amplifier is equal to:
1

2

J

T overall= .JTs + Tc = (12.9)1 + (4.4)2 = 13.6nsec
which is in good agreement with the measured value of
15nsec considering the simplified analysis.
One of the shortcomings of employing this amplifier is
the tendency of the offset to shift with time even after a
sufficient warm-up period. This is due to the relatively
high power dissipation of the input stage (7.SmW per
input transistor) and the fact that the input stage has been
designed with discrete transistors in hybrid fashion.
More stable performance could be obtained if the input
was a monolithic pair, but transistors with greater fr are
available only in discrete form. The tendency of the openloop amplifier to drift with time can be corrected using
feedback techniques.
Figure 6 is a block diagram of the system used to correct
the offset of the open-loop amplifier. In this system, the
off set at the output of the open-loop amplifier is considerably lowered by the DC amplifier and the feedback
connection. The DC amplifier can be a low offset
monolithic operational amplifier which will have excellent stability with time and requires little warm-up time.
The gain of the DC amplifier is set at I 50 to mask the
offset of both the sample/ hold and the open-loop
amplifier. The sample/ hold serves the purpose of selecting only that part of the output waveform that should
be controlled for zero offset. If it is desired to observe the
response time when the DAC is changing from zero to
full scale, it is necessary to sum an equal and opposite full
scale level at the input to the open-loop amplifier so. in
effect. the output of the amplifier settles from a clipped
positive extreme to zero. It is necessary to offset the input
by a full scale level tq keep the input signal within the
dynamic capability of the open-loop amplifier. When the
DAC settles from full scale to zero. it is not necessary to
offset the input because the input is within the dynamic
capability of the open-loop input. If the system is driven
by a square wave. the output will tend to be at zero
one-half of the time. The other half of the time. the output
will either be at the positive or negative extreme of the
open-loop amplifier. It is now easy to see why th'e
sample/ hold is necessary because output to be controlled
is available only one-half of the time. Figure 7 shows a
schematic of a production test fixture that is used to
measure the settling time performance of the DAC63, a
high speed DAC that is ECL-compatible.
In Figure 7 a square wave generator is formed from IC4
and the related circuitry and is set for a frequency of
I 35kHz to allow viewing of the settling time performance
beyond just the immediate specification. The square
wave oscillation is buffered by IC3, a quad ECL buffer.
IC3 provides the oscilloscope synchronization pulse, the

logic reference for the DACbeingteste9 and it also drives
ICI and IC2. The logic signal is taken through switch
contacts S2b from either pin 2 or pin 3 from JC3. The
determination of which signal is selection depends of
whether positive or negative settling is to be tested. The
, phase of the signal at pin 7 of IC3 is constant so the
oscilloscope controls need not be altered when viewing
positive or negative settling time. The logic signal is then
sent to ICI and JC2 before being applied to the device
under test. A calibrate function is implemented by
disabling bit I (MSB) through bit I I leaving only bit 12
active. Since only bit 12 (LSB) is active. the weight of the
LSB is determined independent of the gain of the
amplifier. For convenience, the weight of an LSD is set
for a 1cm oscilloscope deflection. After the digital signal
is applied to the DAC under test, the output of the DAC
is sent to the high speed open-loop amplifier previously
described. When the phase of the logic input signal is
selected, based upon whether positive or negative settling
is to be viewed, it is necessary to apply a+ IOV reference
level to pin 18 on the device under test. During the time
when negative settling time is to be observed, the action
of the + IOV reference signal through the I kn resistor.
internal to the DAC63, provides a I OmA current that is
just equal to the I0mA DAC current that is now being
turned on. This is necessary to provide approximately a
zero volt signal level to the input of the amplifier to stay
within the dynamic range of the amplifier.
Amplifier A1 generates the + IOV reference which is
applied to the device under test through contacts S2a.
Switch contacts S2a and S2b are driven together so that
the phase and offset of the signal will result in proper
oscilloscope presentation. See Figure 8 which depicts the
output of this test fixture. The synchronization output.
which appears at connector J3 is used as a time reference
for either the measurement of the positive or negative
settling of the waveform under test.
The output of the device under test is then sent to the
open-loop amplifier whose performance and operation
have been previously described.
The output of the open-loop amplifier is then applied to
amplifier AJ before being sent to the sample/ hold that is
comprised ofamplifier A2switch Q2 and driver transistor
Q,. IC6 is a monostable which is used to supply the
sampling signal to the sample/ hold.

SETTLING TIME OF AN OPERATIONAL
AMPLIFIER

Refer to Figure 9 for a block diagram of a circuit that
measures the settling time of an operational amplifier in
the inverting configuration. The false summing junction
technique is commonly used because of its simplicity and
effectiveness in performing the measurement. The false
summingjunction contains the same settling information
as the actual summing junction. The actual summing
junction is not used in order to avoid any extra loading
that might alter the performance of the operational
amplifier under test. Another important feature of this
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measurement technique is to correct for the effect of the
waveform aberrations associated with the signal coming
from the pulse generator. Very few, if any, commercial
pulse generators have a flat top response that is adequate
as a test signal if the op amp output is used directly for
evaluation. Since the inverting configuration creates the
opposite phase signal as the input, the waveform viewed
at the false summing junction tends to be free of the
effects of the input waveform inperfections.
In practice, it is relatively straightforward to implement
this measurement for making settling time measurements
down to about 250nsec with accuracies to±0.01%. This
measurement does have some shortcomings when settling
times much shorter than 250nsec to ±0.0 I% accuracy for
IOVoutput changes need to be made. The difficulties that
develop are two-fold. The typical oscilloscope probe has
too much capacitance and this loads down even the false
summing junction, leading to inaccuracy in the final
measurement. The second difficulty is that fast changing
waveform aberrations cause the summing junction to
have to change so that the amplifier can follow the signal.
The waveform at the actual summing, and henceforth at
the false summing junction, can be relatively large due to
the AC gain of the operational amplifier being relatively
low at the frequency of the waveform inperfection. The
solutions to these two problems are relatively straightforward.
First, to achieve maximum sensitivity, it is often necessary
to use a direct-coupled I: I probe or a piece of cable when
connecting to the oscilloscope. Under these circumstances, it is very easy to add 30pF of capacitance to the
false summing point ( I foot of RG58 500 cable has 30pF

of capacitance). Assuming that the feedback resistance R
of the amplifier is I kO and the capacitance load on the
false summing junction is 30pF, an effective I 5nsec time
constant would exist at the false summingjunction. For a
waveform to settle to ±o.O I% accuracy after being
impressed upon a simple time constant, 9.2 time constants
are required, therefore, it would take I 38nsec for the false
summing point to settle. If the antictpated settling time of
the amplifier under test is 250nsec, the measured settling
time would be in the vicinity of y'(l38) 1 + (250)1
286nsec. Faced with this problem, one could either buy a
commercial FET probe or use the circuit shown in Figure
9. The circuit shown in Figure 9 is, in effect, a FET probe

=

FETBUFFER
+15V

PULSE
SENERATQR

OPERATIONAL
AMPLIFIER
UNDER
TEST

FIGURE 9. Block Diagram of the False Summing
Junction Technique for Measuring the
Settling Time of an Operational Anipllifier.
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but is less expensive and is often more convenient to use
because the circuit is easy to build onto the breadboard or
onto the test fixture that is used to evaluate the amplifier
under test. The 2NSS64 FET was chosen to buffer the
false summing junction because the input capacitance is
low~ about SpF. and the output impedance is approximately
With the
output impedance. the cable
length needed to drive the oscilloscope is not critical
because the cable can be effectively back-matched.

son.

A

......

son

The second problem that must be dealt with is that of
obtaining an input signal with a clean flat-top response.
The flat-top response of typical commercial pulse generators is no better than I% of the signal amplitude being
used as a test signal. The false summing technique will
cancel low frequency effects but high frequency effects
cannot be cancelled because of the transient response or
phase response of the amplifier.
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wherewo is equal to the-3dB bandwidth of the open-loop
amplifier and A(o) is the open-loop gain of the amplifier.
Figure IO depicts the test waveform and shows more
detail on the derivation of e(t). As an example of this
effect, the following calculation demonstrates what
happens when the test generator has a S% ripple amplitude and a frequency of IM Hz. If the amplitude of the
test signal is I0V. the ripple amplitude will be 0.SV. Note
the termwoA(o )/2 corresponds to the-3dB bandwidth of
the closed-loop amplifier which will be assumed to be
IOMHz. Therefore, once the transient caused by the step
function has died away. the remaining waveform is
caused by the imperfect signal generator and the phase
response of the amplifier. The amplitude of the signal at
the summing junction is then
e(t) =

=IV+1 1l11cutl
u"J
=tlll 1lgaal1111plltlldl

'InIll

To illustrate this effect, assume that the signal used to
evaluate the amplifier under test has a ripple component
of frequency"' and an error amplitude of a. Assuming a
I-pole amplifier response. the approximate waveform
that will exist at the summing junction is given by -

2

)

sin (c.ur)= 2.5mV sin (c.ur).

If the amplifier is specified to settle to ±o.0 l % of FS or to
lmV out of I0V. clearly a bettersignal generator must be
found.
Figure 11 is a schematic of a pulse shaping circuit that is
capable of supplying the clean flat-top response needed
to effectively test high speed operational amplifiers.
This circuit is capable of producing the low ripple
waveform required to evaluate an amplifier that settles to
±o.01% of full scale accuracy for a I0V step in IOOnsec.
Figure 11also shows an entire production test fixture that
Burr-Brown uses to evaluate the OPA600, a IOOnsec
settling operational amplifier.
Briefly. the circuit works in the following manner. JCI is

1(11::-1!.~, -cuAlolt
·11+-'-l_.l_llfnJ
Aloi 2
2
Z AfoJZ
, ,,JI.
FIGURE IO. Test Signal Applied to Operational
Amplifier Under Test.
a square-wave generator which is set for S00kHz. The
TTL signal from ICI is translated by Q, which. in turn,
drives Q2, a 2N2369. Q2 is responsible for creating the
well defined flat-top response as Q2 is either driven into
saturation or when Q2is cut off. the waveform is defined
by diode, Da, damping to the level established by the
JN7S3 zener-diode. The signal is then buffered by the
action of emitter followers Q3, Q.c,and Q, before driving
the device under test and the related circuitry. For
reasons similar to why the DAC signal must be amplified
for proper viewing, the signal at the false summing
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A1

junction of the operational amplifier must be increased.·
Using the same wideband a~plifier that was previously
described,the false summingjunction signal is amplified
before b~ingsent to an oscilloscopefor viewing.
A, forms a low-passfilter with a gain of about IOOOand
is
used to correct for the high offset and drift associated
with the wideband amplifier. It is not necessary.touse a
sample/ hold to correct the offset of the wideband
amplifieras was done for the DAC becausethe waveform
at the falsejunction has an averagevalueof zero.This test
fixture has the usefulfeature of beingable to calibrate the
amplitude of the error signal. When placed in the
calibrate mode, an attenuator is insertedat the output of
the square-wavegenerator that reducesthe amplitude of
the test signal to I/ 10,000of its original value. I/ 10,000
of the test signal corresponds to the amplitude of ±0.0 I%
of the device under test. so a convenient means for
checkingthe measurementis pr,ovidedwithout havingto
know the value of the gain.
WAVEFORMDIGITIZER
A more powerful technique that can be employed to
evaluate the settling time of a 'DAC or an amplifier is to
digitize the waveform under test. Once the waveformis
digitized,the waveformcan be sent to a computer where
software routines can be used to determine the performance of the device under test. Digitizingthe waveform is superior to hardware-oriented instrumentation
becauseof the versatilityassociatedwith a computer.The
cirC11its
and systemspreviouslydescribedwerededicated
to evaluatingonly settlingtime. Differentinstru·mentation
would have to be developed if rise time, delay time,
overshoot or some other AC parameter needed to be
tested. Bycontrast, once the waveformhas beendigitized,
any property of the waveformcan be analyzed with the
same hardware. Waveform digitization is not limited to
testingDAC's and operational amplifiers,and the circuits
that follow lend themselvesto the evaluation of arbitrary
waveforms.Beforeproceedingwitha detaileddescription

8181AL
i----GENERATOR

DEVICE
UNDER
TEST

of the hardwareused to digitizea waveform,a perspective
on the proper sampling rate will be given. Choosing the
proper sampling rate is important so that realistic
hardware requirements are developed. As an example,
consider the requirements of digitizingthe response of a
12-bitDAC that settles to· I LSD in S0nsecfor a full scale
change. In the area of the waveform where the DAC is
settling to its final value, the rate of change of the
waveformis about Im V/ nsec.(See Figure 8 whichshows
the DAC63settlingto its final value.)Since this is a 12-bit
DAC, l LSD is equivalent to 0.SmVand if the waveform
is to be digitizedto the,necessaryaccuracy, the sampling
rate should be
VE
Ts= (dv)
dT
wheredv/ dT is equal to the rate of change of the signal in
the area of interest, Ts is equal to the sampling interval
and VEis equal to the allowable error signal. For the
example in question,
VE 0.SmV
Ts =dv= I.0mV = 0.Snsec
dT ~
The leadingedgeof the DAC waveformshown in Figure
8 rises at the rate of 0.4V/ nsec. When the rising edge of
·the waveformis sampled at 0.Snsecintervals, this part of
the waveform can be resolved to 0.2V accuracy. Consideringthat it is a 2V waveform,resolvingthe risingedge
to an amplitude of about 10% accuracy is probably
adequate or if not, the sampling rate can be increased. If
the expected settling time were to be S0nsec,data would
be taken for a longer interval to assure that the device
settles. If data was taken for SOOnsec
with 0.Snsecsample
intervals,a record length of 1000points to at least 12-bit .
accuracy would be required. This example illustrates an
appropriate method for selectingthe sample interval and
record length for the measurement in question. Of
course, as the performance requirements change, the
measurementparameters can be suitably .scaled.
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Figure 12 shows a block diagram of a digitizer that can be
used to record signals for many different measurement
requirements. The digitizing works in the following way.
The basic principal behind the digitizer is that when a
waveform is synchronously sampled, the sampled value
of the waveform will correspond to the phase difference
between the sample pulse and the input waveform itself.
At t 0, the computer sets the programmable delay
generator to start sampling at the beginning of the
waveform. As the signal generator has been synchronized
with the delay generator, the output of the sample/hold
will be DC. The output of the analog-to-digital converter
is then sent to the computer for recording. When a stable
value has been recorded for a particular sample point, the
delay is incremented and the process is repeated until the
entire waveform has been digitized. Later it will be shown
that the sample/ hold circuit and the analog-to-digital
converter can take on many different forms. The sample/
hold could range from a conventional one to a sampled
comparator while the ADC could be a digital voltmeter.
Figure I 3 demonstrates the waveforms of a hypothetical
digitizer. Note how the digitizer responds very much like
a sampling scope.
Figure I4 shows a detailed diagram of an actual digitizing
system that can measure the performance of a high speed
12-bit digital-to-analog converter like the Burr-Brown
DAC63.

=

The digitally-programmable delay, is achieved by comparing the output of A.,, which is configured -as a
integrator, to the reference level which enters the other
input to comparator IC3. The variable reference comes
from DACI which gets its digital input from the comparator. Therefore, as the DAC input to the comparator
increases in value, the comparator will generate a delayed

leading edge that is controlled by a digital input. The
delayed leading edge 'is then differentiated and formed
into a 7nsec sampling pulse by IC2. The sample/hold
function is created by ICl. a sampled comparator and A2,
an operational amplifier configured as an integrator. The
comparator and integrator form a sample/ hold in the .
following way. The comparator is a sampling type which
means that the output responds only during the presence
of a sampling pulse. Therefore, when the input to the
comparator is in a state to allow the output to change
state, the change of state will only occur at the time of the
sampling pulse. This comparator has the additional
feature of latching the result until the next sample pulse.
The latched output is then integrated and fed back to the
other input of the comparator. The integrator, in effect,
forms a bang-bang servo and a stable condition of this
loop is arrived at when the integrated output is above or
below the amplitude of the sampled waveform SO%of the
time. The integration time is selected so that the output of
the integrator varies by a negligible amount between
sample pulses. A differential integrator provides a convenient interface to the complementary output of the
differential comparator. The output of the integrator,
which is now DC, represents the value of the AC
waveform at the point in time where it was sampled. This,
in effect, forms a fast accurate sample/hold with an
aperture time of about lOOpsecwhich is determined by
the comparator ICI. Its dynamic performance isdifferent
from a conventional sample/ hold in that it takes a long
time to respond to signals that change rapidly. However,
no dynamic error is·made for this type of signal because
the integrator eventually charges up to the correct value.
While performance of this type may not be adequate for
data acquisition systems, it generally poses no difficulty
for measurement systems of this type.
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For the systemshown here, the output of the integratoris
sent to a FLUKE 8502voltmeter for measurement.The
voltmeteris connected to an HP4S through an IEEE-488
interface where the data is stored for further analysis.
Once it has been detected that the output of the sample/
hold is stable, the sample point is incrementedto the next
position. This process is repeated until the entire waveform has been recorded.
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FIGURE 15.Settling Time of DAC63 Using Digitizing
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RESPONSEOF DAC63

0.010

Figure I5 showsone possibleoutput of such a systemthat
was used to evaluate the performance of a DAC63. A
program was written which has displayedthe data on an .
oscillographtype format to demonstratethe versatilityof
manipulating the data once it has been recorded. Once
the data has been stored in memory.it could be analyzed
in many different ways. Only a digitizingsystem of this
type has this flexibility.The horizontal axis is in nanosecondsand the vertical is in volts.
ACCURACYOF MEASUREMENT
· A problem when measuringsettling time is determining
the validity of the measurement.
The problem usually focuses on two portions of the
measurement.First, what is the speed or the settlingtime
of the measurementitself?Second, when a devicesettles
to a stated accuracyin a givenamount of time, wouldthe
waveform stay within the prescribed error ban if the
measurementtime were extended indefinitely?
Answers to both of these questions can be obtained
convenientlywiththe computerizedmeasurementsystem
previouslydescribed. To determine the settling time of
the measurement, a network of hot carrier diodes was
used as a standard. It is believedthat this is reasonable
~ause the part of the waveform that is used as the
standard is that part when the hot carrier diodeis turned
from on to off. Figure 4 illustrates the type of diode
network that was used as a standard. When done in this
manner there can be no possiblethermal heating effects
since the diode is turned off and since the impedance
levelsare low, the settlingtime of the diode networkcan
be assumed to be negligible.Figure 16shows the device
under test and the diode network.The secondpart of this
validation procedure is to compare the final value of the

50

100
Tlmo(nsoc)

150

200

FIGURE 16.Comparison of the Device Under Test and
a Standard Diode Network.
waveform under test under AC conditions. against the
value when the device is left on continuously. The
assumption is that when the diode is turned from on to
off, the diode will not introduce any thermal effectand if
there is any drift detected in the measurement,the drift is
due to the instrumentation. When this experiment was
·performed,a differenceof about ImV was noted between
the diode network evaluated under AC conditions and
evaluated under DC conditions. When the DAC under
test was compared against this standard, it was found
that a similardifferencewasdetected.Therefore,it can be
assumed that the product was free from any long term
settlingeffects.A measurementof the typejust described
would be difficult with anything but a computerized
system because other hardware-orientedtechniques are
subjectto greater drift and the resultsare more difficultto
recordfor later comparisons.Figures 17and 18depict the
results of this measurement.
Another possibleapplication of this digitizingsystem is
to correct the output waveform for the effects of
imperfections assqciated with the input waveform.
Measuringthe settling time of a DAC or using the false
summingjunction of an operational amplifier docsn't
presentthe problem, but measuringthe settlingtime of a
voltagefollowerwould. A possiblemethod of pcrforming
this measurement would be to digitize the input and
output waveforms and using software techniques, determine when the output waveform tracked the input
waveform.
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FIGURE 18.Comparison of Transient Response and
DC Response of Diode Network.

SUMMARY
Numerous techniques ranging•from oscilloscopemeasurementsto a computerizeddigitizingsystemhave been
offeredas solutions to the problem of measuringsettling
time. The measurementsweredescribedin a wayto allow
the user to determine which procedure is best suited for

the application.The limitationsof each measurementhas
been shown so that the user can determine the proper
trade-off whc;n assessing the degree of complexity
necessaryto perform the desired m~urement.
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STATIC AND DYNAMIC TESTING OF
DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG CONVERTERS
This Application Note describes both static and dynamic
testing of digital-to-analog converters.

12-bit DAC requires at least a 5-digit DVM. A typical
5-digit DVM has a scale factor errqr of ±0.005% and a
linearityerrorof±I digit. Since the linearity of the DVM
is very critical, a trip to the calibration lab is recommended to verify that the DVM is linear to within ±I
digit (±I00µV) on the+I0V range. If tests are made with
the DAC operating in the bipolar mode be sure the DV M
has low symmetry error. that is. it reads the same for
positive and negative input voltages. If the DVM is used
on the I0V and the IV range. the scale factor error of the
IV range must match the I0V range to within JOOµV. If
the scale factors do not match all measurements should
be made on the I0V range only.
Next, the test circuit can be considered. Special precaution should be given to the wiring (see Figure I).

STATIC TESTING
A static test is a test that requires a much longer time than
the settling time of the DAC under test.
A testing time of greater than I00msec is typical because
of the speed limitations of the digital voltmeter. the manual operation of taking data. or changing bit switches.
The DAC under test will be in the unipolar mode(output
ranges from 0 to + I0V). however the same test could be
made in the bipolar mode (±I0V output).
The following measurements will be performed:
I . Offset error
2. Full scale error (full scale error includes off set error)
3. Gain errror
4. Linearity error
Since static testing is a slow operation. and for a 12-bit
DAC there are 4096 codes. a technique will be explored
to avoid testing all 2" digital codes.

•IMIIC

TESTS USING A DIGITAL VOLTMETER
When testing a DAC with a digital voltmeter (DVM)
particular care should be given to the linearity requirements of the DV M in conjunction with the number of bits
the DAC uses. A good rule of thumb is that the DVM
should be at least 10 times more accurate than the smallest DAC error to be measured. which is usually the
linearity error specification of ±1/2 LSB. Table I shows
the DVM requirements for accurate measuring within
±1/2 LSB linearity.
TABLE I. DAC Resolution Versus DVM Requirement.
DAC
RESOLUTION
OBITS
9BITS
IOBITS
11 BITS
12BITS
13BITS
H BITS
ISBITS

LSB
IOV FSA

1120LS8

DVM
REQUIREMENT

DVM
RESOLUTION

390mV
195mV
98tnV
•.9mV
2•mv
122mV
OOlmV
030mV

.19mV
10mv
05mV
o.2•mv
012mV
006mV
003mV
OOISmV

•DIGITS
•DIGITS
5DIGITS
5 DIGITS
5 DIGITS
SDIGITS
6DIGITS
6DIGITS

lmV
lmV
0.1mV
0.1mV
0.lmV
001mV
001mV
OOlmV

Since the linearity error of a DAC will usually be less than
its gain error. the linearity error of a DVM is more critical
than its scale factor error. From Table I we see that a

11&11111
~~.,--,,___..

;\II

t•,

FIGURE I. Static DAC Test Circuit.
connecting the DVM, theJeedback resistor of the DAC,
and any load impedance so that voltage drops caused by
changing current in wiring resistance will not be misinterpreted as DAC errors. If a current output DAC is
tested, add an external output operational amplifier. The
adjustment potentiometers can be switched out of the
circuit so that offset and full scale errors can be measured.
Before measuring any errors of a DAC. sufficient warmup time should be allowed. Many converters have an
internal temperature rise of I0"C or greater. If the
temperature coefficient of the ·gain error is 20ppm/"C and
the internal rise is 10°C, a change o(200ppm or2.0mV on
the +10.0V output will be experienced from the time
power is supplied until co~verter output has stabilized.
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Since a 5-digit DVM can resolve 0.lmV (IOppm), allow
the temperature rise to reach 9.5 11C so the DVM reading
will be stable. For instance, if the internal power dissipation of a converter is 500mWthe warm-up time can be
from 5 to 15 minutes-depending upon the type of
package. An epoxy or glass package has a longer warmup time than a ceramic or metal package; therefore, to
make accurate measurements, allow the converter to
warm-up or use high speed automatic test equipment
which can measure any error before full scale output
changes by I0ppm.
As mentioned previously, the plan is to devise a test that
eliminates the need to test all 2" digital codes. Table II
shows a test plan to measure the offset. full-scale. and
gain errors. Also. the linearity and differential linearity
errors are measured at 15 evenly spaced points. namely
I/ 16. 1/8, 3/ 16 ......
7/8. and 15/ 16 of the full scale
output range. Taking data at these 15 points graphically
illustrates the characteristics of converter errors as shown
in Figure 2. The data recorded in the .table was taken from
a model DAC85. A 6-digit DVM was used for extra
resolution.

means that the converter has very little interaction (low
superposition errors). This means that the weight of any
bit or combination of bits that are turned on is toally
independent of the on/ off state of other bits.
This symmetry which produces repeating error patterns
is true of all DAC's (provided superposition errors are
·1ow). however superposition errors do not need to be
small for a converter to meet its linearity and differential
linearity error specifications. In fact. bit interaction
greater than I/ I0LSB is very likely to occur in a 16-. 15-.
or 14-bit DAC. and occurs in some 12-bit converters.
When bit interaction is less than I , IOLSB. it is possible to
considerably shorten the tests of Table II. To determine
the maximum linearity error.just do steps 3 and S to null
the offset and gain errors and then test each individual bit
as shown in steps 6 thru 13 and the second part of steps
14. IS. 17. and 21. Now take the sum of the positive errors
to get the maximum positive linearity error. Next. take
the sum of the negative errors to get the maximum negative linearity error. When we do this for the DAC85 data
in Table 11.we get a maximum linearity error of +0.63mV
for the IOOOII I I I0I I digital word and-0.69mV for one's
complement (011100000100) of this digital word.

The full scale voltage in step 5 was increased to 10.23750V.
This gives an ideal bit weight starting at the LSBequal to
2.5mV, 5.0mV, I0mV .... 2.560V and finally 5.12V for
the MSB. These numbers can be easily memorized and
!he error voltages can be quickly calculated by ~nspection. The full scale voltage can beboosted to I0.2375V by
increasing Ri: (with a resistor in series) or by increasing
the refere nee voltage by 2.49c.
The linearity error and the differential linearity errors for
the 15 evenly spaced output points are plotted in Figures
2a and 2b. Notice that the offset and gain errors have
been nulled to zero.

When superposition errors are small. the maximum differential linearity error( OLE) occurs at one of the digital
code carries of the individual 12 bits. Instead of measuring the differential linearity errors they can be computed.
to save test time. from the individual bit errors (E). as
shown below.

DLE1= Ea- ~e,, ... , DLE12= E12,
2

{I)

FIGURE 2. DAC85 Errors at IS Evenly Spaced Carries.

Now. what if superposition errors are not small'! Unfortunately. there is no way to predict the input code where
the maximum linearity error will occur. Therefore. it is
necessary to test many code combinations. such as the
tests shown in Table II. in order to approximate the worst
case error. Bit interdction can be caused in many ways
such as temperature gradients on a monolithic chip causing the magnitude of a bit output to be a function of the
state of the other bit switches. A temperature gradient can
ca use the feed back resistor to appear to be nonlinear over
the0 to+ I0V output range(see Figure9a). This apparent
nonlinearity is due to variable power dissipation which
can produce a l"C to 2"C temperature gradient. This in
turn changes the absolute value of the feedback resi~tor
since it will have a temperature coefficient of between
S0ppm and 300ppm/"C for a thin-film material and over
I0OOppm;"C for a monolithic diffused resistor. Bit interaction can also be produced by varying voltage drops
caused by changing current levels when critical portions
of a circuit share the same metallization path such as on a
monolithic chip, in a wire bond. the resistance .ofa socket.
or the wiring resistance of a test circuit {see Figure I).

An interesting fact is that the symmetry of the errors
(linearity error at any binary word) will be equal in
magnitude but opposite in sign to the one's complement
of that code. A close examination of the data in Table 11
shows that this symmetry holds to within 80µV. This

Even though static testing with a DVM is a slow operation. it i'sa useful technique. especially when a new converter is being evaluated, for determining the peculiarities
of the converter.
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TABLE II. Measuring DAC Errors.
STEP OPERATION
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NullGaJnEtro,

5

e
1

•

0
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12
13

IM'UTCOD!!
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OUTPUT

0000 0000 0000
111111111111
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111111111111

ID!AL ERROR DIFF.LIN!ARIT' COMMENT
ERROR,mY
OUTPUT ,,,.y
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FIGURE 3. Automatic DAC Test Circuit Using a
Computing Controller and a DVM.
combinations of a 12-bit DAC could take anywhere
from one minute to several minutes depending on
the speed of the DVM. short-cut methods such as in
Table 11may be required to increase the throughput
rate.
DYNAMIC D/A CONVERTER TESTING

AUTOMATIC TESTING WITH A DVM

Figure 3 illustrates one method of automating the manually performed tests described in the previous section. A
computing controller directs the operation of both the
DAC undertest and the DVM via the IEEE Standard 488
Interface Bus.. The computing controller can calculate
and remove the effects of offset and gain errors so that
adjustment potentiometers for the DAC are not required.
This test system is easy to program with the high-level
language of the computing controller. Of course. a
microcomputer implementation is also possible but the
high cost of developing assembly language software can
be a disadvantage.
The speed of this system will be determined by the measurement speed of the DVM. At first glance. one might be
inclined to assume that the speed limitation is simply the
maximum number of readings per second of the DVM.
which can range from 5 to 500 readings per second
depending on the DVM used. However. the DAC output
voltage will be updated between each· reading of the
DVM so that the maximum number of readings per
second is determined by the internal settling time of the
DVM to ±I digit ( ±0.001% for a 5-digit DVM). Many
manufacturers do not specify the settling time of their
DVM so it must be determined experimentally. Typically. the settling time can range from 20msec.to over
500msec for a step input change. Since testing all 2" code

Since a DV M has a slow conversion speed. the
circuits described in this section do not utilize a
DVM. Most of the· testers described will use a
reference DAC and an oscilloscope to display the
errors. Circuits to measure DAC output settling
time are also included.
Fast-ComputingController
Replacing the DVM of Figure 3 by the circuit of Figure 4
permits a decrease in each conversion period to l00µsec
or less. The reference DAC should have a linearity error
specification of ±0.00 I5% (±I/ 2LS B for a 15-bit DAC).
The reference DAC and the X 100error amplifiers should
have a combined settling time of less than S0µsec. To
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ID1111
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FJGURE4. High Speed DigitizingCircuit.
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prevent the error amplifier Jrom saturating. the DA~
under.test mllst have offset and full scale errors of less
than ±I00mV. The 12-bit ADC80 will digitize the error
signal in 2Sµsec to a r~sol\,ltion•of±1 LSB or ±4.88mV.
This provides ·a resolution of 4.88mV/ 100 or 5<>,JV
referred to the DAC output.

however. is not too accurate because of the acccumulation of errors resulting from "eye-balling' the differential
linearity errors from the oscilloscop-:.
DAI:'
Under
Tai
_, ______
BIii 8112_______

This system is capable of testing all 2" codes of a 12-bit
DAC and computing the offset. full scale. gain. linearity.
and differential linearity errors in approximately Isec,
therefore, it is not necessary to wait for the converter to
warm up before making measurements. unless the total
error of the DAC is required. Total error (or absolute
accuracy) is the worst case deviation from an id,ealDAC
output when the combined effects of offset, gain. and
linearity errors are considered. Total error is an important parameter in applications whore offset and gain
adjustment potentiometers cannot be used.

One can also test glitches (switching transients) to determine their amplitude and settling time. Glitches, which
are caused by unequal turn-on and turn-off times of the
internal switching circuits of the DAC. will be worseat a
digital code carry. usually the MSB. Since digital data
skew can also cause glitches. a Schottky TTL flip-flop is
used in Figure 5 to minimize the data skew.
Testing differential linearity error is very convenient in
that it requires no accurate measurement standards. In a
sense the DAC under test is its own measurement standard since each bit is compared to the sum of the lower
order bits. But what conclusions about the linearityerror
of the DAC can be reached'?This test does give~n indication of the linearity error of a DAC. but unfortunately. it
does not give the actual linearity error nor does it set a
hound on the linearity error. It is possible to compute the
linearity error by using the equations of (I) an reverse
starting at the LSB since DLEr! = Et!, This method.
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ToScope
Sync

-t6VDC

DifferentialLinearityError
The low cost tester in Figure 5 will test a DAC for
differential -linearity error. monotonicity (an increasing
output voltage for an increasing digital code). glitches.
full-scalesettling time when used in conjunction with one
of the circuits in Figure 6, and will provide a clue about a
converter's linearity error. Differential linearity error is
an important parameter for many applications such as
CRT graphic displays which require uniform spacing of
the output voltages of a DAC.
The test sequence begins by.testingthe major carry at the
•MSB by selecting the code 100 , , . 000 with the bit
switches.This circuit produces an alternating input code
of 100· · · 000 and 011 · · -111to the DAC so that all bits
are changing states. To test the carry at bit 2. bit I switch
is placed in the center off position and bit 2 switch is
-turned on. This procedure is repeated for each bit. The
DAC output is AC coupled to an oscilloscopeto observe
the deviation from an ideal I LSB change. If the DAC has
a differential linearityspecificationof± I/ 2 LSB.then the
DAC output step will increaseanywherefrom I/ 2LSBto
3/ 2LSB when the digital code increases by one binary
count.
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FIGURE 5. Low Cost DAC Tester.

It can be shown that the linearity error of a DAC will
suffer if the sign of the differential linearity errors alternate starting at the MSB. For example. a DAC with
differential linearity errors DLE, = +I, 2LSB. DLE1 =
-1/ 2LSB. and DLE.,:=+I /2LSB will automatically have
greater than ±1;2LSB linearity error even if the ot~er
code carries have zero differential linearity errors. Therefore. we can conclude the following: if the differential
linearity errors at the code carries are small (less than
±I/ 4LSB. with at most only two carries as large as
· ±I/ 2LSB provided their signs do not alternate). then the
converter's linearity error will be less than ±I 2LSB.
These comments assume. of course. that superposition
errors are small.
Full-ScaleSettlingTime

An attempt to measure full scale settling time can be a
tricky proposition since we are attempting to resolve the
DAC output settling to within ±I, 2LSB (±l.2mV for a
12-bit DAC).of the final value of a I0V step change.
Measuring the DAC output directly is impractical as
most oscilloscopes have a terrible overload recovery
time. whichcould be confused for the settling time of the
DAC. Therefore. a circuit such as shown in Figure 6a is
required that provides clamping and a level shifting bias
arrangement to shift the full scale DAC output signal
close to ground potential. Even with the Schottky diodes
clamping the oscilloscope input at ±0.SV. some scopes
will overload on their 2mV./division or even their
5mV/division input sensitivity. If this is the case. some
amplification as in Figure 6b will be necessary so that the
scope can be operated at IOmVor 20mV/division.which
usually cures the overload problem.
Now we must be sure that the settling time of the XI0
amplifier in Figure 6b is small compared with the settling
time of the DAC. The settling time of the amplifier can be.
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It is also possible to display the offset and the full scale
errors of the DAC under test. Simply turn off the two
integrators by opening switches SI and S2 so that the
offset and gain errors are no longer nulled during the first
two time intervals. To display gain error. turn on the auto
zero integrator so that the offset error is removed from
the full scale error. An alternate method of determining
the offset and gain errors is to measure the output voltage
of each integrator as this voltage is directly proportional
to the error.
Full DynamicTest
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FIGURE 6. Circuits for Measuring Settling Time.
tested by switching S l to the ground position and S2 to
the external pulse generator position. Applying a +l0V
pulse will clamp the amplifier output at -0.5V. When the
input pulse returns to zero. 03 will zero-bias and the
amplifier output should settle to ±l/2LSB (±6mV for
testing a 12-bit DAC and an amplifier gain of 10) in less
than lµsec provided the ampiifier does not have a secondorder long term settling time problem. If we approximate
the combined settling time of the X JOgain amplifier as
the square root of the sum of the squares. we find that the
error caused by the settling time of the amplifie; is small
enough to ignore when the settling time of the DAC is
greater than 2µsec.

AutomaticLinearityTester
Test circuits that rapidly determine if a DAC meets its
important specifications can be a real time saver espe- .
cially when a large number of converters must be tested.
The circuit in Figure 7 automatically tests linearity error
as well as offset and gain errors. In the first two time
intervals of the test sequence the offset and gain errors are
removed by the two integrate/ hold amplifiers in a servo
loop which automatically adjusts the offset and full scale
outputs of the rere·rence DAC to agree with the DAC
under test. Next, the falling edge of the second one-shot
starts an oscillator which clocks both successive approximation registers (SAR, and SAR1) in parallel.
The multiplexer selects SAR, which functions as a shift
register to sequence through the bits of both DAC's. The
output of the XI0 error amplifier drives a comparator to
provide input data so that SAR,. will store the bits which
have positive error. After each bit has been examined. the
multiplier selects SAR1 and the exclusive-OR complements the digital word. This complemented digital word
turns on the bits that have negative error so that the worst
case negative linearity error is displayed. Finally the
exclusive-OR allows the output of SAR~ to pass straight
through so that the worst case positive linearity error is
displayed.

When the superposition errors of a DAC are not small
due to one of the reasons discussed in ••Tests Using a
DVM". the short-cut methods for measuring linearity
error such as in Figure 7 do not work. If a high speed
measurement circuit is available which .can display each
bit error. then testing all 2" code combinations is a good
alternative.
Figure 8 shows a simple implementation of this type
tester. The binary counter has n + I stages to implement a
binary count from 0 to 2n- l and to reset the counters at
the end of the count. The reference DAC and the X IO
error amplifier must have combined settling times to
±I/ I0LSB of less than l0µsec as the system clock must
operate at 20kHz to have a flicker'."free display. For a
12-bit converter, a complete cycle takes SOµsecX 4096
counts or approximately 200msec. The output of the nth
counter stage is also displayed on the scope to indicate
the mid-scale transition point. Offset and gain adjustment
potentiometers are provided to zero the end points of the
error display.
This tester works well for 8-. 9-. and l0-bit converters.
For a 12-bit DAC. the 4096 segments that are displayed
on a CRT are spaced so close together that the switching
transients create a wide band of noise so that it is difficult
to tell if the converter meets its specification. especially
when the linearity error is near the ±1, 2LSB limit. One
way around this problem if we assume that the errors
contributed by t·he last four bits of the DAC are small. i~
to inhibit these bits with the AND gates shown in Figure
8. This reduces the binary count to 256 and also gives
each count 16 times longer for the glitches to settle out.
Other improvements that can be made to this tester are
automatic offset and gain error nulling. a sample, hold
deglitcher to remove the glitches at the error output and a
GO/ NO GO window comparator to test the linearity
error at each binary count.
The oscilloscope photographs in Figure 9 show two different 12-bit DAC functions. The first converter has
superposition errors (in addition to the errors created by
the individual bit errors) due to self-heating of its feedback resistor causing the DAC to appear nonlinear. A
simple method to determine if the-feedback resistor is at
fault is to substitute a low TCR resistor for the internal
feedback resistor of the DAC and see if the nonlinearity
disappears. Figure 9b demonstrates the symmetrical
error patterns that are produced when a DAC has low
superposition errors (see Figure 2).
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Figure 9a is a good example to show the effect of specifying linearity error as the maximum deviation from a best
straight-line fit rather than a straight line through the end
points. It is apparent for this example that a linearity

error specification of±I /2LSB is easier to meet when the
best straight-line method is used. Since Figure 9b has
symmetrical error patterns. a straight line through the
end points is the same as a best straight-line fit.
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FIGURE 9. Superposition and Symmetrical Errors.
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.TESTING OF ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTERS
The test methods and test circuits that -are described
herein are_ mostly· suitable for converters that have
conversion times of less than lOOµsec, such as the
successive approximation converter. These dynamic testers are not adaptable for integrating converters which
have conversion rates in the tens or hundreds of milliseconds and display a converter's error on an oscilloscope.
Beforeactual test methods are described, some of the
· characteristics of an analog-to-digital converter (ADC)
should be covered. The transfer functions are shown in
Figures 2 and 3 apply in particular to the successive
approximation converter and the counter converter
which employ a DAC and a comparator in a feedback
loop with control logic.

(FSR), then the center of each step will occur at the same
voltage as the output of an ideal 4-bit DAC. These ideal
DAC output points are shown by the dots at the center of
each step in Figure I.
As can be seen by Figure l these +SV inputs between
±l/2LSB (±0.312V) will produce the output code of
I000, or in other words, if a converter had an output code
of l000 there is a ±0.312V (±l/2LSB) uncertainty that
the input is exactly SV. This uncertainty of ±l/2LSB is
called the quantizing error which is inherent of all ADC's.
When an ADC has a linearity error specification of
±I/ 2 LS B the total uncertainty increases to± I LSB- the
total sum of the quantizing error plus the linearity error.
Linearity error can be defined as the amount the input
voltage must deviate from the theoretical transfer function when offset and gain errors have been removed. If
the DAC that is used in an ADC is nonlinear, the step size
will deviate from the ideal I LSB step size and the
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FIGURE l. Transfer Function and .Error Plot for an
Ideal 4-bit ADC.
Figure I shows the transfer function of an ideal 4-bit
ADC. Each step of the transfer function is a uniform
I LSB wide. If the first output code transition (code
change from 0000 to 000 I) is adjusted to occur at an input
voltage of± I/ 2LSB and the lasttransition (1110 to 1111)
to occur at -3/2LSB below the full-scale range voltage

FIGURE 2. Transfer Function and Error Plot for an
ADC which Contains a DAC with Individual
Bit Error of E1 +l/2LSB, E2 -l/2LSB,
E3
0, and E4 0.
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transition voltages will shift from the ideal transition
voltage. The maximum linearity error of an ADC can be
determined by fmding the worst case deviation from the
ideal transition voltage and the differential linearity error
can be found by finding the step size with the largest
deviation from the ideal 1LSB step size. Another method
used by some manufacturers for measuring linearity
error is to compute the difference between the actual and
the ideal center of each step on the average of several
steps.
ll!SITAL

OUTPUT

1111
1110
1101

1100+----------..,.,

...,,.,.

testing all 2a steps of an ADC by examining the errors at
the carrier. For example, at the MSB carry we must
measure the transition voltages from 0110 to 0111 and
from 0111 to l000 in order to compute the differential
linearity and the linearity errors. This technique is the
basis for the tests in Table I.
In actual practice, the internal DAC must have better
than ±l/2LSB linearity error because of the dynamic
nature of the conversion process. If sufficient time is not
allowed for the DAC and the internal comparator to fully
settle (and .usually this is the case to minimize the
conversion time) the transition voltages will be shifted an
additional amount. Now superposition errors are no
longer small and the ADC should be tested at several
code carriers to find the worst case errors. It can be shown
that the shifts caused by dynamic errors will show up at
the major code carriers; and, therefore, code transitions
both above and below a major code transition point
should be measured. To fully characterize the major
carry at MSB, for example, one should measure the
0110- 0111- l000- 1001 transition voltages. Table I
outlines this test method.

MANUALTEST WITH DVM
Figure 4 shows a simple test circuit for manually testing
an ADC. Manual testing can be used for any type ADC
from very-fast parallel encoders to very-slow integrating
converters.

FIGURE 3. Transfer Function and Error Plot for an
ADC which Contains a DAC with Individual
Bit Errors of E1=-1/2LSB, E2===+l/2LSB,
El = 0, and E• = 0.
The transfer function in Figure 2 is produced by an ADC
with an internal DAC having individual bit error of Ea=
+l/2LSB,E2=-1/2LSB,e3=0,ande•=O.
Theworstcase
differential linearity error of+ I LSB occurs at the code
0111 and the transition voltages are shifted -1/2LSB at
four codes below the midrange input voltage and
+l/2LSB at four codes above midrange.
·
When the bit errors of the internal DAC have the
opposite sign, namely E1= -1/2LSB, E2=+I /2LSB, E3= 0,
and E4= 0, the transfer function of Figure 3 is produced.
NoticethemissingcodeatOl
11 (DLE=-ILSB)and that
the transition voltages are shifted in the opposite direction. Both of these examples demonstrate that the worst
case differential linearity error is bounded by two times
the linearity error. The reverse of _this statement is not
true.
The dotted areas of Figure 2 demonstrate that changes in
differential linearity errors and hence, changes in the
linearity errors, take place at the code carriers. Since the
"real action" takes place at the code carries, we can avoid

m&ITAL

Lwam

FIGURE 4. Manual ADC Test Circuit with DC Input
Voltages, a DVM to Monitor the Input
Voltage, and a LED Digital Code Display.
The input is a variable DC power supply and the digital
output word is displayed by a bank of LED indicators.
Because of the dynamic nature of the conversion process,
proper wiring precautions are extremely important due
to current pulses flowing through the wiring resistances.
and inductances. To minimize possible noise and/or
hysteresis at the transition voltages of the ADC, the
recommended layout procedures which are given in most
manufacturer's data sheets should be closely followed.
These procedures usually include proper supply bypassing the wiring, and, in some cases, use of a bypass
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percentduty cyclebetweenthe digitalcodeson eitherside
of a transition voltage.

capacitor.The capacitor is connectedbetweenthe analog
and digital commons to turn differential signals into
common-mode signals to prevent digital noise from
feedingthrough the DAC to the comparator.

Table I outlines the test procedure to measure offset,
full-scale,gain, linearity,and differentiallinearityerrors.
For a successiveapproximation ADC we must measure
the transition voltage above and below the code of
interest sincethe transition voltagecan be shifted due to

The test proceduresinvolvevaryingthe DC input voltage
with the ADC continually convening until the appropriate LED indicators flicker with approximately a SO
TABLE I. MeasuringADC Transition Voltages.
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the dynamic errors of the conversionprocessin addition
to shifts caused by the linearity errors of the internal
DAC. The full-scale voltage has been increased to
10.2375Vby adding a series resistance(Figure 4) to the
input, which is 0.024 x R1n-This makes the ideal bit
weightswith ILSBequalto2.5mV,5.0mV,10mV...2.560V
and finally5.12Vfor the MSB;also the transfer function
has deliberatelybeenshifted by+ I/ 2LSBwhenthe offset
adjustment is performed in step 3. Now the ideal
transition voltageswill occur at exactly the same voltage
as the output voltages of an ideal 12-bit DAC.
Notice in step 2 of Table I that the gain is calculated,
instead of being measured, by substracting the offset
error from·the full-scaleerror. In order to save space in
Table I, part of the steps have been omitted and only 7
evenlyspaced carry points are shown. In actual practice
I5, 31, or even 63 evenly spaced code carries should be
measured if the ADC being tested has excessivesuperposition errors.
It should be apparent that testing an ADC manuallywill
be a very time-consumingprocess, perhaps by a factor of
10 over testing a DAC, due to the increased number of
data points required and becausethe input voltage must
be slowlyvaried to find the transition voltages.
To speed up this manual adjustment process of finding
transition voltages, a servo loop can be used to automatically adjust the input voltage. Yet another scheme
wouldemploy,for example,a computer-controlledDAC
to gradually increasethe input voltageto the ADC under
test by a fractional part of an LSD and note the input
voltage when a code transition occurs.
Instead of measuring transition voltages, another test
method is sometimes used. The ideal center voltage of
each step is applied to the input of the ADC and the
resultant output code is compared to the ideal output

FIGURE 5. Dynamic Transfer Function Test Circuit.

code. If the maximum linearity error of the ADC is
±I/ 2LSB,the resultant output code willalwaysbe within
± 1count. This test givesan indication of the quality of an
ADC, but is does not uncover some of the possible
anomalies of the converter's transfer function. After
studying the examples in Figures 2 and 3, it shoulclbe
apparent that a converter can pass a ±1 count test and
still exhibit the following anomalies: greater than
±l/2LSB linearity error, missing codes, nonmonotonicity, hysteresis,and noisy transitions. Examplesof these
anomaliesare given in the next section.
DYNAMIC TRANSFER FUNCTION TESTER

The test circuit shown in Figure~ can rapidly display an
. eight-codesegment of the transfer function of an ADC.
All of the tests of Table I that were done manually can
now be quickly performed. In addition, much more
information is available concerning the quality of the
ADC under test than is provided by the tests of Table I.
For example, one can readily spot a noisy transition,
alternations between codes, hysteresis, missing codes,
and nonmonotonicityin addition to offset,gain, linearity,
and differential linearity errors. In other words, the
transfer function displayed ·on an oscilloscopeprovides
an almost totally complete picture of the characteristics
of the ADC.
The input voltage to the ADC in Figure 5 is a triangle
waveformsuperimposedon a DC voltagefrom a reference
DAC. The rate of change of the triangle waveform is
smallenough during each conversion period of the ADC
so that a sample/ hold circuit ahead of the ADC is not
required. The triangle waveformshould be synchronized
to the start convert command of the ADC to prevent any
jitter in the scope display. A good figure is 1024
conversionsper cycle of the triangle waveform.
This tester works on the principle that the lower order
bits have repeating binary code patterns as shown in
Figure6(a). If the last two bits of an ADC are connected
to a 2-bit DAC, the output of the DAC will generate the
repeating four-levelstaircase waveformshown in Figure
6 (b). Unfortunately, all of the repeating staircase waveforms look alike so it is possible to confuse which
staircase represents the specific"code carry of interest."
An improvementis shown in Figure 6 (c) which servesto
identify the "code carry of interest." The MSB of a 3-bit
DAC is connected to the appropriate bit output line of
the ADC (bit 2 for this example). The result as shown in
Figure 6 (c) is a shifted staircase with eight levelsinstead
of only four levelswhen bit 2 becomes true at 1/ 4 of full
scale (bit 2 also becomes true at 3/4 of full scale). The
open collector AND gates and the center-off DPDT bit
switchesof Figure 5 are used to implement this shifting
featurewhichis activatedwhena bit switchcorresponding
to a specific ..code carry of interest" is placed in the
center-offposition.
Before testing an ADC, the oscilloscope should be
calibrated so that the beam position (when the inputs are
shorted) is at the position shown by the dot in Figure 6 (d)
and both the verticaland horizontal gains are adjusted to
equal I LSD per division. With the scope calibrated, an
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FJGURE 6. Basisfor the DynamicTransfer FunctionTester of FigureS. (a) Repeatingbinary codes in the last two
bits of an ADC output code for an input dither voltageat l / 4 of the full-scalerange voltage.
(b) Staircase \\'.aveformfrom a 2-bit DAC. (c) Shifted staircase waveformwhen the MSB of a 3-bit
DAC is connectedto the appropriate output of the ADC. (d) Offsetand full-scaleadjustments prior to
examiningthe ADC transfer function.
ideal transfer function willbe positionedon the graticule
lines of the oscilloscopeas shown in Figure 7 (a).
To measure linearityerror, the end points of the transfer
function are adjusted with the offsetand gain adjustment
potentiometers to the positions shown in Figure 6 (d).
The transfer function at the "code carry of interest" is
selected by the bit switches and the linearity error is
measured as the deviation from the ideal transition
voltages.Differentiallinearityerror is the deviationfrom
the ideal l LSB step size. To measuregain error, the gain
adjustment potentiometer is removedby openingswitch
S14 and the deviation of the full-scaletransition point
from the ideal(Figure 6 (d)) is noted. In the samemanner,
offseterror is measuredby removingthe offsetadjustment
with switch Sl3.
Several examples of 12-bit ADC transfer functions are
shown in Figure7 to demonstratethe effectsof hysteresis,
a missingcode, noise, and alternations.
DYNAMIC ERROR PLOT

The test circuit shown in Figure 8 differs from the
previous test circuits since a full n-bit DAC (instead of a

3-bit DAC) is used to reconstruct the analog input signal.
This DAC should be at least ten times more linear than
the ADC under test since an error amplifier is used to
accurately create the differencebetweenthe input signal
to the ADC and the output signal from the DAC. The
output of the error amplifier will be the sum of the
converter's inherent ±l/2LSB quantizing error and its
linearityerror (for example,see the error plots of Figures
2 and 3). Differentiallinearity errors show up in an error
plot as the deviation from an ideal I LSB change in the
ramp portion of each sawtooth waveform. Any phase
shift betweenthe input signal to the ADC and the delayed
output signal of the DAC will produce an additional
error term in the error plot, namely,an undesirablesmallamplitude sine. wave. Therefore, the frequency of the
input signal must be low enough to minimize this
undesirablesignal.
Figure8 (a) showsthe error plot of an 8-bit ADC near ihe
zero crossing of the input signal. The linearity and the
differentiallinearityerrors are veryapparent. Figure 8 (b)
illustrates the error plot at the peak of the sine-wave
input. Notice the reversal of the sawtooth waveform
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when the slope of the inp_utsignal changes sign.

TEST CIRCUIT FOR HIGH-SPEED CONVERTERS

Broad-band noise in the error output limits this test to
8-bit converters. To test greater than 10 bits will require
high-pass filtering of the error signal and a reduction of
the frequency of the input signal. Now a storage scope or
a strip chart recorder will be required to record the error
plot.
.

Figure 9 shows a circuit for testing high-speed converters
with typically less than l0µsec conversion times. These
high-speed converters will most likely use the successive
approximation or the parallel-type conversion schemes.
A unique feature of this tester is the full dynamic exercise
given the ADC under test by digitizing the input waveform at points which are slightly greater than 180° out of
phase. If alternate conversions are held in a latch the
output DAC will produce a low-frequency duplicate of
the input waveform. Since the input waveform will be
changing more than a fractional part of an LSB during
each conversion peri~d. a good quality sample/ hold is
required to ..freeze" the input to the ADC.
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FIGURE 7. ADC Transfer Function Characteristics for
a 12-bit Converter. (a) Near-perfect transfer
function. (b) Hysteresis at the MSB code
carry. Note the missing code 100...000for V,n
increasing, but when Vindecreases the code is
not missing. (c) Near-perfect transfer func-.
tion except for the missing code 0 11... 111.
(d) Noise and alternations (code reversals)
near the transition voltages.
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FIGURE 9. Test Circuit for a High-Speed ADC.
An example will best illustrate the maximum possible
frequencies for the input and output waveforms. Consider
a high-speed 12-bit ADC which has a conversion time
(including the sample/ hold acquisition time) of lµsec.
The output DAC will be updated every 2µsec as the
latches are strobed at the completion of alternate conversions. Since it is desirable to test all 4096 output codes,
the maximum output frequency will be I/ (4096 x 2µsec)
or 122Hz. The maximum input frequency, since two
samples per period are being taken, will be SOOkHz.If the
output signal is high-pass filtered, then the quality of the
output waveform, which is a measure of the combined
performance of the sample/hold and the ADC, can be
measured with a harmonic distortion analyzer or a
spectrum analyzer.
CONCLUSION
Several methods for testing ADC's and DA C's have been
presented along with some of the unique properties of
converters in an effort to broaden the perspective of the
converter user. Obviously, test methods for many other
converter parameters could have been included, but only
the more commonly required tests have been covered.
Using the ideas discussed in this paper, the reader should
be able to implement a test system best suited to his
application.

(C)

FIGURE 8. ADC Test Circuit. (a) Comparing E1Nand
the ADC output which is converted back to
an analog voltage with an accurate DAC.
(b) Error at Ein= 0. (c) Error at plus full-scale
input.
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OP AMP IMPROVES V/F CONVERTER'S INPUT
By adding an op amp to a V/F converter, you can
combine the highly linear A/ D-conversion capability of
the converter and the high-impedance differential input
of an instrumentation amplifier (IA). This approach
eliminates the separate IA ·that is often required for
preamplification and rejection of common-mode noise.
You connect the op amp to the input integrator of a
charge-balance type of V/ F converter (Figure I). This
combination leaves .two high-impedance inputs, which
impress their difference signal across the integrator's
input resistor R1. You choose that resistor value to set
the V/F converter's gain as though it were an IA (For
the VFC320 V/ F converter shown, set the resistor value
to produce 0.25mA for a full-scale differential input.).
Then, choose the desired 'output pulse width (C, value)
and the integrator output swing (C2 value). For the
component values shown, a 1V differential input will
produce a I0kHz full-scale output. The relation is
Fo

=(E2-

E1/(7.5R1C1).

A common-mode voltage will create no signal current in
Ra, but it will shift the integrator's output, causing a
change in trip-time for the following comparator. One
V/ F-converter cycle removes most of this timing error,
however, because the integrator capacitor absorbs the
common-mode voltage, and feedback via the reset current
source restores the integrator's output. Moreover, during
gain calibration the linear portion of the common-mode
error disappears; only the nonlinear portion (approximately 10%)contributes to the overall nonlinearity. For
this circuit, gain nonlinearity is 0.03% typical.
AC common-mode signals affect the timing of every
V/ F-converter cycle, but the net effect is 0, provided that
the count period (for reading the V/ F converter) is long
compared to the period of the common-mode signal.
Becausethis technique increases the integrator's gain, it
also increases the output offset and the gain nonlinearity.
Gain nonlinearity, for example, increases according to
(approximately) the V/ F converter's normal I0V fullscale input range divided by the new full-scale value..
Further, you are limited by the V/ F converter's commonmode rejection capability (60dB) and common-mode
range (-IO to IV). To increase the common-mode range
Oo -5V to IOV),connect the op amp output to the V/F
converter's common return (Figure 2). This connection
also shifts the output pulses' zero level, so you may have
to add the level-translating transistor Q,.

Ca

0.01µF

ICt
VFC320

Ea-E,
Fo= 7.5R,Ct

FIGURE I. Addingon op amp (ICz) providesa V/F convcrtcr(IC1) with
preamplificationand high-impedancedillercntial inputs.

Ca

0.01µF

v+

Fo

FIGURE 2. The connection here extendes the common-mode voltage
range from -10 to IV to -S to IOV.
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THROUGH CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION, V/F CONVERTER
RAISES ACCURACY OF CUMULATIVE MEASUREMENTS
Forsystemsdemandingconcise,fastcumulativemeasurements,
a clockedvoltage-to-frequency
chip does.the trick. Constantly
Integratingand multlplylng,It deliversa productInstantly.
In instrumentation and process control, many physical
measurements-energy consumption, exposure to light,
mechanical work-dictate cumulative operations. Individual readings must be summed or integrated either by
numerical methods (using a microprocessor or computer)
or by electronic integration.
The attributes of voltage-to-frequency converters, particularly charge-balancing devices, make them ideal candidates for cumulative measurements. The converters
integrate an analog input by storing a charge in an
integrating capacitor (Figure 1). When sufficient charge
accumulates, a comparator trips, the charge drains froni
the capacitor during a reset period, and a one-shot
generates an output pulse. Using a. digital counter to
tally successive pulses moves the integration process
from the analog to the digital domain. Although the
frequency output of a V/F converter is usually measured
by counting its output for a fixed period of time, if the
counter is never reset, the resulting measurement is an
infinite or continuous integration. In such cases, the V/ F
converter doubles as an analog-to-digital (A/ D) converter.

ChargeBa!anco:
IA1ovo=ICN
Fo • tos(1mA)

-v

=~

fo«VCN

FIGURE I. Each output pulse of the VFCIOOvoltage-to-frequencyconverter represents the receipt of a fixed quantity of charge at the integrator
input. The integrating op amp integrates the applied voltagewith respectto
time. Counting the output pulses allows the integration to be carried out
indcfmitelyin the digital domain.

Because of continuous integration, V/ F converters sport
distinct advantages over conventional A/ D converters.
For instance, successive-approximation A/ D converters

are inherently sampling devices.'They can handle cumulative measurements with reasonable accuracy only by
making frequent c;onversions and subsequent mathematical summations-two software-intensive requirements. Dual-slope converters integrate the input voltage
only for a portion of the conversion cycle, typically 30%
to 40%;thus they, too, may fall short in accuracy. Dualslope devices that add an autozeroing cycle (so-called
quad-slope types) integrate the input voltage for an even
smaller percentage of the total conversion time. A V/ F
converter, however, provides that unique continuous
integration when coupled with a digital counter.
The VFClOO charge-balancing V/F converter, which
adapts well to cumulative measurements and also replaces
several discrete logic and analog devices, conserves
engineering design time and troubleshooting efforts.
The transfer function of the device:

foUT=

1W' fcLOCK

makes circuit design straightforward by eliminating dependency on the critical one-shot capacitors, as required
in previous V/ F designs. Moreover, the transfer function
provides an elegant means of multiplication. By making
the converter's clock frequency depend on some variable,
the chip's output is proportional to the product of the
input voltage and the variable. The chip's continuous
integration, combined with multiplication of two input
variables, comes in handy for measuring power consumption and mechanical work. The design considerations posed by cumulative measurements move to the
fore in a stationary bicycle-a fairly pedestrian application that nevertheless touches all facets of design. The
principles it illustrates.can easily extend to more prosaic,
if not more productive, pursuits.
The total energy expended (for example, watt-hours or
calories) is figured by integrating the product of rotational
speed and torque. That product is the power developed,
and the time integral of power is work.
A HANDLE ON TORQUE
On the stationary bicycle, brake friction, combined with
the wheel's rotation, imposes a force on the brake
assembly (Figure 2); a strain gauge measures the force by
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sensing the opposing amount of force required to restrain
the brake. The torque ·equals the force divided by the
radius at which it is applied.

Work = ForceX Distance

= F X 21Tr(Revolutions)

= 2ITI'/;F (k • RPM) dt
, v.,.of V/F Converter

[

___c-Tachometer Frequency

1

Work= 2kirr / 0

(RPM) dt
----r:::::outt>ut Freguen'9'of'

1
1

c_

Total Dlgltal Count

Scallng and ConversionFactors HandledIn Software

FIOURE 2. In11rumentson the 11ationarybicycle measure the work done.
The force required to restrain the brake assembly (which would otherwise
be free to rotate with the wheel) is multiplied by the radius of the force,
yielding the applied torque. The time integral of torque times speed is
mechanical work.
'

The strain gauge is composed of a thin-film resistor pair;
mechanical stress causes one resistor's value to rise while
the other's falls. The gauge teams with two fixed precision
resistors to form a bridge (Figure 3).
Gain drift is minimized by exciting the bridge from the
V/ F converter's internal SV reference. Any residual drift
on the reference voltage affects the converter's transfer
function and the bridge output in an equal and opposite
manner, reducing conversion drift to about 10ppm/°C.
Resistor R1 supplies approximately 7mA of the lOmA
for the bridge; the SV reference output supplies the
remaining 3mA. Any initial imbalance in the bridge
dominates all other voltage offsets in the system and
must be adjusted-here, with Rs.
With the brake exerting a full-scale force of 20 lb on the
strain gauge, the bridge puts out a mere SmV and thus
needs amplification. A precision instrumentation amplifier also rejects the bridge's 2.SV common-mode output
voltage. Furthermore, its internal tracking resistors preserve gain acc1,1racy.Since the gain is pin-programmed
for 1000, a full-scale bridge output yields a SV input to
the V/F converter..:....afigure well within the device's IOV
maximum linear input, yet with room to spare for
overrange force peaks.

A PRERECORDED MESSAGE
Rotational velocity is sensed by a magnetic tape fastened
to the circumference of the wheel and on which a steady
tone has been recorded .. A magnetic head positioned
near the wheel senses a frequency that is proportional to
the wheel's speed. The signal, approximately 20mVp-p,
is applied to comparator A1 to create logic-level pulses.
A small amount of hysteresis, supplied by resistors R6
and Re, rejects noise and prevents multiple triggering. TQ
further enhance the ability of comparator A1 to trigger
on small signals without producing double pulses or
oscillations, R1 and C2 momentarily contribute additional
hysteresis after an output transition.
The analog and digital worlds meet at the V/ F converter.
As with an A/ D converter, the grounding procedures at
this critical interface ultimately deter111inethe system's ·
accuracy. Special internal circuit techniques isolate digital
and analog signals to achieve a linearity typically 0.01%
at lO0kHz (full scale). Since improper grounding can
compromise the internal signal isolation, analog and
digital ground lines should be separated near sensitive
analog input circuitry.
SPLITTING GROUND
The meaning of "separate grounds" is often vague, since
analog and digital grounds ·are rarely truly separate.
Most often, "separate" means that the analog and digital
ground buses join at only one point and only at a point
where interaction is minimal (Figure 3 again). In this
case, the two grounds separate at the connector of the
analog input and V/ F circuit board.
The system's analog ground runs to the appropriate
contact on the V/ F converter and the associated powersupply J,ypassing capacitors. The analog ground line
continues to the common side of the bridge sensor, since
the SV VREF output that excites the bridge is set relative
to analog ground. The V/ F conve11er's high-input-•
impedance ground refere nee connects directly to the
output ground references of the instrumentation amplifier. The arrangement avoids the ground-drop errors
caused by varying currents in the instrumentation amplifier's output reference pin or the voltage drops caused by
bridge excitation current.
Digital ground lines pair up closely with lines carrying
an opposing return current. For instance, the output of
the VF converter, FouT, runs parallel to the digital
ground return line. Fast-changing digital currents flowing
in this loop are thus denied a large antenna -that might
radiate interference. Similarly, the rpm sensing circuitry
and its output are given a separate ground return line to
avoid radiation. The clock coming from A1 serves as the
input to the VF chip and does not require a similar
return current path, since its input impedance is very
high and the currents are very low.
The chip's transfer function produces accurate multiplication-provided the integrator amplifier operates in a
linear fashion. If the integrator's output voltage swing is
too large and saturates, accuracy drops. With a constant
clock frequency (as is the case in most applications), the
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integrator voltage swing remains nearly constant over
the full input range of 0 to l0V. In this multiplying
circuit, however, it varies inversely with changes in.the
clock frequency.
The limit for accurate multiplication is set by the lowest
expected clock frequency, since the largest integrator
voltage swing arises at that frequency. As a result, the
integrating capacitor must be large enough to keep the
integrator amplifier's output swing linear. The speci!!!
design of the high-speed integrator op amp limits its
output swing to approximately Oto Vs - 2V.
The integrator voltage swing centers on the SV offset
voltage applied to the noninverting comparator input,
leaving a positive or negative integration range of SV.
The maximum integration time equals the time required
for the reference reset current {lmA) to charge the
integrating capacitor to SV:

=

=

T {JµF/JmA) • SV Sms
Thus for accurate multiplication, the clock frequency
from the rpm sensor must be greater than {Smsf 1, or
200Hz.
Usually, there is a value of the crank rotation speed
below which accurate multiplication is not required. In
this instance, a 200Hz clock frequency corresponds to a
very slow crank rotation of Srpm. Even though chances
are that no significant time would be spent at or below
that rate, it is important that designers should keep in
mind the·type of errors that occur in passing through this
region.
The limited integrator voltage range causes the V/ F
converter to behave as if a ·minimum, 200Hz clock
frequency were present. Therefore any positive offset
evident at the input to the V/ F converter when no force
is being applied to the strain gauge is multiplied by a
constant Srpm. That offset error can be reduced by using
a larger value for the integrating capacitor, together with
accurate trimming of the bridge offset voltage. A small
negative offset, set with R2,ensures that no output pulses
are generated at zero torque and zero rpm.
The accurcy of the total conversion, including multiplication, depends on the highest clock frequency entering
the converter. Second-order effects cause the transferfunction gain to change slightly as clock frequency
varies, producing small errors in the multiplication. For
clock frequencies below lOOkHz,gain typically varies less
than 0.1%, leading to very accurate multiplication when
compared to transconductance-type multipliers ..
A 16-bit counter-timer, actually an 8253 microprocessor
peripheral, digitally counts the device's output. Its three
internal counters serve separate purposes: CTo counts
pulses from the rotation sensor's comparator, A,; CT,
counts the V/F converter's output pulses. Finally, CT2
counts the microprocessor clock frequency for a timer,
enabling the updated information to be displayed at onesecond intervals. The cumulative counts gathered by CTo
and CT1represent revolutions and work, respectively.
The 8253 counter-timer peripheral chip ties directly to a
280 data bus, and its I/ 0 ports are addressed by a chip-

select signal and two bits from address decoding logic. A
BASIC program reads the counters and processes a
conversion {Figure '4). Since the counters are .not reset,
any reading of them yields the cumulative work done to
that point in time. Those readings update a bar-graph
display on the computer. In order to keep that display
updated at uniform time intervals, the BASIC program,
which is dedicated to that task alone, takes readings
every second. The processor, however, which in other
applications may be busy with supervisory functions, is
not required to poll the counters.regularly. All readings
of the counters will show the cumulative result at that'
time.

·TEMPORARYASSIGNMENT
The 16-bitcounters are read in a two-byte sequence {lines
80 and 90) that assigns separate temporary variables to
each byte for conversion into a single 16-bitnumber. Since
the 8253 is a down counter, the sense of the count is
reversed before further processing, and the counters are
never reset to zero, as would be done with frequency
counting.
At the end of their 16-bit maximum count, CToand CT1
roll over and continue counting. A rollover occurs
approximately every 26 revolutions of the wheel for CTo
and is detected in software by comparing consecutive
counter readings. When detected, 65,535 is added to the
appropriate count variable {lines 120 and 130). The
rotation counter must be read at least every 26 revolutions
to avoid missing multiple rollovers of the counter, with
the maximum count limited only by software.

OTHER USES FOR CUMULATIVE
MULTIPLICATION
The instrumentation shown is an example of a general
class of cumulative measurements which require the
multiplication of two variables. The heat transfer measurement in Figure Sa shows another situati9n requiring
multiplication of two variables. The heat transfer rate of
a thermal system can be measured by multiplying the
mass flow rate by the input-output temperature differential. Cumulative heat transfer is determined by counting the output pulses of the V/ F converter.

FigureSb shows another example requiring the multiplication of rate and torque to determine mechanical work of
a DC motor. Torque is measured by sensing the current
in the motor {torque is directly proportional to the
current in a DC motor). Torque and speed are multiplied
in the V/ F converter and cumulative output pulses
indicate total mechanical work.
When two input variables are expressed as a voltage, it
may be more convenient to perform multiplication in an
analog multiplier such as the model MPY634. It is
possible, however, to convert the second variable to a
frequency with a second V/F converter (Figure Sc). The
unique attributes of the V/ F conversion and counting
scheme may provide advantages in some systems. ·
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VOLTAGE-TO-FREQUENCY CONVERTERS
OFFER USEFUL OPTIONS IN AID CONVERSION
SpeclallzedCountingTechniquesAchieveImprovedSpeed and Resolutlon
Voltage-to-frequency converters (VFCs) provide unique
characteristics when used as· analog-to-digital (A/ D)
converters. Their excellent accuracy, linearity, and integrating input characteristics often provide pcrformance
attributes unattainable with other converter types. By
using efficient frequency counting techniques, familiar
speed/accuracy trade-offs can be averted.
Since an analog quantity represented as a frequency-is
inherently a serial data stream, it is easily handled in
large multichannel systems. Frequency information can
be transmitted over long lines with excellent noise
immunity using low cost digital line transmitters and
receivers. Voltage isolation can be accomplished with
low cost optical couplers or transformers without loss in
accuracy: Many channels of frequency data can be efficiently steered to one counter circuit using simple digital
gating, avoiding expensive analog multiplexing circuitry.
Like a dual-slope A/ D converter, the VFC possesses a
true integrating input. While a successive approximation
A/D converter takes a "snapshot" in time, making it
susceptible to noise peaks, the VFC's input is constantly
integrating, smoothing the effects of noise or varying
input signals. When system requirements suggest the
VFC as an appropriate choice, a frequency measurement
technique must also be chosen which meets the conversion speed requirements. While it is clearly not a "fast"

converter, conversion speed of a VFC system can be
optimized by using efficient counting techniques.
The frequency counting scheme shown in Figure 1 is the
most commonly used technique for converting the output of a VFC to a numerical quantity. A gate time is
created by dividing a reference frequency down to a suitable period, T. The output pulses of the VFC are simply
accumulated during the time the gate signal is high. If T
is equal to one second, for instance, the output count M
is equal to the VFC frequency. Other gate periods (often
0.1 seconds, 10 seconds ... etc.) are conveniently scaled
by a decimal point' shift or a simple multiplying factor.
The reset circuitry which must be used to clear the
counter before the next gate period occurs is not shown
in this simplified diagram.
Since the gate period is not synchronized to the VFC
output pulses, there is a potential counting inaccuracy of
plus or minus one count on M. This is easily seen by
imagining a sliding window of width T along the VFC
output waveform. Counting the rising edges which are
seen in that period, you can see how, depending on the ·
VFC frequency, a± one count error can occur.
The resolution which can be achieved by this method is
related to the gate period, T, times the full-scale frequency of the VFC. This is equal to the number of
counts, M, at full scale. Many applications require rela-
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FIOURE I. This simplifieddiagram or the standard counting method shows the potcntiDIinaccuraciesth11tcnn occur. Although the ftnt g11tccounta three rising edges or
the VFC output frequency, r, the second gate period counts only 1wo.
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tively fast conversions (short gate periods) with high
resolution. This can only be accomplished by the use of a
high full-scale frequency. This is art effective solution in
many cases, but since VFC linearity degrades at high
operatingfrequency, this often limits the available accuracy.
The ratiometric counting technique shown in Figure 2
(sometimes called reciprocal counting) eliminates this
tradeoff. By counting N counts of a high speed clock
which occur during an exact integer M counts of the
·VFC, an accurate ratio of the unknown VFC frequency
to the reference (fr) is determined.
This is accomplished by using a D flip-flop clocked with
the VFC output. A new, synchronized gate period is
created which is an exact number of VFC pulses in duration. In contrast to the standard counting approach
which has a plus or minus one count error on M, the
synchronized gate precisely counts an integer number of
VFC pulses. During the same synchronized gate period,
high speed clock pulses are counted. Since these high
speed clock pulses are not synchronized with the gate,
this count has a plus or minus one count error. High
resolution is achieved. by making the reference oscillator
a high frequency so the N count is a large number. The
one count error can then be made to have a small effect
on the result.
The additional resolution of this counting technique
means that for a given conversion speed, the VFC can
now be operated at a low frequency where its linearity
and temperature drift are excellent. Again, reset and
control circuitry have not been shown to clearly illustrate the fundamentals of the technique.
The resulting two counts (M and N) are divided to
achieve the result of an individual conversion. This can
be done in · a host processor or microcontroller along

with the offsetting and scaling that often must be performed.
An example of A/ D system design is shown in Figure 3.
It uses a VFC32O to convert a Oto IOVinput into a 2kHz
to IOkHz output by offsetting the VFC input with a
reference voltage. Th.e IOV reference sets a constant
input current through R3 + R4 which is added to the
signal input current through RI + R2. Since the synchronized gate awaits complete cycles of the VFC to
achieve an exact count, a very-low VFC frequency
would cause the synchronized gate period to be excessively long. The off set at the VFC input allows 2kHz
(corresponding to OV input) to be counted during the
desired conversion time.
All counter functions are provided by a type 8254
counter/timer peripheral component which interfaces to
many popular microprocessor systems. It contains three
16-bit counters which can be programmed for a variety
of functions. Counter C2 provides the timing necessary
to generate the gate signal "G,,. A rising logic edge at the
Convert input initiates the conversion cycle. This causes
FFl to latch "high,,_ Counter C2 is programmed and
loaded to count 50,000 clock pulses (3MHz clock), then
reset FFl. This creates a 16.66ms (1/6Os) gate period
at "G'~
FF2 synchronizes the gate signal "G" to an integer
number of VFC pulses, creating the synchronized gate
"SG•~ Counter CO tallies the exact number (M) of VFC
pulses, while Cl simultaneously counts N high speed
clock pulses.
Conversion to a digital result is completed by reading the
contents of counters CO and Cl by the microprocessor.
The VFC frequency is computed in software as the ratio
of M and N times the clock frequency. The proper choice
of counter modes programmed in the setup of the 8254
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peripheral allows counters COand Cl to be automatically
reset at the initiation of the next conversion cycle. The
Convert command can be created by hardware timing or
other peripheral hardware can be used to initiate the
conversion p·rocesswith software control.
The seemingly odd gate period time of 16.7msec has a
definite purpose. Since the integration period of the
VFC is equal to the counting period, an interfering signal can be rejected by counting for one period (or an
integer number of periods) of the interfering signal. Line
frequency noise (60Hz) can thus be rejected by counting
for 1/60sec or 16.7msec. Figure 4 shows the noise rejection of an A/D converter with an integrating (counting)
period of T as a function of frequency. Using a gate
period of 16.7msec, the deep nulls in the response curve
align with the fundamental and all harmonics of 60Hz.
The shorter gate periods feasible with ratiometric counting make the precise choice of the gate period important
if good line frequency rejection is to be achieved. With
lo~g gate times the line frequency noise is far down the
attenuation slope where reasonable noise integration is
achieved without great concern as to the precise gate
period.
Since the actual counting period is determined by the
synchronized gate, SO, actual gate times will depend on
the input VFC frequency and bow the pulses randomly
align with the gate. Worst case,.however, occurs at low
input voltage where the maximum deviation of the synchronized gate time from desired 16.7msec is equal to
one period of the VFC at 2kHz or 0.Smsec. Even this
worst-case deviation from the ideal gate period still
yields 30dB rejection of 60Hz and its harmonics.
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In this example, conversion data is updated every
33.4msec, yet the counter resolution is one part in
50,000. Using standard counting, it would take several
seconds to achieve the same resolution.
Figure 5 summarizes the speed/accuracy tradeoffs
between the two counting techniques. With standard
counting, the gate time is shortened as the VFC full-scale
frequency is increased. This makes the number of counts
at full scale consistent with the linearity achievable at
that frequency. A low full scale is chosen for ratio counting where VFC linearity is excellent.
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YFC320AndYFC02Peffofmance

Frequeno,FuU&cale

Linearity (~)

Appn,xfmate Aclllen!lle
Rnolutlon [bits)

ConwenlonTime

Comments

STANDARDCOUNTING
10kHz
100kHz
1MHz

0.005
0.03
0.2

14
11
9

1.64&ee
20.48msec
51~

Accuratebut slow.
Fairaccuracyand apoed. ·
Fast,not too accurate.

RATIOMETRICCOUNTING
10kHz

0.005

14

20msec

Fastand accurate.

FIOURE S. Full accuracycapabilitiesarc possiblewith either st11nd1nd
counting or raliomctriccounting techniques,but r11tiocounting holds a large •peed advantage.
Staad111d
countinaahou!d be considered,however,whenan applicationwouldbenefitfrom a lonac,counting integrationperiod whichtends 10 averagebroad-band noise.
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NORTH AMERICAN SALES DIRECTORY
For·componentProducts
BURR-BROWNOFFICESAND SALESREPRESENTATIVES
ALABAMA
Rep,Inc.
205-881-9270
Huntsville,AL
ALASKA
Burr-BrownCorporation
208-455-2811
Bellevue,WA
ARIZONA
Burr-BrownCorporation
602-748-1111
Tucso~.AZ
ARKANSAS
Burr-BrownCorporation
214-681-6781
Garland,TX
CALIFORNIA(Northern)
Burr-BrownCorporation
408-559-8600
SanJose,CA
CALIFORNIA(Southam)
Burr-BrownCorporation
818·991-8544
Agoura,CA
805-498-7581
Agoura,CA
714-835-0712
SantaAna, CA

IOWA
RepAssociatesCorporation
319-373-0'152
Marlon, IA

NEVADA(Soulhem)
Burr-BrownCorporation
818-991-8544
Agoura,CA

KANSAS
BC Electronic.Sales,Inc.
913-342-1211
Kan1188
City, KS
318-722-0'104
Wichita,KS

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Burr-BrownCorporation
817-273-9022
Burlington, MA
NEW JERSEY
Burr-BrownCorporation
914-984-5252
Yonkers,NY

KENTUCKY
Burr-BrownCorporation
513-891-4711
Cincinnati,OH

NEW MEXICO
Thorson DesertStates,Inc.•
505-293-8555
Albuquerque,NM

LOUISIANA(Northern)
Burr-BrownCorporation
214-681-5781
Gerland,TX

NEWYORK(MetroArea)
Burr-BrownCorporation
914-984-5252
Yonkers,NY

LOUISIANA(Southern)
Burr-BrownCorporation
713-988-6548
Houston,TX

NEWYORK
AdvancedComponentsCorp.
315-853-8438
Clinton, NY
607-785-3191
Endicott,NY
315-899-2871
N. Syracuse,NY
718-544-7017
Rochester,NY
718-889-1429
Scottsvllle,NY

MAINE
Burr-BrownCorporation
817-273-9022
Burlington,MA

CANADA
Allan CrawfordAssociates
418-890-2010
Mlssl888uga,ONT

MARYLAND
Marktron,Inc.
301-828-1111
Hunt Valley,MD
301-251-8990
Rockvllle,MD

COLORADO
Burr-BrownCorporation
303-663-4440Loveland,CO

MASSACHUSETTS
Burr-BrownCorporation
817-273-9022
Burlington,MA

CONNECTICUT
Burr-BrownCorporation
914-964-6252
Yonkers,NY

MICHIGAN
Burr-BrownCorporation
313-474-8533
Farmington,Ml

DELAWARE
QED Electronics,Inc.
216-643-9200
Spring House,PA

MINNESOTA
ElectronicSalesAgency,Inc.
812-884-8291
Bloomlngton,MN

FLORIDA
Burr-BrownCorporation
305-740-7900
Orlando,FL
305-588-7182
PalmBeach,FL

MISSISSIPPI
Rep,Inc.
404-938-4358Atlanta,GA

GEORGIA
Rep,Inc.
404-938-4358
Atlanta,GA
HAWAII
Burr-BrownCorporation
818-991-8544
Agoura,CA
IDAHO
Burr-BrownCorporation
208-455-2811
Bellevue,WA
IUINOIS
Burr-BrownCorporation
312-832-6520.Addlaon,
IL
INDIANA
Burr-BrownCorporation
513-891-4711
Cincinnati,OH

NORTH CAROLINA
MurcotaCorporation
919-722-9445
WinstonSalem,NC
NORTH DAKOTA
ElectronicSalesAgency, Inc.
812-884-8291
Bloomlngton,MN
OHIO
Burr-BrownCorporation
513-891-4711
Cincinnati,OH
OHIO (Northee1tom)
K•T/OEPCOMarketing,Inc.
218-442-8200
Cleveland;OH
OKLAHOMA
Burr-BrownCorporation
214-881-5781
Gerland,TX

MISSOURI
BC ElectronicSales,Inc.
314-521-8683
St. Louis, MO
MONTANA
AspenSales,Inc.
801-487-2401
Salt LakeCity, UT

OREGON
Burr-BrownCorporation
206-455-2811
Bellevue,WA

NEBRASKA
BC ElectronicSales,Inc.
913-342-1211
KansasCity, KS

PENNSYLVANIA
(Eaatem)
QEDElectronics,Inc.
215-843-9200
Spring House,PA

NEVADA(Northam)
Burr-BrownCorporation
408-559-8800SanJose,CA

PENNSYLVANIA
(Western)
K-T/OEPCOMarketing,Inc.
412-387-1911
Pittsburgh,PA

SOUTH CAROLINA
Murcota Corporation
919-722-9445
WinstonSalem,NC
SOUTH DAKOTA
Electronlc SalesAgency, Inc.
812-884-8291
Bloomington,MN
TENNESSEE
Rep,Inc.
815-475-4105
JeffersonCity, TN
TEXAS(Northern)
Burr-Brown Corporation
214-881-6781
Garland,TX
TEXAS(Southern)
Burr-Brown Corporation
713-988-6648
Houston,TX
TEXAS(El Paso)
Thorson D888rtStates,Inc.•
505-293-6555Albuquerque,NM
UTAH
AspenSales,Inc.
801-487-2401
Salt LakeCity, UT
VERMONT
Burr-Brown Corporation
617-273-9022
Burlington, MA
VIRGINIA
Marktron,Inc.
301·251-8990
Rockvlllo,MD
WASHINGTON
Burr-BrownCorporation
208-455-2811
Bellevue,WA
WASHINGTON,D.C.
Merktron,Inc.
301-251-8990
Rockvllle,MD
WEST VIRGINIA
. Burr-Brown Corporation
513-891-4711
Cincinnati, OH
WISCONSIN(E!aatem)
Burr-Brown Corporation
312-832-6520
Addison, IL
WISCONSIN(Western)
ElectronicSalesAgency, Inc.
812-884-8291
Bloomington,MN
WYOMING
AspenSales,Inc.
801-487-2401
Salt LakeCity, UT

RHODEISLAND
Burr-BrownCorporation
817-273-9022
Burlington, MA

• Microcircuits only.
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INTERNATIONALSALES DIRECTORY
BURR-BROWNOFFICES
Burr-Brown OverseasMartcoUng
1 Mlllflold Houso
WoodahotaMeadow,Watford
Hortfontahlre,EnglandWD18YX
Telephone(0923) 2-48759
Telex922481
Telefax44-923-33979

AUSTRIA
NlederlasaungOsterrelch
Burr-BrownResearchGeam.b.H.
Senefeldorgasae11
A·1100Wlen
Telephone0222/8283 71
Telax134m
·

Burr-Brown lntemaUonalPubll•
cations and Distributors Co.
P.O.Box7735
1117ZL Schlphol-oost
The Netherlands
Telephona020 470 590
Telex13024

BELGIUM
Burr-Brown lntematlonal B.V.
Avenue Coghenlaan118
B/1180Bruxelles
Telephone(02) 347-44-30
Telex82805

Burr-Brown Ltd. (Scotland
manufacturing faclllty)
SimpsonPkwy.,Klrkton campus
Livingston, Wost Lothian
EH547BH
Telephone0508-414445
Telex727484

JAPAN
Burr-Brown Japan Ltd.
Natural House Bulldlng
14-15,8-chome,Akaaaka
Mlnato-ku,Tokyo
Telephone(03)588-8141

Osaka:Telephone(06)305-3287
NETHERLANDS
Burr-Brown lntemattonal B.V.
P.O.Box7735
,1117ZL Schlphol-ooat
Telephone020-470590
Telex13024

FRANCE
Burr-Brown lntematlonal S.A.
18 Avenue Dutartre
F-78150LeCheanay
Telephone(013)854-3558
Telex842 898372F

SWEDEN
Burr-Brown lntematlonal AB
Kanalvlgen 5
19481 UpplandaVilaby
Telephone0780-93010
Telex14489

ITALY
Burr-Brown lntematlonal S.r.l.
Via Zante, 14
20138Mllano
Telephone(02) 508 52 28
Telex 318248

SWITZERLAND
Burr-BrownAG
Wefngartenstr.
9
CH-8803Rueachllkon/ZQrlch
Telephone(01)724-0928
Telex845 826 523

UNITED KINGDOM
Burr-BrownlntematlonaJLtd.

1 Millfleld Houao ,
Woodshots Meadow,Watford
Hertfordshire,EnglandWD18YX
Telephone923-233837
Tolox 922481
·Telefax 0923-33979
WEST GERMANY
Burr-Brown lnternaUonalGmbH
Weldacher Straaae28
D-7024Fllderstadt 1
Telephone0111no 10 25
Telex1ffl11257
Bremen: Tel. 0421/25 39 31
D0saoldorf:Tel. 02154/8445
Erlangen: Tel. 09131/42728
Frankfurt: Tel. 06081"1584
M0nchen: Tel. 089/8177 37

SALESREPRESENTATIVES
AUSTRALIA
Kenelec (AUST) Pty. Ltd.
48 HendersonR91d, Clayton
Victoria, 3168
Telephone(03) 560 1011
Telex35703

HONGKONG
Schmidt & Co. (HK) Ltd.
18th Floor, Great EagleCentre
23 Harbour Road,Wanchal
Telephone~0222
Telex74768SCMCHX

CANADA
Allan Crawford Associates
5835 Coopers Avenue
Mississauga,Ontario L4Z 1Y2
Telephone(418)890-2010
Telex06-961234

HUNGARY
Slex ElektronlkelementeGmbH
MerlenbaderStr 42
Postfach1365
D-8502Zlrndorf
West Germany
Telephone91160 7014
Telex623486
Telefax0911608862

DENMARK
MER·ELA/S
Ved Klaedebo18
DK-2970Hoersholm
Telephone010.45-2572299
Telex37360
Telefax010.45-2572299
FINLAND
Peral Oy
KehlikuJa6
SF05830Hyvlnkl!l 3
Telephone010-358-14-21600
Telex 15117PERELSF
GREECE
MacedonianElectronics, S.A.
PO Box10240
54249Thessalonlkl
Telephone010-30-31-306800/1
Telex412584

NEWZEALAND
Northrop Instruments&
Systel'!lsLtd.
PrivateBag, 12 Kent Street
New Market,Auckland
Telephone856-658
Telex3380
NORWAY
Hefro Elektronlkk A/S
HaevardMartlnsensvel19
Postbox6, Haugenstua
N-0915Oslo 9
Telephone010-47-2-107300
Telex76205

PORTUGAL
INDIA
Telectre,S.A.
Rua Rodrigo de Fonseca,103
Oriole Services& Consultants
PVT Ltd.
P.O.Box 2531
P.B. No. 9275
1113Lisboa Codex
4, Kurla Industrial Estate
Telephone010-351-1-686072
Ghatkopar, Bombay400086
Telex42627
Telephone010-91-22-5133973/4/5
SINGAPORE
Telex 953011-72102
Mlcrotronlcs Anoe. PTE LTD
ISRAEL
8 Lorong Baker Batu
Racom Electronlcs Co. Ltd.
03-01KolamAyer Ind. Park,1334
P. 0. Box 21120
Telephone748-1835
Tel-Aviv81210
Telex34929
Telephone010-97203 491922
SOUTHAFRICA
Telex33808
AdvancedSemiconductor
Telefax011-972-3491576
Devices(PTY) Ltd.
REPUBLICOF KOREA
P.O.Box 2944
Oyang Corporation
Johannesburg2000
Sun Jin Building
Telephone802-5820
164,Ankuk-Dong
Telex960 4-28201
Chongro-ku, Seoul
Telephone732-8031
Tel~22679
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SPAIN
Unltronlcs, S.A.
Torre de Madrid
(Plante 12,Oflclna 9)
Madrid26008
Telephone010.34-12425204
. Telex 46768
Telefax010-341-2484228
TAIWAN
Alpha Precision Instr. Corp.
2nd Floor, Express Building
56-1 Nan King E. Road, Sec. 4
Taipei, R.O.C.
Telephone (02) 7528237
Telex25138
TURKEY
BurcA/S
P.O. Box39
Bankanllklar, Ankara
Telephone010.90-41-250300/2
Telex43430
YUGOSLAVIA
Elektrotehna Ljubljana
TOZD Elzas
Tltova81
Ljubljana 61000
Telephone010-39-61-318-

683/329-745
Telex31767
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